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EDITOR'S FOREWORD

In each of several capacities- as a friend, as a former colleague, 
and as editor of Handbooks for Research in Political Behavior
I welcome th e occasion to enter a Foreword to Kenneth Janda's 
manual on the processing of political data. 

I first met Mr. Janda in 1957, a few weeks after he undertook 
graduate study in political science at Indiana University and a 
few weeks after I had completed mine at Northwestern Univer
sity. At the request of Professor Charles Hyneman, he was kind 
enough to drive me from Bloomington to Mitchell, Indiana, to 
board a train. From the moment our conversation began, it was 
clear to me that Professor Hyneman's new student had learned 
to execute research differently from one of Hyneman's most 
recent students. Janda's first year of graduate training introduced 
him to machinery that most of my classmates rarely used and 
less often fully comprehended. Janda began instructing me in the 
kinds of data processing available to political scientists. He has 
continued that instruction off and on ever since. In the mean
time, I have come to look back on 1957 as a watershed in the 
development and application of technical skills in political re
search. Few political scientists whose doctoral sheepskins bear 
an earlier date were systematically trained in the use of data 
processing equipment; those whose degrees antedate 1957, for 
the most part, have had to teach themselves to use the equip
ment as part of a continuing effort to pull themselves up by the 
bootstraps. 

When Dr. Janda joined the Northwestern Department of 
Political Science in 1961, he introduced to his undergraduates, 
as well as to his graduate students and his faculty colleagues, the 
conveniences of data processing machinery-keypunches, veri
fiers , reproducers, counter-sorters, and computers. That Janda 
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inspired students, and effectively communicated these conveni
ences to them, is evidenced by the several who as undergraduates 
and later as graduate scholars assisted and contributed to re
search much earlier than beginning scholars usually do. Both at 
Northwestern and at The Ohio State University I have had a 
number of Janda-trained students. Their early introduction to re
search techniques has hastened their contributions to scholarship 
and made them valued colleagues much earlier than is customary. 

The great merit of introducing undergraduates to the ad
vantages of data processing is not, however, to quicken the pro
fessionalization of political scientists. Rather, the merit of pro
viding this instruction to undergraduates is that it contributes to 
fulfilling the goals of the liberal arts tradition, the curriculum of 
general education. Stated quite broadly, liberal education, as it 
applies to the social sciences, embraces values, science, and 
policy. 

Topics with respect to values include identifying the ends or 
objectives of social and political institutions; evaluating the ob
jectives that should be uppermost on the public and private 
agendas; discovering standards for distributing existing resources, 
usually scarce compared to demand; judging in what order new 
resources should be created. 

Topics of science include the historical analysis of trends with 
respect to preferences among values; the explanations of why 
some goals have been preferred to others; the description of 
ways in which they have successfully or unsuccessfully been 
pursued by institutions. 

Topics of policy are those that involve finding and inventing 
courses of public and private action that, insofar as available 
evidence will reveal, are most likely to realize certain objectives. 

Each of these three primary concerns of a liberal education
values, science, and policy-involves empirical questions. A lib
eral education is a house of many mansions and is not exclusively 
empirical. Nevertheless, the identification of values, the discovery 
of trends and conditions underlying their realization, and the in
vention of policies most likely to affect values include many 
empirical inquiries. 
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The undergraduate who can occasionally bring data to bear on 
questions of value, science, and policy will have a wider appreci
ation of the intellectual tasks of the liberally educated man than 
one who can not. If students are to devote part, but not all, of a 
course to data analysis , they can be assisted by convenient steps 
of processing and analysis. Election data, census tracts, legisla
tive records, judicial opinions, international documents, inter
views , letters of public figures-these and many other sources 
are subject to quantitative manipulation, providing one knows 
the rather simple rules for organizing, arranging, and sorting 
them. Dr. Janda's volume provides precisely this kind of instruc
tion for students of politics. 

To involve the student directly in research adds a special fea
ture to the liberal education. Knowledge is not, after all, a finite 
number of objects to be communicated. Knowledge expands; 
new items are added regularly, so that the agenda of education 
continuously lengthens. Knowledge also molts; some things that 
once were included in curricula are now shed. If knowledge 
changes, is it not appropriate to share with students an apprecia
tion of the process of acquiring knowledge, as well as the con
tent? 

One of the purposes of this Series is to provide undergraduates 
with manuals that will instruct them in how political knowledge 
is acquired. I have been asked often, however, why special vol
umes should be necessary for political scientists. Are not the 
same techniques described in advanced texts for sociologists, 
economists, and psychologists? Why not send our students to 
those materials? And why not enroll our students in methodology 
courses in other social science departments? 

I believe, as do most of the authors in this Series , that special 
circumstances with respect to political science justify a special 
set of volumes. (I omit the argument that differences in the na
ture of data often cause economists to use variations of common 
techniques that differ from those of psychologists or sociologists. ) 
I am persuaded that students enter political science for a variety 
of reasons, not all of which are associated with an aptitude for 
empirical techniques. Some enroll because they are attracted by 
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the humanistic concerns of political philosophy; some take up the 
subject out of aesthetic or scientific motives to understand an 
aspect of human activity; others join the field to acquire practical 
information in carrying a precinct, in conducting a public opinion 
poll , or in working in an administrative bureau. Political science, 
probably more than any other social science, is a liberal educa
tion within a liberal education.' It is a subject devoted to values 
as much as science, to science as surely as policy, and to policy 
no less than values. 

If empirical and quantitative skills are to be communicated to 
an audience with such diverse, yet related, purposes, it will help 
to use political examples to illustrate techniques. Method in the 
context of substance is most likely to appeal to this audience. If 
this is regarded as sugar-coating the pill of empiricism, so be it. 

JAMES A. ROBINSON 

Columbus, Ohio 

February 22, 1965 

NOTE 
1 Harold D. Lasswell imaginatively presents a similar and fuller 

statement of this perspective in The Future of Political Science 
(New York: Atherton Press, 1963), pp. 208-42. 
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

Five years have passed since 1964, when the manuscript was 
prepared for the first edition of this book, which was published 
the following year. Even in 1966, when the first edition entered 
its second printing, technological advances had outdated some 
sections of the text. For example, Northwestern University had 
changed computers, and the set-up instructions for the NUCROS 
program no longer applied at my home institution. Nevertheless, 
the advances were not significant enough to warrant a revision 
of the text at that time. Now , three years later, changes in com
puting equipment and techniques require more than reprinting 
the original text. 

For the most part, the revisions in this edition have been 
prompted by "advances in machine technology" and not by "more 
sophisticated and imaginative application of data processing 
techniques in political research"-identified in Chapter I as the 
two sources of obsolescence contributing to the "disuse" of the 
book (pp. 6-7). The revisions have focused primarily on advances 
in machine technology for fear of inadequately covering the im
portant advances in data processing applications developed in the 
intervening period and reported in several book-length studies. 
On the topic of quantitative analysis in general one might men
tion Hayward Alker 's Mathematics and Politics (Macmillan, 
1965); and the forthcoming volumes by Dennis Palumbo, Statis
tics for Political and Behavioral Science (Appleton-Century
Crofts); Oliver Benson, Political Science Laboratory (Charles E. 
Merrill); and Michael Haas, Quantitative Analysis in Political 
Science (Northwestern University Press). An in-depth treatment 
of one particular statistical technique is contained in the forth
coming book by R. J. Rummel, Applied Factor Analysis (North
western University Press) , and a comprehensive discussion of a 
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battery of statistical techniques of special relevance to the study 
of legislative behavior is contained in Legislative Roll-Call 
Analysis, by Lee F. Anderson, Meredith W. Watts, Jr., and Allen 
R. Wilcox (Northwestern University Press, 1966). The topic of 
computer simulation of political processes is discussed in Can
didates, Issues, and Strategies, by Ithiel de Sola Pool , Robert 
Abelson , and Samuel Popkin (M.LT. Press, 1965), and in Cleo 
Cherryholmes and Michael Shapiro, Representatives and Roll 
Calls (Bobbs-Merrill, 1969). Computer techniques of content anal
ysis and information retrieval are treated, respectively, in Philip 
Stone et al., The General Inquirer (M.LT. Press , 1966), and in 
Kenneth Janda, Information Retrieval: Applications to Political 
Science (Bobbs-Merrill, 1968). Finally, the volume edited by 
Edmund Bowles, Computers in Humanistic Research (Prentice
Hall, 1967) , contains informative articles on computer applica
tions in political science by Warren Miller , Richard Merritt, and 
Ole Holsti. 

The books listed above, all of which have been published 
since 1965, make it clear' that data processing methodology is 
losing its status as "a neglected topic in contemporary political 
science literature"-as charged in Chapter I (p. 7). But as yet 
the literature features no alternative text that discusses the funda
mentals of data processing as they are presented in this hand
book. This suggests the value of revising the book to keep up 
with the technology although not expanding it to treat the newer 
computer applications to political research. The fundamental 
change in the revised edition is in Chapter IV on "Electronic 
Computers," which was updated by Michael Leavitt during his 
graduate studies at Northwestern. It now takes into account the 
new generation of machines as well as developments in storage 
devices and time-sharing systems. Some updating was also re
quired in Appendix C-l, which discusses the preparation of con
trol cards for the NUCROS computer program. Appendix C-2, 
which is a FORTRAN listing of the NUCROS program, is en
tirely new . Most of the other chapters have needed only minor 
revisions. 

While the introductory chapter remains virtually the same in 
both editions, it is important to state that the philosophy which 
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underlies that chapter is on the verge of obsolescence. In 1964, 
data processing techniques were invariably linked to the medium 
of punchcards as input to the computer. Now, in 1969, the 
development of alternative input media-primarily magnetic tape 
and disks-has broken the solid link between the punchcard and 
the computer. Although punchcards still are by far the most com
mon input medium, there is less talk nowadays about "punchcard" 
data processing than is suggested in the introductory chapter, 
which speaks almost exclusively from a punchcard philosophy. 

While the language of the introductory chapter may appear 
quaint by current standards, the content is still valid. However, 
the time may not be far off when the punchcard will go the way 
of the fountain pen and lose its dominant position in computing. 
The advent of time-sharing computer systems, remote terminals, 
and keyboard input will likely supersede the punchcard and work 
a revolution in the way that data, including political data, are 
recorded and processed by the computer. Although equipment 
for the new systems is being installed at more and more univer
sities, it will take some time for the revolution in data recording 
to get under way and reveal the eventual form of the newer 
methods. In the meantime, the punchcard dominates all input 
media to computers, even though its days are surely numbered. 

K. J. 
Evanston, Illinois 
March, 1969 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

This book introduces political scientists to some applications 
and advantages of punchcard data processing technology. It will 
show ways in which various types of political information can be 
recorded on punchcards and processed by mechanical equipment 
and electronic computers. Since this material is intended for po
litical scientists who in th e main are unfamiliar with research ap
plications of punchcard data processing techniques, there will be 
no discussion of th e use of computers in executing complex sta
tistical analyses of political data. This book is for the beginner, 
and hopefully its "how-to-do-it" character will encourage more 
political scientists to expand their research, and ultimately their 
th eory, through th e use of modern technology. 

THE MEANI NG OF "DATA PRO CESSING" 

Th e term "data processing" as used here requires some elabora
tion . The term is widely used in writings on mechanical aids in 
research, and many authors use it to describe the several steps 
involved from th e tim e the data are gathered through the analy
sis of the findings.' The United Nations publication, Handbook 
on Data Processing Methods, compares the term "processing" to 
its counterpart in manufacturing, where "the processing of any 
material consists of taking it in one form and changing it to some 
other required form. "? 

Punchcard data processing in political research means record
ing information on punchcards, manipulating or rearranging this 
information mechanically, compiling new information about th e 
data, and statistically analyzing the results to produce more new 
information. Th e essential stages in the process are recording, 
manipulating, compiling, and analyzing. The function performed 
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at the first stage-recording information in punchcard fonn-is 
self-explanatory and needs no further description in this section. 
However, the distinguishing characteristics of the other stages 
may not be so obvious and require some elaboration. 

Manipulation of punchcard data differs from compilation and 
statistical analysis in that no "new" information is produced when 
data are manipulated. A good example of a manipulative opera
tion would be using punchcards and data processing equipment 
to alphabetize the names of all legislators who served in a given 
legislature during a period of twenty-five years. Another example 
of a manipulative operation would be grouping the world's na
tions according to some classification of legislative-executive 
structure. A manipulative operation merely arranges the data in 
a certain manner, adding no new information to that already 
gathered. 

On the other hand, the last two stages in the process do pro
duce new information about the data and must be differentiated 
from each other. The distinction between compilation and statis
tical analysis is drawn from the U. N. Handbook on Data Proces
sing Methods, in which "compilation" refers to counting, summat
ing , computing percentages and averages for the data, and 
"statistical analysis" refers to testing for significance, detennining 
correlations, and other more sophisticated statistical procedures." 

As the opening paragraph of this chapter indicates, this work 
will not deal at length with statistical analysis. Given the present 
state of methodology in political science, the greater need is for 
a handbook concentrating on the early stages of data processing, 
particularly the recording of relevant data on punchcards. 

Many political scientists may be unaware of the punchcard's 
suitability as a means of recording relevant information, Even as 
automation-oriented a group as urban planners (who deal in 
such patently quantitative variables as assessed valuations of 
homes, percentage of owner-occupied dwellings, and taxation 
rates) are not always aware of the benefits of this process. Ad
dressing such a group in 1961, Robert McCarger said, "It is not 
immediately obvious how many different kinds of information, 
which we may not ordinarily think of as data, can be represented 
in, or mapped into a number system by a human being and then 
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subjected to machine processes.I" To quote McCarger further, 
"Hence the newcomer may underestimate the range of forms sub
tended by the word 'data' and the range of machine functions 
subtended by the words 'data processing.''' 

By illustrating the varied uses of punchcards in recording po
litical science data, this book aims to stimulate students of politics 
to consider their research in terms of punchcard data processing. 
Obviously not all political science research can be facilitated by 
punchcard methods. But these fundamentals of punchcard data 
processing coupled with concrete examples may help the re
searcher judge the suitability of the methodology for his needs. 

THE USE AND DISUSE OF THIS HANDBOOK 

Researchers need instruction in how and when punchcards and 
data processing equipment can be used. Instructional material 
that explains the applications of these tools to political science 
problems is not readily available now. Although political science 
journals do report many studies that use modem data processing 
techniques, these journals contain few articles on the general 
method of data processing. The situation is somewhat different in 
the other behavioral sciences, especially psychology. However, 
discussions of data processing in psychological research have 
focused on the use of computers in performing complex statistical 
analyses." These esoteric writings are of little value to the politi
cal scientist who wants guidance at earlier stages of data proces
sing. 

Many standard statistical routines in psychology can be ap
plied appropriately and profitably to political data-once political 
scientists learn to record their data in a form amenable to com
puter analysis. However, collecting and recording political data is 
a problem for students of politics, not for psychologists. Learning 
how and when to use data processing equipment is a burden to 
be assumed by those who want to make use of the method. 
William Cooley's discussion of the "cultural lag" in realizing the 
potential of modem data processing techniques in educational 
research is equally relevant to political research. Cooley speaks 
of the difficulty in familiarizing educational research workers 
with the techniques of modern data processing: 
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It certainly is not going to be done through general courses 
in educational research, especially if recent texts introducing 
research are typical of the content of such courses. 

My/lea is not that all graduate students in education be 
traine to be computer programmers! However, we must 
develop a core of students thoroughly familiar with modern 
data processing techniques. These people are needed to de
velop the specific applications of these techniques to educa
tional research (no one else will do it for us) , and to guide 
their colleagues in computer applications as the need arises." 

No one else will do it for educators, and no one else will do it 
for political scientists. 

This book is designed to stimulate students of politics to de
velop specific research applications of data processing techniques. 
Many books on methodology contain an initial declaration that 
no prior knowledge of the subject on the part of the reader is 
assumed, but this promise is often lost sight of in subsequent 
pages. This book makes that declaration and it will attempt to 
adhere to it throughout. The examples herein emphasize infonna
tion familiar to political scientists, and the discussion of these ex
amples is concrete and specific. In further keeping with its how
to-do-it character, this book presents a general computer program 
for cross-tabulating qualitative or categorized data and also 
discusses the use of a standard program for computing correla
tions from quantitative data. 

This specific and concrete how-to-do-it approach aims to dispel 
what Oliver Benson has referred to as the «unnecessary air of 
mystery" that, for many political scientists, seems to overhang 
the university's computing center." Hopefully, such an approach 
will also lead to an early obsolescence of this book. Any how-to
do-it manual becomes obsolete when better ways are discovered 
for doing what is to be done. When better methods are developed, 
progress takes place, and progress produces obsolescence. Pro
gress in data processing can come through two major routes, and 
from the standpoint of the growth of knowledge, one is far more 
satisfying than the other. 

One major source of progress in data processing lies in ad
vances in machine technology. These technological advances 
may be separated into developments in machine ''hardware'' and 
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«software." The hardware aspect of computing equipment refers 
to the actual physical capabilities of the machines. Harold Borko 
predicts several likely advances in hardware designs: greater 
operating speeds, greater storage capacity, ability to read printed 
characters as well as punched holes, and changes in machine 
logic. 8 The software aspect of computing equipment refers to the 
means by which humans «program" machines to process their 
data. Borko predicts that advances in software may eventually 
enable researchers to use simple English in writing computer 
programs.9 

Important as these developments may prove to be, they depend 
on the efforts of the equipment manufacturers-not on the efforts 
of political scientists. From the standpoint of political science, 
obsolescence of the techniques reported in this book would be 
more satisfying if it came from more sophisticated and imagina
tive application of data processing techniques in political re
search. The methods in this book already may be obsolete in 
comparison to those employed by other researchers. In that event, 
perhaps this book will stimulate discussion of data processing 
methodology-a neglected topic in contemporary political science 
literature.' 0 

Regardless of the origin of better data processing methods in 
political research, this book will surely be rendered obsolete
and the sooner the better. 

ADVANTAGES IN USING PUNCHCARDS 

Many benefits have been claimed for the punchcard as a data
gathering medium. These include speed, convenience, neatness , 
accuracy, permanency, flexibility, and reproducibility.!! When 
might a researcher wish to record his information on punchcards? 
Many considerations figure in such a decision, but at least three 
factors deserve special attention: (1) the number of cases or ob
servations under examination, (2) the uses intended to be made 
of the data and, (3) the possibilities of using the data for pur
poses other than those included in the original design. Each of 
these considerations will be discussed in tum: 

1. How many cases in the study? The punchcard becomes an 
especially useful data-recording medium when the number of 
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cases or observations is large (e.g., more than one hundred, to 
choose an arbitrary figure). In fact, the punchcard was invented 
by Dr. Herman Hollerith of the U.S. Census Bureau to cope 
with problems of compiling information on large numbers of 
cases. In 1885 the Census Bureau was still compiling data col
lected in the Census of 1880. "It was obvious ," writes Herbert 
Hyman, "that if the country's rate of growth continued, the time 
would not be far off before a new census would have to be 
undertaken before the previous one had been published."12 Hol
lerith experimented with mechanical methods of tabulation, de
veloping a punched-hole technique that was first used in the 
1890 census. 

Speed is a major advantage in using punchcards to record 
large numbers of cases, but it is not the only important one. The 
accompanying advantages of convenience, neatness, and accuracy 
should not be underestimated in conducting large-scale studies. 
The keypunch machine, which prepares the punchcard records, 
can be programmed for automatic operation, swiftly positioning 
the cards to receive the information to be recorded. As the opera
tor presses the machine keys, information is neatly printed across 
the top of the card as holes are being punched into it. The con
tents of the cards can easily be printed on sheets of paper or 
totaled as many times as desired, and the cards themselves can 
be conveniently filed for later use. The cards are durable enough 
to resist wear, and worn or damaged cards can be duplicated 
automatically. Compare these features with problems raised by 
managing hundreds or thousands of sheets of hand-written rec
ords , frayed or smeared from repeated handling. 

Shortly after punchcard equipment was made available at 
colleges and universities, students of politics undertook research 
involving huge numbers of cases. As early as 1931, Charles Same
now began recording information on punchcards in a study that 
eventually would involve more than 35,000 court cases.l" Not long 
afterwards, Charles Hyneman published his classic comparative 
studies of 7,500 legislators serving in thirteen states during all 
legislative sessions from 1922 to 1935.14 

With the advent of the sample survey as standard methodology 
in political research.! " political scientists were frequently faced 
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with problems in studying large numbers of cases. Herbert Hy
man observes that because survey research studies are massive 
in size (often involving 1,500 or more respondents) , "It is almost 
universal in current survey research that automatic or machine 
methods of processing data are used. It is therefore a further de
mand upon the survey analyst that he have considerable famili
arity with machine methods."!" Because of speed, convenience, 
and neatness, punchcards are recommended for recording politi
cal information when the number of observations or cases is large. 

2. What use is intended to be made of the data? If the re
searcher plans to undertake some form of statistical analysis that 
would be laborious, unfeasible, or practically impossible without 
the use of computers, then the answer is easy and obvious: record 
the information in punchcard form. When the researcher plans 
nothing more than some manipulations and compilations of his 
data and the number of observations is not large, then an answer 
becomes more difficult. In calendar time it is not always "faster" 
to employ punchcard techniques to research a topic. Ironically, 
this is especially true when the use of a computer is contemplated. 

If it is Monday, and an answer to a given question must be ob
tained by Wednesday (and the data are not already recorded 
on punchcards) , often the surest way of meeting the calendar 
deadline is to burn the midnight oil and do the job manually. In 
certain instances, there are definite reasons for preferring manual 
to mechanical methods of data processing. An obvious set of 
reasons is associated with the uncertainties attending mechaniza
tion : Machines sometimes break down; they are often being used 
by other people just when we need them; and they indiscrimi
nately accept our own erroneous instructions, failing to execute 
the operation or producing useless results. This acceptance of 
erroneous instructions is especially frustrating when a computer 
is being used to meet a deadline. 

Although the uncertainty of. punchcard data processing must 
be calculated in the amount of calendar time needed to answer 
a given question, that is probably not the most important factor in 
determining the punchcard's appropriateness as a medium for 
recording data in smaller studies. More important is the use to 
which the data will be put after being recorded on cards. To 
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some extent, the problem is akin to the "direct-production" or 
"indirect-production" distinction in economics. If a shipwrecked 
sailor on an island wants a drink of water, the quickest and 
easiest way to get it is to go to the pond and get it. But he could 
avoid a trip to the pond every time he is thirsty by constructing a 
piping or irrigation system. So it is with punchcards: the initial 
investment in the preparation of the data may be greater when 
recording in punchcard form , but the eventual payoff is assured 
in terms of permanence and flexibility. 

A well-planned punchcard format will permit processing the 
data to answer many questions, some of which may not yet have 
occurred to the researcher. In her pre-World War II studies of the 
legislative histories of more than 1 ,100 bills in the Ohio legisla
ture, Mona Fletcher points out the problems involved in answering 
questions concerning the flow of legislation through committees: 

The compiling of answers to such queries as these has been 
a laborious task, usually done by laying off a chart and tally
ing the desired information. This procedure, in addition to 
its tediousness, does not provide a permanent record, nor 
does it give an opportunity to make other comparisons than 
those contemplated at the beginning of the study."? 

She found that the punchcard made it possible "to provide accu
rate and permanent records, available at any future time for ad
ditional analyses." Punchcards are a reusable and flexible data
recording medium. If the researcher contemplates manipulating, 
compiling, and analyzing his data in a variety of ways, then it 
may well pay him to record the data on cards, even if the number 
of cases or observations involved is small. 

3. What other uses might be made of the data? Few of us are 
altruistic enough to incur expense solely to help fellow re
searchers. Yet, in the emerging era of cooperative research, 
punchcards do perform this often-unintended function. The 
punchcard format encourages development of such bold new 
plans for the pooling and sharing of data as the data repository 
program of the Inter-University Consortium for Political Re
search.l" The Consortium, a partnership association between the 
University of Michigan's Survey Research Center and ninety other 
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educational institutions, established an "Inventory of Data Re
sources" and now provides a clearinghouse for scores of studies 
conducted by individual researchers across the nation. Ralph 
Bisco of the Consortium staff holds that this clearinghouse makes 
it feasible to view any data collection ultimately as the property 
of the entire academic community. 

Unlike much natural science data, most social science data 
is not limited to the testing of a limited set of hypotheses 
devised within the constraints of a particular discipline. The 
verbal responses of interviewees to one specific question 
might be used to test theories about knowledge, perceptual 
processes, or attitudes ; historians, political scientists, psy
chologists, sociologists, and anthropologists can use the same 
basic data for quite different purposes. As new concepts are 
developed, prior collections can be re-examined for evidence 
of change in the operation of individual or social processes.l" 

The Consortium promotes the sharing of data for political re
search by formulating policies and standards for recording data 
and by aiding in the reproduction and distribution of punchcard 
data and other machinable records. In addition to the advantages 
already mentioned-especially that of flexibility-it is the repro
ducibility of punchcard data that makes this pooling and sharing 
possible. Charles Backstrom and Gerald Hursh have stated: 

Machine data cards quickly have become a universal short
hand for communicating volumes of data. Scholars remote 
from each other can exchange information by having a dupli
cate deck of cards made and sending along a copy of the 
coding manual and questionnaires as the Rosetta stone to 
interpret the cards.P? 

Therefore, the use of punchcards is also recommended if the data 
might be of value to other researchers, to students, or for future 
study-even though the number of cases studied may not be large 
and the analysis may not be complex. 

This discussion of the punchcard as an information-carrying 
medium has been very general. The discussion in the next chap
ter is more technical and specific, explaining how political data 
can be recorded on punchcards. 
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CHAPTER II RECORDING POLITICAL DATA

ON PUNCHCARDS

When a governmental official acts in an unexpected manner , 
computer-oriented political scientists may be taunted by the ques
tion, "H ow are you going to put that on punchcards?" This ques
tion, taken literally, suggests the existence of an important com
munications gap among political scientists. Some students of 
politics may be genuinely curious about "how" political data are 
put on punchcards. Knowledge of this process is basic for under
standing the use of data processing equipment in political re
search, and this chapter describes ways in which various political 
data are recorded on punchcards. 

The familiar "IBM card" will be discussed as an information
carrying medium. Next, standard procedures for recording dif
ferent types of political information on punchcards will be 
briefly outlined-savoiding details that might confuse the be
ginner. Appendices A-I through A-6 contain detailed descriptions 
of punchcard formats and codes actually used in recording the 
information that prompted th e examples in this chapter. Punch
card processing of political data will be treated later in Chapters 
VI and VII. 

THE PUNCHCARD 

Although several types of punchcards are in use today, the 
most popular type is the 80 column card pictured in Figure II-I.l 
Each of th e 80 vertical columns contains 12 punching positions 
that appear as horizontal rows across the card. Numbers from 
o to 9 are printed across the bottom ten rows. Above the 0 row 
are two unmarked positions-the 12 and 11 rows. Information can 
be entered into a card by punching holes in the proper rows and 
columns. These holes then are "read" by data processing equip
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ment and are interpreted as numbers, letters, or special characters 
according to the coding system devised by Herman Hollerith 
around 1900 and now referred to as "Hollerith code." 

Any number from zero to nine can be represented by a single 
punch in the 0-9 positions in any given column. A single punch in 
the 12 row (for any column) is ordinarily interpreted as a plus 
sign; a punch in the 11 row ordinarily indicates a minus sign. 
Letters of the alphabet are produced by combining in a single 
column a "digit" punch (1-9) with a "zone" punch (12, 11, or 0). 

Special characters can be produced by certain combinations of 
two or more punches per column. The characters punched in the 
columns can be printed simultaneously at the top of the card at 
the time it is punched. Figure II-I shows the common punchboard 
characters printed above the hole combinations that produce 
them. 

To understand how these holes in thin cardboard can contain 
political data, one must become familiar with the term "field." 
The 80 columns on a card can be allocated so that certain 
columns are reserved for one type of information and other 
columns for other types. A field is a group of adjacent columns 
reserved for a given type of information. A field may vary in 
width from one to eighty columns, depending on the number of 
columns needed to record the information. The arrangement or 
layout of fields for recording data is called the card format . The 
format for recording a particular type of information is deter
mined before the data are punched into the card, and all cards 
in a given study generally follow the same format. 

The manner in which these fields are used to record informa
tion depends on the nature of the data. Quantitative data, such 
as election returns or governmental expenditures, can be recorded 
on a card simply by punching the numerical value directly into 
the proper field. These punches can be given a literal interpre
tation: the digits "300" punched into a three-column field mean 
the number "three hundred." 

Given the fact that a punchcard can carry alphabetical as well 
as numerical information, it may seem that qualitative data, 
which is of great interest to political scientists, could also be put 
on cards simply by punching directly into fields of adequate 
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length. In truth, this can be done, but a number of technical 
problems exist in processing alphabetical information. These 
problems are not present in processing numerical data. 

Using computing equipment to manipulate and analyze words 
and sentences is sometimes called information processing or infor
mation retrieval instead of "data processing." More will be said 
on this subject in Chapter VIII, but for now it is sufficient to say 
that qualitative data are not usually recorded directly on cards 
and instead are "coded" into numerical categories, which then 
are punched into appropriate fields. The punches in these fields 
defy literal interpretation, and their meaning must be deciphered 
with a code book that identifies punches that represent specified 
information. 

Some concrete examples of political data in punchcard form 
will soon be presented to illustrate this discussion. But first, it is 
helpful to stress a basic similarity between the punchcards used 
by a researcher and the common 3XS or 4x6 index cards. Punch
cards and ordinary index cards both carry information. The main 
difference between the two lies in their representation of informa
tion. Information is carried on punchcards in the form of holes, 
while it is written or typed on index cards. The information on 
either type of card depends on the research problem and the 
researcher's decisions. 

The researcher who uses index cards to study generals in bat
tles must decide wh ether th e data should be organized by gen
erals or by battles. Whether he uses a different card for each 
general or a different card for each battle depends on the organi
zation of information in his sources and the questions he wants to 
answer. He then has to decide what information to record, on 
what part of the card to record it , and how to label or mark the 
cards so he can pull out the information he needs when he 
wants it. 

These considerations also are involved when punchcards are 
used instead of index cards. The researcher still must decide how 
to organize his data, what to record, where to record it, and how 
to label his units of observation. Many decisions are similar be
cause the function of both types of cards is similar when carrying 
research information. The punchcard's essential advantage as an 
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information-carrying medium is that punchcards can be read, 
manipulated, and analyzed by machines; index cards cannot. 

The payoffs from machine processing of punchcard data were 
enumerated in Chapter I. Examples of computer analyses in 
political research will be given in later chapters. The following 
section illustrates how various types of political data can be put 
on punchcards. Election returns, responses to public opinion sur
veys, biographical information about political actors, character
istics of political institutions, roll call votes in legislative bodies, 
legislators' committee assignments, legislative histories of bills , 
instances of human conflict, and interactions in United Nations 
committee meetings have been selected as illustrations. 

ELECTION RETURNS 

The votes cast in precincts, wards, counties, and states for 
Democratic and Republican candidates are a basic source of data 
for students of American government and political behavior. Of
ficial election returns constitute one type of aggregate data
observations reported on groups of people living in a given area 
rather than on particular individuals. Familiar examples of aggre
gate data can be found in census-type information, such as the 
percentage of non-white population in a city block or the number 
of persons in a county engaged in farming. The same considera
tions and procedures involved in recording election returns on 
punchcards can be applied to various types of aggregate data. In 
general, aggregate data are easily put on punchcards and are 
especially suited to the powerful arithmetical capabilities of 
modern computers (see Chapter VII) . 

Voting returns for major state and national offices contested in 
recent elections are available in official state publications. In gen
eral, the county is the most common unit for'reporting these re
turns. Figure II-2 shows a page from the official Illinois publica
tion of the 1962 vote by counties for the office of U.S. Senator. 
The counties are listed alphabetically along with the votes cast 
within each county for the Republican and Democratic candi
dates. Most states publish their official election reports in similar 
format. 
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The standard method of putting election returns on cards is to 
use different cards for votes cast in given areas for given 
offices. Figure 11-2 shows separate cards used in recording votes 
from Illinois' Adams and Alexander counties. Because Illinois has 
102 counties, 102 cards are needed to record the votes from all 
counties for each statewide election. If it is considered desirable 

I 

to break down the Cook County (Chicago and suburbs) vote by 
wards and townships, additional cards may be used to . record 
votes in these subdivisions. 

Transcribing information from official reports to punchcards 
involves both "direct" and "coded" punching. In Figure 11-2, 
three separate fields are arbitrarily laid out on the card for re
cording (1) the county identification code, (2) the Republican 
vote, and (3) the Democratic vote. The first field (columns 1-3) 
contains a simple three-digit code that assigns numbers to the 
counties according to their alphabetical order. The Republican 
vote is punched directly into the second field (columns 4-10) 

and the Democratic vote into the third field (columns 11-17). 

Note that the commas in official vote reports are not recorded 
on the card, and the figures are entered in the card fields with 
the units position at the extreme right-hand side, leaving blank 
spaces at the left. This is called a "right-justified" field. It is 
standard practice to right-justify numerical data entered in fields 
that are wider than the number of digits in the data. I~ general, 
card fields are made wide enough to accommodate the largest 
anticipated value, and the vote fields in Figure 11-2 were made 
seven digits wide to handle votes in the millions as mig?t be cast 
in Cook County. ;

I 

The simple card format discussed here captures only the most 
essential facts: the county identification codes and the party vote. 
The parties' pluralities in each county are not usually recorded 
because the computer can calculate pluralities from the vote 
totals far more easily and accurately than they can be recorded 
on cards from the published report. It often is desirable, how
ever, to punch other information in the cards while the raw data 
are being recorded. If the cards are to become part of a large 
library of punchcard holdings, it is useful to include codes for 
the offices being contested and for the election years. Estimates 
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of the eligible electorate in each county should also be recorded 
if the computer is to calculate the percentage turnout at the 
polls. Additional information of this sort has been recorded in the 
election studies on file at Northwestern University. Details of the 
card format and codes for these studies are contained in Appen
dix A-I. 

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS 

Punchcards perhaps are used most often in behavioral research 
for recording individual responses to questions asked in survey 
interviews and public opinion polls. These questions normally 
elicit qualitative responses that must be translated into numerical 
coding categories before being punched onto cards. The standard 
practice is to use a different card for each person interviewed. 
The respondents are identified by code numbers-usually punched 
on the lefthand side of the cards-and their responses are punched 
in separate fields laid out on the remaining columns. Figure II-3 
illustrates how an interviewer's notations of a respondent's 
answers to two typical survey questions might be transcribed on 
punchcards. In actual practice, of course, responses to many 
questions would be recorded, and holes would be punched 
throughout the card. 

Some survey questions elicit easily anticipated answers that 
can be coded in a few obvious categories. Others produce rich 
and varied responses that need to be studied carefully before 
coding categories can be constructed. Both types of questions are 
contained in the sample interview schedule in Figure II -3. 

The question, "Did you vote for a candidate for Congress?" 
usually produces answers that the interviewer can record simply 
by circling the appropriate code number. Answers to the ques
tion , "What is the most important reason you voted for him?" are 
best handled by having the interviewer record them verbatim 
and by constructing codes after a sample of responses is studied. 
The appropriate code number for the response is then written 
alongside the question on the interview schedule, and the sched
ules are given to keypunch operators with instructions to punch 
all circled numbers. 
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FIGURE II-3 
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The general subject of questionnaire design and coding con
siderations in survey research deserves its own book-length treat
ment. Backstrom and Hursh treat this and other topics thoroughly 
in Survey Research, an earlier book in this series of Handbooks 
for Research in Political Behavior. Although Chapter V contains 
some suggestions for developing coding categories that have 
relevance for survey data, this book does not devote much addi
tional attention to this subject. Complete examples of interview 
schedules and punchcard codes have been published in the ap
pendices of many survey studies.P 

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 

The practice of "coding" information into numbered categories 
has long been used for response to survey questions, but it only 
recently has been applied to information on political institutions. 
Students of government often deal with such institutional vari
ables as a nation's legislative-executive structure, the nature of 
its party system , and the role of interest groups in the political 
process. Many political scientists may not think of this informa
tion as "data"-a term that has quantitative connotations. Never
theless, institutional variables can easily be recorded on cards 
and profitably analyzed with data processing equipment. 

Political institutions can be categorized and counted in the 
same manner as can responses to interview questions. Admittedly 
the job may be far more difficult, but in principle the tasks are 
the same. Information on political institutions is not ''hard'' data, 
and careful judgment must be exercised in constructing cate
gories and in classifying these variables on the basis of incom
plete and often conflicting evidence. Once the data have been 
recorded on punchcards, however, the researcher can avail him
self of the advantages of data processing equipment in analyzing 
political institutions. These advantages are especially helpful in 
comparing political institutions in many different governmental 
units. 

A Cross-Polity Survey, the landmark work of Arthur S. Banks 
and Robert B. Textor, indicates what can be done with this ap
proach to comparative politics at the international level. 3 Banks 
coded U5 of the world's independent "polities" according to 57 
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different political and environmental characteristics. He then 
used Textor's special computer program to cross-classify each 
characteristic against every other and to print out the resulting 
table when a relationship was statistically significant. This effort 
produced a massive 1 ,300 page book composed mainly of com
puter output. While it yields no theory about comparative poli
tics, this book does provide comprehensive pictures of the rela
tionships between many pairs of variables for virtually all nations. 
The resulting information can be used for theory-building. 

The use of punchcards for information on political institutions 
will be illustrated with two variables chosen from A Cross-Polity 
Survey. Banks sought to classify each nation according to its 
legislative-executive structure and the status of its legislature in 
making governmental policy. The following sets of categories 
were constructed for these variables." 

Code Legislative-Executive Structure 
1 Presidential: characterized by the presence of an elected 

official (whether directly or indirectly designated) who 
serves for a stated term as both Head of State and Chief 
Executive, or as Head of State and effective executive, 
in conjunction with a "weak" premier not dependent 
upon a parliamentary majority. 

2 Presidential-Parliamentary: has a "strong" president serv
ing as Head of State and as effective executive, in con
junction with a "weak" premier who is dependent upon 
parliamentary support. 

3 Parliamentary-Republican: differs from the presidential
parliamentary in that the power positions of president 
and premier, respectively, are reversed. 

4 Parliamentary-Royalist: differs from the parliamentary
republican in that the Head of State is a "weak" mon
arch, rather than an elected president. 

S Monarchical-Parliamentary: has a "strong" monarch serv
ing as Head of State and as effective executive, in con
junction with a "weak" premier dependent, at least to 
some degree, upon parliamentary support. 

6 Monarchical: has a "strong" monarch serving as Head of 
State and as Chief Executive, or as Head of State and 
effective executive, in conjunction with a "weak" pre
mier not dependent upon parliamentary support. 
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7 Communist: the legislature has complete formal control 
over the appointment and tenure of both the Head of 
State and the Premier. Effective control, however, is 
exercised by the party hierarchy. 

8 Ambiguous, irrelevant, or unascertained 

Code Current Status of the Legislature 
1 Fully effective (performs normal legislative function as 

reasonably "co-equal" branch of national government) 

2 Partially effective (tendency toward domination by ex
ecutive, or otherwise partially limited in effective exer
cise of legislative function) 

3 Largely ineffective (virtually complete domination by 
executive or by one-party or dominant party organiza
tion) 

4 Wholly ineffective (restricted to consultative or "rubber
stamp" legislative function) 

5 Ambiguous, irrelevant, or unascertained 

Although Banks presented his sets of categories for most vari
ables, he did not disclose the evidence underlying the coding de
cisions for individual nations. Therefore, Figure II-4 shows how 
one might use published material to classify a nation according to 
its legislative-executive structure and the status of its legislature 
in making governmental policy. In an actual study, again, the 
card would be punched full of coded information. 

In the Banks and Textor scheme, nations constituted observa
tional units, and the data were recorded on a one-card-per-nation 
basis. Figure II-4 shows a punchcard carrying information about 
the governmental structure and role of the Japanese legislature. 
Japan's identification number is punched in the first field. Col
umns 6 and 9 respectively contain Banks's codes for legislative
executive structure and status of the legislature in policy making. 
Note that the arrows do not go directly from the data to the 
card but go first to a ruled sheet of paper. This is called a "coding 
sheet" and is used when the coding process is too complex to al
low cards to be punched directly from source documents. Trained 
personnel enter code numbers on coding sheets with the 
use of detailed code books. The code sheets they prepare are 
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given to keypunch operators who punch the numbers into cards 
on a one-card-per-line basis. The heavy black lines that follow 
every fifth column serve as reference markers for coders and key
punch operators. 

Much remains to be learned about categorizing and coding in
formation on political institutions, for this use of punchcards in 
political research is still relatively new. This method could be ex
tended to include collections of data on other observational units 
such as governmental agencies and political parties, but most 
uses of punchcards for institutional variables have made the na
tion the unit of observation. Appendix A-2 illustrates codes used 
for data on fifteen political variables collected on eighty-two 
nations as part of the Dimensionality of Nations Project at North
western and Yale universities. 

BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL 

Governments and private agencies periodically collect and 
publish biographical information on prominent public personali
ties and various groups of political actors. The biographical 
sketches in these "who's who" publications have been used in in
tensive studies of individual careers and in comparative studies 
of the careers of whole classes of political actors , such as the 
Hoover Institute elite studies in the 195o'S.5 When biographical 
information is sought for purposes of intensive research on indi
vidual careers, punchcards offer few or no advantages over ordi
nary note cards. But when background characteristics are to be 
gathered and analyzed for scores (or hundreds) of political 
actors , punchcards should be considered. 

Figure 11-5 illustrates the punchcard procedure for recording 
biographical information on members of the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences. 6 Information about each entrant is packed into a 
paragraph following his name. The relevant data in these para
graphs are put on punchcards by translating the information 
into code numbers which are then entered on coding sheets. Each 
line on the sheet represents a different individual, and the cards 
are punched on a one-card-per-individual basis . The following 
codes provide information on membership in the Communist 
Party and the Soviet Academy of Sciences: 
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Code Communist Party membership 
o Not a member 
1 Former member from (year: col. 14-15) to (year: col. 

16-17) 
2 Current member since (year: col. 14-15) 

Code Soviet Academy of Sciences membership 
o Not a member
1 Indeterminate association with the Academy
2 Current regular member ! 
3 Current honorary member since (year: col. 21-22) 
4 Current corresponding member 

5 Former regular member f ( l 21 22) ! rom year: co . 
6 Former honorary member to ( ear : col. 23-24) 
7 Former corresponding member y 

These categories are incorporated in a code book that serves as a 
reference for translating published information into numbers on 
code sheets. Even when working with well-prepared manuals, 
coders must exercise their own judgment in deciding how to 
handle ambiguities and unanticipated problems in the data. It is 
useful for them to enter these decisions in "diaries" that can be 
reviewed by the researcher who can modify the coding instruc
tions if necessary. 

The coding categories devised for biographical data depend on 
the research objectives and information available in the sources. 
Appendix A-3 describes the punchcard format and codes for 
background data collected on all members of the Indiana General 
Assembly from 1925 to 1961. Similar biographical data on mem
bers of state legislative bodies have been used in research to 
determine "who makes our laws."7 

ROLL CALL VOTING 

Published records of votes cast by members of governmental 
bodies constitute a major source of data for political scientists.8 

Analyses of roll call votes have been conducted on city councils, 
state legislatures, both houses of Congress, foreign legislatures, 
the United Nations, and the Supreme Court. The voting patterns 
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of all members on many different issues are usually studied in 
these analyses. Often the researcher must analyze the voting 
positions of more than one hundred members on more than one 
hundred roll calls. This amount of information could hardly be 
managed by traditional methods, but once the data are put on 
punchcards, complex analyses of this enormous information 
matrix become almost routine." 

Roll call votes usually are recorded on punchcards by using 
one card for each member, reserving a separate column on the 
card for each roll call , and punching a code number for each 
legislator's vote on a given roll call in the proper column of his 
card. A simple code is 1 for yes, 2 for no, and 3 for not vot
ing. Figure II-6 shows how this code may be applied to the offi
cial report of roll call votes on Senate Bills No. 146 and No. 367 
as published in the Senate Journal of the 1963 Illinois General 
Assembly. 

A record must be kept to indicate which roll calls are recorded 
in which columns. Supposing that the card format in Figure II-6 
limits the recording of roll calls to columns 11-80, the voting posi
tions of one member on as many as 70 different roll calls can be 
contained on one punchcard. Because some legislatures may have 
several hundred roll calls in one session, it often is necessary to 
use more than one voting card per individual. In this case, every 
card assigned to a given legislator is punched with the same 
identifying number, but another column is punched to indicate 
whether it is his first card, second card, and so on. 

The format in which legislative votes usually are reported 
makes it necessary to record the data on coding sheets before the 
cards can be punched. This process is a tedious error-inviting 
task. One person can do the job, but a team of two-one reading 
off the votes and the other entering code numbers-usually oper
ates more economically as they produce fewer errors that must 
later be corrected. Although a great deal of effort is required to 
transcribe large numbers of roll calls onto punchcards via coding 
sheets, the flexibility and reusability features of punchcard data 
make the effort worthwhile. 

The one-card-per-member format for recording roll call votes 
provides considerable flexibility in analysis. The researcher can 
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FIGURE II-6 
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combine individual members' cards to analyze their votes ac
cording to common characteristics such as party, occupation, and 
character of the districts represented.l? In principle only the 
members' code numbers need be known to fonn these groupings, 
since the identification codes permit individual cards to be se
lected and grouped as desired. However, it is more convenient to 
code these common variables for each individual and to include 
them on the card in addition to the identification code. Data 
processing equipment can then arrange the members into analysis 
groups. Appendix A-4 contains a roll call vote study that includes 
such additional variables on each legislator's data cards. 

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 

Legislators' committee assignments have been chosen to illus
trate how punchcards can be used for less common types of 
political data. Political scientists take great interest in legislators' 
memberships on committees. Especially in Congress, a legislator's 
influence is determined by his membership on committees, and 
his career in the chamber is reflected in his movement through 
the committee structure. In spite of the publication of several 
recent analyses of initial assignments and membership changes 
on congressional committees, the need continues for additional 
research assessing the effect of committee membership on roll call 
voting and comparing congressional committees with those in 
state and foreign legislatures. Such research can be facilitated 
with data processing techniques if the data are recorded on 
punchcards. 

Various governmental and private publications issue reports on 
committee assignments of congressmen and state legislators. A 
page from the Congressional Directory of the 88th Congress, rst 
session, is reproduced in Figure II-7. The senators' names are 
listed alphabetically and followed by the committees on which 
they served. Chairmanships are also specified. This information 
can be recorded conveniently on coding sheets by using a sep
arate line for each senator and arbitrarily reserving a separate 
column for each committee. If the senator is a member of a given 
committee, the appropriate column can be marked 1. If he is the 
chairman of that committee, the column can be marked 2. The 
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column can be left blank or punched zero if the senator did not 
serve on the committee. ll Other codes are possible: the field for 
each committee might be expanded to two columns and the num
ber of years served on the committee could be entered in place 
of the simple code above. Whatever the code, the data would be 
punched into cards on a one-card-per-member basis, and some 
record should be kept to tell which committees' assignments were 
recorded in which columns. 

As stated in the previous section on recording roll call votes, it 
is often desirable to supplement a man's identification number 
with other information punched in the data card. For example, 
analyses of the background of members on various committees 
would be facilitated if codes for the standard party, occupation, 
and district variables were punched in the cards along with 
identification numbers and committee assignments. Appendix 
A-S describes data collected on committee assignments in the 
Indiana legislature, in which members serve on many commit
tees with constantly shifting assignments. Complete information 
on the card format and coding categories used for the data are 
given. 

HISTORlES OF BILLS 

Students of legislatures want to know what happens after bills 
are introduced into the chamber. Knowledge about whose bills 
go to which committees and what eventually happens to them is 
especially important for comparative studies of legislative proc
esses. Because hundreds of bills are introduced in some legisla
tive sessions, punchcards and data processing techniques are vir
tually essential if one is to acquire such knowledge. Even with 
this technology, an enormous amount of work is involved in 
comprehensive comparisons of the histories of legislation. I::! 

The main problem in recording legislative histories on punch
cards lies in getting access to information. Information relevant 
to the history of any given bill is likely to be scattered throughout 
a legislature's house and senate journal. Detailed and accurate 
indexes to the journals are a great help at the recording stage, 
but the task is still a tedious one. Figure II -8 shows how one facet 
of a bill's history is reported in an official journal of a legislature 
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FIGURE 1I-7
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and transcribed in punchcard language on a one-card-per-bill 
basis. 

The page reproduced in Figure 11-8 is from the Indiana House 
Journal for 1961. The information shows that the House adopted 
the majority committee report that House Bill No. 149 pass with
out amendment. House reactions to committee reports can be re
ported with such categories as the following: 

Code Chamber action on the Majority Report of the Committee 

1 The bill was not reported out of committee so no action 
was taken 

2 Adopted the report: that the bill pass without amendment 
3 Adopted the report: that the bill pass after amendment 
4 Adopted the report: that the bill should not pass 
5 Adopted the report: that the bill be recommitted to an

other committee 
6 No committee report: the bill was taken from committee 

by action of the chamber 
7 The chamber adopted the minority report of the commit

tee (see Chamber Action on Minority Report) 

The exact coding categories formulated for recording the legis
lature's actions on a bill depend on the rules governing operation 
of the legislative process in the chamber. Appendix A-6 contains 
a detailed description of codes used in recording legislative his
tories of bills introduced in several sessions of the Indiana Gen
eral Assembly. Because the categories were constructed several 
years ago when it was considered important to squeeze all infor
mation into single-column fields on one card only, the codes re
quire revision.P They are reproduced in Appendix A-6 for pur
poses of illustration only. 

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CONFLICT 

Conflict over "who gets what, when, and how" lies at the very 
heart of the study of politics. Surprisingly, however, the compara
tive study of political conflict within and between nations has 
not drawn much attention from political scientists.':' This neglect 
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FIGURE II-B 
RECORDING THE HISTORIES OF LEGISLAnON 
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is du e largely to th e enormous data collection and analysis prob
lems involved in making systematic and compreh ensive compari
sons of dom estic and foreign conflict behavior. World-wide com
parative studies of political conflict have become feasible only 
recently through the advent of punchcards and modern data 
processing techniques. 

One approach to th e comparative study of conflict behavior 
within and between nations is represented in th e work of Rudolph 
Rummel and Raymond Tanter. 1 ;) Rummel collected and analyzed 
data on tw enty-two measures of dom estic: and foreign conflict for 
seventy-seven nations during 1955, 1956, and 1957. Tanter repli
cated Rummel's study and extende d th e data collection and 
analysis across eighty-three nations for 1958, 1959, and 1960. 
Intercorrelations among variables, factor analysis , and multiple 
regression were the principal methods of data analysis in both 
studies. Both research designs recorded conflict behavior on 
punchcards and used computers to process th e data. 

Rummel and Tanter studied nin e measures of domestic con
flict and thirteen measures of foreign conflict. For measures of 
domestic conflict, they selected the presence or absence of 
guerrilla warfare within a country and th e number of assassina
tions , general strikes, major governmental crises, purges, riots, 
revolutions, anti-government demonstrations, and killings in all 
form s of dom estic violen ce. For measures of foreign conflict, 
th ey selected th e pr esence or abs en ce of mil itary action and the 
number of anti-foreign demonstrations, negative sanctions, pro
tests, severed relations, recalled or expelled ambassadors, recalled 
or expelled lesser diplomatic officials, threats, wars, troop move
ments, mobilizations, accusations, and killings in all forms of 
violent interchange between countries. The basic data for each 
of these measures were obtained through systematic examination 
of such sources as Th e New York Times Index, Britannica Book 
of the Year , and Facts on File for 1955-1957 and 1958-1960. The 
process of recording these conflict data on cards is illustrated in 
Figure II-9, which shows how a news item in The New York 
Times, July 6, 1959, is recorded in the assassination data for Haiti 
during 1958-1960 (the second tim e period). 
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FIGURE II-9
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In the Rummel and Tanter studies, an assassination was de
fined as 

The politically motivated murder or attempted murder of a 
high governmental official or politician. Among high gov
ernmental officials are included the governors of states or 
provinces, the mayors of large cities, members of the cabinet, 
and members of the national legislature. Among high poli
ticians are included members of the inner core of the ruling 
party or group and leaders of the opposition.!" 

The incident reported in the newspaper item in Figure II-9 was 
entered on an index card that lists assassination data on Haiti; 
the total number of assassinations reported during 1958-1960 
were recorded on the coding sheet and punched into Haiti's data 
card. Similar operations were involved in recording data on the 
remaining twenty-one conflict measures for the other nations 
studied. 

INTERACTION ANALYSIS 

The political process involves interactions among people. Some
times these interactions occur in places where they can be easily 
observed. Members of city councils and legislative committees, 
for example, talk to one another and to private citizens in public 
meetings. They ask questions, provide answers, get angry, show 
pleasure, and so on. While only a small portion of the political 
process may be reflected in public meetings, this part may be 
studied directly through intensive analysis of interactions. How
ever, analysis of observed interactions among governmental of
ficials has not been a subject of much research.' i This neglect 
has certainly not been due to lack of data, for the careful ob
server can quickly fill a note pad with the interactions recorded 
during one evening's attendance at a lively city council meeting. 
The problem lies not in obtaining the data but in handling the 
data once obtained. Here again, punchcards and data processing 
equipment offer a solution. 

Chadwick Alger's work on communication patterns in the 
United Nations!" provides an example of punchcard methods 
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FIGURE II-IO
RECORDING INTERPERSONAL INTERACTIONS 
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0Photograph courtesy of the United Nations. 
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applied to interaction analysis. Alger and an assistant pains
takingly and systematically recorded their observations of private 
discussions on the floor during meetings of the Fifth Com
mittee (Administrative and Budgetary Committee) during the 
17th Regular Session in 1962 and the 4th Special Session in 1963. 
The researchers noted who talked with whom, when, and for 
how long. When possible, they recorded the initiator of the inter
action as well as the recipient. They also noted diplomatic posts 
held by the discussants and the agenda item under discussion at 
the time. As a result of these observations, data were collected on 
3,488 interactions in seventy meetings of the Fifth Committee in 
1962 and on 1,796 interactions in twenty-two meetings in 1963. 
These data were punched into cards as shown in Figure II -10, 
using a separate card for each observed interaction. 

Once the data were on cards, Alger was able to analyze thou
sands of interactions with the help of data processing equipment. 
He isolated patterns among member nations and determined 
which nations tended to be initiators and which were recipients. 
He also identified the individuals-not only the nations-highest 
in interactions and the types of diplomatic posts they occupied. 
This information can now be related to other knowledge to pro
vide a more complete picture of the political process in the 
United Nations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These examples have been presented to show ways in which 
punchcards might be used to record widely different types of 
political information, These certainly are not the only possible 
uses of punchcards for political data, and with some imagination, 
entirely new applications of punchcards can be devised to cope 
with practical problems of political research. In order to think 
effectively about new applications of punchcard methodology, 
however, it is necessary to know something about the simple 
mechanics of data processing. This is the subject of the next two 

chapters. 
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NOTES 

1 Remington Rand (U NIVAC) cards have the same dimensions as 
IBM cards, 7%x 3Y4 inches. Early Remington Rand machines read 
only 45 columns of information from each card; the same size card 
was later organized into 90 columns. In both versions, the punched 
holes were round instead of rectangular as in IBM cards. Modern 
Remington Rand equipment, however, is compatible with the IBM 
standard. Different types of punchcards are compared in Burton 
Dean Friedman, Punched Card Primer (Chicago: Public Admini
stration Service, 1955). 

2 The interview schedule and codes for one of the major voting studies 
is given in Bernard R. Berelson, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, and William N. 
McPhee, Voting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954). 
Lester Milbrath's The Washington Lobbyists (Chicago: Rand Me
Nally, 1963) provides the questions and codes used in his interviews 
with 114 lobbyists. 

3 Banks and Textor, A Cross-Polity Survey (Cambridge: M.LT. Press, 
1963) . 

.. Although the categories used here are essentially the same as those 
in the Banks and Textor book, it should be pointed out that the 
codes associated with the categories are not similar to theirs. Banks 
and Textor used letters of the alphabet as coding symbols in order 
to accommodate more categories in a single column than provided 
by the digits 0 to 9. This procedure is not recommended for the 
variety of reasons discussed in Chapter V. Banks and Textor had to 
develop their own special computer program to process their alpha
betically coded variables. 

5 Harold D. Lasswell et. al., The Comparative Study of Elites (Stan
ford: Stanford University Press, 1952). 

6 For a recent article describing the relevance of such a biographical 
analysis to political research, see Arthur M. Hanhardt, Jr. and 
William A. Welsh, "The Intellectuals-Politics Nexus: Studies Using a 
Biographical Technique," American Behavioral Scientist, 7 (March, 
1964), 3-7· 

7 See Charles S. Hyneman, "Who Makes Our Laws?' in John C. 
Wahlke and Heinz Eulau (eds.), Legislative Behavior (Glencoe: 
The Free Press, 1959), pp. 254-265. Reprinted from Political Science 
Quarterly 55 (1940), 556-81. 

Il There has, however, been considerable argument generated about 
the utility and validity of roll call analysis. Most of the important 
points in the debate have been packaged nicely in the Bobbs-Merrill 
Reprint number PS-92, which binds together three items: (1) 
David R. Derge's "Metropolitan and Outstate Alignments in Illinois 
and Missouri Legislative Delegations," American Political Science 
Review,52 (December, 1958), 1051-65; (2) Richard T. Frost, "On 
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Derge's Metropolitan and Outstate Legislative Delegations," Ameri
can Political Science Review, 53 (September, 1959), 792-95; and 
(3) Derge, "On the Use of Roll Call Analysis: A Reply to R. T. 
Frost," American Political Science Review, 53 (December, 1959), 
1097-99. For additional views see Wilder Crane, Jr. , "A Caveat on 
Roll-Call Studies of Party Voting," Midwest Journal of Political 
Science, 4 (August, 1960), 237-49; and Fred 1. Greenstein and El
ton F. Jackson, "A Second Look at the Validity of Roll-Call Analy
sis," Midwest Journal of Political Science, 7 (May, 1963), 156-66. 

9 A thorough treatment of roll call analysis can be found in another 
Handbook for Research in Political Behavior, by Lee F. Anderson, 
Meredith W. Watts, Jr., and Allen R. Wilcox, Legislative Roll-Call 
Analysis (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1966). 

l°Although the one-card-per-member format probably offers the 
greatest flexibility in analysis , a one-card-per-vote format may be 
better suited to a special analytical technique, like Q-technique fac
tor analysis. 

llSee Chapter V for some comments on the use of blanks as codes. 
12Punchcards were used in studying the histories of legislation as early 

as 1938. See Mona Fletcher, "Bicameralism as Illustrated by the 
Ninetieth General Assembly of Ohio: A Technique for Studying the 
Legislative Process," American Political Science Review, 32 (Febru
ary , 1938) , 80-85; Fletcher, "The Use of Mechanical Equipment in 
Legislative Research," The Annals of the American Academu of 
Political and Social Science, 195 (January, 1938) , 1-8; and Lloyd 
M. Short, "The Legislative Process in Minnesota," The Annals of th e 
American Academy of Political and Social Science, 195 (January, 
1938) , 123-28 . 

13See Chapter V regarding the inadvisability of sacrificing variables or 
code categories in order to squeeze all information into single-column 
codes on a single-card-per-case basis. 

14For a review of "comparative conflict research," see Rudolph J. 
Rummel, "The Dimensions of Conflict Behavior Within and Be
tween Nations," General Systems Yearbook, 8 (1963), 1-50. Rummel 
could find only twenty-four published studies on domestic conflict 
between 1945 and 1961. Although he found many more studies on 
foreign conflict, most of these dealt only with the most violent form 
-war. 

15[Rummel's work is cited in footnote 14.] Tauter's study is "Dimen
sions of Conflict Behavior Within and Between Nations, 1958-1960," 
unpublished Ph.D. thesis , Indiana University, August, 1964. For an 
approach to conflict analysis that focuses on voting behavior in the 
United Nations, see Hayward R. Alker, Jr., "Dimensions of Conflict 
in the General Assembly," American Political Science Review, 58 
(September, 1964), 642 -57. 
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16Rummel, op. cit., P: 25. 
17A study of interactions among legislators was made as early as 1938. 

See Garland C. Routt, "Interpersonal Relationships and the Legisla
tive Process," Annals of the American Academy of Political and 
Social Science, 195 (January, 1938), 129-36. I know of no other 
published studies since, however, that have analyzed observed inter
actions among legislators ; although the following studies have been 
made of interaction patterns based on interview data: Samuel C. 
Patterson, "Patterns of Interpersonal Relations in a State Legislative 
Group: The Wisconsin Assembly," Public Opinion Quarterly, 23 
(Spring, 1959), 101-9; and Wayne L. Francis, "Influence and Inter
action in a State Legislative Body," American Political Science Re
view, 56 (December, 1962),953-60. 

18At the time of this writing, Alger has not yet published his findings. 
But see Chadwick Alger, "Interactions in a United Nations Commit
tee," scheduled for publication in J. David Singer (ed.), Internation
al Yearbook of Political Behavior Research, Vol. 7 (New York: The 
Free Press, 1965). 





CHAPTER III UNIT RECORD MACHINES 

Data processing equipment can be divided into two basic 
types-computers and "unit record" machines. "Unit record" de
rives from the common use of punchcards to carry information 
on a one-item-per-card basis, which makes th em unit records. 
Computers are electronic devices that function primarily through 
tube, transistor, or solid-state circuitry; unit record equipment 
operates through electromechanical principles-involving motors, 
gears, wheels, brushes, and magnets. Computers will be discussed 
in Chapter IV ; here we will concentrate on unit record equipment. 

Unit record machines perform such specific physical functions 
as sorting punchcards into groups or printing the cards' contents 
on paper. With the increased importance of computers in data 
processing, these specific-function machines have also become 
known as "auxiliary" equipment as th ey often are used only to 
prepare data for computer analysis. 

In th e years before computers ("B.C ."),t all stages of data 
processing-from recording through analysis-were executed on 
what today is call ed "auxiliary" equipment. The development of 
computers has changed th e usage of unit record equipment, but 
it has not made these machines obsol ete. A great deal of prelimi
nary processing is usually required before data are ready for com
puter analysis. Because of problems in conceptualizing, acquiring, 
and recording political data, knowledge of the functions and 
operating principles of different types of unit record equipment 
is especially important for researchers. 

A thorough review of all the various types, makes, and models 
of unit record equipment would be out of place in this handbook. 2 

Instead, this discussion will pertain to equipment most likely to 
be available at colleges and universities. From a practical stand
point, this means describing products of the International Busi
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ness Machines Corporation." The discussion aims to be suffi
ciently specific to be instructive for those who have access to 
IBM equipment, while still being general enough to be informa
tive for those who use other manufacturers' products. 

With one exception, the machines discussed in this chapter 
perform specific functions in the preparation and manipulation 
of punchcard data. Most important of these functions are punch
ing; verifying; counting and sorting; reproducing and gangpunch
ing; tabulating and printing; interpreting; and selecting, merging, 
and collating. These functions are performed, respectively, by 
the keypunch, verifier, counter-sorter, reproducer, tabulator, in
terpreter, and collator. The exception is the electronic statistical 
machine, which combines several manipulative functions with a 
capacity for data analysis and operates through electronic as well 
as electromechanical principles. Each machine will be discussed. 

THE KEYPUNCH4 

Information normally is recorded on a punchcard by means of 
a keypunch machine." The most common keypunch machines in 
use today are the IBM 24 Card Punch, the IBM 26 Printing Card 
Punch, and the IBM 29 Card Punch. The 24 and 26 are virtually 
identical except for the 26's ability to print information above the 
columns in which it is punched. The newer 29, which is used 
primarily with IBM System 360 computers, features a coding 
pattern for both upper and lower case characters, which will not 
be discussed here. The IBM 26 and the 29 are pictured in 
Figure 111-1. 

Information is punched in a card by operating a typewriter
style keyboard, which punches letters, digits, or special characters 
into card columns. Cards pass through the machine as illustrated 
in Figure 111-2. The operator presses the "feed" button on the 
keyboard which moves a card down from the hopper. When the 
"register" button is depressed, the first column of the card is 
positioned under the punching station. The cards are punched 
from left to right, one column at a time (column 1 to column 80). 
After each column is punched, the card is automatically posi
tioned for the next column. After all 80 columns are punched, 
the card is automatically registered under the reading station, 
through which it passes-column by column-in phase with the 
card following it at the punching station. When the card at the 



THE ffiM 26 CARD PUNCHo THE ffiM 29 CARD PUNCHo 

FIGURE 111-1 

..Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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punching station is released, the card at the reading station 
moves into the card stacker. 

FIGURE 111-2
THE PATH TAKEN BY CARDS THROUGH THE mM 26 0

READING PUNCHING 
STATION STATION 

o Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation. 

Because passage through the reading station is in phase with 
passage through the punching station, holes sensed at the reading 
station can be duplicated into the trailing card passing under 
the punching station. The ability to duplicate information from 
card to card reduces the amount of manual punching needed. 
Data common to a group of cards-such as a date-may be 
punched into the first card of a group and duplicated into the 
remaining ones. Depressing the "duplicate" key can accomplish 
this , or it can be done automatically by the keypunch operating 
under preplanned control. 

Other functions that can be put under automatic control are 
printing, skipping columns, and ejecting and feeding cards. These 
automatic operations are especially valuable when cards for a 
given research project are punched in batches. According to the 
requirements of the card format, a pattern often can be estab
lished so that the keypunch can skip columns, duplicate fields, or 
release the card when punching is finished but before column 80 
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is reached. Figure 111-3 illustrates how these automatic controls 
operate in punching names, identification numbers, background 
characteristics, and sessions of service into cards forming a master 
file of 650 members of the Illinois House of Representatives 
who served from 1933 to 1961.6 

Instructing the keypunch to skip, duplicate, or release upon 
reaching certain column locations is known as programming. 
(Programming the keypunch, however, is considerably different 
from programming computers-see Chapter IV for computer 
programming.) The operator programs the keypunch by punch
ing a control card, wrapping the card around a cylinder or drum, 
and inserting the drum on a spindle in the machine. The holes in 
the card control the operation of the machine, causing it to per
form specified functions automatically. 

THE VERIFIER' 

After cards have been punched, they should be checked for 
accuracy of keypunching. Cards can be verified visually by com
paring the characters printed at the top of the card to information 
on coding sheets or in source documents. It is somewhat easier 
on the eyes to have the tabulator print the contents of the cards 
on paper (see below) and proofread from the tabulator printout. 

However, "repunching" the cards on the verifier is the most ac
curate method of verification. The most common verifying ma
chine-the IBM 56 Verifier-appears almost identical to the IBM 
26 keypunch, and the verifying operation is quite similar to key
punching. Punched cards are fed from the hopper into position 
under a verifying station instead of a punching station. Working 
from the same coding sheets or source documents, the operator 
begins "repunching" the information on the cards. If the operator 
hits the same key that was depressed on the keypunch, a thin 
metal plunger passes through the hole or holes previously 
punched in the card. This permits the card to advance to the 
next column. If an error was made in the original punching, the 
plunger has no opening through which to pass and the card can
not advance. In this case , a red light flashes and the keyboard 
locks, preventing additional repunching. 
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The operator can check his source information and column 
location. Depressing an "error" key permits the operator to try 
repunching that column. If the operator depressed the wrong key 
in verifying the information and subsequently depresses the cor
rect one, the light goes out and the card proceeds to the next 
column. But if in fact the operator is depressing the correct key 
according to the original information and the card contains an 
incorrect punch, the red light will flash again. 

This provides a second opportunity to recheck the source in
formation and repunch the column. A third mismatch between 
the thrust of the plunger and the hole in the column will cause 
the machine to put a notch over the incorrect column as shown 
at the top of Figure 111-4. This marks the error for easy correction 
later. If the verification process proceeds without a single error 
being detected on the card, a notch is made instead in the right
hand edge of the card as shown at the bottom of Figure 111-4. 

The keypunch and verifier are used at the recording stage of 
data processing. The other unit record machines to be discussed 
deal primarily with subsequent stages of manipulating and com
piling data. 

THE COUNTER-SORTER8 

A researcher often needs to sort his data into groups or order 
his data according to case number. Frequently he also wants a 
tally of the total number of cases or the number in each grouping. 
A sorter will rapidly and accurately arrange punchcards in groups 
or in numerical sequence. A sorter with a counter attached will 
provide the necessary tallies. The counting attachment is extreme
ly valuable in processing political data but is not always avail
able on computing center sorters. This discussion will refer to 
sorters that do have counters attached. 

Perhaps the most common sorting machines are the IBM 82
which sorts cards at a rate of 650 cards per minute-and the 
newer IBM 83-which sorts 1,000 cards per minute.? These ma
chines are pictured in Figure 111-5. The counting attachment, 
which fits on top of the sorter, is shown in Figure 111-6. Both 
machines operate by "reading" punched holes and producing 
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corresponding electrical impulses. This principle is basic to the 
operation of all unit record machines. 

The manner in which the cards are read to produce electrical 
impulses from punched holes is illustrated in Figure III-7. The 
contact between a wire brush and a brass roller is interrupted 
after a card is fed into the machine from the hopper. If the brush 
is positioned over a column punched with a hole, the brush makes 
contact with a source of electricity (the metal contact roller), 
creating an electrical impulse for machine use. The impulse is of 
short duration, lasting only as long as contact is maintained be
tween the brush and the roller. If there is no hole in a column, 
no circuit is completed, and no impulse is created. 

The impulses produced by different holes in a column occur 
at specific "times" in a machine cycle-one revolution of a central 
shaft in the machine. Because each punched hole is converted 
into a timed electrical impulse, the machine can distinguish 
among the various punching positions in the card. A hole in the 
3 position gives an impulse at a different time in the machine 
cycle than does a hole in the 4 position. What the machine does 
with these impulses depends upon the type of machine it is. 

The counter-sorter has a movable reading brush that can be 
positioned above any of the 80 columns on the card (see Figure 
III-8). Suppose someone wished to sort out from the master file 
of Illinois State Representatives all members serving in the 72nd 
Session (lg61) of the General Assembly. As indicated in Figure 
III-3, service in that session is represented by a 1 punched in 
column 72. To sort out the members in the 72nd session, the brush 
would be positioned to read column 72, and the master file of 
legislators would be placed in the hopper. The position in which 
the cards are placed in the hopper is important on all machines. 
For the counter-sorter, the cards should be placed face down, 
with the g-edge toward the brush and roller. 

When the start key is pressed, the cards begin entering the 
machine one at a time from the bottom of the stack in the hopper. 
The cards are advanced under the sorting brush and over the 
metal roller (Figure III-g). If there is a 1 punched in column 72 
on any card, an electrical circuit is closed impulsing the magnetic 
coils under the chute blades and pulling down an armature. This 
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drops all blades ahead of the leading edge of the card and causes 
the card to be directed into the passage between the chute 
blades. Carrier rolls then convey the card over the proper chute 
blade into pocket 1. Figure III-9 shows the process for a card 
being sorted in pocket 4

FIGURE III-6
COUNTING UNIT ATTACHMENT FOR IBM SORTERSo

o Courtesy of International Busin ess Machines Corporation. 

The cards for legislators who did not serve in the 72nd Session 
will contain no punch in column 72. Therefore, the brush will 
not make contact with the roller, and the chute blades will not be 
pulled down. The cards will then proceed into the reject pocket. 
Cards that have two punches in one column (as in alphabetic 
characters) will sort according to which punch is read first. This 
will be the punch nearest the g-edge of the card. 

After sorting the master file of legislators on column 72, we 
find those who served in the 72nd Session in pocket 1 and all 
others in the reject pocket. The counting attachment on top of the 
machine would have tallied 177 cards in pocket 1, corresponding 
to the number of men serving in that session. The counters would 
show 473 cards in the reject pocket. The total number of cards 
read by the machine (650) is also recorded. 
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FIGURE III-8 
MOVABLE SORTING BRUSH ON THE IBM 82 SORTER 0 

o Courtesy of International Busin ess Ma chines Corporation. 

cards first into groups and then sorting the groups individually. 
Th e computer, however, is a far more powerful tool for this 
method of analysis (see Chapter VI). 

The counter-sorter has an important function other than sorting 
cards into groups; it also can arrange cards in numerical order 
according to an identification code. Sequencing is accomplished 
by sorting th e cards on each column in the identification field, 
starting with th e units position first , then the tens, the hundreds, 
and so on across th e width of the field. After each sort, the cards 
should be removed from th e a pocket first , followed by those 
from th e 1 pocket, etc. Th ey should then be placed in the hopper 
with th e a's on th e bottom, i 's on top of them, etc. 
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Figure Ill-IO shows the path-from hopper to pockets-of fif
teen cards punched with the numbers 11 to 23. They are in mis
cellaneous order when placed in the hopper. On the first sort, 
with the sort brush on the units column of the two column field, 
cards punched 1 in the units column (11, 21) fall into pocket 1; 
cards punched 2 (12, 22) fall into pocket 2; cards punched 3 
( 13, 23) fall into pocket 3. The cards then are removed from the 
pockets and placed in the hopper face down in ascending se
quence so that the cards punched 1 are first, followed by cards 
punched 2 and 3. 

On the second sort, the sort brush is moved to the tens column. 
Cards punched 1 in the tens column (11, 12, 13) fall into pocket 
1, and cards punched 2 (21, 22) fall into pocket 2. When re
moved from the pockets in order, the file will be in numerical 
sequence from 11 to 23. 

The same procedure is followed for larger fields of numerical 
codes. The presence of two punches per column complicates the 
process somewhat if legislators' names are to be alphabetized on 
the counter-sorter, but this can be done.!? 

THE REPRODUCER11 

One of the main advantages of punchcard data is its reproduci
bility. As already noted, cards can be duplicated on the key
punch. Information on a card at the reading station can be trans
ferred-column by column-into another card at the punching 
station. But this process is far too slow and cumbersome for re
producing large numbers of cards. The appropriate machine for 
this is the reproducer, which transfers information into a card 
row-by-row and can punch the same digit simultaneously in all 
80 columns. The difference in the process is schematized in 
Figure III-II. 

The most common reproducers available on college campuses 
are the IBM 519 Document-Originating Machine and the older 
IBM 514 Reproducing Punch. Both machines reproduce cards at 
the same speed-uoo cards per minute. Both machines also look 
much the same-the main difference being in the format of the 
control panel (discussed below). The machine pictured in Figure 
1II-I2 is the IBM 514 Reproducing Punch. 
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FIGURE 111-10 
SCHEMATIC OF NUMERICAL SEQUENCING ON THE SORTER\) 
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FIGURE III-II 
SCHEMATIC OF COLUMN-BY-COLUMN AND ROW-BY-ROW PUNCHINGo 
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FIGURE 1II-12 
Ct

THE IBM 514 REPRODUCING PUNCH

(I Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation. 

Suppose someone wanted a duplicate set of cards for the 
master file of Illinois State Representatives. A duplicate set could 
be prepared in minutes on the reproducer through 80-80 repro
duction-transferring all 80 columns of information from the 
original cards into the same 80 columns on blank cards. The re
producer's operation in this process can best be understood by 
referring to the diagram in Figure III-13. 



FIGURE III-13 
Sl~HEMATIC OF READIN G AND P U NCHI NG STATIONS ON THE REPRODUCER 
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The original cards are placed in the feed hopper on the left
hand or read side (face down and rz-edge toward the brushes), 
and blank cards are placed in the feed hopper on the right-hand 
or punch side (also face down and rz-edge toward the brushes). 
As the cards feed in one by one from the read unit, they pass 
over a set of 80 "reproducing" or "reading" brushes that transmit 
impulses to the punching dies in the punch unit. Blank cards 
pass under the punching dies in phase with those passing over 
the reading brushes. 

After the old card is read and a new one punched, both cards 
pass over additional sets of brushes. On the read side these are 
known as "comparing" brushes. Their function is to re-read the 
original card and send impulses to 80 electromagnets that consti
tute one side of a set of comparing units. On the punch side, the 
punch brushes read the newly punched card and send impulses 
to 80 electromagnets that constitute the other side of the compar
ing units (see Figure 1II-14) . 

FIGURE III-14 
SCHEMATIC OF COMPARING OPERATION ON THE REPRODUCER (t 
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If a column on the original card has been reproduced properly, 
both sides of each comparing unit will be impulsed simultaneous
ly-as in Figure III-I5. If an error has been made in reproducing 
the column, one of the two magnets in a comparing unit will be 
impulsed before the other, attracting an armature that closes a 
circuit-as in Figure III-I6-and causes the machine to stop. The 
comparing unit indicator then lights up, illuminating a marker 
that discloses which columns have been incorrectly reproduced. 

In addition to 80-80 reproduction, the reproducer is capable of 
offset reproducing-transferring information from certain columns 
on one card to different columns on another. This operation is 
performed by wiring a removable control panel or "board." In 
fact , even 80-80 reproduction is accomplished through control 
panel or board wiring, but straight 80-80 reproduction is so com
mon that every computing center has a board already wired for 
that purpose-it need only be inserted into the machine. Extra 
control panels usually are available for offset reproducing and 
other specialized operations. A control panel for the IBM 514 is 
pictured in Figure III-17. 

The small holes in the panel are called "hubs." All hubs are 
connected by internal wiring to various parts of the machine: the 
reading, comparing, and punch brushes; the punch magnets 
(underneath the punch dies); and the magnets in the comparing 
units. The light wires in Figure III-I7 connect the reproducing 
( reading) brushes for columns 22-25 to the punch magnets for 
columns 8-11. This will cause the information in columns 22-25 

of the original card to be punched into columns 8-11 on another 
card. The dark wires in the same figure show the wiring neces
sary to compare the new punches with the original information, 
The wires go from punch brushes 8-11 (reading the new card) 
to one side of the comparing units and from comparing brushes 
22-25 (reading the original card) to the other side. 

Through proper control panel wiring, data on party, education, 
and occupation can be transferred from the master file of legisla
tors into a set of cards containing the legislators' votes. While 
transferring this information, the machine can compare identifica
tion numbers of both cards involved in each transfer to insure 
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FIGURE 111-15 
SCHEMATIC OF COMPARING UNIT, BOTH MAGNETS IMPULSED AT THE 
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that information being taken from one man's master card is in 
fact being transferred to the same man's roll call card. 

In addition to straight and offset reproducing, the reproducer 
can punch the same information into a group of cards through an 
operation known as "gangpunching." Such an operation may be 
helpful, for example, when one wants to punch a "study identifi
cation code" into all cards produced in a given study.'> Only the 
punching unit of the reproducer is used in gangpunching. The 
cards to be gangpunched-punched with the same information
are preceded in the punch hopper by a card that is prepunched 
with the desired information. As the prepunched card passes over 
the punch brushes , impulses are sent by control wiring to the 
punch station. The trailing card then carries the desired informa
tion when it passes over the punch brushes. The impulses are 
again sent to the punch station for the next card, and so on. 

THE TABULATOR13 

Information punched in cards can be summarized and printed 
on paper with the tabulator. Because of its ability to add, sub
tract, accumulate totals, and prepare reports, the tabulator has 
been used extensively in the business world as an "accounting 
machine." However, in most university computing centers, the 
tabulator is seldom used for anything other than printing con
tents of cards-an operation that is called "detail printing" or 
"listing." The most common tabulators available at educational 
institutions are either the IBM 403 or the newer IBM 407, pic
tured in Figure III-18. 

The IBM 403 Accounting Machine can print 88 characters or 
less on a line at speeds up to 100 lines per minute. The printing 
unit consists of two sections of typebars. The left section con
tains 43 typebars, each capable of printing any alphabetic or 
numeric characters. The right section has 45 typebars that print 
numerical information only. The IBM 407 Accounting Machine, 
on the other hand, can print 120 characters on a line at speeds up 
to 150 lines per minute. The printing unit of the 407, moreover, 
uses printwheels that permit printing any alphabetic or numeric 
characters in any location on the line. Because the IBM 403 Ac
counting Machine is being replaced by the faster and more flex
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FIGUR E III-I? 
CONTRO L PANEL W IR ING FOR T HE IB M .514 



FIGURE III-IS 
THE IB1-.1 407 ACCOU NTING MACHINE (TABULATOR) 0 
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ible 407, our discussion of the tabulator will be based on th e IBM 
407. However, aside from references to the printing mechanism 
almost everything said about the 407 will also apply to the 403. 

Like the reproducer, the tabulator operates through control 
panel wiring, although wiring a tabulator board is much more 
complicated. Wiring is especially tricky if the tabulator is to func
tion more as an accounting machine than as a card-to-paper 
printer. Fortunately for researchers who have access to com
puters, it is not necessary to develop a knowledge of control panel 
wiring for the tabulator. Time can be spent far more profitably 
by learning to use the computer, which can perform the same 
functions more efficiently. 

For the purposes of this handbook, it is sufficient to point out 
that the tabulator has capabilities ordinarily not used in 
university computing installations. A computing center may own 
only one control panel for its tabulator. Usually, this panel is 
"permanently" wired to perfonn various types of listing opera
tions. Flexibility in listing is obtained by changing "alteration" 
switches on the side of the machine. For example, one alteration 
switch may provide the option of single or double spacing in list
ing. Another may provide or eliminate a count of the total num
ber of cards listed. These switches operate in conjunction with 
the prewired control panel. The user does not need to know any
thing about control panel wiring to obtain a simple listing of his 
data cards. An example of tabulator printout of data cards is 
given in Figure 111-19, which is a partial listing of the alpha
betized file of Illinois State Representatives, 1933-1961. 

The contents of cards can be printed simply by placing them 
in the hopper (face down, q-edge in) , inserting a standard listing 
control panel in the machine, and pressing the "start" button. 
Cards are fed from the bottom of the deck past the first of two 
reading stations (see Figure 111-20). Each reading station has 
960 stationary reading brushes and, instead of a contact roller, 
960 metal "segments" below the reading brushes. All possible 
punches in all columns can be read simultaneously (960 equals 
12 positions in each column multiplied by 80 columns). Each 
reading station also contains 80 commutators-or revolving arms 
-that rotate from the 9 position to the 12 position. 
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FIGURE 111-19 
TABULATOR LISTING OF PART OF THE ALPHABETIZED MASTER FILE OF 

650 ILLINOIS STATE REPRESENTATIVES, 1933-1961 
0010 AC~ER- JOHh 012 1 
00,0 AOAI40WSII:.I bEhJAl41 h S 02!> 1111 
0030 ADOUCI  JAI4E S J 002 29 .. 7 .. 111111111 1 
00"0 ALExANOER- JAS P 0"8 1 
OO!>O ALLEN GEORGE e 020 11 
OObO ALLEN- HtNR Y C 03!> 111 
0070 ALLISON ROBERT H 030 29"!> 1 1111111111 
0080 ALPINER ~EN '" 0!>9 11111 
0090 AL"UP JOHN _ 0 .. 7 11292 11 
0100 ANDERSON FRED W 03b 1 !>1 1 
0110 ANDERSON THROMPSON 02" 
(1120 ARMSTRONG CHARLES F 022 119!>1 111 
0130 ARI4STRONG STANLEY C OOb 1111 
01 .. 0 ARNOLO- LAwRENCE F O"b 11 
01!>0 ARR I NGTON- w RUSSELL OOb 20b!>1 11111 
01bO ASHCRAFT ALAN E OOb 11 
0170 ATII:.INS JAS L 028 20037 11 
G180 AU"T IN- ROBEf<T 0)9 212!>b 11 
0190 AUTH A L 027 111 1111 
0200 8AIRSTOw JACIf. 008203170 102)1 11111 
0210 8AII:.ER 8t::RT JR 0!>020!>770 1233" 1111 
0220 6AL T2 MEADE 037 2127 .. 1 
0230 ~AI<80UR- JAMES J OOb 1 
02 .. 0 ~ARNES- LilliE 0 .. 8 1 
02!>0 8ARRY TOtllAS SR 03720"070 19!>79 1111 1 
02bO 8AUER Gt.ORGE J 0 .. 2 11111 
0270 6AUI4GARTEN JOHN 010 1 
0280 6ECII:.I4AN LOU IS E 02020.. 170 21"!>b 1111 
0290 BECII:.MEYER G R 0 .... 2209.. 1 
0300 oEuERI4AN EDWIN tl 02!> 
0310 6EhEFIt:L NORMAN L O!>b 12 .. 98 
0320 6ENSOh 0 E 039 111 
0330 8ERI4AN LOU I S G OO!> 1 9 .. 1111111111 
0340 bEST- ALAN 031 20bOb 1111 
03!>0 tlILLHART2 WARREN 0 04UO!>S70 227!>3 111 
03bO tl I NGHAI4 JOHN A 012 111111 
0370 tlLACII:. wiLLIAM 2 02 .. 1 
0380 6LOMS TRAND HAROLD R 02!> 1 
0390 80LGER THOMA" A 008 ll11111111 
0 .. 00 BOL TON JOI'1N M 002 11 
0"10 BONK CHARLES STANLEy 01!> 1207b 
0 .. 20 800KwAL TER wAL·TER J 022 
0430 80ROERS GROVER C 0 .. 9 
0 .... 0 BOTTINO LOUIS F 037 207!>3 11 
04!>0 80_EN E N O!>O 1 
O.. bO 80WLER MAX L 0 .. 9 1 
0470 ilOYLE- JAMES P 0 .. 9 1111 
Olt80 aOYLE JOI'1N F 001t 111111 

Each card pauses momentarily at the read stations. For each 
hol e in the card, contact is made between the reading brush and 
the metal segment for that specific column and row. This contact 
is sensed by one of the 80 commutators and an electrical impulse 
is available at the appropriate hub in the control panel. 

Printing normally is accomplished by impulses generated at the 
second reading station, while impulses originating at the first 
reading station are used in accounting functions. Impulses from 
the second reading station hubs in the control panel are trans
mitted by wires to hubs connected to the machine's printwheels. 



FIGURE III-20 
SCHEMATIC OF FEED HOPPER AND READING STATIONS ON THE IBM 407 0 
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If a printwheel is impulsed, it rotates to the proper position and 
is pressed against the paper moving through the machine, im
printing a digit, letter, or special character. The paper is fed 
through in continuous forms that are perforated for easy separa
tion. More than one copy can be made during one machine run 
by using special forms with carbon paper between sheets. It also 
is possible to print on forms made of spirit masters, mimeograph 
stencils, or multilith masters. 

THE INTERPRETER14 

As already noted, the keypunch can print the contents of a card 
above the columns as they are being punched. When a new set 
of cards is reproduced from the originals, this printing is not re
produced, and one must decipher the holes to determine what 
information the card contains. As its name implies, the interpreter 
is a machine for translating punched holes into printed characters. 
The most common interpreting machines are the IBM 548, which 
operates at a speed of 60 cards per minute, and the IBM 557, 
which interprets 100 cards per minute. Their internal functions 
differ somewhat, but they are operated in much the same man
ner. The IBM 557 is pictured in Figure 111-21. 

A punchcard that has been reproduced and then interpreted is 
shown in Figure 111-22. The card in that figure contains the same 
information as the one in Figure 111-3. In comparing the figures, 
one should note that the interpreter printing is larger and better 
defined than the keypunch printing. However, the larger size of 
the characters in Figure 111-22 prevents them from being printed 
directly over the columns in which they are punched. 

Only 60 characters printed by the interpreter occupy the length 
of a punchcard. In fact , the interpreter has only 60 printing posi
tions available. In order to print all 80 columns of information, 
cards have to be run through the interpreter twice. Part of the 
information is printed at the top of the card on the first pass 
through the machine, and the rest is printed in the space between 
11 and 12 punch positions on the second pass. This procedure 
has been followed in interpreting the card in Figure 111-22, 
which shows the information in the first 40 columns of the card 
printed above the information in the last 40 columns. 
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FIGURE III-22
AN INTERPRETED CARD FROM THE MASTER FILE OF ILLINOIS STATE REPRESENTATIVES, 1933-1961
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A dial on the machine controls the line on which information 
is to be printed. On the IBM 557, the dial can be set to print at 
any of 25 locations on the card. Again, control panel wiring deter
mines which columns will be printed during a pass through the 
machine. Although an interpreter control panel is not difficult to 
wire, it is unlikely that the researcher will need to know how to 
wire one. Most computing centers maintain several prewired con
trol panels for interpreting columns 1-40, 41-80, 1-60, 61-80, and 
so on. Interpreting cards becomes merely a matter of selecting 
the desired panel and inserting it into the machine. Depressing 
the start key causes cards in the hopper (face down, 12-edge in) 
to feed in and be interpreted. 

THE COLLATOR1 5 

Collators are designed to match (compare) fields of data in 
two groups of cards, to merge two groups into one, to select par
ticular cards out of a group, and to sequence-check cards for 
correct ascending or descending orders. A combination of these 
functions may be performed at the same time. The most common 
types of collators are the IBM 85, 87, 88, and 188. The IBM 85 
and 87 both read at the rate of 240 cards per minute; they differ 
in that the 85 deals only with numeric information while. the 87 
handles both alphabetic and numeric punches. The newer IBM 
88 and 188 operate at a rate of 650 cards per minute, and both 
accept alphabetic and numeric information. The main difference 
between the two is that the 188 has expanded memory capacity. 
The IBM 88 is pictured in Figure 111-23. 

Although the collator performs some very useful manipulative 
functions with punchcard data, it is not a commonly-used ma
chine at university computing centers, mainly because the manip
ulative functions performed by the collator are less relevant to 
the data processing needs of physical scientists than of social 
scientists. This point will be elaborated on in the next chapter, 
but data processing problems confronting physical scientists 
seem to involve little manipulation and much analysis. Social 
scientists often manipulate more than they analyze. Because 
computing centers are organized and nm largely for physical 
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scientists (who are the biggest users of computer time) a colla
tor ordinarily is not considered a top priority machine. 

Another reason for the collator's lack of popularity is the rela
tive complexity of its control panel wiring. Wiring a collator con
trol panel is not as complex as wiring a tabulator board, but once 
a tabulator board has been wired, the same one can serve a 
variety of users. Because the punchcard fields involved in match
ing, merging, selecting, and sequencing vary from job to job, at 
least part of the control panel for the collator must be wired 
anew for each job. Computing centers normally are not in
terested in providing this service, and few researchers are in
clined to learn how to wire collator panels. 

A schematic diagram of the IBM 88 collator is given in Figure 
III-24. Cards can enter the collator from two feed hoppers. For 
such operations as comparing and merging, cards are placed in 
both hoppers. But for such other operations as selecting and 
sequence-checking, only the primary feed hopper is used. All 
operations are performed by wiring the hubs from the various 
read stations to the appropriate comparing units or "sequence" 
units. Conditions of equality or inequality sensed by these units 
cause cards to fall in one of four pockets, depending on the job 
to be done and on the nature of the control panel wiring. 

THE ELECTRONIC STATISTICAL MACHINE16 

Many functions of the previous machines are combined in the 
IBM 101 Electronic Statistical Machine, which can perform the 
following operations at the rate of 450 cards per minute : 

1. Sort cards in numerical or alphabetical sequence. 
2. Arrange cards into any desired pattern. 
3. Check cards for consistency of coded information. 
4. Check accuracy of sorting. 
5. Search files of cards for specific facts or combinations of 

facts. 
6. Count cards for as many as 60 different classifications in 

one run. 
7. Add two 5-digit amounts in punchcards to accumulate 

two 8-digit totals, or add one g-digit amount to accumu
late one 12-position total. 
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8. Print results in final form on one or two report forms. 
9. Print group identifications. 

10. Print a check symbol on each line of report to indicate 
that totals printed on line cross-check. 

11. Summary-punch totals in cards when summary-punches 
are connected to machine. 

The 101 is available in two models: Model 1 is a full-capacity 
machine with two printing units and sixty unit counters; Model 
2 is a smaller capacity machine with one printing unit and fifteen 
unit counters. Modell is pictured in Figure 111-25. 

The design of the 101 incorporates several characteristics of 
other unit record machines. For example, it is quite similar to 
the sorter in appearance. But while the sorter has only one mov
able brush to control sorting, the 101 has 80 sorting brushes. And, 
like the reproducer, tabulator, and collator, the 101 has an addi
tional set of 80 brushes at a second reading station for comparing, 
counting, accumulating, and so on. The reading stations on the 
101 are diagrammed in Figure 111-26. 

The 101 also operates through control panel wiring. Wiring a 
101 control panel is a relatively complex procedure-as it is for 
the tabulator and collator. Although panels for the 101 can be 
prewired to accomplish basic types of operations, the user still 
must know something about control panel wiring to use the 
machine at all. In this respect, the machine shares a disadvantage 
of the collator. And like the collator, the 101 is not a common 
machine in university computing centers, whose physical science 
clientele has little use for its statistical functions. 

Actually, the electronic statistical machine does not compute 
statistics; it cross-classifies variables and prints tables-thus com
bining the functions of the sorter and the tabulator. The sta
tistical function of the 101 can best be described through a simple 
and concrete example of data analysis. The data used again 
comes from the master file of members in the Illinois House of 
Representatives. 

Information on education and occupation has been coded into 
the cards of all members who served in the Illinois House from 
1953 through 1961. Suppose it was necessary to discover the 
distribution of occupations within educational levels for mem



FIGURE 111-24 
SCHEMATIC OF FEED HOPPERS, READING STAnONS, AND POCKETS ON THE IBM 88 COLLATOR 0 
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FIGURE 111-26
SCHEMATIC OF FEED HOPPERS AND READING STATIONS

ON THE IBM 1010
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bers serving during this period. Through proper control panel 
wiring, the 101 could first be used as a sophisticated sorter to 
select all cards that contained 1 punches in any columns corre
sponding to Sessions 68 through 72. The selected deck of cards 
could then be run through the machine to tally and print the oc
cupational breakdown for Democrats on one printing carriage 
and the occupations of Republicans on the other carriage. Dur
ing the same run, the machine could sort the cards according to 
education. Each educational grouping could then be run through 
the machine to produce a breakdown of occupation within educa
tional level-separately for Democrats and Republicans. The 
resulting tables printed by the 101 for this example would be 
similar to those in Figure 111-27. 

Cross-classifications can be constructed far more efficiently on 
the 101 than on the counter-sorter. Moreover, the 101'S ability to 
print tables eliminates the possibility of error from hand-copying 
totals from the counters on top of the sorter. The researcher still 
is left with the job of percentagizing his tables and calculating 
measures of associations for his data. Although (as discussed in 
Chapter VI) a computer can calculate percentages and correla
tion coefficients at the same time it prepares cross-classifications, 
it still has not rendered the 101 obsolete. Those who understand 
enough control panel wiring to operate the 101 will find it a con



FIGURE III-27 TYPE OF CROSS-CLASSIFICATION TABLES PREPARED ON THE PRINTING CARRIAGES OF THE IBM 101 

DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS WITHIN EDUCATIONAL LEVELS DEMOCRATS Occupation Categories • LEFT CARRIAGE 

Educational Level Code 

Total 
Democrats 

and 
Republicans 

Total 
Democrats 

No Info. 

0 

Law 

1 

Farm 

2 

tnsur
ance 

3 

Busi
ness 
4 

Labor 

5 

Clerks 

6 

News 
Media 

7 

Other 
Prof. 

8 

Other 

9 

All Levels 316 154 6 52 12 16 22 11 23 7 2 3 

No Information 0 17 8 2 1 2 1 1 1 
Graduated from ~igh schaal 

but went nofurther 3 17 9 1 3 1 4 
Attended college but did 

not iet a 4-y·r. degree 4 6 4 1 1 2 
A~ende~ cOllege and 

at a 4-Yr. diluee 5 139 61 1 49 2 2 3 2 2 
Atte~~e$l high sc.hoQI and 

ma have' graduated 7 46 21 2 2 2 1 3 6 3 1 1 
Attended c~~~~ge and may

have a 4- r, dellree 9 91 51 1 1 7 10 13 4 10 2 1 2 

DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS WITHIN EDUCATiONAL LEVaS-REPUBLICANS Occupation Categories • RIGHT CARRIAGE 

Educational Level Code 
Total 

Democrats 
and 

Republicans 

Total 
Republicans 

No Info. 

0 

Law 

1 

Farm 

2 

Insur
ance 

3 

Busl
ness 

4 

Labor 

5 

Clerks 

6 

News 
Media 

7 

Other 
Prof. 

8 

Other 

9 

All Levels 316 162 5 47 19 23 36 1 21 3 1 6 

No Information 0 17 9 2 1 1 4 
Graduated from high school 

but went no further 3 17 8 1 2 2 1 1 1 
Attended college but did 
not geta4·yr.degree 4 6 2 1 1 

A~~rdel.~oll_ge and a a • r. deiree 5 139 78 2 45 5 12 5 6 3 
Attende~ high SC.hOQI and 

may have'llraduated 7 46 25 1 5 2 10 4 1 1 1 
Attended college and may

have a 4-yr. deiree 9 91 40 1 6 8 17 6 1 1 
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venient machine to have around, especially for jobs that are 
either too short or too urgent for a computer run. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This chapter has been designed to acquaint the beginner with 
the functions and operating principles of the basic types of unit 
record machines. For specific instruction in using these or other 
machines, write the manufacturer for the reference manual on 
the machine in question. For the most part, these manuals are 
written so they can be understood by the uninitiated. After 
studying a manual, the reader should have little difficulty in 
operating the machines discussed in this chapter. 

In operating any unit record equipment, proper card handling 
is important. A few hints on this art may be helpful here. Be
ginners usually find it surprisingly difficult to acquire the simple 
motor skills for handling cards proficiently. The motions soon be
come automatic, but some general rules might speed the process. 

Before putting cards into a feed hopper on any machine, make 
sure their edges are smoothly aligned along all four sides. This 
can be done by holding the cards loosely in one hand while lifting 
and tapping the cards firmly against the joggle plate on top of 
the machine. (On the sorter, the purpose of the joggle plate is 
served by the right angle formed between the glass top and metal 
rim.) 

The beginner is likely to make two mistakes in the intricate art 
of card joggling. He is likely to hold the cards too tightly, causing 
them to resist alignment from tapping. He also is likely to treat 
punchcards like ordinary playing cards and try to straighten them 
out between his hands without using the joggle plate, thus not 
getting the edges smooth enough. The quickest and surest pro
cedure is to hold the cards loosely while lifting and tapping them 
smartly against the joggle plate. 

After joggling the cards, always check their top and bottom 
edges to make sure none are nicked or frayed. Duplicating doubt
ful cards on the keypunch often prevents cards from jamming. 
Always fan cards before putting them into the feed hopper. This 
removes static electricity, which causes cards to stick together. 
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Take care not to nick the cards or disturb their alignment when 
placing them in the feed hoppers. 

Observing these hints and exercising general care while han
dling punchcards can help avoid card jams and mangled data
experiences that are always frustrating and sometimes costly. 

NOTES 
1 The "B.C." notation was suggested by Steven G. Vandenberg's ref

erence to "B.E.C."-Before Electronic Computers. See his article, 
"Some Thoughts about Possible Changes in Research Practices Re
sulting from the Use of Electronic Computers," Behavioral Science, 
4 (April, 1959), 163-64. 

2 A thorough review of unit record equipment can be found in Alan 
D. Meacham (ed.), Data Processing Equipment Encyclopedia: 
Volume 1, Electromechanical Devices (Detroit: Gille Associates, 
Inc., 1961) and in its periodic supplements. 

3 International Business Machines Corporation is reported to account 
for about 80 per cent of the sales in the computing industry. If sales 
were analyzed for unit record equipment only, the proportion would 
probably be even higher. Many computer manufacturers have not 
even developed their own unit record machines. In fact, the sales 
brochures of competing manufacturers will sometimes picture IBM 
machines connected to their computers as peripheral equipment. 

4 Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publications 
"An Introduction to IBM Punched Card Data Processing" (White 
Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing Division, F20-0074, undated) 
and "Reference Manual for the IBM 24 Card Punch and IBM 26 
Printing Card Punch" (White Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing 
Division, A24-0520-1, 1963). 

5 The IBM 1231/2 Optical Mark Page Reader is another means for 
recording information on punchcards that deserves to be investi
gated by researchers who gather data through questionnaires. 
This machine reads pencil marks from specially designed ques
tionnaires, interview sheets, or source documents, and transfers the 
information to punchcards at up to 1,400 pages per hour. Pencil 
marks must be placed between lines as on the familiar IBM test 
scoring sheets" but considerable freedom is permitted in locating 
these lines on the form. The Mohawk Data Recorder is another 
device intended to replace the keypunch by eliminating the punch
card entirely as an input medium to the computer. With the Mohawk 
Data Recorder, one writes his data directly on computer tape by 
stroking a typewriter keyboard attached to a tape drive which 
creates tapes to hang directly on the computer. 
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6 This information was collected from various editions of the Illinois 
Blue Book. The card format has been designed the permit the file 
to be updated and extended back for sessions before 1933. The 
legislators have been assigned identification numbers in tens instead 
of units to permit the insertion of new names without disturbing the 
alphabetical sequence. For more about this coding technique, see 
Chapter V, p. 141. 

7 Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 
"An Introduction to IBM Punched Card Data Processing" (White 
Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing Division, F20-0074, undated). 

8 Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 
"Reference Manual for the IBM 82, 83, and 84 Sorters" (White 
Plain, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing Division, A24-1034-1, 1962). 

9 Cards can be sorted at a speed of 2,000 cards per minute on the 
IBM 84, which reads holes with a photoelectric eye instead of a 
wire brush. The IBM 84 has not been included in this discussion 
both because of its unique operating feature and because it is a 
relatively uncommon machine in university computing centers. 

lOBecause letters are formed by combining two punches in a single 
column, alphabetic sorting requires two passes through the machine 
on each column. The first sort is a normal one. On the second sort, 
however, a small red alphabetic sorting switch at the front of the 
machine is moved toward the center of its hub to permit sorting on 
the zone punches only (0, 11, or 12). This process is repeated for 
each column in the alphabetic field , proceeding from the right to 
the left. 

11 Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 
"Functional Wiring Principles" (White Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data 
Processing Division, A24-1007-0, 1960). 

12See the discussion of "study codes" in Chapter V, p. 142. 
13Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 

"Reference Manual for the IBM 407 Accounting Machine" (White 
Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing Division, A24-1011-1 , 1959). 

14 Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 
"Reference Manual for the IBM 557 Alphabetic Interpreter" (White 
Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing Division, A24-0516-1 , 1963) . 

15Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 
"Reference Manual for the IBM 88 Collator" (White Plains, N. Y.: 
IBM Data Processing Division, A24-1013-3, 1960) . 

16Information for this section was obtained from the IBM publication 
"Reference Manual for the IBM 101 Electronic Statistical Machine" 
(White Plains, N. Y.: IBM Data Processing Division, A24-0502-0, 
1958) . 





CHAPTER IV ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 

This chapter is not intended as a general introduction to elec
tronic computers, a topic too complex to be treated so briefly. Its 
purpose is to provide some definitions and information important 
for understanding the use of computers in research. The inter
ested reader can find general and comprehensive introductions 
to electronic computers in several recent books designed for the 
serious researcher.' 

An initial distinction can be made between two general types 
of computers: analog and digital. An analog computer represents 
data as physical quantities instead of numbers and "computes" by 
measuring these quantities through some physical "analogy" to 
the phenomenon in point. A thermometer, for example, is an ana
log device that measures temperature in terms of the height of a 
column of mercury. An engineer's slide rule is a miniature analog 
computer that translates lengths into numbers. Analog computers 
are frequently designed to solve specific types of problems involv
ing measurement of physical quantities. 

Digital computers represent data in the form of numbers or 
"digits" instead of physical quantities. Because numbers can rep
resent an unlimited variety of information, digital computers 
usually are more flexible in problem solving than are analog com
puters. The main computer in virtually every university-wide 
computing center is a digital machine. Throughout this book, the 
word "computer" will refer to digital computers only. 

Roughly speaking, analog computers measure and digital com
puters count. But a computer counts in a different numbering 
system from that normally used by Western man. Computers find 
it easier to count in the binary system, using only two digits-o 
and I-than in the ten-digit decimal system. 'Binary numbers are 

Mr. Michael R. Leavitt drafted the revisions for this chapter. 
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far better suited to a computer's electronic circuitry, which op
erates by sensing the presence or absence of electrical currents. 
For example, the 0 digit corresponds to the absence of current and 
the 1 digit to its presence. Information can be represented in 
computer circuitry by combinations of absent-present currents 
(or "off-on" conditions) that conform to the binary numbering 
system. 

In both binary and decimal numbers, the positions occupied by 
the digits are of central importance. In the decimal system, the 
digits 79 express a different value than the pair 97. This is also 
true in the binary system, but only the digits 0 and 1 are available 
for positioning. 

Counting in both systems begins in the same way: the symbol 
o is assigned to the value zero and the symbol 1 to the value one. 
But in the binary system, no other symbols are available to express 
the next value-two-and a new position must be started. Ad
vancing the 1 and leaving the 0 to mark the units position re
sults in the expression 10,_which means two in binary notation. 
The value three is 11 in binary form. The first two columns of 
Figure IV-1 compare the decimal and simple binary number 
systems. 

Binary systems can be subdivided according to the way binary 
"bits" (o's and I'S) are organized to express decimal values. For 
example, the decimal number 57 is written in straight binary as 
111001 and decimal 133 is written as 10000101. Obviously, straight 
binary notation strains man's capacity to count, but judicious 
grouping of bits to represent decimal digits helps considerably. 
For example, bits can be arranged in groups of four to represent 
all ten decimal digits. This method of organization is called 
"binary coded decimal"; its relationship to the decimal and binary 
systems is given in the third column of Figure IV-I. Another 
method of organization uses groups of three bits, which are 
sufficient to represent the digits from 0 through 7. This pattern 
gives rise to numerical representation in the "octal" system, whose 
relationship to the decimal system is also given in Figure IV-I. 
(It is useful to be able to read and understand the octal system, 
for "systems" printout, i.e., output detailing the status of the 
computer, is often written in octal notation.) 
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FIGURE IV-l 
COMPARISON OF DECIMAL, BINARY, BINARY CODED DECIMAL, OCTAL, 

AND HEXADECIMAL NUMBERING SYSTEMS 

Decimal Binary Binary Coded Decimal Octal Hexadecimal 

0 0 0000 0 0 
1 1 0001 1 1 
2 10 0010 2 2 
3 11 0011 3 3 
4 100 0100 4 4 
5 101 0101 5 5 
6 110 0110 6 6 
7 III 0111 7 7 
8 1000 1000 10 8 
9 1001 1001 11 9 

10 1010 0001 0000 12 A 
11 1011 0001 0001 13 B 
12 1100 0001 0010 14 C 
13 1101 0001 0011 15 D 
14 1110 0001 0100 16 E 
15 1111 0001 0101 17 F 
16 10000 0001 0110 20 10 
17 10001 0001 0111 21 11 

57 111001 0101 0111 71 39 
58 111010 0101 1000 72 3A 
59 111011 0101 1001 73 3B 

132 10000100 0001 0011 0010 204 84 
133 10000101 0001 0011 0011 205 85 

More recently, the "hexadecimal" system has been used for 
several computers, most notably those in the IBM 360 series. 
This system organizes the bits into groups of four, as in binary 
coded decimal, but takes advantage of all 16 ways in which four 
bits can be combined by using the letters from A through F as 
"digits" to represent numerical values; e.g., 3B in hexadecimal 
equals 59 in decimal. The hexadecimal system is compared with 
other numbering systems in Figure IV-1. 
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Fortunately, the average computer user needs only a general 
awareness of the fact that digital computers operate in some 
form of binary numberings. In normal practice, he need never 
fuss with binary notation; the computer will accept his decimal 
data, translate the information into its own numbering system, 
and return the results to him in decimal. 

Enough groundwork has been laid to permit defining a com
puter. According to Borko, a computer «is a machine that is able 
to calculate and perform sequences of arithmetical and logical 
operations in accordance with preprogrammed instructions."2 
This simple definition masks a very powerful machine. Most 
digital computers-certainly those to be discussed in this book
are "general purpose" machines. "Special purpose" computers, 
such as those installed in satellites and rockets, are built to per
form specialized operations. General purpose computers, how
ever , are designed to handle a wide variety of data processing 
tasks. A general purpose computer can, in principle, execute any 
definable and finite symbol-manipulation process." 

One implication of this general purpose character is that a 
computer can perform the specialized functions of unit record 
equipment (see Chapter III). In computer processing, moreover, 
these functions are integrated and continuous. Data cards do not 
have to be moved from one machine to the other. Furthermore, 
the computer performs these operations at a fantastic speed. Unit 
record machines are limited by the movement of mechanical 
parts, but the internal operating speed of electronic computers is 
limited ultimately only by the speed of light. Computers are 
slowed down considerably, however, when engaging in mechani
cal tasks such as reading cards or printing results of calculations. 
In order to use costly computer time most efficiently, physical 
manipulation of data often is done on unit record machines, even 
though general purpose computers can perform the same opera
tions much faster. 

A discussion of the operating characteristics can be facilitated 
by making an early distinction between computing "hardware" 
and "software." Hardware is physical apparatus-the computer 
itself. Software refers to methods of instructing the computer
called computer programming. The computer user needs to know 
about both computing hardware and software. 
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COMPUTING HARDWARE 

The first commercial computer, UNIVAC I , was marketed in 
1951. Two years later, IBM built its first commercial high-speed 
computer, the 701. The computing industry has grown tremen
dously in the relatively brief period since the early 1950's. Literal
ly hundreds of makes and models of computers are currently in 
use. Although IBM accounts for the vast majority of the com
puters in operation at educational institutions, there are sufficient 
differences among types of IBM computers to preclude detailed 
discussion of any specific model or make. Up-to-date reviews of 
the characteristics of specific machines can be found in other 
publications." 

The University of Illinois appears to have been the first uni
versity to make a computer available for general research pur
poses." Today, approximately 700 colleges and universities main
tain computing facilities for research." Although the main com
puters in university computing centers are all general purpose 
machines, the specific make or model available can make a great 
deal of difference to a researcher. Any general purpose computer 
can do whatever another can do , but some can do it faster or 
with fewer instructions, In some cases, moreover, a computer's 
capabilities for transferring information in and out of the system 
are limited by the equipment to which it is connected. The par
ticular hardware available at university computing centers can 
be an important concern to the researcher. 

Computers are classified most commonly today according to 
their "generation." Most observers agree that we are now in the 
"third generation" of computers. The first generation of com
puters, which were basically vacuum-tube machines, can be said 
to have begun with the UNIVAC I and ended with the IBM 650. 
The second generation, which ushered in the era of transistorized 
circuitry, can roughly be dated from the IBM 1401 through the 
IBM 7094 II. Finally, the development of integrated circuits 
produced the third generation, characterized by the IBM 360, 
General Electric 600's, RCA Spectra 70, and others currently 
being produced. Each generation can be identified by a "step 
change" in maximum storage capacity and maximum operating 
speeds (overall computing power), although it is important to 
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note that there are big and small, fast and slow computers within 
each generation. Within IBM's System 360 line, for example, 
computing capability increases according to the model number, 
from Model 25 (low) through Models 30, 40, 50, 65, 75, and 85. 

All general purpose digital computers are similar in their basic 
design. Each has "input" and "output" units for moving informa
tion into and out of the machine. Each also has a "memory" for 
storing the information, an "arithmetic-logical" capability for 
operating on the information, and a "control" capability for co
ordinating the operations. These functional units are diagrammed 
in Figure IV-2. 

FIGURE IV-2
DIAGRAM OF FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF AN

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER
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Information can be entered into a computer from a variety of 
media: cards, magnetic tape, paper tape, magnetic disks and 
drums, typewriters, teletypes, photographic film, printed matter, 
light-pens, and even by the spoken word. Similarly, the computer 
can send out information by punching cards, writing on magnetic 
tape, writing on disks and drums, typewriting, printing, exposing 
film, televising, drawing graphs, and even by making sounds. 
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Magnetic tape, however, is the most common input-output 
medium for large-scale computers, although magnetic disks are 
being used with increasing frequency. 

Magnetic tape is preferred over cards because of its handling 
speed. Input-output operations ordinarily are mechanical opera
tions and constitute a drag on computer time. High-speed com
puters can perform thousands of internal operations in the time 
taken to read one card. Although magnetic tape is an improve
ment over cards, a computer can still perform hundreds of in
ternal operations in the time required to read eighty columns of 
information from tape. 

Computer time is normally conserved by performing as many 
of the input-output functions as possible off the computer on 
auxiliary equipment or off-line machines. Information contained 
on punchcards usually is written on tape "off-line" on a card-to
tape reader. Magnetic tapes that contain computer output usually 
are printed off-line on tape-to-print equipment. On-line machines 
are input-output devices connected directly to the computer. In
put-output devices that can be operated either off-line or on-line 
are called "peripheral equipment." 

When large computers are available, smaller computers fre
quently are used off-line to handle input-output chores. The IBM 
1401 computer, for example, frequently is used solely as an input
output device for computers in the IBM 700 or 7000 class. The 
1401 reads information from punchcards onto magnetic tape. A 
large number of different "jobs" are "loaded" onto tape to consti
tute a "batch" of jobs for processing on the main computer. The 
tape reels are then taken off the 1401 and placed on the tape 
units of the main computer. 

More recently, hardware technology has permitted a return to 
the "first-generation" technique of all on-line operation. This is 
accomplished primarily by making the "peripheral" computers an 
integral part of the computing system. Thus, a "peripheral" com
puter can read cards directly into memory at the same time that 
the "main" computer is performing arithmetic operations and 
another "peripheral" computer is printing output on a line-printer. 

At many large installations, the computer operates under con
trol of a monitor system, which processes each job loaded on the 
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input tape in sequence and writes the answers to each on a 
separate output tape. If any job fails to execute properly-usually 
because of a programming error-the monitor system will write 
one or more error messages indicating the trouble and will auto
matically terminate the job, moving to the next job in the batch. 
When the entire batch is finished, the output tape reel is removed 
and printed off-line. 

Information is recorded on computer tape in the form of mag
netized spots created as the tape moves over a read-write station 
or "head" (Figure IV-3). These spots can be written in a variety 
of codes , which are usually arranged in a format of either seven 
or nine recording channels, depending upon the type of computer 
used. Tape units for the IBM 1401, the IBM 7000 series, and most 
Control Data Corporation computers, for example, employ seven 
recording channels, while tape units for the IBM System 360 com
puters normally use nine recording channels. Although tapes 
written in seven and nine channels are of the same %-inch width 
and the same construction, they cannot be interchanged on con
ventional tape drives , which read either seven or nine channels 
but seldom both. Figure IV-4 shows how binary coded decimal 
information is written on a seven-channel tape. 

Numerical information is encoded in the bottom four channels 
in binary coded decimal. The fifth and sixth channels from the 
bottom are used for encoding alphabetic information, and the top 
channel is used as a check or "parity" bit. In "even" parity check
ing, the number of magnetized bits in any vertical column must 
add up to an even number. When the recording heads are func
tioning properly, a bit will be placed in the parity channel when 
necessary to insure that the sum of bits is even. If the check does 
not come out even, the computer signals an error. This is all 
done automatically and need not concern us further. 

Information is written oJ? tape in groups of vertical columns 
called "records." Tape "density" refers to the number of columns 
that can be recorded on an inch of tape. A density of 200 bits 
per inch (BPI) is considered "low" density; 556 or 800 BPI is 
"high" density. An So-column punchcard is often written as a 
single record on 80 columns of tape. Records are separated on 
magnetic tape by a width of blank tape (.75-inch on seven-chan
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nel and .6-inch on nine-channel tape) called an "inter-record gap ," 
or more simply a "record gap." 

FIGURE IV_3 0 

SCHEMATIC OF TAPE UNIT 
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FIGURE IV_4 0 

SEVEN-CHANNEL CODE ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
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°Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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Even on low density tape, less than one-half inch is needed to 
record the contents of an So-column punchcard. Because the rec
ord gap alone is wider than this, tapes that are loaded with single
card records contain more blank space than information. Tape 
space sometimes is conserved by "blocking" several records to
gether without separation by a record gap. Without blocking, ap
proximately 25,000 cards can be recorded on one 2,400-foot reel 
of magnetic tape. By blocking the records in groups of five, more 
than 50,000 cards can be recorded on a single reel. This informa
tion can be read at speeds varying around 100 inches per second. 

Another type of input-output unit which has become more 
popular in the last few years is the "disk" unit (often spelled 
"disc") . If magnetic tape can be considered as similar to the 
sound recording tape found in homes and offices, a disk is very 
similar to a phonograph record. Like a home recording tape, 
magnetic tape is "sequential." It is necessary to wind the tape 
forward or back to arrive at a given point. But one can "access" 
a particular point on the disk substantially faster by positioning 
the equivalent of a "tone arm" on the desired band (Figure IV-5) . 
High access speed and the possibility of increased storage capac
ity are the main reasons why many computer facilities are using 
disks rather than tapes for basic input-output and some inter
mediate storage operations. 

In order to further increase the "efficiency" of input-output 
operations (input-output time as a decreasing perceI)tage of total 
time), the technique of "time-sharing" a computer has been de
veloped and implemented on many second- and third-generation 
machines. With a time-shared computer, many individuals can 
communicate with the machine "simultaneously" via teletypes or 
television-like cathode-ray tube terminals. One of the most com
mon ways that this effect is accomplished is by "time-slicing" the 
operations of a central computer. The central computer gives 
each user a "slice" of time (usually in fractions of a second) on a 
rotating basis. Because the central computer can perform hun
dreds of calculations in the time taken to print one line of output, 
each individual feels as if he is the only one using the entire 
power of the computer, in that he can write a program, run it, 
and get results in a matter of minutes. 
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FIGURE IV-5 0 

SCHEMATIC OF DISK STORAGE UNIT 
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"Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation. 

MEMORY UNIT 

Information written on magnetic tape is in external storage
it is not directly accessible to the computer for arithmetic and 
logical operations. For these operations, this information must be 
entered into internal storage-the computer's memory unit. A 
memory unit can be thought of as a giant matrix of mailboxes, 
each of which bears a storage location or address. Each mailbox 
or address can hold one computer "word"-a series of binary 
digits. Some computers have more addressable storage locations 
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or words of storage than others. The number of words of storage 
is commonly reckoned in units of 1,000. Each .unit is symbolized 
by the letter "K." A computer with 10,000 words of storage is 
called a 10K machine. 

In comparing the storage capacity of different machines, one 
must take care to determine the size of a computer word. A 36
bit word can normally contain six alphabetic characters; a 48-bit 
word, eight alphabetic characters; and a Go-bit word, ten alpha
betic characters. Of course, the capacity to store decimal values 
also increases with word size. Attention to word size is especially 
important in the light of the IBM System 360 practice, initiated 
for good technical reasons, of measuring storage capacity in terms 
of "bytes"-bit groupings large enough to represent two decimal 
values or one alphabetical character. An IBM 360 computer with 
2S6K memory (measured in eight-bit bytes) has no more storage 
capacity than a CDC 6400 computer with 6SK storage (measured 
in fio-bit words). 

Computers also differ in the speed with which they can retrieve 
information from storage. The speed of access to the memory 
unit or "access time" depends on the type of storage the com
puter possesses. It once was common to store information on a 
magnetic drum that revolved at high speed under reading and 
writing heads. Magnetic drums have two disadvantages: they 
are somewhat limited in storage capacity and relatively slow in 
access time. The machine must wait until the storage location on 
the drum revolves under a reading head before information can 
be retrieved. 

Today the most commonly used internal storage device is a 
matrix of magnetic cores-tiny rings of ferrous material capable of 
magnetization when currents are passed over electric wires run
ning through their hollow centers. Literally thousands of these 
tiny cores are threaded on wires to form the core storage of a 
modern computer. Many machines have over 100,000 (looK) 
words of magnetic core storage (where a word can be as large as 
60 bits). Because no moving parts are involved, access time to 
any storage location is almost instantaneous, being limited only 
by the switching speeds of electronic components and by the 
speed of light. 
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ARITHMETIC-LOGICAL UNIT 

The computer processes data by doing simple arithmetic and 
making decisions with the standard logical operators: "and," "or," 
and "not." These arithmetic and logical operations are accom
plished through electronic circuits that open and close when cer
tain conditions are met. In the very first automatic computer
the Mark I completed at Harvard in 1944-these operations were 
accomplished by electromagnetic relays . The moving parts of 
electromagnets later were replaced by electronic circuits in 
vacuum tubes, increasing the operating speed of computers 
hundreds of times. 

Large vacuum tube computers generated tremendous amounts 
of heat. Powerful air conditioning systems were necessary not 
only for the comfort of human operators but for the machine to 
run without burning itself up. Frequent shutdowns also resulted 
as the thousands of tubes aged and began to burn out. 

Transistors have replaced vacuum tubes in modern computer 
circuitry. The last of the large tube machines-the IBM 709-has 
been redesigned with transistor components and became known 
as the IBM 70go. Transistorized computers not only operate 
cooler, with less power, in less space, and with greater reliability, 
but they also operate faster because of transistors' faster switch
ing capabilities. Many third-generation computers have replaced 
transistors with "integrated circuits"-also called "microcircuitry," 
"solid logic technology," and "large scale integration." In terms 
of smaller size and greater speed, an integrated circuit is to a 
transistor very much what the transistor was to the vacuum tube. 

Modern computers are almost inconceivably fast. Operating 
speeds on the early electromechanical Mark I were measured in 
milliseconds-thousandths of a second. Operating speeds on 
vacuum tube computers were measured in microseconds-mil
lionths of a second. And the fastest computers today can per
form operations in nanoseconds-billionths of a second. The rela
tionship is as follows: 

one millisecond .001 of a second 
one microsecond .000001 of a second 
one nanosecond .000000001 of a second 
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Computers are beginning to operate so quickly that the length 
of wires connecting various components is a factor to be con
sidered in machine design. Long wires slow down operations as 
the computer waits for electricity to travel between components. 

The consequence of fast operating speed is, of course, fast data 
analysis . The electromechanical Automatic Multiplying Punch of 
the early 1930'S was hailed as a great time-saver in computing 
cross-products used in correlational analysis. Carver praised the 
ability of the machine to compute the products of heights and 
weights of 1 ,000 individuals: "One may therefore place our cards 
in the machine, press a button, resume other duties, and some 
fifty minutes later the 1,000 cards will have yielded the total."? 
This same operation plus the computation of the correlation 
coefficient itself can be done in a matter of seconds on a modem 
computer. 

CONTROL UNIT 

The control unit directs all operations of the computing sys
tem , including the input-output devices. It selects the instructions 
to be performed; obtains, moves, and stores data within the com
puter; and coordinates all the functions of the system. In effect, 
the researcher operates the computer by furnishing the control 
unit a set of instructions to follow. This set of instructions is 
called a "program." 

COMPUTING SOFTWARE 

Computers often are referred to as "giant brains." But as Green 
has observed, computers are more like "giant clerks.?" A computer 
has to be told exactly what to do and when to do it. These in
structions must be organized in sequence and specified in minute 
detail. Procedures for preparing computer instructions are re
ferred to as computing "software." 

Every computer can perform a relatively small number of 
basic operations. Some typical operations are "read," "write," 
"add," "subtract," "compare," "store in memory," and so on. 
These basic operations are built into the machine circuitry and 
activated by specific machine instructions, one for each operation. 
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Every instruction in a given computer is associated with a binary 
code number. For example, an instruction to "add" expressed in 
binary code for a computer with a 36-bit "word" might be 
000100000000000000000000000000000000. A com pIe t e set 0 f 
ordered instruction codes is a computer program. 

Some computer programs for statistical analysis may contain 
hundreds or even thousands of machine instructions. The above 
example makes it clear that writing a computer program in binary 
codes or basic machine language is a complex, frustrating, and 
time-consuming process. Fortunately, programming has been 
made considerably easier with the development of special pro
gramming languages to substitute for basic machine language. 
The computer accepts instructions expressed in a programming 
language and translates them into equivalent instructions in its 
own basic machine language. 

Programming languages can be divided into "machine
oriented" and "problem-oriented" languages. Machine-oriented 
languages commonly use mnemonic symbols to represent machine 
instructions, e.g., SUB for "subtract" and DIV for "divide." Pro
grams written in a symbolic machine-oriented language are as
sembled by the computer into basic machine language. Although 
a machine-oriented language simply substitutes alphabetic sym
bols for strings of binary digits, it provides a much easier method 
of programming than does a basic machine language. Programs 
written in a symbolic language, however, still must spell out every 
step and operation the computer must perform. Moreover, be
cause symbolic languages are machine-oriented, different sym
bolic languages are used for different computers. A programmer 
must learn different languages for different computers. 

Problem-oriented languages, on the other hand, are based not 
on technical features of a particular computer but on types of 
problems to be solved . A program written in a problem-Oriented 
language can be used on any computer that has a compiler pro
gram for translating it into machine language. Furthermore, 
problem-oriented languages employ macro-instructions-seecu of 
which is translated or "compiled" into more than one basic ma
chine instruction. Macro-instructions relieve the programmer 
from repeatedly specifying every step the computer must follow 
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in performing fundamental data processing functions. A program 
written in a problem-oriented language always involves fewer 
original instruction statements than translated statements. 

A variety of problem-oriented programming languages have 
been developed." COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Lan
guage) has been designed for inventory and bookkeeping prob
lems. COMIT was designed for processing textual information in 
problems of information retrieval and mechanical translation of 
foreign languages. The best-known problem-oriented language 
by far is FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslator), which permits 
writing programs in a form similar to algebraic notation. Many 
data processing problems in political research can be effectively 
expressed in FORTRAN programming language, thus making 
knowledge of FORTRAN a valuable methodological skill. 

Some attention should be given here to the question of includ
ing computer programming as part of the research training in the 
behavioral sciences generally and in political science in particular. 
Several writers have taken strong positions in favor of training 
researchers in computer programming. Wrigley's position is as 
follows: 

There seems to be a growing demand for persons who are 
simultaneously competent researchers, experienced in the 
use of multivariate methods, and skilled as computer users 
and programmers. To try to meet this demand, behavioral 
science departments should introduce courses in the numeri
cal methods appropriate for computers both for graduate and 
undergraduate students and should recruit and train good 
programmers.... It is my opinion that [the work of comput
ing centers] . . . should be supplemented by the behavioral 
departments themselves. All graduate students nowadays 
should know of the existence and potentialities of computers; 
many should be given the opportunity of using a computer 
for the analysis of their own data; some of the more en
thusiastic should be encouraged to try their hand at the writ
ing of programs; and occasional ones with the requisite 
ability, temperament, and mathematical knowledge should 
be trained specifically as computer specialists....10 

Freeman reveals a similar attitude: 

Very few individuals are trained in computer programming 
and in a behavioral science discipline. So behavioral scien
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tists often have trouble in communicating the details of their 
data processing problems to programmers, and programmers 
are unable to find behavioral scientists who are willing and 
able to learn the intricacies of programming. 

What is needed are individuals trained in both areas; in a 
behavioral science and in computer programming. In the 
long run, the best policy might be to encourage-even re
quire-behavioral science graduate students to develop at 
least the most basic skills in programming. I I 

Those who are opposed to requiring-or even encouraging
methodological training in computer programming are apt to 
defend their opposition by saying that the researcher can always 
go to a programmer with his problem. In my opinion, this is the 
same as saying that training in statistics is not needed because the 
researcher can always go to a statistician. The analogy, of course, 
is not perfect, but there are at least two important similarities in 
the situations. A researcher needs to know something about statis
tics before he can communicate properly with a statistician. The 
same is true for researchers and programmers. But even more 
important, truly imaginative use of statistics and computers in 
research demands a combination of methodological skills and 
substantive knowledge in one person. 

This point has been emphasized by several writers. Martin and 
Hall contend: 

Effective utilization of many computers is dependent on the 
ability of the researcher to use the machine himself. Thus it 
is important that the researcher be able to use the computer, 
for not only can he more easily make better use of machines 
that are available, but he is also likely to obtain a better 
solution to his problem. More important, he is then equipped 
to use the computer to solve a larger and possibly more im
portant problem.P 

And Beaton says, "Anyone who has programmed realizes the ad
vantages of encouraging the scholar to program. There is no 
better Wl;lY to have him see the power of the machine and to open 
his eyes to new research approaches."13 

Researchers do not need to become expert programmers, but 
they perhaps should know the fundamentals of programming so 
they can conceptualize the feasibility of their problems for com
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puter processing. In effect, they need a "working knowledge" of 
the language. This will enable them to write small programs for 
simple problems and will facilitate interaction with an experi
enced programmer for complex programs and problems. Con
trary to some belief, this level of knowledge in FORTRAN pro
gramming ordinarily can be attained in less than one month of 
occasional study by a person without college mathematics. This 
is far less than that normally needed to acquire a working 
knowledge of French or some other foreign language-a standard 
requirement of doctoral programs in the behavioral sciences. 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING 

The purpose here is not to teach FORTRAN programming. 
That requires a book of its own.l" Instead, this section attempts 
to provide an insight into the nature of computer programming 
through an example written in FORTRAN. Hopefully, reading 
this section will lead to a better understanding of what program
ming is. 

Technically speaking, there are really several versions of FOR
TRAN. Differences within the language are brought about main
ly by differences in machine hardware. But all versions of FOR
TRAN are quite similar, and a programmer would have little 
trouble in moving from one to another. The version to be used in 
this chapter is FORTRAN IV for the IBM family of machines
a version which operates on many other computers, including the 
CDC 3000 and 6000 series. 

Regardless of the language being used, computer programming 
requires complete understanding of absolutely every step in the 
data processing operation. As Rufus Browning points out: 

The computer places heavy demands on the researcher. It 
constrains him to be absolutely unambiguous, to specify his 
terms and statements precisely, exhaustively. Vagueness, 
deliberate or not, is impossible: it is perfectly clear what 
each instruction in the computer program does.!" 

In order to achieve completeness, precision, and'proper execu
tion in computer programming, programs should be written with 
the use of a "flowchart"-a diagram of the steps to be performed. 
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A flowchart functions in much the same manner as a detailed 
research design. Both specify exactly what steps are to be taken, 
in what order, and what is to be done if decisions are made along, 
the way. It is possible to write a successful program without 
making a flowchart beforehand, but programming with vague or 
nonexistent flowcharts incurs the same risks as doing research 
with vague or nonexistent research designs. 

The nature of computer programming will be illustrated by a 
flowchart and program for calculating summary statistics from 
raw election returns. In this example, the raw election data are 
recorded on punchcards as discussed in Chapter II and illustrated 
in Figure II -2. Each card contains three items of information: a 
county identification number, the number of votes cast in the 
county for the Republican candidate, and the number of votes 
cast for the Democratic candidate. 

The computer is directed to calculate four new items of infor
mation for each county: the Republican percentage of the vote 
cast , the Democratic percentage, the plurality difference be
tween the parties' percentages, and a code signifying the outcome 
of the election-a Democratic or Republican victory. The com
puter prepares an output 'card that contains both old and new in
formation: the county identification, the Republican and Demo
cratic raw election returns, the Republican and Democratic per
centages of the vote , the plurality difference between the parties, 
and the outcome code. 

A flowchart depicting the steps in the program is given in 
Figure IV-6. In the first step, the computer reads the county 
identification and the raw election returns from an input tape 
prepared from the cards on off-line equipment. Steps 2 , 3, and 4 
provide for computing the parties' percentages of the vote and 
the plurality difference. Steps 5 through 9 provide for assigning 
an outcome code to each contest according to this scheme: 

1 the Democratic candidate won all the votes (was un
opposed) 

2 the Democratic candidate won a plurality of the votes 
3 both candidates received the same number of votes 
4 the Republican candidate won a plurality of the votes 
5 the Republican candidate won all the votes (was un

opposed) 



FIGURE IV-6 
PROGRAM FLOWCHART FOR COMPUTING ELECTION PERCENTAGES 
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Write a record containing
County 10, Repub. yote, Demo. Yote,

Rep. %, Oem. %, Plurality, Outcome code
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Step 10 directs the computer to write th e original data and the 
computed information in one record on an output tape. In step 
11 , the process returns to the "read" command and begins again. 
The steps are rep eated until all input records have been read 
from the tape. The job terminates when the computer runs out of 
data to be read. The output tape is then removed from the com
puter and placed on off-line equipment to punch out the infor
mation written on the tape. 

The actual FORTRAN IV computer program prepared from 
this flowchart is handwritten on a standard coding form as shown 
in Figure IV-7. This coding form facilitates punching the FOR
TRAN statements on cards to form a program deck (see Figure 
IV-8). The computer gets its instructions from the program deck, 
which it reads before reading the data cards. 

The FORTRAN statements in Figure IV-8 are numbered in 
correspondence with the numbered steps in the flowchart (Fig
ure IV-6). The function of each statement in the program will be 
described in turn. 

Step 1: 1 READ 2, ID, REPVOT, DEMVOT 
2 FORMAT (13, F7.0 , F7.0) 

The first statement in this pair directs the computer to read a 
card containing the county identification, the Republican vote, 
and the Democratic vote. FORTRAN for the IBM 7094 limits 
the name assigned to each item of information (or "variable") to 
only six characters, which accounts for the abbreviation. The 
number in that expression means "read this information according 
to the format specified in statement 2." In this program, state
ment 2 happens to be the second statement, but statement num
bers may be assigned arbitrarily. A FORMAT statement in 
FORTRAN tells the computer in which columns on the card the 
information is located. The first term within parentheses-"I3"
states that the county identification (ID ) is an integer variable 
located in the first three columns of the card. The "I" stands for 
"integer" and "3" for the number of columns in the field. 

The second term within parentheses-"F7.0"-states that "REP
VOT" is to be considered a floating-point number (a number 
with a decimal point) that occupies the next seven columns on 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM WRITIEN ON FORTRAN CODING FORM 
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FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR COM PUTING ELECTION PERCENTAGES 
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the card and has no digits past the decimal point. The "F" in the 
term stands for "floating-point," the number "7" stands for the 
number of columns in the field, and ".0" stands for no digits past 
the decimal point. The third and final term in the FORMAT ex
pression is also "F7 .0" and tells the computer that "DEMVOT" 
is recorded in the next seven-digit field and is also to be con
sidered as a floating-point number. Both REPVOT and DEM
VOT must be treated as floating-point or decimal numbers be
cause percentages are being calculated. 

Step 2: PCTREP = (REPVOT / (REPVOT + DEMVOT) ) 
o 100.0 

This statement equates a variable called "PCTREP" (for "per
cent Republican") to the amount obtained by dividing the Re
publican vote by the two-party vote and multiplying the result 
by 100.0 to convert the answer to percentages. FORTRAN uses 
the slash symbol to indicate division and the asterisk to indicate 
multiplication. 

Step 3: PCTDEM = (DEMVOT / (REPVOT + DEMVOT) ) 
o 100.0 

This statement calculates a variable called "PCIDEM" (for 
"percent Democratic") as discussed in Step 2. 

Step 4: PLURAL = ABS(PCTREP - PCTDEM) 

"PLURAL" is the name given to the plurality difference be
tween the parties' percentages of the vote. In FORTRAN IV, the 
term "ABS" calls out a built-in function that takes only the abso
lute value of the amount resulting from subtracting PCTDEM 
from PCTREP. Negative signs that might appear are ignored by 
this function. 

Step 5: IF (DEMVOT .CT. REPVOT) IWIN = 2 

This states: If the number of Democratic votes is greater than 
(.CT.) the number of Republican votes, set "IWIN" equal to 2, 
signifying a Democratic victory. (In FORTRAN, a variable name 
that begins with an "I" is an integer variable and carries no deci
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mal point. Naming the variable "WIN" would have required set
ting it equal to a decimal point number (2.0).) If the Democratic 
candidate did not get more votes than the Republican, nothing is 
done to the variable IWIN, and the computer proceeds to exe
cute the next statement. 

Step 6: IF (REPVOT .EQ. 0.0) IWIN == 1 

This states: If the number of Republican votes equals (.EQ.) 
zero (0.0) , set IWIN equal to 1, signifying that the Democratic 
candidate won all the votes. Obviously, this condition could not 
exist unless the Democrat had more votes than the Republican 
(see Step 5). In this case, the value of 2 in IWIN would be 
replaced with the value of 1. If the Republican vote is not equal 
to zero, nothing is done to IWIN, and the computer proceeds to 
the next statement. 

Step 7: IF (REPVOT .EQ. DEMVOT) IWIN == 3 

This states: If the number of Republican votes equals (.EQ.) 
the number of Democratic votes , set IWIN equal to 3, the code 
for a tie election. (It is conceivable that both candidates for a 
statewide election could get the same number of votes in a given 
county.) If the two votes are not equal, nothing is done to IWIN 
and the computer proceeds to the next statement. 

Step 8: IF (REPVOT .CT. DEMVOT) IWIN == 4 

This states: If the number of Republican votes is greater than 
(.CT.) the number of Democratic votes, set IWIN equal to 4, 
signifying a Republican victory. If the Republican did not get 
more votes than the Democrat, nothing is done to IWIN and the 
next statement is executed. 

Step 9: IF (DEMVOT .EQ. 0.0) IWIN == 5 

This states: If the number of Democratic votes equals zero, set 
IWIN equal to 5, signifying that the Republican won all the 
votes. If the Democratic vote does not equal zero, nothing is done 
to IWIN and the next statement is executed. 
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Step 10: PUNCH 3, ID, REPVOT, DEMVOT, PCTREP, 
PCTDEM, PLURAL, IWIN 
3 FORMAT (13, F7.0, F7.0, lOX, F6.I, F6.I, F6.I, 
2X, 11) 

The first statement in this pair directs the computer to punch 
out the original variables and the results of its calculations ac
cording to the format specified in statement 3. The first three 
terms in the format statement are identical to those in statement 
2, which specifies the input format. 

The next term in statement 3 is "lOX," which means "skip ten 
columns on the card." The letter "X" stands for a skip instruction 
and "10" indicates the number of columns to be skipped. The 
term "F6.I" is repeated three times for the three variables, 
PCTREP, PCTDEM, and PLURAL. All three are punched out 
in six-column fields with one digit after the decimal point. 

The next term, "2X," causes two columns to be skipped before 
punching out IWIN according to "II"-a one-column integer 
variable, no decimal point. 

Step 11: GO TO 1 

This statement returns control to statement 1, which directs the 
computer to read a card from tape and repeat the process. This 
program forms a "loop" that is continued until the computer runs 
out of data cards to read and the job is terminated. 

Appendix A-I describes an election analysis study prepared 
with a similar but more complex computer program for calculat
ing summary statistics from raw voting returns and census esti
mates of the total eligible electorate. 

The computer program described above involves only thirteen 
instruction statements in FORTRAN. Each of these statements, 
however, is a macro-instruction that translates into many specific 
machine language instructions after processing by the FORTRAN 
compiler. In fact, these thirteen statements were translated into 
117 machine language instructions by the FORTRAN compiler 
for the IBM 709 computer. 

Writing a program in a programming language like FORTRAN 
produces a source program that must be compiled into a machine 
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language or obiect program before it can be executed by the 
computer. The FORTRAN compiler accepts source programs and 
produces object programs which are punched on cards in binary 
code. Once a source program has been successfully compiled, the 
object program deck is used instead of the source deck to avoid 
the compilation time required each time the program is run. Al
though the object deck contains many more instruction state
ments than the source program, the object deck generally con
tains fewer cards because many binary words can be punched 
on one card. The cards of a binary program deck are full of holes 
and are virtually unintelligible to the researcher. 

Careful study of this simple example of programming will 
hardly qualify you as a computer programmer, but it should pro
vide some insight into the art. A far more complex example of a 
computer program written in CDC FORTRAN is contained in 
Appendix C-2, which produces a tabulator listing of a general and 
powerful program for preparing cross-classification tables and 
computing tests of association between cross-classified variables. 
Chapter VI discusses this program in detail. 

A computer cannot do anything without a program, and writ
ing programs for large data processing tasks is a complex and 
time-consuming enterprise. Fortunately, however, computer pro
grams can be generalized so they can be used repeatedly to per
form the same basic operations with different data. This is a 
feature of the cross-classification program described in Chapter 
VI and Appendix C-l. Generalized programs can serve the data 
processing needs of researchers at other institutions. Programs 
written in a problem-oriented language like FORTRAN can be 
run at any computing center that has a compiler for the language. 

Every computing center maintains a "library" of programs 
and detailed descriptions ("write-ups") of their purposes, capa
bilities, and procedures for use. Programs in the library may 
have been written by programmers on the computing center staff 
or they may have come from other universities or from industry. 
Users of similar computers have also organized into "users' 
groups" for distributing information about new programs for 
their type of computer. Perhaps the best-known users' group is 
SHARE (Society to Help Avoid Repetitive Effort), which serves 
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those who have IBM 704/709/709017094/704017044 computers. 
Information about users' groups can be found in the Communica
tions of the Association for Computing Machinery, a monthly 
publication. 

Researchers in the behavioral sciences will find information 
about computer programs and applications in the "Computers in 
Behavioral Science" section in every quarterly issue of Behavioral 
Science. Behavioral Research and Educational and Psychological 
Measurement are two other journals that report computer appli
cations in the behavioral sciences. The Medical Computing Cen
ter in the College of Medicine at the University of Cincinnati 
has developed a set of statistical programs for the IBM 1401. 

These programs are described in MEDCOMP: Handbook of 
Computer Applications in Biology and Medicine.v" Some FOR
TRAN programs for multivariate analysis are contained in Multi
variate Procedures for the Behavioral Sciences. 1 7 Users of IBM 
equipment in general will find computer programs listed in the 
Catalog of Programs for IBM Data Processing Systems. I S 

The Health Science Computing Facility in the Department of 
Preventive Medicine and Public Health at UCLA's School of 
Medicine has prepared an extremely valuable set of programs for 
a variety of statistical analyses that were originally designed for 
the IBM 709/709017094 but are now available for most large
scale machines. Write-ups of these programs can be found in 
BMD: Biomedical Computer Programs.i" A correlation analysis 
program from the BMD manual is discussed in Chapter VII. 

COMPUTERS AS TOOLS OF RESEARCH 

The behavioral science community has barely begun to realize 
the potential value of computers in research. Nevertheless, Wrig
ley already predicts that 

the electronic computer will prove to be the most versatile 
and influential scientific instrument so far invented and that 
it will playa larger role in the scientific histories of the fu
ture than even such obvious challengers as the microscope 
and the telescope.P'' 

This prediction assumes that behavioral scientists will take ad
/antage of computers' capabilities. Wrigley points out, however, 
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that some early administrators of university computing centers 
discouraged the use of computers by behavioral scientists by 
limiting access to researchers with enormously complex mathe
matical problems. This policy was geared to the needs of physical 
scientists and discriminated against behavioral scientists, who 
often wanted to use the computer only for purposes of manipu
lating or compiling large masses of data. Viewing the problem 
from the administrator's position, Wrigley remarks, "The volume 
of the behavioral scientist's input was often surprising, and that 
of his output even more SO."21 Some computing center administra
tors found it difficult to justify the use of a powerful machine 
for the relatively simple tasks proposed by behavioral scientists. 

An incident that occurred during my graduate training at Indi
ana University might illustrate the differences between computer 
applications by social and physical scientists. At that time, the 
university computing center had an IBM 650, one of the most 
popular models then in use but a slow machine by present stand
ards. The computing center operated on an "open-shop" basis; 
researchers were expected to operate the machine themselves and 
were allowed to reserve machine time for any part of the day or 
night. 

I usually signed up to use the IBM 650 for a half-hour or an 
hour at most. Before even going on the computer, I spent an 
hour or more preparing my data on legislators' voting records. 
Once the job was under way , the computer spent more time read
ing my data than calculating and punching out the answers, and, 
as Wrigley indicated, the computer often generated as many 
cards of output as it read as input. 

In contrast, I recall the large blocks of computer time, from 
six to ten hours, signed for by the physical scientists, who ordi
narily fed far fewer cards into the machine. The best example of 
this was the graduate student in astronomy who signed for the 
machine from midnight to 6:00 A.M. for more than ten consecu
tive evenings. He used the computer to construct alternative 
models of the solar system, and each model required about six 
hours of machine time. He would stroll in shortly before mid
night, place a sizable program in the input hopper of the com
puter, follow the program with a small deck of cards drawn from 
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his pocket, press the proper buttons, and settle back to read a 
paperback mystery while the 650 blinked and whirred for six 
hours of computing. Dawn would come, the machine would grind 
out a few answer cards, and another solar system would be made. 

What was the difference between his use of the computer and 
mine? For one thing, he knew what he was looking for and he 
had a sophisticated theory to help him find it. For another, his 
data and theory permitted the formulation of his problem in pre
cise, albeit complex, mathematics. The theory and data available 
to me were not amenable to precise mathematical formulation. 
At that time, I used the computer mainly to compile frequency 
distributions of "yes" and "no" voting positions on hundreds of 
roll calls taken by legislators from different types of districts. This 
job would have been completely unfeasible without the use of 
punchcard data processing equipment and, even with the use 
of the counter-sorter, would have been discouragingly time-con
suming. The nature of my data and the limitations of my theory 
produced a data processing problem requiring large input and 
large output, with little computer manipulation and compilation 
in between, but the computer still proved to be a tremendous 
help. 

While not denying the advantages of computers in manipulat
ing and compiling information for large masses of data, those 
who predict a truly important role for computers in behavioral 
science research do not view this as the greatest contribution 
of computers. These writers more likely agree with Weeg that 
the "greatest glory" of a computer "is its ability to do mathematics 
in a hurry."22 Speed in computation is valued mainly because it 
opens the door to the use of complex -rnultivariate models and 
analytical procedures in research." Multivariate procedures have 
not been widely used by political scientists, who still tend to de
sign their research in terms of bivariate statistics. Of course, the 
computer can be of great help in calculating these statistics. "Yet 
the computer's potential will certainly not be realized," says 
Cooley, "if all it is asked to do is compute more and more bi
variate correlation coefficients.P" 

Any casual observer of political life must be aware of the multi
plicity of variables that cause any given phenomenon. Because of 
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the multicausality of the real world, bivariate models of explana
tion must necessarily be lacking in explanatory power. Why, then, 
have not more political scientists used multivariate techniques? 
A major reason for the unpopularity of multivariate statistical 
analysis has been the impractical aspects of their use. Although 
the use of factor analysis-a prominent and powerful multivariate 
procedure-was reported in The American Political Science Re
view as early as 1935,21\ the tremendous complexity of the method 
did not encourage its application in subsequent research. The 
method did not reappear in the Review until 1960, when the work 
was done on a computer.s" Pinner has summarized the situation: 

For decades, factor analysis has been the exclusive domain 
of experts; the mathematical sophistication needed and the 
inordinate amount of labor often required made it prohibi
tive to the ordinary researcher in social science. Recently 
these difficulties have been largely removed. We have now 
good introductory descriptions of the method written for 
people of moderate statistical means. Moreover, the presence 
of high-speed computers on most larger campuses and the 
existence of "canned" programs has taken most of the work 
out of factor analysis." 

The tremendous power of the computer is demonstrated not 
only by its ability to perform factor analyses and to compute 
other types of multivariate statistics but also by its ability to 
handle multivariate models of political processes through simula
tion. Arguing for the use of computers in constructing theories of 
political process through simulation models, Browning says, "The 
computer is particularly well suited both to keep track of com
plex relationships and to carry out with great speed the repetitive 
operations involved in many decision processes.P" 

The use of computer simulations as an aid in the formulation 
and construction of theory is just now beginning to be fully ap
preciated. Simulation is a tool which has been used most often 
by physical scientists, such as the astronomer building solar sys
tems. The fact that social scientists do not have theories which 
are as "good" as those of physical scientists does not, however, 
prohibit taking advantage of the tool. 

In the first place, the very act of simulating-writing a com
puter program which describes a theory-is of use in itself. The 
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computer requires one to be explicit and does not permit the 
ambiguities which can be hidden in "natural" language. Or, 
rather, programming for a computer brings ambiguities and 
poorly conceived relationships to light. Since the computer can 
only do exactly what it is told, it must be told precisely what 
to do. 

Secondly, once a theory has been simulated, i.e., programmed, 
running the program simply generates the results of the theory, 
which may include random variables to account for chance 
factors. When a theory involves many such variables, as in social 
science theory, it may not be possible to obtain these results in 
any other way. Thus, even if a theory is logically consistent (so 
it can be programmed), it might lead to results which are com
pletely out of line with the expectations of the theorizer. Again, 
with complex theory, such results could not have been attained 
in any other way (with any reasonable expenditure of time and 
energy). 

Without a doubt, the exciting potentiality of computers in data 
processing lies not merely in their ability to manipulate and com
pile large masses of information but in their ability to perform 
complex multivariate analyses. This does not mean, however, 
that one cannot justify the use of computers merely for manipu
lating or summarizing data. The appropriate test is whether the 
computer helps the researcher to answer the questions he wants 
to ask. A computer can be of great value to a researcher even 
though he may hardly tap the computer's capabilities. One need 
not always drive research assistants to their limits, and, as Wrig
ley says, 

'To the scientist with limited time and energy, the computer 
means extra research assistance. Unlike its human counter
parts, this assistant is indefatigable, incredibly fast, and re
markably accurate; but it shares, with the humans it is 
superseding, the need to be given extremely precise instruc
tions. It is moronic in the literalness with which it does what 
it is told to do.2 9 

Within the limits of its abilities, the computer does what it is 
told to do, and this may lead to the very real danger, of which 
Marks warns, that "a computer makes it possible to do simply 
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and easily a number of relatively meaningless things." But he 
continues: 

Although the increased use of computers may lead to in
creased production of meaningless results, this is not an 
argument against the use of computers. Important jobs have 
been neglected in the past because of the difficulties in
volved in tabulation of cornputation.P'' 

In other words, some questions have gone unanswered because 
the researcher could not afford to ask all the ones he would have 
liked. Instead of the researcher's choosing among competing 
questions, computers have encouraged him , as Borgatta and Rob
bin have stated, «rather, to ask all relevant questions."31 Thus 
the computer can not only help the researcher answer questions 
but can also encourage him to ask the questions. 

This handbook barely hints at the potential of computers in 
the analysis of political data. But the utility of punchcards and 
computers is so great even at the lower levels of data processing 
that this elementary introduction to the method can still provide 
considerable payoff for political scientists who see how they can 
make use of this technology. 
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CHAPTER V SUGGESTIONS FOR COLLECTING, 
CODING, AND MANAGING 
PUNCHCARD DATA 

The beginner in data processing is asked to learn new ideas, 
mechanics, and procedures that are all somehow related. Un
fortunately, everything cannot be discussed at once, and there 
needs to be some order of presentation. To stimulate interest in 
the methodology, Chapter II-"Recording Political Data on 
Punchcards"-was placed immediately aft er the Introduction to 
show the relevance of data processing to political research. The 
present chapter, which deals with collecting, coding, and man
aging punchcard data, was not given its "logical" place immedi
ately after Chapter II because the equipment's operating princi
ples had to be discussed before these suggestions could be 
understood adequately. Hopefully, the preceding two chapters 
provide enough information about the hardware and software of 
data processing equipment to make this chapter meaningful. 

In all aspects of human endeavor, the available technology 
strongly affects the way we do things. This is especially true 
with respect to data processing. Technological advances in com
puting hardware or software can render procedures for collecting, 
coding,. and managing punchcard data obsolete almost overnight. 
As stated in the Introduction, all how-to-do-it statements in this 
handbook are subject to early obsolescence. They are suited to 
computing equipment and programming language currently in 
use. With today's rapidly changing technology, that is how any 
instructional handbook for practical use must be written. 

The suggestions in this chapter assume a technology associated 
with a large-scale digital computer with magnetic tape input
output capabilities. These suggestions do not necessarily apply 
to data processing on a counter-sorter, or even on an early com
puter like the once-popular IBM 650. In fact , some suggestions 
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about collecting and coding data for processing on the counter
sorter make the data unfit for computer processing. Because the 
counter-sorter is still widely used in behavioral research, the fol
lowing discussion will give special attention to incompatibilities· 
between counter-sorter and computer processing. 

COLLECTING DATA 

LA YING OUT THE FORMAT 

Since the early 1930's, the counter-sorter has been the work
horse machine for processing social science data.' Even after 
development of modern computing equipment, many students 
still designed research and collected information with an eye 
toward processing the data on the counter-sorter. The abilities 
and limitations of this machine have clearly affected collection 
of data and strongly influenced design of the card format. 

This "counter-sorter psychology" places a high premium on 
fitting all data for one case in the 80 columns of one punchcard. 
This practice not only saves on the number of cards used but also 
facilitates data analysis by restricting the sorting process to only 
one deck of cards. Analyses are performed on the counter-sorter 
by first sorting cards into separate coding categories for one 
variable and then running each of these categories through the 
machine again to count the punches for a second variable." This 
process can produce a cross-classification or cross-tabulation be
tween any two variables punched on the same card. The counter
sorter cannot be used in this way to cross-classify variables 
punched on different cards-hence the pressure for limiting the 
data to one card. 

This psychology still prevails among some researchers. As re
cently as 1963, Backstrom and Hursh advised readers of Survey 
Research to 

Use columns on the machine card economically. Analysis is 
far easier if you get your data on one card per respondent. 
Naturally, you don't want to sacrifice any information you 
get, but proper planning may permit compressing the data 
to the 80 columns on the data card . . .a 
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Often considerable ingenuity was demonstrated in fitting all 
the information onto one card through "proper planning/'" Sev
eral answers given in response to an open-ended question (e.g., 
"Why did you vote for him?") were sometimes coded in the same 
column, producing multiple punches in that column. A variation 
on this practice was that of coding two different items of infor
mation in the same column, t3:king care that the codes for each 
did not overlap (e.g. , codes 1-4 for one item and 5-9 for the 
other). Through skillful use of these techniques, a researcher 
could compress more than 100 variables into a standard 80 

column punchcard. I) 

The concern about the number of cards used for collecting 
data has indeed been a real one. McCarger recognized as one of 
the major problems of card design 

that of having too much data for a single card, posing the 
question of whether to go into a multiple card layout, or 
whether to drop information and/ or squeeze the data onto a 
single card. There is no hard and fast rule, here, but it is my 
opinion that the dictum of having all information on one 
card, sometimes heard in punched-card circles, is vastly 
over-rated. Cards are not expensive, and punching them is 
not a terrible problem. Once the cards are punched it is a 
simple matter to produce new decks. Thus, I would caution 
you against drastic squeezing designed to achieve processing 
economy; frequently it turns out to be a false economy." 

Some years ago I thought it economical to record as many elec
tions as possible on the same card. I succeeded in squeezing 
seven different elections on one card by lopping off the units 
digit on each county vote total. The "economy" I had achieved 
subsequently cost many hours of programming to analyze the 
votes for individual offices in different years. In order to obtain 
greater flexibility in analysis, I eventually had to "un-squeeze" 
the elections so that each election was recorded on a separate 
card. 

Given the capabilities of present technology, it is no longer im
portant to put variables that are to be cross-classified on the same 
card. The computer can easily relate information on one card to 
information on another. The card format and the number of cards 
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used to record the data are relatively unimportant considerations 
when analyzing data with modern computers." Some standardiz
ing of formats, however, can be helpful in managing punchcard 
data (see "identification codes," p. 139). 

PREPARING THE DATA FOR KEYPUNCHING 

In order to reduce errors that occur in putting data in punch
card form , it is sometimes desirable to have keypunch operators 
work directly from original documents or sources. McCarger 
poses the objective in this manner: 

In general, we try to strike a balance here between the re
quirements of fast, accurate punching and the reduction of 
the amount of copying of documents which is done by per
sons other than the punch operator. From the standpoint of 
the key-punch operator, we try as much as possible to give 
the puncher a literal document which she merely has to 
copy, as opposed to one which she has to figure out. We try 
to reduce the number of documents which the punch opera
tor must handle, the amount of page turning, complex page 
scanning and other things which detract from rapid and ac
curate punching." 

This objective cannot always be achieved when working with 
political information which must be assembled from different 
sources and coded carefully before keypunching. Two types of 
political data that can often be keypunched directly from original 
materials, however, are election returns and "pre-coded" inter
view responses. Figures II-2 and II-3 (in Chapter II) indicate 
how these data can be punched directly from official election 
reports and original interview schedules. 

Careful planning and editing of materials before they are 
given to keypunch operators can dramatically improve the opera
tors' speed and accuracy. Gruenberger warns, "If the keypunch 
operator is expected to code while punching (or even to look 
around the schedule sheets for the next item) the error level 
in punching will soar.?" Backstrom and Hursh suggest rewriting 
all code numbers on the lefthand side of the interview schedule 
to help the keypuncher: "Uniform coding alignment allows her 
eye to travel quickly down the side of each page instead of back 
and forth across each page."lO They also suggest writing the code 
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numbers in a color different from the printing on the schedule. 
Colored lines or markings often can be used . to guide the key
puncher's work. 

Many types of political data do not lend themselves to dir ect 
punching from original materials, and information must be re
corded on coding sheets before being punched. Figures II -4 to 
II-8 (in Chapter II) illustrate how coding sheets are used in re
cording information found in descriptions of political institutions, 
biographical sketches, legislative journals, and governmental di
rectories. These coding sheets can be designed and printed for 
specific data collection projects. Graph paper-5 squares to the 
inch and 17 inches wide-makes a suitable substitute. This 
provides 85 squares per line: 80 squares for the informa
tion to go into the 80 columns of a punchcard and 5 squares 
for a margin in which identifying labels can be entered to guide 
the coder. Graph paper marked by heavy lines every fifth column 
offers reference markers for coders and keypunch operators. 

CHECKING FOR ERRORS 

The use of coding sheets provides the flexibility that is often 
necessary for recording political data, but the price for this 
flexibility in coding is an extra step in putting the data on cards, 
causing added effort and additional chance for error. Most key
punching errors can easily be detected by "repunching" data on 
the verifier (see Chapter III). If an erroneous punch is found in 
the card, a small red light appears on the verifier and the ma
chine stops. The operator thus notes the error and indicates the 
correction on the card. Errors in punching can also be detected 
by printing out or "listing" the cards on the tabulator (see Chap
ter III) and checking the listing against the original code sheets. 
When applied to numerical data, this method is usually slower 
and not as fool-proof as verifying by machine. But visual check
ing is an efficient and effective means for verifying textual infor
mation (see Chapter VIII). 

Because they are less easily detected, errors caused by inac
curate coding are more serious than those caused by inaccurate 
punching of the codes. The following remarks made by Back
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strom and Hursh about coding survey data also apply to coding 
other types of political data: 

Because coding imposes many decisions-into which cate
gory does a particular response best fit?-it demands a high 
level of understanding of the subject matter of the survey. 
The price of accurate coding is complete uniformity of deci
sion and careful attention to detail through all question
naires. 

Inexperienced people can learn to code survey data, but 
they should work in a small group assembled around a com
mon table. In this way the study director or his agent con
stantly can check to be sure that all coders are handling 
similar responses the same way . He is responsible for all de
cisions and immediately calls the group's attention to new 
judgments. If for some reason the director cannot be present 
during coding, the coders should record any changes they 
make, or questions they may have left unresolved, on a sheet 
provided for this purpose and clip it to the front of each 
questionnaire. These sheets will flag the director's attention 
to specific problems or erroneous coding. 

Double checking the coding is a worthwhile safeguard. It 
can be done by having coders exchange questionnaires and 
check each others' decisions. An estimate of how well the 
coding scheme works (coder reliability) can be obtained by 
having different coders code a sample of the same ques
tionnaires. By determining how much agreement there is 
among coders, you have a measure of the system's applica
tion .. .. 

All coding decisions should be assembled and duplicated 
into a manual for use by coders. The coding manual itself be
comes a veritable research document. It provides column-by
column instructions, except for items on which the codes are 
self-evident. Besides being an instruction booklet for coders, 
the coding manual serves as a guide to locating material in 
the survey. Write absolutely everything into it, trusting 
nothing to memory, which is bound to fail when you come 
back to this study after doing other things.l ' 

Backstrom and Hursh have outlined a system for reducing coding 
errors by monitoring the ongoing coding process and adjusting 
to feedback from the coders when they have encountered prob
lems. Such a system is essential to accurate coding of "soft" data. 
gathered from surveys, biographical sketches, and descrip
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tions of political institutions. Errors in coding this type of data 
may go undetected forever as few, if any, checks can be made 
once the data are on cards. 

This is less true for such "hard" data as roll call votes and com
mittee assignments. Accuracy in coding these data can be tested 
quite easily by checking the distributions of punches in the card 
columns. If the legislative journal states that a roll call was di
vided into 54 "yes" votes and 40 "no" votes, the column contain
ing that vote should have 54 "yes" punches and 40 "no" punches. 
If a legislative committee has 20 members, the column in which 
its membership is recorded should have 20 "membership" 
punches. This method of checking the marginals does not insure 
that the codes are punched correctly for each individual, but it 
does provide an important check that can be made in a routine 
manner on a computer or a counter-sorter. 

NUMBERING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Questions contained in interview schedules or items included 
in questionnaires usually are numbered serially, i.e., the first 
question asked is number 1 , the next question is number 2, and 
so on. Occasionally, lower-case letters are used to identify ques
tions with several parts-ega, 3b, and 3C. This numbering system 
ignores the format to be employed in punching responses to these 
questions. Because some columns at the beginning of each card 
will be used to record the respondent's identifying number, the 
responses to question 1 in the interview schedule might be 
punched in column 4; responses to question 2 might be punched 
in column 5; responses to questions 3a, 3b, and 3C might be 
punched in columns 6, 7, and 8. Notice the lack of correspon
dence between the number of the question and the location of 
the information on the punchcard. The researcher must keep in 
mind-and yet keep separate-the question numbers and the 
column numbers.. This source of confusion has plagued many a 
researcher, but it can be avoided easily in most survey studies. 

After the interview questions have been formulated and ar
ranged, the punchcard format for recording the responses can 
be determined. The card layout can usually be made definite at 
this time. The questions can then be assigned the numbers of the 
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columns in which responses will be recorded. Because the num
bers serve only to label and identify questions, there should be 
no obj ection to numbering the first question 4 if the responses 
to that question are punched in column + Similarly, a question 
that generates responses requiring a two-column code might 
legitimately be numbered 44-45, if the responses are punched in 
columns 44-45. If the individual's responses extend to more than 
one card, the question might be numbered 1/21 to indicate col
umn 21 in card 1 or 2/35 for column 35 in card 2. This number
ing system is used in the survey data example in Figure 11-3 
(Chapter II). 

This simple method of numbering interview questions pays off 
handsomely at the analysis stage, for the researcher need not 
translate the question numbers on the interview schedule into 
column locations on punchcards. This may seem to be a trivial 
suggestion, but many data processing difficulties can be avoided 
through the use of seemingly trivial techniques. 

CODING SUGGESTIONS 

To reiterate, many coding suggestions or "rules" advanced in 
this section contradict earlier advice based on use of the counter
sorter. This is especially true of the first three rules. The other 
suggestions are prompted more by convenience in data analysis 
than by the computer's technological requirements. 

USE ONLY ONE PUNCH PER COLUMN 

As stated in the previous section, researchers sometimes punch 
two or more code numbers in a single column to record all infor
mation on one card. The use of multiple punches in a column 
can facilitate analysis on the counter-sorter, but this practice 
complicates computer processing. In general, computing equip
ment and programming languages are designed to handle numer
ical data or, in some cases, letters of the alphabet and certain 
special characters. Multiple-punching can produce combinations 
of holes that are meaningless to the computer and, in fact, are 
sometimes rejected as "invalid" information. In addition to this 
fundamental barrier to data processing, Bisco lists six other dis
advantages of using multiple punches for coding purposes: 
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1. Virtually no computer programs exist for doing statistics 
on multiply-punched data.. .. 

2. The increased number of punches per column structurally 
weakens a card and can increase the probability of card 
jams on card reading equipment. 

3. The simplest error control, a deck listing, takes several 
times the amount of paper required for cards containing 
only valid Hollerith characters. 

4. Check sums and distributions, more sophisticated error 
controls, have much more limited applicability-compen
sating errors are more probable. 

5. Because of the more complex editing and manipulating 
routines, [special] computer programs run much more 
slowly than do programs for single-punch per column 
cards.... 

6. The packing of information using multiple punches is, in 
some ways, antithetical to having standard coding conven
tions....12 

USE ONLY THE DIGITS 0 TO 9 AS CODES; DO NOT USE - AND + 
The minus and plus punches (sometimes called the X and Y 

or 11 and 12 punches) have often been used as distinct coding 
categories in counter-sorter data processing. In computer proces
sing, however, these punches normally indicate positive or nega
tive values and are not easily interpreted as coding categories. 
Some standard programs will accept these punches but will in
terpret them as "positive" or "negative" zeros. The practical result 
is that a computer often does not distinguish between 0, - , and 
+ codes. 

DO NOT LIMIT YOURSELF TO SINGLE-COLUMN CODES 

Data processing on the counter-sorter was facilitated by put
ting all the information on one card as well as by punching all 
coding categories for a given variable in a single' column. This 
permitted the determination of the complete distribution of codes 
on a given variable from only one pass on the counter-sorter, 
which reads only one column at a time. Two or more passes on 
the machine were necessary if the codes extended to two col
umns. If the ten codes provided by the 0-9 punches were not 
enough for some purposes, two additional categories could be ob
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tained by using the plus and minus punches. A thirteenth cate
gory could be obtained by recognizing the absence of a punch in 
the column as a legitimate code (see rule on blanks as codes be
low). And , of course, the number of possible codes would in
crease tremendously with multiple punches. 

It is no longer necessary to force data into the limited coding 
categories of a single column. Modern computers can easily 
handle variables coded in two columns, although this capability 
has not always been capitalized on when writing computer pro
grams for processing behavioral science data. Chapter VI de
scribes in detail a computer program that will accept two-column 
codes in cross-classifying one variable against another. The cod
ing categories can begin with 00 and extend continuously to 99. 
Within wide limits, the researcher can now use as many coding 
categories as his data require. 

PLAN MULTIPLE-COLUMN CODES WITH REGARD TO 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Sometimes analysis is helped by organizing the information 
into "telescoping" code structures (also called "collapsing" or 
"range" codes). For example, the Survey Research Center of the 
University of Michigan uses a three digit telescoping code to re
cord the wide variety of responses to questions concerning indi
vidual likes or dislikes about political parties and candidates for 
public office. The first digit of this code signifies whether the 
response is positive or negative about the candidate or his party. 
The second digit of the code signifies the issue referred to by the 
response-government economy, foreign policy, etc. The third 
digit identifies the exact character of the response-against Medi
care or for a stronger policy in Berlin. This coding technique en
ables the researcher to analyze responses according to the depth 
he chooses . 

USE "EMPIRICAL" CODING WHEREVER POSSIBLE 

A distinction can be made between "empirical" and "analytical" 
coding: empirical coding means recording the data as closely as 
possible to its original detail; analytical coding means recording 
the data according to some preconceived scheme that uses 
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broader categories, thus disr egarding original detail. The im
portance of empirical coding has been stressed and elaborated in 
Bisco's memo, "Policies and Standards for Coding Data": 

In other words, as much as possible of the original detail 
elicited by a data collecting process or device should be pre
served in machinable form. 

One example of the desirability of empirical coding is the 
age variable. Often coders are instructed to assign a person 
to some age category, like 18-25. If, as is often the case 
for political science, it is necessary to restrict analysis to 
persons twenty-one and over, the researcher must either go 
back to the original interview schedule and recode the age 
information or introduce an error or bias factor by some 
form of estimation. Often, original schedules have peen 
destroyed or are not conveniently available for recoding. 

Another example is the variety of verbal material elicited 
by an open-ended question. This material is rich in perceptu
al, evaluative, cognitive, and attitudinal materials which are 
often lost by assigning respondents to one of five or six cate
gories.... 

Besides making data less useful to other analysts, coding 
practices tailored to one research criterion may ultimately 
limit the researcher's own investigation in unfortunate ways. 
First a category is at the nominal level while the original 
age gives an interval measure [see Chapter VII for a discus
sion of levels of measurement]. New statistics have been and 
will continue to be developed which exploit the fact of more 
information, and which allow an intermix of nominal and 
ordinal, nominal and interval, or interval and ordinal data. 
Second, a particular grouping or categorization may hinder 
comparison of a distribution or statistic with criterion data, 
e.g., the Census, or with results of prior analyses. Third, cod
ing error is less, and coding speed can be greater when the 
coder does not have to evaluate the data or make analytic 
type distinctions. For example, having a coder decide 
whether a particular response means the interviewee con
sidered a presidential candidate a "liberal" as opposed to a 
"conservative" can lead to considerable unreliability and 
questions about validity. Having the coder assign a numeric 
code which indicates the actual response . . . can lead to 
much greater reliability and validity. Finally, present data 
processing capabilities make the construction of indexes, 
scales , and groupings more reliable and precise than by 
human coding.l" 
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USE "NATURAL" CODING WHEREVER POSSIBLE 

When recording data that is quantitative in f-act or in principle, 
the "natural" values or ordering should be captured in the codes. 
For example, the number of chambers in a legislature should be 
coded 1 or 2 respectively for unicameral or bicameral legislatures. 
Interview responses like "never," "seldom," and "often" should be 
coded 1, 2, and 3, instead of 3, 2, and 1. A "high" response should 
be coded with a larger number than a "low" response. The use 
of natural coding reduces coding error and simplifies subsequent. 
analysis of the data. 

AVOID THE USE OF A BLANK SPACE AS A CODING CATEGORY 

Statistical programs are commonly written in problem-oriented 
computer languages (see Chapter IV) that do not make easy 
distinctions between blank spaces and zero punches. Because 
these programs interpret blanks as zeros, a blank space ordinarily 
should not be used as a coding category. There may be excep
tions to this rule. The principle of natural coding, as discussed 
above, suggests using 0 to code "none" or "zero" when these are 
the actual values assumed by the variable-such as the percentage 
of Negroes in an all-white county. However, sometimes the in
formation for these variables is missing, and it is tempting to use 
a blank space to indicate this lack of information. In fact, some 
special computer programs are designed to handle incomplete 
data by distinguishing between blanks and zeros in the columns. 
Unless the researcher intends to process his data with such a pro
gram, he is advised to adopt a numerical coding category to indi
cate "no information." 

PROVIDE FOR CONSISTENCY IN CODING 

The elaboration of this suggestion is also taken from Bisco's 
"Policies and Standards for Coding Data": 

There are several advantages in intra-study consistency. 
First, coders can more easily "know" the code; the coders 
do not have to look up every code, and coding is more re
liable because there is less chance of mis-reading code cate
gories.... 

In preparing codes it is also useful to make them as com
patible as possible with the codes used in other data collec
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tions.... Increasingly, analysis requires the combination of 
several different types of data-like interview material from 
both Congressmen and constituents-or the pooling of sev
eral collections in order to have a reliable estimate of some 
parameter. 

The major method of attaining maximum compatibility is 
agreement among researchers on a number of coding con
ventions-e.g., for missing data, for identification, etc.':' 

Appendix B reprints what Bisco describes as "a number of con
ventions which we have developed, or on which we have found 
"an already prevailing consensus, in the preparation of the ICPR 
archives." They are reprinted in this book to promote the de
velopment of consistent procedures among the studies. 

The "basic scheme" of the coding conventions in Appendix B 
is as follows: 

Code Content 
o Inapplicable
1 "Yes' ("good" or most positive)
2 
3 
4 
5 "No" ("bad" or least positive) 
6 
7 "Other" (not specified in previous coding categories) 
8 "I don't know" (offered by the respondent) 
g "Not ascertained" (given by the coder) 

This scheme ascribes a "permanent" meaning to codes 0, 1, 5, 7, 
8, and g. If "yes" or "no" answers are the only responses to a 
given question, no use is made of codes 2, 3, 4, and 6. This spe
cific assignment of codes may not be desirable for some computer 
programs. Chapter VI of this handbook describes a computer 
program that processes the data most efficiently when code 
numbers are used consecutively, so that "no" should become 
code 2; "other," code 3; "I don't know," code 4; and "not"ascer
tained," code 5. (The program treats the 0 code, which is almost 
universally regarded as the "not applicable" or "no information" 
code, as less than 1 and does not put it in the high order position 
after 9.) 
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Because some researchers may use programs that presume 
"consecutive" coding, the "jumped" coding in the scheme above 
may not be suitable. For our purposes, the important feature in 
that coding scheme lies not in ascribing "permanent" meanings 
to certain code numbers but in reserving low-order digits (ex
cluding 0) for "substantive" categories and following them with 
the higher code numbers for "other," "don't know," and "not 
ascertained" categories. This coding practice permits these cate
gories to be excluded from statistical computations, if desired, by 
exercising an option on some computer programs to "lop off' 
certain high order digits. The cross-classification program dis
cussed in Chapter VI contains such an option. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR MANAGING DATA COLLECTIONS 

The idea of "managing" data collections is relatively new in 
political research. Traditionally, political research has been con-. 
ducted with library materials and the data collected in the form 
of notes written or typed on index cards. The form and legibility 
of these notes depend on the style and temperament of the indi
vidual scholar. Insofar as these data collections are "managed," 
they are managed solely for the immediate use of the original in
vestigator, who labels and sorts the cards to suit his research. 
After the study is completed, the note cards are sometimes dis
carded. If not , they are seldom labeled, sorted, and stored in a 
manner that facilitates their later use by the same scholar for a 
different study. It is even more rare for the scholar to concern 
himself with making his data available for use by others. Data 
management, as ordinarily practiced with information gathered 
through library research, is oriented toward the needs of the 
original investigator. As such, it is a short-run operation of limited 
scope. 

In contrast, collections of punchcard data usually are managed 
with an eye toward broad, long-run considerations. As men
tioned in Chapter I, the flexibility and reproducibility features 
of punchcard data promote pooling and sharing data collections. 
Proper management permits information to be understood and 
analyzed by scholars not involved at the data gathering stage 
and it enables the original investigator to return to the data for 
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research on other topics. The suggestions offered in this section 
are prompted by such broad, long-run considerations. 

IDENTIFICATION CODES 

A useful but not necessarily iron-clad distinction may be drawn 
between identification and variable coding. The distinction hinges 
on whether the code identifies the things being studied (people, 
objects, or events) or whether it tells the values of the variables 
associated with the things under study. Up to this point, virtually 
all our discussion of coding has been concerned with variable 
coding. The distinction between the two types of codes should 
become clear in the following discussion of the purpose of identi
fication coding. 

A straightforward way of recording observations on people, 
objects, or events is to use a separate card for each unit of ob
servation, organizing the data by individual persons, objects, or 
events. For example, county election returns for the office of 
President would be recorded on 100 separate cards for a state 
with 100 counties. These cards must be identified exactly as to 
which card contains the votes cast in which county. This is ac
complished by an identification code. In the election returns ex
ample, the identification can be made by assigning a number 
from 001 to 100 to each of the counties and punching this number 
on the card in a three-column field. The information punched in 
this field is ordinarily not regarded as a variable to be used in 
analysis but as a means of identifying counties in the study. 

In addition to identifying the county for which the vote has 
been recorded, the researcher may also want to know the elec
tion year and the office being contested. If election data have 
been collected for many states, he will need to know the state in 
which the election was held. And if there are other types of 
punchcard data available, he must be able to identify the election 
studies themselves. All this information can be recorded by use 
of identification codes. 

In general, the need for extensive identifying information be
comes acute when a library's collection of punchcard holdings 
grows. Researchers have sometimes identified various studies by 
punching them on cards of different colors or by varying the 
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corner cuts on cards from two different studies. This method of 
identification might serve if the number of studies in the library 
is small and the users of the data few. Supplies of different col
ored card stock become exhausted, however, and careful mark
ings are easily destroyed when the cards are reproduced. 

The answer to this problem lies in punching needed identifica
tion directly into the cards themselves. Each card in the library 
should be uniquely identifiable by means of codes punched in 
certain columns. Backstrom and Hursh contend that adopting a 
consistent format for identification items "will make life easier 
study-to-study with the mere knowledge that case numbers, 
study numbers , and the like can always be found in the same 
columns."1 5 Although they suggest reserving the last few col
umns of a card for this identifying information, most computer 
programs and prominent data-gathering agencies favor using the 
first few fields on a card for identifying inforrnation.l" 

Systems of id entification codes are always established with 
some specific collection of data holdings in mind, although cer
tain features are common to all such systems. This discussion of 
identification codes will be illustrated by studies on file in North
west ern's Political Data Library. Most of the holdings in this 
library were completed or initiated under a Social Science Re
search Council grant to Professor Charles S. Hyneman of Indiana 
University.!? The amount of punchcard data collected under Pro
fessor Hynernan's supervision grew to such proportions that it 
became necessary to establish identification codes for geograph
ical areas to which th e data pertained, for studies that prompted 
the collection of the data, for years covered by the data, and for 
governmental institutions being studied-in addition to individual 
observational units with the studies. 

Approximately the first ten columns of every data card pro
duced in the SSRC project at Indiana were reserved for identifi
cation purposes. The proper location of any stray data card in 
the library could be established simply by examining the identifi
cation codes at the left-hand side of the card. Various methods 
were devised for coding this identifying information. It later was 
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learned that these coding methods had names and were described 
in the IBM General Information Manual, Coding Methods.i" The 
following discussion of identification codes used in the Indiana 
SSRC Project refers to names and descriptions contained in that 
manual. This identification system is presented as a concrete ex
ample of identification coding for a political data library. 

SEQUENCE CODES 

This is the simplest code to use , for it simply assigns con
secutive numbers to items in a list. Assigning identification num
bers to counties according to their alphabetical ordering, as in 
the election returns example, produces a sequence coding. Be
cause it bears no relation to characteristics of the coded items, a 
sequence code requires a code book to decipher the identification. 
The sequence code's advantage is its ability to code an unlimited 
number of items by using the fewest possible digits. 

Most of the information collected at Indiana was on state 
politics. Columns 1-2 of every card in the data library were re
served for a sequence code identifying the state for which data 
had been gathered. A glance at these columns told an important 
fact about the data. When the data holdings eventually extended 
beyond the American states to roll call voting in the United Na
tions , the code number 00 was used in these columns. 

In a simple sequence code, new items in a list are assigned the 
next-higher unused numbers. It should be noted, however, that 
the assignment of next-higher code numbers invalidates whatever 
order existed in the original listing. In particular, a simple se
quence code devised for an alphabetical listing of the members of 
the United Nations in 1945 would have been disrupted as soon as 
the first new nation was admitted. By use of a complete sequence 
code, however, it is possible to preserve alphabetical order of the 
items while keeping the codes originally assigned to items in the 
list. The idea behind a complete sequence code is to assign 
original code numbers by tens instead of units. A complete se
quence code established for the United Nations in 1945 might 
have accommodated the new nations as follows: 
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Original Member: 1945 Code Nations admitted later (year)

004 Afghanistan (1946) 

006 Albania (1955) 

008 Algeria (1962) 

Argentina 010 

Australia 020 

025 Austria (1955) 

Belgium 030 

Bolivia 040
etc.

When using complete sequence coding, thought must be given 
to the universe from which the listing will be drawn so that 
enough code numbers are left unassigned to accommodate new 
entries. 

BLOCK CODES 

This code divides a series of consecutive numbers into blocks, 
each block being reserved for groups of items having a common 
characteristic. This system uses few code digits to identify each 
item, but expansion of the code to include additional items within 
each block is limited to those numbers left unassigned when the 
code was originally established. 

Columns 3-4 on every card in the data library are reserved for 
a block code identifying the type of data gathered. The first digit 
in this two-digit "study code" indicates whether the data pertain 
to legislators, other public officials, counties, or public docu
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ments. The second digit indicates exactly what type of data have 
been gathered in these studies.!" 

Meaning of 
first digit 

Data
gathered

on members
of the

legislature

Data
gathered
on other
public

officials

Data
gathered on
counties or
other areas

Data
gathered
on public

documents

unassigned

Code 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
I
I
1

r2
25 
2
2

31{30
3

Description of study 

Biorraphical information 
Rol call votes in lower chamber 
Roll call votes in upper chamber 
Legislative committee assignments 
Interviews with legislative candidates 

unassigned 

unassigned 

Survey of county officials 

unassigned 

Census information 
County voting returns 

3- unassigned

fl Descriptions of votes in lower chamber 
42 Descriptions of votes in upper chamber 
43 
4
4

r-6
7
8
9

Histories of legislative bills 

unassigned 

unassigned 

Many academic and professional data-gathering organizations 
organize their studies by means of block codes, which are some
times referred to as "study numbers" or "project numbers" in
stead of study codes. 
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SIGNIFICANT DIGITS CODE 

In this system, all or some of the code digits describe some 
characteristic of the items themselves. The most important ad
vantage of a significant digits code is reduction or complete elimi
nation of the decoding usually required with sequence or block 
codes. The user familiar with the item characteristics can recog
nize individual items from the code itself. 

Columns 5-6 in some of the Indiana legislative studies provide 
a simple example of a significant digits code. This field contains 
the last two digits of the year in which the legislative session was 
held. Data that pertain to a legislative session held in 1961 are 
punched 61 in columns 5-6. A similar practice was followed in 
identifying election years for punchcards containing election re
turns. Roll call votes taken in the various committees of the 
United Nations were also identified with significant digits codes: 
1 for votes taken in the First Committee, 2 for votes taken in the 
Second Committee, and so on. As a final example of significant 
digits coding, 1 is used as a code for the lower chamber of a legis
lature and 2 as a code for the upper chamber.P" 

GROUP CLASSIFICATION CODES 

These designate major and minor data classifications by suc
cessive fields on the card. The number of fields required in the 
code is determined by the number of different classifications 
necessary to identify the data properly. The examples of se
quence, block, and significant digits coding discussed above may 
all be reconsidered in terms of a "grand" group classification 
code. The first field in this grand or master code indicates the 
state to which the data pertain. The second field describes the 
nature· of the data collected. The third field in most of the 
studies reveals the year for which the data were collected. Addi
tional fields provide further identification about the observa
tional unit, resulting in each data card in the library having a 
unique identification number. The entire group classification 
code for the committee assignments held by former State Repre
sentative Birch Bayh in the 1959 Indiana General Assembly occu
pies the first ten columns on the data card: 
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Column 
Number Id entification code 

1-2 "12" (Identifies th e state, Indiana ) 

3-4 "13" (Identifies the study, Legislative Committee 
Assignments ) 

5-6 "59" ( Identifies th e year of the session, 1959) 
7 "I" ( Identifies th e lower chamber of th e legi sla

ture) 

8-10 "056" (Identifies th e member in the legislature, Birch 
Bayh , now U.S. Senator from Indiana ) 

Th e codes and descriptions for the rest of this legislative com
mittee assignment study are contained in Appendix A-5. 

IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT CARDS FOR THE SAME CASE 

Two or more cards may be needed to record all necessary in
formation about a particular case-be it a person, object, or 
event. All cards for a given case in the study should carry iden
tical identification codes with the exception of a code disclosing 
the sequence number of each card within each case: 1 for the 
first card of a given case, 2 for the second card, and so on. This 
code is called a "card number" or "deck number." 

Most computer programs require that input be arranged so that 
all cards for a given case are sorted together in sequence, fol
lowed by all cards for the next case, and so on. This can be done 
quite rapidly on th e counter-sorter-sorting first on th e card num
ber and then on the case number. Card sorting is not always a 
foolproof operation, however, and a mistake in ordering cards 
can be crucial, as Figure V-I illustrates. 

In Figure V-I, the second card for the second case is mis
placed. Thus the compu~er will read th e first card of the third 
case in place of th e misplaced card. It will th en read the second 
card in the third case as the first one in that case, and so on 
until the misplaced card is encountered and proper sequencing is 
restored. Because the information would be read incorrectly into 
the computer, the results of th e analysis would be hopelessly in 
error. 
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FIGURE V-I
ONE CARD MISPLACED IN SEQUENCING OF CARDS BY CASE NUMBER

/0032 

Card 0022 is misplaced ~. I 0031 
/~00-2-1-------

10012 

C~l Card 
Number Number 

It is, therefore, important that cards be arranged in proper 
order before being fed into the computer. The collator is the ap
propriate machine for checking card sequence. But, unfortunate
ly, the collator is not a common piece of equipment in university 
computing centers, and sequence checks are difficult to make 
without it. In the absence of a collator, sequence checks are made 
either by going through the interpreted cards one by one or by 
examining a listing of the cards prepared by the tabulator 
(Chapter III describes the collator, interpreter, and tabulator). 

But with a little planning, an easy and surprisingly effective 
check can be made without special equipment each time data 
are submitted for processing. If the different cards for each case 
in a given study are reproduced on different colored stock, then 
the process of sorting cards into sequence within each case will 
cause colored cards to be alternated, e.g., a blue card for the first 
card in the first case, a yellow one for the second card, a pink one 
for the third card, a blue card for the first card in the second 
case, and so on. The result will be a uniform hue across the top 
of the cards after they have been tapped together and smoothed 
out. If the cards are all properly arranged in sequence, this hue 
will be unbroken across the top of the entire study. But if one of 
the cards is out of order, two cards of different color that ordi
narily are separated will be placed together, producing a thin 
but detectable stripe across the top of the cards. 
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This seemingly trivial method can help a researcher avoid con
siderable frustration and can save computer time by detecting 
errors in card ordering. If it is not feasible to reproduce cards on 
different colored stock, the same effect can be obtained by care
fully marking the tops of the separate decks with different 
colored felt-tip markers. 

BASIC VARIABLES AND BLANK COLUMNS 

In the days of data processing on the counter-sorter, it was a 
wise practice to repeat "basic" variables on each card if the study 
had two or more cards per case. Thus, any variable in the study 
could be easily cross-tabulated with basic variables. Although 
this practice has little importance in computer processing, it still 
has some application. For example, if the variable is of help in 
checking marginal totals for errors, then it may be useful to re
peat the variable across all the cards in a given case. Except for 
such special instances, this practice is not of much advantage to
day. 

It used to be advantageous to leave some blank columns on a 
card so that additional variables could be entered later for pur
poses of cross-tabulation. Today this practice is still useful for 
accommodating new measures constructed from two or more 
other variables. This is an especially common procedure with 
survey research data, from which responses to several -questions 
about the same topic might be combined to form a summary 
measure of attitude. Providing some card columns to contain 
new measures after they have been constructed eliminates the 
necessity of constructing them each time the data are analyzed. 

HOUSEKEEPING HINTS 

The following paragraphs contain a series of miscellaneous 
remarks. Some may be obvious, but all deserve to be considered 
in keeping house for a collection of punchcard data. It is, of 
course, important to exercise some control over the conditions 
under which cards are stored. They should always be kept under 
pressure; this helps keep them from curling, which in turn helps 
prevent card jams in processing operations. Humid conditions 
also cause curling, and storage rooms should be air-conditioned 
or dehumidified. 
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The cards will suffer less from handling if the corner-cuts are 
observed so that right and left corner-cut cards are not mixed to
gether in processing-life can be made easier in this regard if only 
one type of corner-cut is stocked. In general, information can be 
retrieved more easily if some description of the data is written 
across the top of the cards with a felt-tip marker. The amount of 
handling is reduced as the cards no longer need be pulled out 
in order to examine identification codes. The first and last cards 
in the study get the most wear and are most likely to be lost if 
constantly pulled out. These cards should be marked "first" and 
"last" so their presence can be detected easily when the cards 
are removed for processing. 

USING PUNCHCARDS IN TEACHING ACTIVITIES 

Punchcards can be used in introducing students-especially 
undergraduates-to political research. The experience of actually 
doing their own research with punchcard data and data pro
cessing equipment is a stimulating one for students at all levels. 
In making these data available for student use, it is to be expected 
that mistakes and ruined cards will result, but this is the way 
learning occurs. To guard against ruined data, students should 
be given duplicate decks for their own use. If they ruin their 
data cards, the originals still are available for reproducing. This 
way only some paper is lost, and paper is cheap. 

PUTTING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

Magnetic tape should be considered as an information-carrying 
medium if the number of cards in a given study is large-more 
than one box, or 2,000 cards. The tape facilitates handling large 
numbers of cases and insures that case sequencing cannot be 
changed through an accident in handling cards. 

Magnetic tape has a drawback in teaching data processing 
methods to beginners. Data cannot be "seen" when they are re
corded on tape, and the ability to see the information is an im
portant property of the punchcard when instruction is being given 
in this new research methodology. 
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NOTES 

1 An extensive collection of papers describing the applications of me
chanical equipment to social science research during the early 1930'S 
can be found in G. W. Baehne (ed.), Practical Applications of the 
Punched Card Method in Colleges and Universities (New York: 
Columbia University Press , 1935). 

2 A detailed discussion of data processing on the counter-sorter is 
given in Appendix C of Herbert Hyman's Survey Design and 
Analysis (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1955). 

3 Charles H. Backstrom and Gerald D. Hursh, Survey Research 
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1963), P: 162. 

4 The pressures toward the 80 column standard worked both ways. 
Researchers not only tried to squeeze down to 80 columns but they 
also tended to include variables to fill out empty columns. A sur
prisingly large number of studies happened to fit exactly on one card. 

5 E. A. Hooton once managed to record 125 items of anthropometric 
information on an 80 column punchcard. See his chapter, "Anthro
pology," in G. W. Baehne (ed.), Practical Applications of the 
Punched Card Method in Colleges and Universities (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1935), pp. 383-88. 

6 Robert S. McCarger, "Data Processing and Planning," in Richard D. 
Duke (ed.), Automatic Data Processing: Its Application to Urban 
Planning (East Lansing: Institute for Community Development and 
Services, Michigan State University, 1961), P: 81. 

7 It should be pointed out that some early computers, like the IBM 
650, also imposed severe restrictions on the format of data cards. 
The 650 would normally accept information only in fixed-field 
widths-e.g., 5,8, or 10 columns. 

8 McCarger, op. cit., p. 79. 
9 Fred Gruenberger, Computing Manual (Madison: The University 

of Wisconsin Press, 1952), p. 4. 
loBackstrom and Hursh, op. cit., P: 154. 
lllbid., pp. 153-59. 
12Ralph L. Bisco, "Information Services for Political Science: Progress 

and Prospects," paper delivered at the 1964 Annual Meeting of the 
American Political Science Association, Chicago, pp. 15-16. 

13Ralph L. Bisco, "Policies and Standards for Coding Data," Inter
University Consortium for Political Research Memorandum, 1964 
(multilith, 10 pp.), pp. 4-6. 

14Ibid., pp. 9-10.
15Backstrom and Hursh, op. cit., p. 116.
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16The Inter-University Consortium for Political Research, for example, 
requires that those who request analysis decks prepared from studies 
on file in its data repository allow seven columns at the beginning 
of the analysis deck for identifying information. 

17Professor Hyneman received the grant in 1957 for a three year study 
of public policy formation in Indiana. See Charles S. Hyneman, 
"The Collection and Uses of Political Data," Citizenship Clearing 
House Bulletin; 7 (March, 1959), 2-3. Part of the grant was used 
to extend the data on legislative personnel collected previously and 
to pioneer in collecting new types of data relating to other aspects 
of public policy formation in state government. The Indiana political 
system provided the laboratory in which research techniques were 
developed and initially applied. The "data library" that resulted was 
eventually expanded to include information on other states, but most 
of the holdings relate to Indiana politics. (I was associated with the 
project during my graduate study at Indiana University. Professor 
Hyneman provided me with duplicated sets of the data cards when 
I moved to Northwestern in 1961.) 

181nternational Business Machines Corporation. Data Processing Divi
sion , White Plains, N. Y., undated, Form #F20-8093. 

19See footnote 17 for background information on the data library. The 
codes and card formats of most studies in the data library are con
tained in the Appendices to this book. Study 31 is in Appendix A-I; 
Study 10 in Appendix A-3; Studies 11 and 12 in Appendix A-4; 
Study 13 in Appendix A-5; and Study 43 in Appendix A-6. 

2°Note the similarity between "significant digits" identification coding 
and "natural" coding for variables, page 136. 



CHAPTER VI PROCESSING QUALITATIVE DATA: 
A GENERAL CROSS
CLASSIFICATION PROGRAM 

Political scientists frequently collect or arrange their data in 
categories or classes. This oft en is done because the qualitative 
nature of some political data will support no form of measure
ment other than "nominal" or "classificatory" scaling.' Only the 
simplest statistical operations (e. g., counting and tallying) can 
be performed on such data. Judges' party affiliations and court 
decisions are examples of qualitative political information that 
invite little more than categorization or classification. 

Information that is fundamentally or conceptually quantitative 
in nature is also frequently categorized by political scientists. 
Classifying nations into "high," "medium," and "low" categories 
according to military expenditures involves categorization of data 
that are fundamentally quantitative in nature. The classification 
of nations into similar groupings according to degree of eco
nomic development involves categorizing a variable that is con
ceptually quantifiable but is difficult to measure with precision. 

CROSS-CLASSIFICATIONS AND COMPUTERS 

How can punchcards and computers help process such informa
tion ? Qualitative data recorded in categories on punchcards 
can , of course, be rapidly counted and tallied into frequency 
distributions with the use of a computer, or even a counter-sorter. 
An example of an elementary statistical table prepared from 
punchcard data is Table VI-I , which shows, in percentages, the 
distribution of responses to an interview question on voting pref
erences asked in a pre-election sample survey of more than one 
thousand people in California. 

Counting the number of code punches in given fields and cal
culating percentages is a simple operation for any computer. But 
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TABLE VI-1 
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCES OF A SAMPLE OF CALIFORNIA 

VOTERS, ASKED NOVEMBER 3, 1960a 

Kennedy Nixon Undecided (N) 

50% 44% 6% ( 1,157) 

aAdapted from a table in Lee and Buchanan.f 

despite its simplicity to the computer, the researcher may find 
the operation quite valuable. Although in calendar time the re
searcher literally may find it faster to stand for hours in front of a 
hot counter-sorter producing simple frequency distributions of 
responses to each of a hundred questions asked in a survey, he 
probably will consider it a more expeditious and better use of his 
time to use a computer to do the same job with greater accuracy 
in one minute or less. 

A basic set of frequency distributions for each variable is often 
desired at the beginning of a study, but few if any research under
takings are terminated after merely disclosing a profile of the 
data through frequency of percentage distributions. The next 
step involves making comparisons among various response-cate
gories. Many problems of political research involve grouping 
cases or responses by categories for one variable and then exam
ining their response distributions on a second variable. The data 
presented in Table VI-1 may be re-analyzed in this manner. The 
respondents can be grouped according to their party affiliations 
and the percentage distributions for "Republicans" and "Demo
crats" can be examined separately. This is done in Table VI-2. 

A tabular presentation of this form is sometimes referred to as 
a "cross-classification," "cross-tabulation," or "contingency table."? 
Because only two variables are cross-classified in the table, it is 
also commonly called a "bivariate" distribution. This manner of 
presenting data is widely used in the social sciences. Ames has 
called it "the mainstay of the sociologist," who, like the political 
scientist, asks, "Does any association exist between the variables 
determining a cross-classification? Can we say anything about 
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TABLE VI-2
PRESIDENTIAL PHEFERENCES OF A SAMPLE OF CALIFOHNIA

VOTERS IN 1960, BY PARTYu

Party Affiliation Kennedy Nixon Undecided (N) 

Republican 11% 85% 4% (470 ) 

Democrati 78 16 6 (687) 

aFram a table in Lee and Buchanan.f 

the direction of the association? And, finally, how strong is the 
association?"5 

The data presented in Table VI-2 clearly show an association 
between party affiliation and voting preference. Republicans pre
fer Nixon , and Democrats prefer Kennedy. The strength of this 
relationship must be determined with suitable statistical tech
niques, which will not be discussed here. 

Cross-classifications such as this can be prepared by using a 
counter-sorter to separate the sample into Republicans and Demo
crats and to tally the number of "Kennedy," "Nixon," and "Un
decided" responses within each category. Again, however, the 
computer saves time and effort when many tables are needed. 
The same computer programs that prepare simple frequency and 
percentage distributions once were used to produce contingency 
tables. The data were merely sorted into the required classifica
tions before being read into the computer, and the machine 
calculated a percentage distribution for each classification of 
cards it read. The researcher was required to make a separate 
pass on the machine for each variable he wanted to use in cross
classifying his data. If he wanted to introduce a third variable
such as religion-into the analysis, he had to separate his Republi
can and Democratic sets into such religious subsets as Protestants 
and Catholics. He then had four physically distinct sets of cards 
and could instruct the computer to prepare a percentage distribu
tion for each, as shown in Table VI-3. 
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TABLE VI··3
PRESIDENTIAL PHEFERENCES OF A SAMPLE OF CALIFORNIA

VOTEHS IN 1960, BY RELIGION AND PARTYn

Religion and Party Kennedy Nixon Undecided (N) 

Protestants Republicans 6% 90% 4% (345) 
Democrats 70 23 7 (367) 

Catholics Republicans 31 64 5 ( 81) 
Democrats 91 6 3 (198) 

nFrom a tabl e in Lee and Buchanan." 

By preparing separate cross-classifications of party and voting 
preferences for Protestants and Catholics, «religion" is, in effect, 
"held constant" as a third variable. For this sample of voters, 
about nine out of ten Protestant Republicans preferred Nixon 
and an equal proportion of Catholic Democrats preferred Ken
nedy. Catholic Republicans, however, showed somewhat greater 
preference for the Catholic Kennedy than did Protestant Demo
crats for the Protestant Nixon , but there were far fewer Catholic 
Republicans than Protestant Democrats. The potential value of 
studying more than two variables at one time can be seen even 
in this elementary example of multivariate analysis. 

It should be noted that, when the computer is used to prepare 
cross-classifications by counting frequencies within sets and sub
sets in this manner, it is being operated precisely like an over
grown counter-sorter. However, a large-scale general-purpose 
computer has the ability to operate in a grander fashion in mak
ing cross-classifications. It can accept data cards in an unordered 
form and can sort internally by sets and subsets to hold one or 
more variables constant. Moreover, it can handle more than 
twelve categories (one column) of information per variable, auto
matically recode the data to pre-determined categories, auto
matically collapse tables by rows or columns, calculate a variety 
of statistical measures to determine the strength of association 
between variables, and clearly label the tables it produces in the 
process. All that is needed to put the capabilities of the computer 
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to better use in constructing cross-classifications in this way is an 
appropriate program. 

As noted in Chapter IV, programming requirements figure 
prominently in the effective use of computers in research. At least 
two writers have addressed themselves specifically to problems 
of developing suitable cross-classification programs for individual 
research problems. James Farmer has reviewed three alternative 
methods for using the computer to cross-classify variables: (a) 
programming each problem separately by hand methods, (b) 
using one general distribution program on all problems, and (c) 
using a program generator that provides a different program 
for each problem. 7 

Fanner has observed that the first alternative offered most 
efficient use of the computer but wasted programming skills, 
which most social scientists do not possess , by demanding that 
basically similar programs be written for every problem. He con
cluded that the second alternative-the general cross-classifica
tion program-probably would not fit the processing requirements 
of most research problems and would certainly be least efficient 
in terms of computer time. The program generator, which re
quires familiarity with programming languages and machine 
operation, was selected as an acceptable compromise solution. 

Fanner's compromise alternative was challenged later by Ames , 
who wanted to make the computer available for student and 
faculty research in the University of North Carolina's sociology 
department. Ames rejected the use of a program generator as an 
impractical alternative because it requires 

a new orientation on the part of the user. This is not to say 
that he is incapable of acquiring this knowledge, but that it 
is outside of the realm of his immediate activity. He is not so 
much interested in the computer as in what the computer 
can do for him." 

Ames believed that, despite the inefficiencies of running such 
a program on a computer, a better choice was a general or "uni
tary program which summarizes as much of the essence of the 
data as is possible, even though some of the computations will 
be useless to a particular user.?" He discussed a unitary program 
for the UNIVAC 1105 computer that has been used successfully 
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by many researchers untrained in the technical details of machine 
operation or computer programming. 

SOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CROSS-CLASSIFICATIONS 

Some aspects of computer programming were discussed in 
Chapter IV, which argued that a working knowledge of program
ming language was essential for a fully effective use of computers 
in a variety of research problems. The same chapter, however, 
also acknowledged the definite value of general programs for 
performing common data processing functions. Fortunately, sev
eral general programs for preparing cross-classifications from raw 
data are now available. When the features of these programs 
meet the research problem's requirements, they usually provide a 
ready and satisfying data processing solution to even the uniniti
ated researcher-if he studies the instructions carefully and asks 
questions along the way. 

Undoubtedly there must be dozens of different cross-classifica
tion programs in operation across the country; the problem lies in 
learning about them. My search through IBM 's "Catalog of Pro
grams"} 0 and the computer program abstracts published in Be
havioral Science led to several programs for preparing frequency 
counts but few constructed contingency tables from raw, un
grouped data fed directly into the machine. Brief descriptions will 
be presented of those that qualify as general cross-classification 
programs. They will be followed by a detailed write-up of the 
cross-classification program in common use for political research 
at Northwestern University. 

NCG09: Contingency Table Analysis with Kendall's Tau-c, 
in use at the University of North Carolina as of December 15, 
1962. This is the program referred to above by Ames . Written 
for a UNIVAC 1105 computer, it generates thirty contingency 
tables per pass for single-column data with a maximum of twelve 
categories for each variable. There apparently is no practical limit 
to the number of cases that can be processed at anyone time. The 
program will produce only bivariate tables, and cards must be 
sorted into sub-categories before processing if one wants to intro
duce a third variable as a constant. The program computes chi
square values, Kendall's tau-c, levels of significance for both 
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statistics, means, medians, and percentages by rows or for the 
grand total. There are no provisions for labeling the variables on 
the output. 

BMD02S: Contingency Table Analysis, included in the 1964 
edition of Biomedical Computer Programs, the School of Medi
cine , UCLA.ll BMD02S has no practical limit on the number of 
cases , number of variables, or number of tables it can process. It 
can compute chi-square, the contingency coefficient, a maximum 
likelihood ratio and percentages by rows, columns, and grand 
total. It can recode any given variable up to ten different ways, 
accommodate two-digit data in 22 x 22 tables, and collapse tables 
automatically if the number of observations in a given row or 
column does not exceed a previously established value. There is 
no provision for either introducing a third variable into the analy
sis or for labeling output tables with descriptions of the variables. 

BMD08D: Cross Tabulation with Variable Stacking, also in
cluded in the 1964 edition of Biomedical Computer Programs. 
BMD08D will handle up to 1 ,500 cases and 100 variables, and 
there is no practical limit to the number of tables that can be pro
duced on any run. It will compute chi-square, means, standard 
deviations, and correlation coefficients (presumably product
moment) for each table, but it will not compute percentages. It 
can recode any variable in a variety of ways, accommodate two
digit data in 34 x 99 tables, and collapse tables as instructed. 
There are provisions for controlling as many as four variables 
with the use of the variable "stacking" recoding feature. Only six 
alphanumeric characters can be used for labeling the output 
tables. 

BMD09D: Cross Tabulation for Incomplete Data, also in the 
1964 edition of Biomedical Computer Programs. BMD09D will 
handle as many as 2,000 cases and 100 variables, and there is no 
practical limit to the number of tables it can process. It will only 
compute a correlation coefficient for the table. It can recode any 
variable a variety of ways , accommodate two-digit data in a 20 x 
20 table, and collapse categories. Missing values can be identified 
and eliminated from the analysis. There is no provision for intro
ducing a third variable into the analysis and none for labeling 
output tables with descriptions of the variables. 
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BIVARIATE STATISTICS: In use as of January, 1964 at the 
Institute for Social Research, the University of Michigan. The 
program, also referred to as "Filter-tau," can process an apparent
ly unlimited number of cases and up to 200 variables with no 
limit on the number of tables that can be prepared, although 
only 90 are prepared on a single computer pass. It will com
pute chi-square, Kendall tau-a and tau-b, the contingency co
efficient, Goodman-Kruskal gamma, and percentages by rows, 
columns, and grand total. It cannot recode variables, and handles 
only one column in 12 x 12 tables, but it can eliminate categories 
at either end of the coding range. There is a provision for intro
ducing a third variable into the analysis as a control variable, and 
there is one for labeling output tables, but only with 18 alpha
numeric characters for each variable. The program provides for 
weighting cases as is sometimes necessary in sample surveys. 

CPAl14: IBM 7090 program for four-fold tables published in 
Behavioral Science, 8 (January, 1963), p. 86 (as Computer Pro
gram Abstract 114 by Curtis R. Miller, Pacific State Hospital, 
Pomona, California). It will process 50 variables for 99,999 cases. 
It produces these four-fold table statistics: chi-square, chi-square 
with Yates correction, phi coefficient, Fisher's exact test, con
tingency coefficient, coefficients of concordance, and cosine -phi 
approximations to the tetrachoric r. It will recode variables ac
cording to instructions but will produce only four-fold tables, 
i.e., bivariate distributions of dichotomous data. There is no pro
vision for introducing a third variable into the analysis. 

All the preceding programs can prepare cross-classifications 
from raw data cards read directly into a computer, and each has 
some special features to recommend its use for a particular pur
pose . Perhaps many other useful cross-classification programs 
currently are available, but information about their existence and 
operation is hard to obtain. Adequate channels for exchanging 
programs and programming ideas in behavioral research have 
not yet been developed. 

This handbook provides an opportunity for acquainting an 
audience of potential users with a general cross-classification 
program that has been helpful in a wide variety of research 
problems in the behavioral sciences at Northwestern University. 
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Experienced computer users may be int erested in special features 
of the program, and beginners in this type of research may find an 
extensive discussion of one particular program of help in under
standing how a computer can process qualitative political data. 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY'S NUCROS PROGRAM 

NUCROS was developed from the program description pub
lished by Bonato and Waxman.P In one cycle of operation, 
NUCROS will accommodate up to 9,999 cases and 80 variables 
in preparing up to 72 multivariate tables, with a maximum of 
four variables per table. It can compute chi-square, the contin
gency coefficient, Kendall's tau (b and c), Goodman-Kruskal 
gamma, the standard error of gamma, lambda, Somers' dx y and 
dy x , and percentages by rows and columns. It can recode any 
given variable, accommodate two-digit data in 20 x 99 tables, 
eliminate categories at either end of the coding range, eliminate 
blanks from analysis, and suppress printing of sub-tables with all 
zero entries. There is also an easily operated provision for labeling 
individual output tables with descriptions of every variable 
involved in each cross-classification. 

A typical page of computer output from the NUCROS pro
gram appears in Figure VI-I. The data processed for this example. 
were gathered from student interviews conducted both before 
and after the 1962 election in Illinois' 13th Congressional District. 
Two of the questions in the interview deal with the respondent's 
choice for Congressman and his party identification. The actual 
coding categories and distributions of responses to these ques
tions are given below. 

Number of 
Respondents Code Whom did you vote for? (Congressional race) 

74 o Not applicable: did not vote at all or not in
terviewed after election 

71 1 John A. Kennedy, the Democratic candidate 
165 2 Donald Rumsfeld, the Republican candidate 

3 3 Robert Cosbey, the "Voters for Peace" 
candidate 

11 4 Did not vote for Congressman 
14 5 Don't remember; refused to say 

338 
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Number of 
Respondents Code Party Identification 

2 0 No information: interview terminated before 
asking question 

48 1 Democrat: strong 
38 2 Democrat: weak 
34 3 Independent: leans to Democrats 
31 4 Independent: leans to neither party 
36 5 Independent: leans to Republicans 
56 6 Republican: weak 
85 7 Republican: strong 

3 8 Apolitical: never follows politics, doesn't vote , 
etc. 

5 9 Refused to say 
338 

Figure VI-l shows the table produced by the NUCROS pro
gram used to cross-classify the respondents' voting choices by 
their party identifications. The computer output consists of three 
separate sub-tables. The first one is a complete cross-classification 
of the total frequencies over all the coding categories for each 
variable. The six coding categories for the question about voting 
choice are arranged across the top of the table, and the total 
number of responses for each category can be found at the bot
tom of the columns across from the word "TOTAL." The ten 
coding categories for the question about party identification are 
arranged down the extreme left-hand side of the table. The total 
number of responses for each of those categories can be found in 
the rows under the word "TOT." At the bottom of that column 
and to the right of the word "TOTAL" is the total number of 
cases in the table-338. 

The second sub-table expresses cell entries as percentages of 
the individual column totals less the frequencies in the 0 coding 
categories. The third sub-table expresses the cell entries as per
centages of the row totals less the frequencies in the 0 codes. 
Note that the 0 codes for the rows and columns do not appear 
at all in the two percentagized sub-tables. Note also that when 
the 0 categories are excluded from these sub-tables the total num
ber of cases drops from 338 to 262. The 76 cases "lost" in the 
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percentagizing pro cess had been in one or th e other of the 0 
categories. 

The NUCROS program was designed to drop 0 codes in com
puting percentages ( and in calculating statistics of association) 
in order to facilitate data analysis. It often is desirable to exclude 
cases of "no response" from analysis. If th e 0 code is reserved for 
such "no information" or "not applicable" categories (as in the 
example ), these cases are automatically kept out of statistical 
computations but are available for inspection in the frequency 

FIGURE VI-l
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table. If it is desirable to include these categories for any vari
ables in the computations, they can be included automatically 
through the recoding process by adding the value 1 to the codes 
for those variables. Although it was not used in the example, the 
NUCROS program also provides a method to exclude from analy
sis the eight respondents who could not be assigned a meaningful 
party identification (codes 8 and 9) and the twenty-eight re
spondents who did not report voting for the major party candi
dates (codes 3, 4, and 5) . 13 

The NUCROS program produces neatly printed tables that 
are easy to read and interpret. The strong relationship between 
party identification and voting choice can be seen clearly in the 
data of Figure VI-I. Democrats (codes 1 and 2) preferred the 
Democratic candidate John A. Kennedy (code 1), and Republi
cans (codes 6 and 7) favored the Republican candidate Donald 
Rumsfeld (code 2). Because we expect a person's party identifi
cation to affect his vote (not the other way around), "party 
identification" is referred to as an independent variable and 
"voting choice" as a dependent variable. Percentages usually 
have more meaning for the researcher if they are computed from 
the totals of the independent variable-in this case "party." When 
the data are percentagized by rows as in the third sub-table, we 
find that 78.9% of the strong Democrats in our sample voted for 
Kennedy, and 100% of the strong Republicans voted for Rums
feld. Rumsfeld also did better with the pure Independents, 
getting 58.3% of their vote to Kennedy's 20.8%. (Our sample gave 
about 69% of the reported choices to Rumsfeld, who really got 
only about 62% of the total vote in the election. We were aware, 
however, that the sampling procedures used in this class project 
favored interviewing Republicans.) 

Only two variables are involved in Figure VI-I. The NUCROS 
program, however, permits use of three- and even four-variable 
cross classifications. Figure VI-2 shows a portion of the computer 
output for a cross-classification of "voting intention" (asked be
fore the election) by "voting choice" (asked after the election) 
with "party identification" held constant. Holding party identifi
cation constant means cross-classifying voting intention by voting 
choice for each coding category in the party identification vari
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abl e. That is, the relationship between voting int ention and vot
ing choice is examined first for "strong Democrats" ( code 1), th en 
for "weak Democrats" ( code 2) , th en "Independents leaning 
Democratic" (code 3 ) , and so on. Once again, the "no informa
tion " category is excluded from analysis. If th ere are n categories 
in a third variable used as a "constant" or "control" variable, th ere 
will be n separate cross-classifications. If there are n categories 
in a third variable and m categories in a fourth variable, th e 
number of separate cross-classifications that will be produced is 
n x m. Regardless of th e number of separate cross-classifications 
produced when third or fourth variables are used, all will be con
sidered by th e computer as sub-tables of only one main table. 

FIGURE VI-2
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In order to interpret Figure VI-2, it is necessary to know the 
coding categories used in the survey to record voting intentions 
as expressed one month before the November election. 

Code Voting intention during the first week of October 

o No information: includes those not interviewed before 
the election 

1 Strong preference for John A. Kennedy, the Democrat 
2 Leans toward Kennedy, the Democrat 
3 Undecided between the candidates 
4 Leans toward Donald Rumsfeld, the Republican 
5 Strong preference for Rumsfeld, the Republican 
6 Refused to answer; rather not say 

Because of space limitations, Figure VI-2 shows the cross
classification of voting intention by voting choice for only one 
category of party identification-the strong Republicans (code 
7). It should be recalled from Figure VI-1 that 100% of the 69 
strong Republicans interviewed after the election reported voting 
for Rumsfeld. The data in Figure VI-2 reveals that 7 of the 69 
had not been interviewed before the election. But for the 62 who 
were asked their voting intentions in October, only 4.8% were un
decided as to how they were going to vote. The remainder in
tended to vote for Rumsfeld and did. This left the Democratic 
candidate little opportunity to win votes from strong Republican 
voters during the campaign. 

The other sub-tables for voting intention cross-classified by 
voting choice with party held constant are not given here, but 
the sub-table for strong Democrats discloses only about two
thirds intending to vote for Kennedy in October. The remainder 
either favored the Republican Rumsfeld or were undecided. 
Kennedy improved his support among strong Democrats only 
slightly by election time. This three-variable analysis clearly indi
cates that the Republican candidate for Congress from Illinois ' 
13th District in 1962 obtained his impressive victory by winning 
early and firm commitments from Republican voters while also 
attracting support from the Democrats-the minority party in 
the district. 
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The brief analyses of the data in these tables were carried out 
only to aid in interpreting computer output from the NUCROS 
program. The important point here is the potential value of the 
computer for processing qualitative or categorized data. These 
cross-classifications are easily, accurately, and swiftly prepared. 
Literally hundreds..can be prepared in minutes on a large scale 
computer. To give"a time estimate for a typical computer run 
using the NUCROS program, the IBM" 709 required less than 
five minutes to produce 36 two-variable and 6 three-variable 
tables from 40 different variables collected on 338 cases. In the 
process, the computer automatically recoded three variables ac
cording to instructions specified by the researcher; computed per
centages by columns and rows for each cross-classification; and 
neatly labeled every table and sub-table with one-line descrip
tions of the variables involved. Needless to say, this is consider
ably less than the amount of time required for humans to ac
complish the same tasks-even when aided by a counter-sorter 
and a desk calculator. 

The Northwestern University cross-classification program has 
been discussed at length to furnish an insight into computer pro
cessing of qualitative or categorized data. For those who are in
terested, an even more detailed discussion of the operating in
structions for NUCROS is given in Appendix C-l, and the actual 
program as written in FORTRAN IV programming language is 
reproduced in Appendix C-2. 

NOTES 
1 For a discussion of the different types of data and types of measure

ment see Chapter VII. 
2 Eugene C. Lee and William Buchanan, "The 1960 Election in Cali

fornia," Western Political Quarterly, 14 (March, 1961), Part II, 309
30; see p. 315. 

3 Ibid ., P: 318. 
4 Cross-classifications can be prepared on the counter-sorter by first 

sorting cards into different coding categories for one variable and 
then running each of these categories through the machine again to 
count the punches for a second variable. A detailed discussion of 
data processing on the counter-sorter is given in Appendix C of 
Herbert Hyman's Survey Design and Analysis (Glencoe, Ill.: The 
Free Press, 1955). 
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5 Richard G. Ames, "Computer Programming Philosophy in a Soci
ology Department: Theory and Application," Behavioral Science, 8 
(July, Ig63), 257-59; see P: 257· 

6 Lee and Buchanan, op. cit., p. 319. 
7 James E. Farmer, "Automated Programming for Multinominal Dis

tribution Problems on the IBM 650," Behavioral Science, 6 (April, 
Ig61), 164-66; see P: 164. 

8 Ames, op. cit., p. 258. 
9 Ibid. 
lOIBM, Catalog of Programs for IBM Data Processing Systems, Docu

ment C20-80go-3, September, Ig63. Monthly supplements are issued 
to update the catalog. 

llSee footnote Ig in Chapter IV. 
12Roland R. Bonato and Bruce D. Waxman, "A General Cross-Classifi

cation Program for Digital Computers," Behavioral Science, 6 (Oc
tober, Ig61), 347-57. Many people at Northwestern have contribu
ted to the development of this program. Among them are Betty 
Benson, David Kaufman, Charles Ladd, Malcolm Spector, and Al 
Wolfson. 

13This shows the practical advantage in using low-order digits for 
"substantive" coding categories as discussed in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER VII PROCESSING QUANTITATIVE DATA: 

A SIMPLE CORRELATION PROGRAM 

The preceding chapter discussed a general cross-classification 
computer program for processing qualitative information coded 
into a relatively small number of discrete classes or categories. As 
pointed out in the introductory comments to that chapter, po
litical data that are fundamentally quantitative in nature some
times are also coded into a limited number of categories. to facili
tate analysis. 

Cross-classifications-the "mainstay" of political research-are 
easier to construct and interpret if the variables have few cate
gories. But this convenience in dealing with simple cross-classifi
cations is achieved at a loss of information when the original 
values of the variables are smothered in a "high," "medium," and 
"low" trichotomy. In previous years, such loss of information may 
have seemed a reasonable price to pay for convenience in data 
processing. But the capabilities of modem computers now make 
processing truly quantitative data as easy as processing qualita
tive or categorized data. In fact , the analysis of quantitative data 
sometimes is even simpler because more powerful statistical 
methods are applicable. 

This chapter will discuss computer processing of quantitative 
information in the context of a standard computer program for 
calculating simple Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi
cients between two variables. Many other types of computer pro
grams for analyzing quantitative information are available, but a 
program calculating the product-moment correlation was chosen 
to illustrate the point because of its presumed familiarity to po
litical scientists.' The application of this correlational technique 
to a concrete problem of political research will be reserved for 
the end of this chapter. It will be preceded by (1) a discussion 
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of different types of data measurement and types of analysis ap
propriate to each and (2) some comments on tendencies in polit
ical research to use less powerful statistical techniques than the 
data might support. These sections will be followed by an appli
cation of correlational analysis to electoral research. 

TYPES OF DATA AND TYPES OF MEASUREMENT 

Textbooks in statistics commonly recognize four "levels" of 
measurement-beginning with the lowest-in the nominal, ordi
nal, interval, and ratio scales. Each of these scales describes a 
type of relationship among numerical values in the data. The 
types of mathematical operations permitted with these numbers 
depend on the type of scale underlying the data. Before drawing 
distinctions among these scales or levels of measurement, it is 
useful to point out another distinction-that between parametric 
and nonparametric statistics. 

The distinction between types of statistics is certainly relevant 
to this chapter, but a careful elaboration would draw us far 
afield. The reader is referred to several statistics books for a com
prehensive discussion.f Only the essentials will be discussed here. 

A parameter is a value of some well-defined population. The 
percentage of votes cast for the Democratic Presidential candi
date in a given county in 1964 is a parameter. Parametric tests 
make certain assumptions about the parameters of the population. 
Nonparametric tests , obviously, do not make the same assump
tions about population parameters. Another difference between 
the two is that parametric tests assume that the data are truly 
quantitative: that the values of the variables can be added and 
subtracted. Because nonparametric tests do not always make 
this assumption, they often are extremely useful in political re
search. Parametric tests, however, almost always are more "pow
erful" than nonparametric tests. In essence, this means that para
metric tests are more sensitive to the existence of relationships 
within the data." Furthermore, most multivariate techniques and 
other advanced methods of analysis are based on parametric 
rather than nonparametric statistics. Therefore, if the data meet 
the required assumptions, parametric statistics are to be pre
ferred. 
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NOMINAL SCALES 

When numbers are used merely to identify objects , people, or 
events, the data are said to constitute a nominal or sometimes a 
"classificatory" scale. As an example of nominal scale data in 
political research, the numbers 1 and 2 are used to identify 
Democrats and Republicans respectively. This is measurement at 
its weakest level , for the only relationship involved is that of 
equivalence. In 'this context, the number 1 does not mean that 
Democrats are valued less than Republicans but only that they 
are not the same as-i.e., not equal to-Republicans. All people 
bearing the number 1, however, are equal in the sense that they 
are all Democrats. Nominal scale data will support only the 
simplest mathematical operations, such as counting and tallying. 
But some nonparametric statistics-such as chi-square-can be 
used with nominal scale data to test hypotheses on how observa
tions or cases are distributed in cross-classifications of categorized 
variables. 

ORDINAL SCALES 

The ordinal scale represents measurement at one higher level. 
Data conform to an ordinal scale when "greater than" or "less 
than" relationships can be established among the numbers they 
carry but when "how much" difference exists between them can
not be specified. Responses to questionnaire items regarding con
servatism can produce an ordinal scale on which individuals 
might be ranked from "1" to "3" according to their conservatism. 
A person assigned number 3 would rank higher in conservatism 
than a person assigned number 2, and he, in tum, would rank 
higher than someone assigned the number 1. We could not, how
ever, say anything about the "distance" in conservatism "units" 
between each of these men. We would not know whether a per
son scoring 3 or a person scoring 1 was "closer" to the man who 
scored 2. Ordinal scores cannot be added together and averaged 
meaningfully because the intervals between the scores are not 
of known size. These scores are suitable, however, for calculating 
some nonparametric correlation coefficients, such as Spearman's 
rho and Kendall's tau. Because these correlation coefficients are 
based on ranked or ordered data, they are often called rank-order 
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correlations. This term hereafter will be used to refer to non
parametric measures of correlation. 

INTERVAL SCALES 

Data can be measured on an interval scale when equal distances 
between numbers in the data represent equal distances in the 
property being measured. Because these distances or intervals 
are known, they can be added together, subtracted, or averaged. 
But an interval scale lacks a known zero point; therefore, the 
mathematics that can be performed on observed values are 
limited. The most commonly mentioned example of an interval 
scale is a household thermometer, which measures temperature in 
equal units called degrees. Because the size of the intervals is 
known, it is possible to state not only that the temperature on one 
day is warmer or colder than the temperature on another day, 
but also to specify the number of degrees of difference in tem
perature. However, one day cannot be described as twice as 
warm as another since there is no absolute zero point from which 
a comparison can be made. One is hard-pressed to find a genuine 
example of an interval scale in political research. Thurstone's 
paired-comparison methodology attempts to measure attitudes 
(e.g. , liberalism-conservatism) on a derived interval scale, but 
few applications of this technique exist in political science litera
ture.! After reviewing the first three levels of measurement, 
Siegel observes: "The interval scale is the first truly quantitative 
scale that we have encountered. All the common parametric sta
tistics (means, standard deviations, Pearson correlations, etc.) 
are applicable to data in an interval scale, as are the common 
parametric statistical tests (t test, F test, etc.) ."5 

RATIO SCALES 

Ratio scale measurement applies when the numbers in the 
data are related as required by an interval scale and a true zero 
point exists. When this additional requirement is also met, 
the numbers in the data can be expressed meaningfully in terms 
of their ratios. If temperature were measured on a ratio rather 
than an interval scale, it would be legitimate to describe one day 
as 10% warmer than another. Many political variables conform to 
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ratio scale measurement. One very common variable that satisfies 
the necessary requirements is election returns. If the Democratic 
candidate receives 1 ,000 votes and the Republican candidate 
2,000 votes, we can say not only that the Republican got 1,000 

votes more than the Democrat but also that he got twice as many 
votes . The ratio scale constitutes the "highest" level of measure
ment we have discussed, and any statistical test or method of 
analysis can be legitimately performed on ratio scale data. 

POLITICAL RESEARCH AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Statistics texts warn against performing mathematical opera
tions on data that do not meet the assumptions underlying those 
operations. One common "error" lies in calculating product
moment correlations between two sets of ordinal data, for this 
correlation coefficient assumes that the data at least conform to 
interval scale measurement. In actual practice, this error may in
volve calculating a product-moment correlation coefficient be
tween a three-point measure of social class and a three-point 
measure of conservatism. Both measures produce ordinal scale 
data and thus fail to meet the equal interval assumptions of the 
product-moment correlation coefficient. Because the numbers as
sociated with the data in this example are operated on as if they 
represented specific "values" of social class and conservatism 
when they do not , the resulting correlation coefficient provides 
an ambiguous, if not meaningless, expression of the relation
ship between the variables. 

Injunctions against using more powerful statistics than the 
data will support are prominently displayed in the statistical lit
erature, and properly so. This literature, however, does not give 
equal time to warnings against the opposite failing: using 
methods that do not make full use of the available data. Statisti
cians probably are less concerned with this problem since no sta
tistical assumptions are violated. Although parametric statistics 
cannot be used with nominal or ordinal data, it is legitimate to 
reverse the procedure and apply nonparametric tests to interval 
or ratio data. Moreover, statisticians may be less concerned with 
the use of "weak" methods for "strong" data because the conse
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quences depend on the nature of the research problem, and re
search problems vary greatly. From the standpoint of the statis
tician, procedures may be legitimate. But, from the standpoint 
of the researcher, they may not be wise. 

The state of statistical analysis in political research has been 
greatly affected by the nature of the data that interest students 
of politics. Because most political data have not lent themselves 
readily to quantitative treatment, there has not been much pres
sure for political scientists to acquire thorough training in mathe
matics and statistics. Many of us who do employ statistical meth
ods in research have learned our trade on the job. Relatively few 
political scientists have had the benefit of extensive formal study 
in statistics, and even fewer keep up with current developments 
in statistics. 

It is understandable, therefore, that the methodologies under
lying published studies often set the pattern for subsequent re
search on similar topics. Sometimes too little attention is given to 
the fit between methodology and content. Certain types of data 
become handled in conventional ways; specific techniques or 
methods of analysis become accepted as "standard" procedures; 
and the question of the suitability of these procedures to the re
search problem often goes unasked. 

Useful and important as it is in behavioral research, the simple 
cross-classification of variables perhaps has been used too much 
in analyzing political data. A cross-classification is easy to con
ceptualize and execute, and it is well suited to the nominal and 
ordinal variables so common in political research. Truly quanti
tative variables-those that can be measured on an interval or 
ratio scale-can easily be reduced into groupings or categories 
and then cross-classified. If a quantitative variable is transformed 
into only two categories-''high'' and "low"-it is said to be 
dichotomized. If it is transformed into three or more groups, it is 
said to be trichotomized or polychotomized. Much of the empiri
cal research reported in political science journals consists of cross
classifications of dichotomous, trichotomous, or polychotomous 
variables. Sometimes these cross-classifications are analyzed with 
nonparametric statistics; sometimes they have been analyzed 
only by referring to cell frequencies or percentages. If nominal 
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or ordinal data are involved, these may be the only methods of 
analysis available to the researcher. On the other hand, if these 
cross-classifications have in fact been constructed from interval or 
ratio data, the same methods may be "under-analyzing" the infor
mation in the original data. 

Sometimes "under-analysis" occurs because of the greater work 
required by more powerful methods of analysis. It is far easier to 
hand-calculate percentages and rank-order correlations for cross
classifications of categorized variables than to compute product
moment correlations for the data in their original quantitative 
form-even if the arithmetic can be done on a desk calculator. 
Modern computers, however, have suddenly made some of these 
more powerful statistical techniques as easy to use as their 
simpler substitutes. Nevertheless, the research literature still 
neglects these techniques when they might be used to great ad
vantage. In large part, this must be caused by unfamiliarity with 
computers, but inertia behind conventional methods of analysis 
is also to blame. Some sophisticated researchers skilled in data 
processing methodology have occasionally under-analyzed their 
data by allowing the design of earlier studies to define the re
search problem. 

One can achieve a more adequate analysis of quantitative data 
by acquiring greater familiarity with computer techniques of 
data processing. Better analysis of these data can, of course, have 
important consequences for research. Categorizing and cross
classifying quantitative variables both throws away data and 
introduces arbitrary judgments in ascribing categories. Both prob
lems in under-analyzing quantitative political data have been ex
hibited in the analysis of election returns. 

Cross-tabulations and occasionally rank-order correlations still 
are commonly used in investigating the correlation between vot
ing returns and census-type data. For most research questions, 
however, product-moment correlational techniques would be far 
better suited for investigating these relationships. All the data 
would be used; no arbitrary judgments need be made; and the 
relationship could be expressed more succinctly. In some cases, 
moreover, the different methodologies might produce different 
findings from the same data. 
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CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS AND ELECTORAL RESEARCH 

In his Primer of Statistics for Political Scientists, V. O. Key 
addressed himself specifically to the question, "Why correlate?" 

The process of correlation constitutes one of the most valu
able tools for the analysis of political data. Whenever the 
data relative to an hypothesis can be put into the form of a 
number of paired variables, the technique of correlation may 
be used in reasoning about the relationships involved. These 
limits of applicability exclude many types of problems of in
terest to the political scientist, such as phenomena of which 
few instances are available, phenomena comprising many 
more or less imponderable factors that can be disentangled 
by no mathematical procedure, phenomena about which the 
recorded or obtainable data are inadequate, and so forth. 
Nevertheless a wide range of problems remain to which the 
procedure is adaptable, and often baffling and complex 
phenomena can be broken down into components susceptible 
of correlational analysis." [Emphasis added] 

Key goes on to say that correlational analysis (and he is talking 
specifically about product-moment correlations) is valuable be
cause it gives a precise statement about the relationship between 
variables. But , as indicated in the emphasized portion of his 
answer, correlational analysis is not applicable to all types of 
political data. The product-moment correlation coefficient as
sumes that the data are truly quantifiable, i.e., that they are 
susceptible to ratio scale or at least interval scale measurement." 

Research in electoral processes is aided by the quantitative 
nature of the variables involved. This is to be distinguished from 
research on voting behavior based on sample survey data, as 
illustrated in Chapter VI, which discussed analyzing such data 
through a general cross-classification program. Electoral research, 
as the phrase will be used here, is based on analysis of aggregate 
data, which are derived from observations on groups of people." 
These data are often expressed as either simple counts or per
centages of objects, people, or events within a given geographical 
area. Some specific examples of aggregate data in electoral re
search are the total number of people voting in an election and 
the total number of votes cast for the Democratic candidate. This 
information is often related to census-type aggregate data, such 
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as the average number of people living within a square mile and 
the percentage of the total population living in an urban area. 

From a statistical standpoint, one of the most important things 
about this information is that it is all ratio scale data, suitable 
for correlational analysis and other advanced parametric statis
tics. Nevertheless, some researchers have suppressed the quanti
tative nature of electoral information by grouping data into dis
crete categories and using simpler cross-classifications or rank
order correlational techniques in their analysis. The quality of the 
fit between the nature of the data and the methodology em
ployed in electoral research will be investigated by examining 
three studies of urbanization and interparty competition. 

CROSS-CLASSIFYING URBANIZATION AND 

INTERPARTY COMPETITION 

In 1957, Heinz Eulau reported the results of a study designed 
to test the hypothesis that "urban structures are conducive to the 
existence of competitive party systems and that there is a pro
gressive transition to semi-competitive and non-competitive (one 
party) systems as areas are located along an urban-rural eco
logical continuum.?" Eulau tested his hypothesis in Ohio, using 
county election returns for State Representative from 1946 to 
1956, and 1950 census data for the proportion of urban popula
tion in each county. On the basis of the election returns, he tri
chotomized his counties into "competitive," "semi-competitive," 
and "safe" party systems. On the basis of the census data, he classi
fied the counties into five categories from "rural" to "metropoli
tan." After cross-classifying these variables, Eulau concluded that 
"some kind of party competition, either of the complete or modi
fied kind, is a quality of metropolitan and urban ecological areas, 
while non-competitive systems are predominantly small town and 
rural phenomena."} 0 

In 1960, David Gold and John R. Schmidhauser published a 
study "designed to test the validity of Eulau's specific hypothesis 
in the case of the 99 counties of Iowa during the same period 
chosen by him."!" Gold and Schmidhauser used county election 
returns for seven different county offices, the office of State 
Representative, and the office of Governor. Four types of 
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census data were used to construct a measure of urbanization: 
"( 1) per cent employed in industry other than agriculture, min
ing and forestry, (2) per cent urban population, (3) per cent of 
population in centers of 5,000 or more, and (4) population of 
largest center in each county."12 On the basis of election returns 
for each office level, the authors trichotomized the counties into 
straight one-party, generally one-party, and two-party, and they 
classified the counties into five categories according to rank on 
the urbanization index. They then cross-classified party competi
tion with urbanization and concluded: "Contrary to the Eulau 
hypotheses, the Iowa data indicate that among the 99 counties of 
the state there was not a simple positive association between the 
degree of urbanization and the intensity of party competition."13 

In 1963, Phillips Cutright published an article that examined 
the relationship between urbanization and two-party competition 
at the county level in ten states. He stated, "The primary stimulus 
for this research stems from the apparently contradictory findings 
of Gold and Schmidhauser in their study of Iowa and the Ohio 
case as presented by Eulau."14 Cutright used county voting re
turns for one state-wide office in each of ten states for the 1950 
or 1952 elections. He dichotomized all counties in each state into 
competitive and non-competitive categories. The counties were 
also dichotomized into "high" and "low" categories on the basis 
of per cent living in urban areas as determined by census figures. 
Cross-classifying these variables for each of the ten states, Cut
right concludes that his data support Eulau's hypothesis that 
"urbanization is positively associated with competitive party 
politics."!" 

How can these contradictory findings be explained? In some 
respects, this is an almost hopeless task. All three studies are 
aimed at investigating the relationship between urbanization and 
interparty competition, but the research designs employed almost 
defy comparison, despite their common use of cross-classifica
tions. There are some obvious differences in the offices chosen 
for study. While Eulau used only election returns for State Rep
resentative in Ohio, Gold and Schmidhauser studied election re
turns for several different offices in Iowa, and Cutright studied 
only one state-wide office for each state. However, the most im
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portant differences between the studies clearly lie in the way the 
authors categorize the raw data available on the two major vari
ables-urbanization and party competition. 

In these and other studies, urbanization and party competition 
have been measured in a variety of ways. The data used in 
measures of urbanization are universally derived from the u.s. 
Census, and the data for measures of competition virtually al
ways come from election returns. More specifically, the percent
age of the county's population living in census-defined urban 
areas is almost always involved in measures of urbanization, and 
the difference in the two parties' percentages of the vote cast is 
often-but not always--involved in measures of party competition. 
Both of these are quantitative variables amenable to correlational 
analysis, but students of electoral processes frequently fail to 
capitalize on their quantitative nature. 

Instead of using these variables directly to test hypotheses 
about urbanization and party competition with the powerful 
techniques of correlational analysis, researchers have dichoto
mized, trichotomized, and otherwise categorized the data for 
purposes of simple cross-classification. Not only have they thrown 
away data in the process, but they also have frustrated attempts 
to cumulate research findings by categorizing the variables in 
different and arbitrary fashions . 

The following scheme reviews the manner in which Eulau, 
Gold and Schmidhauser, and Cutright operationalized the two 
major variables-urbanization and party competition. 

Urbanization 

Eulau: Classified the counties into five categories: Metro, 
Standard Metropolitan Area counties; Urban, those with 
more than 80% of the population as urban and non-farm; 
rurban-rural, between 70-80% urban and non-farm; rural
rurban, less than 70% urban and non-farm; rural, no city of 
2,500. 

Gold and Schmidhauser: Classified the counties into five 
categories or "quintiles" according to their ranking on an 
urbanization index composed of four factors: (1) % em
ployed in industry other than agriculture, mining, and for
estry; (2) % urban population; (3) % living in cities of 
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5,000 or more; and (4) population of the largest city in 
each county. 

Cutright: Dichotomized the counties into "high" or "low" 
categories according to whether or not 40% or more of the 
population lived in urban areas, cities of 2,500 or more. 

Party Competition 
Eulau: Trichotomized the counties into competitive districts, 

each party won at least 25% of the elections during the 
period studied; semi-competitive, one party won less than 
25% of the elections but won more than 40% of the vote in 
at least four of the elections; non-competitive, the re
mainder. 

Gold and Schmidhauser: Trichotomized the counties as one
party, if all the elections at the same level were swept by 
the same party; generally one-party, if the same party car
ried all but one of the offices during the period studied; 
and tuio-partu, if the elections were split any more evenly 
between the parties.!" 

Cutright: Dichotomized the counties as one party: one party 
won more than 63% of the vote at the last election; or com
petitive: the winning party got 63% or less of the vote. 

Although these authors all begin with basically the same raw 
data, they categorize and cross-classify the variables in a manner 
that frustrates inter-study comparison. It is hard to tell whether 
Eulau's findings on Ohio differ from Gold and Sehmidhauser's 
in Iowa because of differences in methodologies or in the states 
themselves. This problem was commented on by Cutright: 

Whether the contradictory findings of the two case studies 
we examined are the result of a lack of standardized mea
surements by the authors of either the dependent or the in
dependent variable we do not know, but what is clear is that 
when standardized measures are applied, urbanization is 
positively associated with competitive party politics.!" 

But Cutright's "standardized measures" are quite arbitrary di
chotomizations of quantitative data varying in value over a very 
wide range. His method of analysis is consistent across the ten 
states, but it throws away data and cannot express the relation
ship between the variables in a general and efficient manner. 
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CORRELATING URBANIZATION AND COMPETITION 

The interrelationships between these quantitative variables 
could have been studied more effectively and efficiently through 
correlational analysis. This would have avoided comparing fun
damentally different classification systems, would have disclosed 
the relationship along the full range of variation within the data, 
and would have expressed the relationship in a simple coefficient 
of correlation instead of the cumbersome cross-classifications re
ported in the articles. Although the use of correlational analysis 
may have been considered by Eulau in 1957 and rejected as too 
laborious, the ready availability of computing equipment now 
makes calculation of correlation coefficients an inexpensive and 
routine matter. 

Any hypothesis stating a simple relationship between two 
variables should be tested, at least initially, by the most straight
forward method possible. Probably the most straightforward 
test for the relationship between urbanization and party competi
tion would be the computation of a simple correlation coefficient 
between a standard measure of urbanization and a standard 
measure of party competition. The percentage of population re
siding in an urban area and the difference in percentage points 
of the vote won by each party are likely candidates for these 
measures. Both commonly are involved in studies on urbanization 
and party competition and both are quantitative variables that 
can be used legitimately in calculating product-moment correla
tions. 

Many computer programs exist for calculating correlations be
tween these variables, once they have been punched on cards. 
One of the most widely available is the BMD02D correlation pro
gram. I 8 This program will compute a correlation matrix for as 
many as 150 variables on as many as 99,999 cases. It also will 
automatically plot out scatter diagrams of the correlations be
tween any pairs of variables specified in advance. These dia
grams provide an important visual view of the correlation, line
arity of the relationship, and deviant cases. This important infor
mation and the correlations-once obtained only after consider
able labor-now are produced in minutes by the computer. The 
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researcher's job is limited to familiarizing himself with prepara
tion of program control cards. 

A write-up of the BMD02D correlation program has been pub
lished in Biomedical Computer Programs and will not be re
printed here. The purpose of this chapter is not to show how this 
program operates but to exemplify the special capabilities of 
computers in processing quantitative data. The example is drawn 
from correlational analysis of urbanization and party competition 
at the county level. This relationship will be examined by corre
lating quantitative measures of urbanization and party competi
tion for the Presidential, Secretary of State, and Prosecuting At
torney elections in Indiana from 1946 to 1956. The state, offices , 
and years were chosen simply because the data were already 
available.!" The objective here is not to resolve the differences in 
the three studies cited but to illustrate a straightforward method 
of analyzing the data through correlational techniques executed 
on the computer. 

The data for this study were voting returns recorded on punch
cards according to the format given in Appendix A-I. Columns 
66-70 of each card contains the plurality difference between the 
percentages of votes captured by the two major parties. If the 
Republican candidate received 55.0% of the vote and the Demo
cratic candidate 45.0%, the plurality difference expressed in per
centage points would be 10. This served as the measure of compe
tition: the closer the two parties approached a 50-50 division of 
the vote, the smaller the plurality difference in percentage points, 
representing an increase in competition. The measure of urbaniza
tion was simply the percentage of the county's population that 
resided in urban areas of 2,500 or more as of the 1950 Census. 
This information was included among several items of census 
data for each county recorded on a separate set of cards. 

The computer was instructed to read first the plurality differ
ence in the percentages of the vote won by each party and then 
the per cent of urban population for each of the state's 92 counties. 
This was done for each office examined and for each election 
year studied. Product-moment correlations were computed be
tween the election plurality and the per cent urban population 
over all 92 counties for each office in each election year. The 
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computer also automatically plotted the variables against each 
other in scatter diagrams. All this was done in less than two 
minutes on the IBM 709 computer. 

If a simple relationship between urbanization and party com
petition in the counties did in fact exist, one would find negative 
correlations between the two variables: as urbanization increased , 
the plurality difference would decrease-indicating a closer elec
tion and more competition. Figure VII-1 shows the scatter dia
gram for the highest correlation observed between the variables 
in the fourteen elections studied. This was a correlation of - .20 

for the 1952 Presidential election. Table VII-1 reproduces the en
tire set of correlation coefficients for all fourteen elections. 

TABLE VII-1
URBANIZATION CORRELATED WITH PARTY COMPETITION FOR THE

PRESIDENTIAL, SECRETARY OF STATE, AND PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

ELECTIONS IN 92 INDIANA COUNTIES: 1946-1956a

]946 1948 1950 1952 1954 1956 

President of U.S. -.13 -.20 -.12 

Secretary of State -.10 -.06 -.15 -.14 -.09 -.12 

Prosecuting Attorney -.05 +.11 -.17 -.03 -.02 

(N=59) (N=57) (N=68) (N=61) (N=50) 

a Elections for Prosecuting Attorney were frequently uncontested in 
some of Indiana's 92 counties. These uncontested elections were 
excluded from the analysis, and the number of cases underlying 
the correlation is given in parentheses under the coefficient. 

With a single exception, all correlation coefficients reported 
in Table VII-1 are negative, thus supporting the hypothesis, but 
all also are rather small in magnitude.s" An examination of all 
fourteen scatter diagrams discloses no evidence of a curvilinear 
relationship that would not be captured in the product-moment 
correlation. This evidence suggests that some relationship exists 
between the variables in Indiana politics, but the relationship is 
at best a weak one. 



FIGURE VII-1 
BM02D COMPUTER OUTPUT: SCATTER DIAGRAM PLOTTING PERCENTAGE PLURALITY FOR WINNING PARTY BY THE 
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This method of analyzing the relationship between urbaniza
tion and competition is both direct and simple. It employs. all 
information in each variable and summarizes the relationship in 
one coefficient for each election. It avoids the problems of cate
gorizing variables and interpreting cross-classifications. It is well
suited to the data and-with a computer-is easily carried out. 

The role of computers in processing quantitative data actually 
only begins with these simple correlation coefficients. If the 
analysis is to be refined by introducing additional variables (as 
the authors cited did in fact do) , the computer becomes even 
more valuable. The complex procedures and countless calcula
tions involved in multivariate methods-such as multiple correla
tions and factor analysis-are done routinely with available com
puter programs. If the political scientist is fortunate enough to 
be dealing with truly quantitative variables, a whole new cabinet 
of powerful analytical tools can be applied to the research 
problem. Familiarity with computer methods of data processing 
enables the researcher to analyze quantitative data more ade
quately. 

NOTES 

1 The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is discussed in 
almost all statistics texts. For a simple treatment with special atten
tion to problems of concern to political scientists see V. O. Key, Jr. , 
A Primer of Statistics for Political Scientists (New York: Crowell, 
1954), especially Chapter Four. Key also provides a bibliography of 
applications of correlational analysis to political research. It might 
be pointed out that this method of analysis had been used in political 
research as early as 1919. See W. F. Ogburn and Inez Goltra, "How 
Women Vote," Political Science Quarterly, 34 (1919), 413-33, and 
also Stuart A. Rice , "Some Applications of Statistical Method to 
Political Research," American Political Science Review, 20 (May, 
1926), 313-29. 

2 Clyde H. Coombs, "Theory and Methods of Social Measurement," in 
Leon Festinger and Daniel Katz (eds.), Research Methods in the 
Behavioral Sciences (New York: Dryden Press, 1953), pp. 471-535; 
Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1956), pp. 21-30; and 
Hubert Blalock, Social Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957), 
pp. 11-16. For a recent re-thinking and re-formulation of his ideas 
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on data and measurement see Clyde H. Coombs, A Theory of Data 
(New York: Wiley, 1964). 

3 The meaning of the "power" of a test is discussed in most statistics 
texts. An especially thorough discussion is given by Keith Smith, 
"Distribution-Free Statistical Methods and the Concept of Power 
Efficiency," in Leon Festinger and Daniel Katz (eds.) , .Research 
Methods in the Behavioral Sciences (New York: Dryden Press , 
1953), pp. 536-77. 

4 Perhaps the best-if not the only-example of an attempt to devise 
an interval scale for measuring political attitudes is Herman C. 
Beyle's thirty-three-year-old article, "A Scale for the Measurement 
of Attitude Toward Candidates for Elective Governmental Office," 
American Political Science Review, 26 (June, 1932), 527-44. 

r; Siegel, op. cit., p. 28. 
6 Key, op. cit., P: 124. 
7 Some books on methodology have begun to take a more pragmatic 

view toward the assumption of interval data. Fred N. Kerlinger's 
recent and thorough t~xt in methodology, Foundations of Behavioral 
Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964), holds: 

The best procedure would seem to be to treat ordinal mea
surements as though they were interval measurements, but to be 
constantly alert to the possibility of gross inequality of intervals. 
As much as possible about the characteristics of the measuring 
tools should be learned. Above all, we need to be particularly 
careful with the interpretation of ordinal data to which statis
tical analysis suitable for interval measurement has been ap
plied. Much useful information has been obtained by this ap
proach, with resulting scientific advances in psychology and 
education. In short, it is unlikely that the . .. researcher will be 
seriously led astray by heeding this advice, if he is knowledge
able and careful in applying it. [po 428] 

8 Correlations between different sets of aggregate data cannot be 
translated directly into correlations between the attributes shared by 
the individuals in the group. Perhaps the best known statement of 
the dangers in correlating a!?gregate data in the study of individual 
behavior is W. S. Robinson s "Ecological Correlations and the Be
havior of Individuals," American Sociological Review, 15 (June, 
1950), 351-57. For a defense of the method in answering some 
questions-especially those about electoral processes-see Herbert 
Menzel, "Comment on 'Ecological Correlations and the Behavior of 
Individuals,'" American Sociological Review, 15 (October, 1950), 
674· 

9 Heinz Eulau, "The Ecological Basis of Party Systems: The Case of 
Ohio," Midwest Journal of Political Science, 1 (August, 1957), 
125-35; see p. 126. 
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10Ibid., p. 133. 
llDavid Gold and John M. Schmidhauser, "Urbanization and Party 

Competition: The Case of Iowa," Midwest Journal of Political Sci
ence,4 (February, 1960), 62-75; see p. 63 · 

12Ibid., P: 65. 
»tua., p. 74 . 
14Phillips Cutright, ' "Urbanization and Competitive Party Politics," 

Journal of Politics, 25 (August, 1963), 552-64; see p. 552. 
»tua; p. 563. 
16This statement does not square completely with their procedure, 

but the differences are too minor to warrant reporting their pro
cedure in detail. 

17Cutright, op. cit., p. 563. 
18This program is described completely in W. J. Dixon (ed.), BMD: 

Biomedical Computer Programs (Los Angeles: UCLA School of 
Medicine and Public Health, Health Sciences Computing Facility, 
1967). Copies of the BMD manual may be purchased at $6.00 each 
(postpaid) from the University of California Press, 2223 Fulton, 
Berkeley, California 94720. 

19These data were ~collected and analyzed by Mary Frase and Alan 
Wyner, former undergraduates at Northwestern now pursuing gradu
ate study in political science at Yale University and Ohio State Uni
versity, respectively. 

2°The question of the statistical significance of these correlation coeffi
cients will not be raised because we are more interested in the 
strength of the relationship. See David Gold, "Some Problems in 
Generalizing Aggregate Associations," American Behavioral Sci
entist, 8 (December, 1964) 16-18, for an interesting discussion of 
significance levels computed for populations instead of samples. 





CHAPTER VIII PROCESSING TEXTUAL 
INFORMATION: TWO 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
PROGRAMS 

This chapter is less instructional than the previous ones. Com
puter programs for retrieving information from political science 
materials have not been in existence long enough to warrant giv
ing instructions in their use. The probability of any of these 
methods becoming obsolete in the very near future is certainly 
higher than for the data processing techniques discussed in pre
ceding chapters. But because so much important political infor
mation exists in textual materials-books, articles, speeches, and 
newspapers-it is important to know of developments in computer 
techniques of information processing. 

Several specific computer programs for information retrieval 
deserve to be brought to the reader's attention, although they 
will not be discussed in this chapter. The use of the General In
quirer program for content analysis of speeches and documents 
in international relations has been thoroughly treated by Holsti 
in Content Analysis, the first volume in this handbook series.' 
The American Behavioral Scientist devoted its entire June, 1964, 
issue to applications of information retrieval techniques to be
havioral science materials. This valuable issue includes some 
general observations on problems and prospects for information 
retrieval as well as reports on specific computer programs. 
Scheuch and Stone describe their use of the General Inquirer to 
locate survey questions relevant to a specific research problem 
from hundreds of interview questions asked in past surveys.f 
Bisco proposes a retrieval system that pulls together survey ques
tions and supporting data from archive files." Morrison presents 
a computer program for indexing the vast amount of material in 
the Human Relations Area Files." Gardin reviews the progress of 
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the French-developed SYNTOL model for document retrieval. 5 

Garfield shows how citation indexing can be used with behavioral 
science literature." Some of these topics are revisited in 1967 in 
the American Behavioral Scientist's January and February issues, 
a two-part series on "Advances in Information Retrieval in the 
Social Sciences." 

This chapter will not summarize and evaluate these different 
techniques; that would be out of place in an introductory book 
on data processing. Instead, it will discuss at greater length two 
computer programs-BIDAP and TRIAL-that have been ap
plied specifically to problems of retrieving information from polit
ical science materials." BIDAP is a general keyword indexing 
program. TRIAL is a program for searching out logical com
binations among keywords. Each of these programs will be dis
cussed in turn. 

KEYWORD INDEXING8 

To many students in the behavioral sciences, information re
trieval schemes involving the use of computers probably appear 
interesting and ambitious but still of dubious utility for present
day research. While it is true that much of the exciting work be
ing done by information retrieval specialists is still experimental, 
some of their techniques have long been operational and have al
ready been applied to practical problems of scientific research. 
Computer-generated keyword indexes to current research liter
ature, for example, have found standard usage within the phys
ical sciences, at least as a partial solution to the problem of keep
ing abreast of publications in one's field. The success of this gen
eral method of using computers to prepare keyword indexes to 
bibliographical material within the physical sciences has been 
amply proven; the practical applications of keyword indexing 
within the behavioral sciences are no less promising. 

Keyword indexing in any discipline operates on the assumption 
that certain terms or "keywords" constitute useful handles for 
pulling out or retrieving information of interest to the researcher. 
An ordinary book index serves as a good example of this assump
tion. 
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The prep ar ation of any index involves man y mechanical tasks: 
scanning pages for important terms, recording page numbers, 
cross-listing, and alphabetizing. Familiarity with th e sub ject is 
undoubtedly an asset in preparing an index, but a good job can 
ordinarily be expecte d from any thorough, accurate, and efficient 
research assistant who is instructed in advance about terms to be 
included in th e index. Computers , which ar e notoriously thor
ough, accurate, and efficient, poss ess th e requisite virtue s for rou
tinized keyword indexing, and only need instruction in how to do 
th e job. 

Computer programs providing these instructions have been 
available now for some time." By means of the proper program, a 
computer can be instructed to read natural language material, 
search th e material for th e appearance of pre-defined keywords, 
alphabetize th e keywords found, and print out the alphabetized 
keywords along with some of th e "context" in which they occur. 
Two basic versions of th ese keyword indexing compute r program s 
have become sta ndard in th e field of information retrieval. One 
version prints the keywords embedded in th e original context ; 
thi s method is commonly call ed "KW IC" indexing, for "Ke y
Word-In-Context." The other prints th e keywords alongside the 
original context and ha s become known as "KW OC" indexing, 
for "Key-W ord-Out-of-Context." Both KWIC and KWOC index
ing can now be regarded as op erational information retrieval 
techniques within both th e physical and behavioral sciences. 

THE NATURE OF A KWIC INDEX 

The current capabilities of KWIC indexing can be illustrated 
by refer ence to a compute r-gene rate d cumulative index to the 
American Politi cal Scien ce Review .1 0 A total of 2,614 articles had 
appeared in th e Review from its first issue in 1906 through its 
57th volume in 1963. These articles we re punched on cards as in 
Figure VIII-I , with different "classes" of cards reserved for dif
ferent types of information-author, title, and facts of publica
tion." ! Thousands of th ese cards wer e fed into an IBM 709 com
puter , and th e machine produced three typ es of output : an 
alphabetical listing of all keywords found in the titles of the 
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FIGURE VIII-1
PUNCHCARDS PREPARED FOR KWIC PROCESSING: CLASS 1 CARDS FOR
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articles along with part or all of the titles in which the keyword 
occurred (Figure VIII-2) , an alphabetical listing of complete 
citations by first -named author (Figure VIII-3), and an alpha
betical cross-listing of all authors, senior and junior (not shown). 

In Figure VIII-2, the keywords are arranged in alphabetical 
order to the immediate right of the blank column. The computer 
decides what constitutes a keyword in one of two ways . It can be 
instructed either to refer to a list of keywords prepared in ad
vance by the researcher, or to a list of words that are not to be 
considered keywords. In the first case, the computer looks at 
every word contained in the title of the publication and compares 
it with its own stored list of keywords. The words in the titles 
found on the list are then selected for indexing. The process oper
ates in a comparable way when a list of non-keywords is used: 
the computer includes the word in the index only when the word 
does not appear in the list. The latter procedure was used in the 
preparation of the cumulative index of the Review. Sample non
keywords (words not indexed) are "an ," "of," "the," and "other." 

To use the index in Figure VIII-2, scan the vertical column of 
keywords for one that is of interest to you. Then read the context 
of the title printed on the same line as the keyword. There is room 
provided on the line for only 78 character-spaces, though this 
proved adequate for printing in full 86% of the 2,614 titles from 
the Review. A title with no more than 78 characters and spaces 
prints out in full , although a portion of the title may be "wrapped 
around" and printed before or after the keyword, depending on 
where the keyword appears in the title. Some of the words in 
longer titles do not print out, again depending on the position of 
the keyword in the title. 

Once an interesting title has been located in the keyword list
ing, the user of the index looks at the reference code given on the 
same line in the right-hand column. This code gives the first six 
letters of the senior author's last name, his initials, the year of 
publication of the article, and the identification number of the 
article. The code enables the user to locate the complete citation 
in the author-alphabetized bibliography shown in Figure VIII-3. 

This type of index is also known as a "permuted" keyword 
index, for an article will appear as many times as the number of 



FIGURE VIII-2
KWIC COMPUTER PRINTOUT: KEYWORD LISTING FROM THE

Cumulative Index to the American Political Science Review 
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F IGURE VIII-3
KWIC CO M P UT ER PRINTOUT: AU TH OR-ALPHABETIZED BIBLIOGRAP H Y

FROM THE

Cumulative Index to the American Political Science Review 
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A~ POL SCI REv 45 IJUNE 19511 450-46) 
lI20 ADAMS Gw32 AOA~S G~

THE SELF-GOVERNING BAR I LAW I.s
A~ POL SCI REV 26 IJUNE 19321 470-482

2155 ADAMS JCSl AOAfIlS JC 8ARILE P
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE I TALI AN CDNSTITUTION.=
AfIl POL SCI REV 47 IfIlARCH 19531 61-83

2134 ADRIAN CR52 ADRIAN CR 
SOME GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NONPARTISAN ELECTIONS.= 
AM POL SCI REV 46 ISEPTEM8ER 19521 766-776 

1825 AFROS JL46 AFROS JL 
LABOR PARTICIPATICN IN THE CFFICE OF PRICE AOMINISTRATION. s 
A~ POL SCI REV 40 (JUNE 19461 458-484 

932 AHL FN28 AHL FN
REAPPORTICNMENT IN CALIFORNIA.s
AM POL SCI REV 22 INOVEM8ER 19281 977-980

1052 AIKIN 31 AIKIN C 
THE MCVEMENT FOR REVISION OF THE CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION. = 
AM POL SCI REV 25 IfIlAY 19311 337-342 

1291 AIKIN C 35 AIKIN C
A NEw METHOD OF SELECTING JUDGES IN CALIFORNIA.=
AM POL SCI REV Z9 (JUNE 19351 472-474

1470 AIKIN C 39 AIKIN C 
THE 8RITISH 8UREAUCRACY AND THE ORIGINS OF PARLIAMENTARY 
POLICY, I ANO 11.-
AfIl POL SCI REV 33 IFE8RUARY 1939) 26-46 AND (APRIL 19391 
219-233 

1537 AIKIN C 40 AIKIN C
STATE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IN 1939-1940. =
AM POL SCI REv 34 (AUGUST 19401 700-718

1587 AIKIN 41 AIKIN C
STATE CCNSTITUTIONAL LAW IN 1940-41.
A~ POL SCI REV 35 IAUGUST 19411 683-700

1631 AIKIN C 42 AIKIN C
STATE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IN 1941-42.
AM POL SCI REV 36 IAUGUST 19421 667-688

1983 AIKIN C 49 AIKIN C KOENIG LW 
INTRODUCTION I i~ THE HOOVER COMMiSSiON SYMPOSIUM I. 
AM POL SCI REV 43 ICCTOBER 19491 933 -940 

2489 AKllN R 60 AKllN A
ELECTION AND APPOINTMENT. s
AM POL SCI REV 54 ISEPTEM8ER 1960 1 705- 713

2607 ALBINS HS63 ALBINSKI HS 
THE CANADIAN SENATE-- POLITICS AND THE CONSTITUTION. = 
AM POL SCI REV 57 IJUNE 19631 378-391 

1547 ALBRIG S040 ALBRIGHT SO
THE PRESIDENTIAL SHORT RALLOT. -
AfIl POL SCI REV 34 leCT08ER 19401 955 -959

2609 ALGER CF63 ALGER CF 
COMPARISCN OF INTRAhATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS. 
AM POL SCI REV 57 IJUNE 19631 406-419 

1883 ALLEN EP47 ALLEN EP
THE TEACHER OF GOVERNMENT.
AM POL SCI REV 41 IJUNE 19471 527-534
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keywords it contains. The first title listed in Figure VIII-2, for 
example, will be found in five other places in the index: under 
"REPUBLICAN," "DEMOCRATIC," "NATIONAL," "PAR
TIES," and "PERSONNEL." A total of 10,089 keyword lines were 
produced for the 2,614 articles from the Review. Therefore each 
title appears in the index on an average of 3.9 times. 

THE NATURE OF A KWOC INDEX 

Conventional KWIC indexes are "double-entry" indexes; after 
the user has found a title of interest, he must check the reference 
code and then enter the author-alphabetized bibliography to get 
complete information on journal, volume, month, year, and pages. 
Although it would be possible to develop a KWIC index that 
would give this information in abbreviated form in the reference 
code , the purpose of a "single-entry" index is perhaps better 
served by the KWOC version of keyword indexing, which prints 
out the complete citation for each appearance of a keyword in 
the title. 

A reproduction of a page of KWOC computer output is given 
in Figure VIII-4. The punchcard format for the input to the 
KWOC program is identical to the KWIC format (Figure VIll
1). The input to the KWOC example in Figure VIII-4, however, 
consisted of 928 titles on "Africa" and "The Middle East" that 
were reported in the "Foreign and Comparative Government" 
bibliography published in the back pages of the American Polit
ical Science Review during the past four years. 

Both the KWIC and KWOC programs identify the keywords 
by searching the title cards for the existence of previously defined 
keywords or non-keywords. But when the KWOC program finds 
a keyword, it is reprinted out of context to the left of the com
plete citation. KWIC, by printing only one line per index entry, 
is definitely more economical in its use of space and is possibly 
easier to use in retrieving titles of interest. KWOC, on the other 
hand, does provide a single-entry look-up and does allow for 
printing the complete title regardless of length. 

ADVANTAGES OF KEYWORD INDEXING 

The advantages of automatic indexing of bibliographical ma
terial by the keywords contained in their titles are those generally 
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FIGURE VIII-4 
KWOC COMPUTER PRINTOUT: PARTIAL KEYWORD LISTING FROM 

928 TITLES ON AFRICAN POLITICS 

I.D~ kEYWoRD AUTHoR 
-, I /' TITLE" 

11'10 KENYA BENhETT G . /
KENYA'S FRUSTRATEr ElECTlCN.

AU~~~~DN6~D~~v~~NE, 1961 .--PUBLICAT/ON 6... DATE11'12 KENYA 
DESPATCH FROM GOVERNOR, KENYA, TO SECRETARY OF STATE FOR 'HE 
CCLONIES - - RELEASE CF JC"O KENYATTA.'" 
LCNDOt., H"SO, 1961 ( CMD. 11059 I 

116B KENYA AUT"'OR NOT GI VEtI 
TRANSITION IN KENYA -- A CONTINENT IN REVCLUTION.
RCUI'lD TARLE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AFFAIRS JUNE, 1961 

1316 KENYA RGSI'ERG CG
REPORT FROM KENYA.
AFRICAN REPORT APRIL, 1961

1530 !tENYA ALTCRFER A 
FINANCIAL OFFICERS IN THE MINISTRY OF LCCAL GOVERNMENT, 
KENYA.= 
JCURNAL OF AFRICAN ADMINISTRATION JANUARY, 1961 

1537 KEIIoYA GGLDS J"
AFRICAN URBANllATlOt. IN KENYA.'"
JCURNAL OF AFRICAt. AD"INISTRATlDN JANUARY, 1961

1961 KEIIoYA HILL "F
rHE W...I rE SETTLER'S RCLE IN KENYA.'"
FCREIGN AFFAIRS Jl"LY, 1960

2012 KE"YA BENNETT G 
THe DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS IN KENYA.
POLITICAL STUDIES, 5 (JUNE 19571 

202'1 KEr-YA lIENt.E TT G RCSBERG C 
THE KENYATTA ElECTlON-- KENYA 1960-1961. -
NEw YORK-- OKFORO UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1961 (REVIEWEO IN AM 
PCL SCI REV 56 (JUNE 19621 1084 

20B KEr-YA K1LSON "L, JR. 
LANe AND POLlflCS IN KENYA-- AN ANALYSIS OF AFRICAN POLITICS 
I,., A PLURAL SOClET Y. '" 
WESTERN POLITICAL OlJARTERLY 10 (SEPTE"BER 19511 5S9 

20H KEr-YA S"I TH TE 
ELECTIOr-S IN DEVELOPING CCUNTRIES ( GAMBlA, GHANA, KENYA, 
MAURITANIA, NIGERIA, RHOOE's1A ANO NYASALA"'O, SIERRA LEOt.E, 
SOMALIA, SUDAN, TANGANYIKA, TCGCLAND, UGANDA, ANO ZANZIBAR 
NEW YCR!t-- ST. "ARTlIIo'S PRESS, 1960 

21lo5 KEIIoYA "1I0YA T
KENYA AND THE DEAIH OF COLONIALlS".:
THE NEIo LEAOER APRIL 25, 1960

21109 KENYA AUTHOR NOT GIVEN 
REPORT OF THE KENYA CCNSTITl"T10NAL COII;FERENCE HElO IN 
LONOON IN JAItlUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1960.'" 
LCNDO"', H"SO, 1960 I CMC '160 1 

2Zlo0 KEr-YA AUTt<OR "'aT GIVEN
AFRICAN GDVERN~T IN KENYA.
AFRICA REPORT IJU"E 19631

2HZ KEr-YA VEN"ET G
PCLITICAL REALITIES IN KE"YA.
WORLO TCOAY IJUlY 19631

2259 KENYA Al"T.,OR Nor GIVEN 
KENYA CONSTITUTION.
JP.URNAL OF LOCAL AD"INISTRATION OVERSEAS IJULY 19631 

2304 KENYA AUIt<OR NOT GIVEN 
KENYA. SU"MARY OF THE PROPOSEO CONSnUTlON FOR INTERNAL SELF 
- GCVERNMENT.
LONDO". H"SO, 1'163 C"O 1970 

2301 KENYA RENISCN P
THE CHAllENGE It. KENYA. =
OPTIMA (MARCH 19631

2361 KENYA "BOYA I
KENYA AT THE CReSS-RCADS.=
AFRICA SOUTH IJULY-SEPrE""E~ 19S91

2380 KENYA BLUNDell"
MAKING A NATION IN KENYA.
AFRICAN AFFAIRS IJULY 19591

2402 KENYA BLUNDELL " 
MIKING A NATION IN KENYA.
JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL COMMCNllEALTH SOC IETY I JULY-AUGUS T 
19591 

2403 KEt.iU BRANNEY L 
CO""ENTARY ON 'HE REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON AFRICAN 
LANO TENURE IN KENYA.
JOURNAL OF AFRICAN AD"'INISTRATION IOCTOBER 19591 
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associated with the use of computers in most data processing 
operations. First of all, the indexes are easily and inexpensively 
prepared. The input to the KWIC index of the Review was pre
pared by a girl keypunching directly from the title pages of the 
bound library volumes. It took less than 200 hours for her to 
punch and correct all the titles in 57 volumes of the Review. It 
took the 709 computer less than 12 minutes to process the 2,614 

titles-searching a 418 non-keyword list for each word in every 
title, preparing 10,089 KWIC index lines, and producing a cross
reference listing for 2,801 senior and junior authors. Another 29 

minutes were required to sort the output into alphabetical order, 
and about .30 minutes were needed to print the output on the 
IBM 1401. 

In addition to the advantages of speed and economy, computer
generated keyword indexes are easily updated with new material 
and readily reproduced. Once a comprehensive bibliography is 
punched on cards, it becomes a simple matter to prepare special
ized bibliographies by instructing the computer to index the liter
ature only on a smaller number of previously identified keywords, 
such as "legislator," "legislature," "parliaments," "representation," 
etc. 

For some people, a keyword index also has the advantage of 
convenience in use. Some users report that an alphabetized list 
of keywords provides a more efficient means of locating articles 
of interest than the conventional subject-heading index, where 
articles are alphabetized by authors within subjects. It must be 
noted, however, that others have found keyword indexes less con
venient than conventional subject-heading indexes.P Perhaps it 
takes time to adjust to using the computer output. 

THE DESCRIPTIVENESS OF TITLES 

Obviously the maier disadvantage in computer methods of key
word indexing lies in the "descriptiveness" of the titles fed into 
the computer. Keyword indexing was originally developed for 
application to "technical" literature, and indeed the longer and 
more descriptive titles of journal publications in the physical and 
biological sciences seem better suited to this technique than titles 
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in the behavioral sciences. Lane has investigated th e variation 
within different fields concerning the suitability of indexing titles 
solely by their keywor'ds.l :' He points out that the reader inter
ested in "duck shooting" probably would have missed an article 
entitled "Good Day in Bad Marsh" if he had consulted a keyword 
index, but he would have found the article under the above sub
ject-heading in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. 

The evidence indicates, however, that the professional journals 
in the behavioral sciences have a higher proportion of "descrip
tive" titles than periodicals reported in the Readers' Cuule.v' 
Furthermore, the problem of inadequate titles can be solved 
largely through editorial supervision during the preparation of 
the computer input. Scanning the texts of articles whose titles 
seem unclear or literary in nature will usually disclose some terms 
or phrases which might be enclosed in parentheses and added 
to the titles. Keywords added in this manner will be indexed as 
if they had been in the title. This procedure was followed in pre
paring the index to the Review, and the first line in Figure VIII-2 
shows how the word "PARTIES" was entered as a keyword ad
dition. Keywords were added to 604 of the 2,614 Review titles, 
indicating that original titles were considered suitably "indexable" 
in about 77 per cent of the cases. 

Thus, considerable improvement can be made in the quality of 
an index if some editorial supervision can be exercised in record
ing titles before processing them on the computer. This is rela
tively easy to do when the input is punched directly from journals 
as in the preparation of a cumulative index, but it is impossible 
to do when the input is punched from a bibliography. Although 
it is faster and usually more convenient to punch from bibliog
raphies, the cumulative index approach will undoubtedly provide 
a greater pay-off in the long run in terms of more exhaustive 
coverage, more accurate reporting, more detailed publication in
formation, and improved descriptiveness of titles. The cumulative 
indexes prepared for individual journals within a given discipline 
could then be merged to form a comprehensive master cumula
tive index.! " 
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF KEYWORD INDEXING 

As originally developed and applied within the physical 
sciences, keyword indexing has been limited to the retrieval of 
bibliographic items, but the method has also shown definite, 
albeit limited, uses in genuine problems of information retrieval. 
The American Bar Foundation, for example, has applied KWIC 
indexing techniques to legislation recently enacted in the 50 
states.!" This index makes it possible for lawyers, legislators, and 
other interested persons to keep abreast of the enactment of state 
legislation by searching keyword listings obtained from brief 
descriptions of the statutes. 

KWOC indexing, in particular, can be used to great advantage 
in identifying legislative votes for use in roll call analysis. Ap
pendix A-4 describes a punchcard format for recording roll call 
votes in legislative bodies. Systematic collections of punchcard 
data on voting in state legislatures, Congress, or the United Na
tions often grow so extensive that it becomes a major project to 
find all votes that deal with the substantive issues being research
ed , such as "labor," "foreign policy ," and so forth. Keyword index
ing provides a method for locating relevant votes out of hundreds 
of issues on which votes have been taken. 

Some 259 roll call votes were taken in plenary sessions and 
committee meetings of the 15th United Nations General Assem
bly . Important information about these votes was punched on 
cards for computer processing with the same BIDAP program 
used for bibliographic information. Nations sponsoring the resolu
tions were treated as "authors"; descriptions of the substance of 
the votes were recorded as "titles"; and the "source" information 
consisted of page numbers in the U.N. OffiCial Records (where 
the votes are reported) and column locations on punchcards 
(where the votes are recorded) . The computer read the cards and 
produced output as reproduced in Figure VIII-5. This shows a 
KWOC keyword listing accompanied by complete description of 
the vote , nations sponsoring the resolution, page references for 
the vote in the Official Records, and location of the vote in the 
punchcards containing actual voting positions of individual na
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FIGURE VIII-5

KWOC COMPUTER PRINTOUT: PARTIAL KEYWORD LISTING OF ROLL

CALL VOTES TAKEN IN THE 15TH SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

8UDGET ~ETHERLANDS NEW ZEALAND UK 
NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES. AMENDNENT BY NETHERLANDS, 

NEW ZEALAND, AND UK TO 18 POWER RESOLUTION ON ASSISTANCE TO 
FORMER TRUST TERRI TORIES AND OTHER ~EwLY INDEPENDEIlfT STATES, 
APPROVED I~ PRI NCI PLE THE PROPOSALS OF THE SECRET ARY-CENERAL 
FOR INCREASED ASSISTANCE TO THESE STATES fRON THE ~ECULAR
BUOGET OF THE UN. PASSED, Cm.NITTEE II, 18 IN fAVJR, 9 
ACAINST, 49 ABSTENTIONS 12 DEC 601. 
CA/XV •••AlC.!)/SR. 101--PAGE H8 SET 21 COL 23 

BUDGET ARGENTINA 801l VIA CHILE 
COLONBIA COSTA RICA ECUADOR 
El SALVADOR HONDURAS NEXICO 
PANAMA PARAGUAY P~RU

URUGUAY VENEZUELA 
UN OPERATIONS IN THE CONGO, 14 POWER AMENDMENT REPLACING 

PREANBULAR PARAGRAPH 4 WHICH RECOCNIZED THAT CONGO EXPENSES 
SHOULD BE APPORTlO"lF.D DIFFERENTlY FROM THE REGULAR BUDGH 
PASSED, COMMITTEE !), H IN FAVOR, 30 AGAINST, 14 A8STENTlO"lS 
120 APR 611. 
GA/XV ••• A/C.!)/SR. 8'oS--PAGE 91 SH 51 COL 22 

BUDGHARY COLOMBIA MEXICO PERU 
VE"lEZUELA 

EXAMINATION OF ADNINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY PROCEDURES, 
VOTE ON 4 POWER AMENDNENT ADDING A FOURTH PREANBULAR 
PARAGRAPH STATING THAT PROCEDURES FOR MEETING CONGO EXPENSES 
NUST BE DIFFERENT FROM REGULAR BUDGETARY PROCEDURES. 
PASSED, COMMI TTEE S, 30 IN FAVOR, 23 AGAINST, 20 AASTENT IONS 
120 APR 611. 
GA/XV ••• A/C.5/SR. 84S--PAGE 93 SET SI COL 28 

BUDGETARY CANADA 
EXANINATION OF ADNINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY PROCEDURES, 

CANADIAN RESOLUTION, AS A WHOLE, AS AMENDED. PASSED, 
CONNITTEE 5, 26 IN FAVOR, 24 AGAINST, 29 ABSTENTIONS 120 
AI'K e r r , 
GA/XV ••• A/PV. 919--PAGE 239 SET 51 COL 29 

8YELDRUSS I A RYELORUSS IA 
CONTRIBUTIONS. ANENDMENT BY BYELORUSSIA TO 9 POWER 

RESOLUTION ON CONTRI8UTlONS TO THE UN SPECIAL FU"lD AIlfD TO 
THE UN EXPANDED PROGRAN OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, PRElACED 
THE WORDS "STATES NENRERS OF THE UN OR MENBERS OF AllY OF 
THE SPECIALILED AGE"lCIES OR THE INTERNATlO"lAL ATONIC ENERGY 
AGENCY" wITH THE \oIOROS "ALL STATES." DEFEATED 
COMMITTEE II, 23 IN FAVOR, 40 AGAINST, 16 ABSTENTIONS 110 
DEC 601. 
GII/XV ••• A/C.!)/SR. 117--PAGE 418 SH 21 COL 26 

CADRES ARGENT I NA BURMA (lHADA 
CEYlON GHANA INDIA 
INDONESIA IRAN IRAQ 
IRelAND NEXICO MO~OCCO

NEPAl NIGERIA PAKISTAN 
SENEGAL SONAlI A SWEDEN 

NON-SelF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES, TRllNING OF CA"DRES. 
RESOLUTION URGES NEASURES AINED AT RAPID TRAINING OF 
INDIGENOUS CIVIL A"4D TECHNICAL CADRES. PASSED, COMNITTEE 
4, 7)' IN FAVOR, 0 AGAINST, 9 A8STENTlO~S 126 OCT 601. 
GA/X" ••• A/~.'o/SR. IIJ2'o--PAGE 141 SH 41 COL 11 
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tions. This index greatly facilitates roll call analysis by providing 
a tool for retrieving votes relevant to the research question. 

RETRIEVING PROPOSITIONS FROM LITERATURE17 

Several important objectives should be served by an adequate 
system for retrieving information from any body of literature: (1) 
The system should have a powerful searching procedure for re
trieving information closely relevant to the needs of the scholar. 
(2) It should handle natural language text. (3) It should place 
retrieved information in the context of the original study to facili
tate interpretation. (4) It should accept abstracts composed of 
the authors' own words and accompanied by complete page and 
bibliographic citations. (5) It should be able to accommodate 
vast quantities of input. (6) It should provide for periodic up
dating and easy revising of the master input file. (7) Finally, the 
system should be both economical and easy to use. 

TRIAL, an acronym for "Technique to Retrieve Information 
from Abstracts of Literature," is the title of an information re
trieval system that attempts to meet the above objectives in re
trieving propositions from political science literature. The title not 
only is descriptive of the method, but it also reflects the explor
atory nature of the effort. Some day, automated information 
retrieval systems will be commonplace aids to scholars, but many 
exploratory steps must be taken first. New developments in 
TRIAL will doubtless improve on the system described here, 
and technological breakthroughs may make the TRIAL approach 
to the problem altogether obsolete. In the meantime, the system 
should be able to provide some valuable experiences in the 
methodology of information retrieval while giving some assistance 
to scholars in managing their literature. 

PREPARING THE TRIAL INPUT 

The input to TRIAL consists of abstracts of articles and books 
in political science. Although there is no technical obstacle to 
using complete texts as input, it certainly is less expensive in 
material, keypunching time, storage space, and computer time 
to include only the "essential" information. In addition to achiev
ing these economies, abstracting also promises to improve the 
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effectiveness of the retrieval process itself. Findings and propo
sitions sometimes are camouflaged in the literature and escape 
detection by machine searches. A skillful abstracter can often 
expose this information for retrieval. 

Every TRIAL abstract is physically divided into a "summary" 
section describing the study as a whole, and one "statement" 
and one "elaboration" section for each proposition or finding 
identified in the study. The "summary" section of the abstract 
attempts to describe the article in terms of the following headings 
-"the problem," "research design," "conclusions," and "sugges
tions for research." These headings do not apply to every article, 
and the abstracter may omit reference to them if they are in
appropriate. They are intended mainly to give some structure to 
the information in the summary. 

Each proposition or finding identified in the article is repre
sented in the abstract by a "statement" and an "elaboration." The 
statement contains the proposition or finding. Initially, direct 
quotations from the source were used whenever the original lan
guage was suitable. It was found, however, that retrieval was 
aided considerably by having the abstracter translate the author's 
words into a basic political science "language" with the use of a 
thesaurus of terms. The author's original words are repeated im
mediately below the statement in the "elaboration," which also 
contains additional information relevant to understanding the 
proposition or finding. This information might include the opera
tional or conceptual definitions employed as well as the evidence 
behind the statement. 

The quality of the abstract is, of course, affected by the skills 
and knowledge of the persons doing the abstracting. The abstrac
ter must know the literature in which he is working. Someone 
who is thoroughly familiar with the subject can make better de
cisions about what to include and exclude and can do a far 
better job of translating the author's words into the basic political 
vocabulary. 

Several steps are involved in preparing abstracts for input to 
the TRIAL system. The original material is first read through in 
order to identify propositions and to take notes for the summary. 
The article is then reread and the abstract typed on erasable 
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paper with typewriter margins adjusted for a 60 space line. This 
corresponds exactly to the TRIAL input format, which uses 60 

columns of the card. Words at the end of a line are not hyphen
ated and agreed-upon substitutions are made for characters not 
available on computer printers. This procedure produces copy 
that keypunch operators can reproduce exactly, one punchcard 
per line. 

THE COMPUTER SEARCHING PROCESS 

The first 60 columns of each punchcard are reserved for the 
text of the abstracts. In column 75 of each card, the keypunch 
operator adds a "class" number, which indicates whether in
dividual cards contain information about the author, title, or 
[ournal of the article (classes 1, 2, and 3 respectively) or whether 
the cards represent lines in the summary (class 4), in a statement 
( class 7), or in an elaboration (class 8). These numbers are used 
by the program to tell the machine what class of cards should be 
searched. 

The keypunch operator also assigns a number i in columns 73
74 to every card in the ith statement and in its accompanying 
elaboration. This results in identifying all cards relevant to the 
first proposition or finding with 01 punched in columns 73-74, all 
cards for the second proposition or finding with 02 in columns 
73-74, and so on. After all the cards for an abstract have been 
punched and corrected for errors, they are numbered sequentially 
in four columns (76-79) beginning with 0001. Column 80 is 
punched o. In effect, this produces a sequencing by tens instead 
of units, which facilitates editing the abstracts once they have 
been read from punchcards onto magnetic tape. Sample input to 
the TRIAL system is shown in Figure VIII-6, which reproduces 
a tabulator printout of some propositions and findings abstracted 
from Angus Campbell's article, "The Passive Citizen," Acta 
Sociologica, 6 (1962), 9-21. 

Magnetic tape is used instead of punchcards for the search and 
retrieval operations because tape provides a much more efficient . 
and convenient input medium for computers. Once the informa
tion has been put on magnetic tape, however, it is removed from 
direct human observation and manipulation. When cards are 
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FIGURE VIII-6
TABULAR LISTING OF TRIAL INPUT: PARTIAL ABSTRACT OF AN

ARTICLE BY ANGUS CAMPBELL, "THE PASSIVE CITIZEN,"

Acta Sociologica, 6 (1962) , 9-21 

CAMPBEL.L. A
THE PASSIVE ClTllEN.
ACtA SOCIOL.OGICA. 6 119621 9-21.

PROBLEM-- INTERESTED III THE PSYCHOLOGICAL fACTORS 
INVOLVED IN PASSIVE OR ACTIVE POLITICAL HI1AVIOIl. "THE 
BULK OF THIS PAPER IS DEVOTED TO A COIiSIDERATlON OF THOSE 
CHARACTERiSTICS OF THE PERSOlI AND HIS ENVIRONMENT WHICH MAY 
BE THOUGHT TO UNDERLIE POLITICAL PASSIVITY." IP.l01 
CONSIDERS PERSOIIALITY TRAITS. BASIC PREDISPOsITIONS. AND 
SHORT-TERM ATTITUDES. 

RESEARCH DESIGN-- NO SPECIFIC RESEUCH O<*E FOR THIS 
PART ICULAR ANALYSIS. CITES MANY DU'FERENT ARTICLES AND 
~OQI(.S ON THE SUBJECT OF POLITICAL BfI1AVIOR. 

CONCL.USIONS-- TOO LlTTL.E IS KNOw" OF THE BASIC 
PERSONAL. I TV NEEDS Of THE ELECTORATE FOR THE POLITICAL 
SCIENTIST TO MAIlE MUCH PROGRESS IN THIS ARiA. THE NOST 
IMPORTANT BASIC PREDISPOSITIONS ARE SOCIAL DETACHMENT AND 
POL.IT ICAL AL.IENAT ION. SHORT-TERM ATTITUDES ARE CONSTANTLY 
( .. loNGING. 
" ••• THE REL.ATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUR MEASURE OF PERSONAL 
EFFEC T IVENESS AND THE PERSON'S EXPRESS ION OF DEGREE OF 
INVOLVEMENT IN POLITICS IS MUCH HIGHER AMONG PEOPLE OF 
L.IMITED FORMAL EDUCATION THAN IT IS ANOHG THOSE OF COLLEGE 
TRAININ"." eP.121 

CITES ARTICLE ilY E. ,DOUVAN AND A.M. WALKER. THE 
SENSE OF EFFECTIVENESS IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS. ·PSYCHOLOGICAL 
MONOGRAPHS•• 10. NO. 22. 1956-- 1-19. 
" •••POLI T I CAL. DETACHMENT AND I RREGULARI TY ARE 
DISPROPORTIONATEL.Y HEAVY AMONG INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS 
ISOLATED FROM THE LARGER SOCIETY." IP.Ul IANOf'IAI 

CITES WORI(. OF W. I(.ORNHAUSER, - THE POL IT I CS OF MASS 
SOCIETy·. GLENCOE. ILLINOIS-- FREE PRESS. 1959. 

" ••• IN URBAN POPULATIONS THf. DEGREE OF POLITICAL. 
INVOL.VEMENT IS HIGHLY REL.ATED TO THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF GROUP 
MEMBERSHIPS WHICH A PERSON REPORTS." IP.131 AL.SO FOUND 
VERY LOW L.EVEL.S OF POLl TICAL INVOLVEMENT ANOHG U.S. FARI4ER. 
ALIENATION SCAL.E INDICATES THAT ALIENATION .....115/ ABOUT 
AS FREQUENT IN ONE RELIGIOUS. RACIAL. OR ECONOMIC GROUP 
AS ANOTHER." IP.llol HowEVER. ALIENATION DOES RELATE TO 
POLiTICAL INTEREST AND INVOLVEMENT .. THOSE WHO ARE MOST 
I NACTIVE ARE FREQUENTL.Y ALI ENATED. 

CITES D.E. STOI(.ES. POPULAR EVALUATIONS OF GOVER....ENT-
AN EMPIRICAL. ASSESSMENT IN HARLAN CLEVEL.AND AND HAROLD D. 
LASSWELL. eEDS.I. -ETHICS AND BIGNESS•• NEW YORK. HARPER. 
1962 • 
• 'IN THE UNITED STATES WHERE NEITHER CLASS NOR RELIGION IS 
THE BASIC DIMENSION OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO PARTIES. 
STRENGTH OF IDENTIFICATION Ii TH THE PARTIES THEMSELVES IS 
ASSOCIATED WITH POLITICAL. INfEREST. THE MOST STRONGL.Y 
PARTISAN INDIVIDUALS BEING THE MOST INVOLVED AND ACTIVE 
PART IC IPANTS." (P. U l 
THE I NTEREST GENERATED 8Y AN ELECT ION WILL DEPEND ON HOW 
LARGE THE DISCREPANCY IS BETWEEN WHAT THE EL.ECTORATE WANTS 

100010 : 
200020 1 
JOOOJO 
-OOO-O f 
_00050 
_00060 
_00010 
-00010 
-00090 
-00100 
-OOUO 
-00120 
-OOUO 
_001_0 
-ooao 
-00160 
-00170 
-00110 
-00190 

01700200 
01700210 
01700220 
01700230 
011002_0 
01100250 
01100260 
01100270 
02100210 
02100290 
02100300 
02100310 
02100320 
02100no 
021003"0 
02800HO 
0~800360

03700370 
037003110 
03700390 
037001000 
03700_10 
03800.,20 
03800_30 
03100"0 
03100_50 
0.. 700..0 
0_700_70 
01070010110 
0107001090 
010700500 
010700510 
05700.520 
OH00530 

used, changes and corrections in the data are easily made by 
replacing the card in error with a correct one. Errors cannot be 
corrected so readily when the information is represented by 
magnetized spots on a plastic ribbon. 
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The TRIAL system includes a special program for providing 
greater flexibility in editing abstracts after they have been put 
on tape. This program, which will not be discussed in detail here, 
provides for automatically inserting, replacing, or deleting whole 
abstracts or individual lines without handling the original cards. 
Because the cards had been numbered in tens instead of units 
when read onto tape, as many as nine new lines may be inserted 
between cards 00040 and 00050 by numbering the new ones in 
column 80, making them 00041, 00042, and so on.!" These 
sequence numbers are used only in editing operations and are not 
involved in search and retrieval functions. 

A search of the tape containing the abstracts is initiated when 
a card bearing information identifying the search is placed after 
the program deck.!" The information on this card only labels the 
printout for identification purposes. If a search were to be made 
for propositions about the effect of education on likelihood of 
voting, this card might be labeled, "SEARCH FOR EDUCA
TION AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION." 

As all instruction cards in TRIAL are virtually free of format 
restrictions, this label could begin anywhere on the card. The 
program only tells the machine to begin scanning in column 1 

for a non-blank column and to regard the contents of that column 
and the following 58 columns as the identifying label. The rna: 
chine considers the identification label terminated when it en
counters a comma, wherever it appears. Identifying information 
that extends past a comma, or is more than 59 columns in length, 
is ignored by the machine. 

The comma serves to end the identification label and to in
struct the machine to be alert for the designation of the card 
"classes" which the user intends to search for keywords. For 
example, let us assume that the user does want to search for 
findings or propositions relevant to the relationship between 
"education" and "political participation." The program itself is 
designed to permit searching any or all classes of input cards. In 
this example, however, the search probably would be made only 
within the "statement" cards, class 7. The machine would be in
structed to ignore the author, title, journal, summary, and elabor
ation cards and to search only the statement cards. 
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The search command is communicated to the computer by 
specifying within parentheses certain keywords and logical con
nections that must exist between the keywords in order for a 
statement to qualify for retrieval. After reading the code number 
or numbers of the card classes to be searched, the machine senses 
that it is receiving a search command when it reads a left paren
thesis. Because any given command may contain more than one 
combination of keywords arranged in a "nest" of parentheses, the 
machine continues to read until the number of right parentheses 
read equals the number of left ones. It will then evaluate the 
logic of the command, working outward from the innermost set 
of parentheses. 

The researcher or user of the system must specify the keywords 
he wants the machine to use in its search. In the example given, 
the words "education" and "political participation" would cer
tainly be used, but the search might also include "college," 
"school," "schooling," "vote," "voting," "turnout," and "involve
ment." All these possibilities can be incorporated in a TRIAL 
search by means of special word commands and logical operators. 

Merely enclosing a word within parentheses will involve that 
word in the searching process. Enclosing any word between 
slashes (e.g. , "j SCHOOL!") will define the first six characters 
of that word as the root word and will cause the machine to re
trieve any word containing the same combination of characters. 
The command "jSCHOOL!" therefore will retrieve "schooling" as 
well as "school." Joining any pair of words with an asterisk (e.g. , 
"POLITICALoPARTICIPATION") will define the words as a 
phrase and will cause the machine to search for exactly the same 
phrase. 

The real power of the search command lies in the use of stan
dard logical operators expressed on the punchcard as follows: 
.NOT. , .OR., and .AND. Perhaps the use of these operators can 
best be conveyed by constructing a sample command for the 
education and voting turnout search. Figure VIII-7 shows the 
command punched on cards. 

This command will cause the machine to select only those 
statements containing both one or more keywords specified with
in the first nest of parentheses and one or more keywords spe
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FIGURE V111-7
PUNCHCARDS PilEPARED FOR TRIAL SEARCH FOR PROPOSITIONS

OR FINDINGS ABOUT " EDUCATION" AND " P OLI TICAL PARTICIPATION"
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cified within the second nest. If the machine finds any statement 
of a proposition or finding that satisfies this logical combination 
of keywords, it will print out the statement and its supporting 
elaboration along with the summary of the study. A portion of 
the computer output produced in response to the above command 
is reproduced in Figure VIII-B. The dollar sign after the last right 

FIGURE VIII-B
TRIAL COMPUTER OUTPUT: INFORMATION RETIUEVED FROM THE

ABSTRACT IN FIGURE VIll-6 AFTER SEARCHING ACCORDING TO

THE COMMAND IN FIGURE VIll-7

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY TRiAl SEARCH 08/2"1t>.. PAGE 27 

CAMPBELL A 

THE PASSIvE CIT lleN. 

ACTA SOCIClCGICA, t> (1<110'1 9-21. 

PRORlEM-- INTERESTED IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL FACIORS 
INVOLVtD IN PASSIVE OR ACTIVE POLITICAL BEHAVIOR. "THE 
RULK OF THIS PAPER IS DEVOTED TO A CCNSIOERAlION OF THOSE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HiE ?~RSO~ ANL HIS ENVIRONMENI lfHICH "AY 
RE T.. OUG.. T r c UNCERlIE POllT ICAl PASSIVI lY." IPoiOI 
CONSIDeRS PE~SCNAlITY TRAITS. flASIC PReDISPOSITIONS, AND 
SHOll.I-tERM Arr ITUDES. . 

RE'iEARCH eES IGN-- NO St>ECInc RESEARC" DONE FCR T.. I S 
PARTICULAR IINAlYSIS. CITES MANY DIFFERENT" ARTICLES AND 
BOOKS l...'" THE SURJECT OF POll TICAL REHAVIOR. 

CLNCLUS 10Il/S-- lOG LI THE IS ","'OlfN "(.f THE flASIC 
PERSONALITY ••EEOS OF IHe ElECTORATE fCR IHE POll IICAL 
SCIE"'I lSI TO MAKE MUCH PROr-RtSS IN THIS AREA. THC MUST 
IMPORIANr PASIC PREDISPOSITION'i ARE SOCIAL OETACHMENI AND 
POL IT I CAL All E~AlION. SHORT-H:RM ATT I TUDES ARE CONSTANfL Y 
CHANGIr.G. 

STATEMENT UF PRCPUSI flON ••• 

..... THE RELAtiONSHIP !3[TWEeN OUR MEASURE OF PERSONAL 
EFfECTlv,,'lESS A-.e THE PERSUN'S EXPRESSION (Jf DEGREE OF 
INVOLVEMH,T IN POlitiCS IS MUCH HIGH~R A"orIG PEOPLE OF 
LIMITED fr.RMAL ECUCATIO',i THA.... I I IS AMr:NG THOC;~ OF COllEGE 
TRAINING." 11'.111 

CITES IIRtlClE BY E. DOUVA~ AND A.M. WALHR, THt: 
SENSE CF EFFECtiVENESS IN PUqllC AfFAIRS, -PSYCHULOGICAL 
MONOl>RAPHS=, 70, NC. 22, 19""-- 1-19. 

STATEMENT (JF PROPOS IT ION ••• 

"PERHAPS rH~ SUREST SINGLE PREDICTOR (,f POllIICAl 
INVOLVEMENT IS NUMflER OF YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCAtiON." 
11'.201 

"EDUCATIONAL LEVELS ARE RISING AND lflll RISE MUCH 
FURTHER. 1-. TIME TIllS TRf:ND loI11L CHA~GE THE CHARACTER OF 
THE ElECTORAlE, INCREASING ITS CAPACITY TO COMPREHlNO 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS Af.lD ITS CDNCEi(N .00TH THEM." 11'.211 
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parenthesis on the punchcards in Figure VIII-7 starts the machine 
looking for another identification label for the next search com
mand. Many different searches can be made during one run on 
the computer. 

There is no guarantee that the TRIAL system offers the best 
approach to the problem of managing information in political 
science literature. But it does have potential and deserves to be 
considered by those who sense a close fit between its capabilities 
and their needs. The long-range usefulness of a system like this 
can be judged only by the experiences of a variety of scholars. 
In any case , instructing political scientists in the use of this par
ticular system is far less important than introducing them to the 
whole range of possibilities in computer processing of political 
science information. 

NOTES 

1 Robert C. North, Ole R. Holsti, M. George Zaninovich, and Dina A. 
Zinnes, Content Analysis (Evanston: Northwestern University Press , 
1963), Chapter 8. The original article describing the computer pro
gram was by Philip J. Stone , Robert F. Bales; J. Zvi Namenwirth, 
and Daniel M. Ogilvie, "The General Inquirer: A Computer System 
for Content Analysis and Retrieval Based on the Sentence as a Unit 
of Information," Behavioral Science, 7 (October, 1962) , 484-98. 

2 Erwin K. Scheuch and Philip J. Stone , "The General Inquirer Ap
proach to an International Retrieval System for Survey Archives ," 
Am erican Behavioral Scientist, 7 (June, 1964), 23-28. 

::I Ralph L. Bisco, "Information Retrieval from Data Archives : The 
ICPR System," ibid., 45-48. 

4 Donald Morrison, "Indexing the Human Relations Area Files," ibid., 
48-50 . 

5 Jean-Claude Gardin, "A European Research Program in Document 
Retrieval," ibid., 12-16. 

6 Eugene Garfield, "Citation Indexing: A Natural Science Literature 
Retrieval System for the Social Sciences," ibid., 58-61. 

7 A more extensive discussion of these applications can be found in 
Kenneth Janda, Information Retrieval: Applications to Political 
Science (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1968). 

8 The discussion of keyword indexing is reprinted with slight revision 
and some additions from Kenneth Janda, "Keyword Indexes for the 
Behavioral Sciences," American Behavioral Scientist, 7 (June, 1964), 
55-58. 
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l) The earliest application of keyword indexing by computers to be 
published seems to have been the IBM bibliography, "Literature on 
Information Retrieval and Machine Translation," September, 1958. 
H. P. Luhn discussed the indexing technique in "Keyword-in-Context 
Index for Technical Literature (KWIC Index) ," IBM Advanced 
Systems Development Division Report RC-127, August, 1959. Chem
ical Titl es, which appeared in 1960 , seems to have been the first 
published application of KWIC indexing outside of the computing 
industry. Various keyword indexing programs for computers are now 
in operation across the country. A thorough discussion of one such 
program for the popular IBM 1401 computing system is contained in 
"Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) Indexing Program for the IBM 1401 
Data Processing System," Reference Code 1401-CR-02X (White 
Plains, N.Y.: International Business Machines, 1963). Professor 
James S. Aagaard of Northwestern University's Department of Elec
trical Engineering has written a general keyword indexing program 
called BIDAP. See his "BIDAP: A Bibliographic Data Processing 
Program for Keyword Indexing," American Behavioral Scientist, 10 

(February, 1967),24-27. 
I°Kenneth Janda (ed.) , Cumulative Index to the American Political 

Science Review (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964). 
This index was processed on an IBM 709 computer with the 
EIKWIC program formerly in use at Northwestern University. Dr. 
Evron M. Kirkpatrick, Executive Director of the American Political 
Science Association, arranged for the Association's financial support 
of the indexing project. Miss Louise Cowen, Supervisor of the North
western University Computing Center, extended many kindnesses 
during both the sponsored and unsponsored phases of the project. 

11There is no practical limit to the number of authors, length of titles, 
or amount of publication information that can be recorded on punch
cards for input to the computer. Additional cards within a given 
"author," "title," or "source" classification can be used as needed. 
The standard format for recording bibliographic information on 
punchcards for keyword indexing is given in the IBM General In
formation Manual E20-8091, "Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) Index
ing." 

12See C. W. Hanson's review of a KWIC publication in the Journal of 
Documentation, 19 (September, 1963) , 137-38. 

13B. B. Lane, "Key Words in-and out of-Context," Special Libraries 
(January, 1964), pp. 45-46. 

14Donald H . Kraft, "A Comparison of Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) 
Indexing of Titles with a Subject Heading Classification System," 
American Documentation, 15 (January, 1964),48-52. Kraft's analysis 
of 3,248 entries in an issue of The Ind ex to Legal Periodicals and an 
issue of Th e Index to Legal Theses and Research Projects disclosed 
that 89.5% had titles judged suitable for keyword indexing. 
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15A computer-generated cumulative index has been prepared by Mur
ray A. Straus and Susanne C. Graham for Marriage and Family Liv
ing, volumes 1 to 24 (1939-1962). A comprehensive KWIC index 
to publications in the field of social welfare from 1924 to 1962 
has been prepared by Joe R. Hoffer, Executive Secretary of the 
National Conference on Social Welfare. The social welfare index 
has both cumulative and bibliographical characteristics, as does 
Th e Index to Legal Theses and Research Projects, first prepared 
with the use of a computer in 1962. 

16Current State Legislation Index (American Bar Foundation, Indian
apolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, beginning publication in 1962). 

17This discussion is extracted from Lester W. Milbrath and Kenneth 
Janda, "Computer Applications to Abstraction, Storage, and Re
covery of Propositions from Political Science Literature," a paper 
delivered at the 1964 Annual Meeting of the American Political 
Science Association, Chicago. 

18Note that this is similar to the complete sequence coding discussed in 
Chapter V, page 143. 

19The TRIAL programs were originally written in MAP-a machine
oriented programming language for the IBM 709-by Mr. William 
Tetzlaff. They have since been rewritten in FORTRAN for the CDC 
6400 by Mr. Donald Dillaman, of Northwestern University's Vogel
back Computing Center, with the assistance of Mrs. Lorraine Bor
man. 



APPENDIX A-I COUNTY ELECTION RETURNS 

This study (31) contains county election returns for selected offices, 
an estimate of the total eligible electorate, percentage of total vote 
won by each of the major parties, plurality difference in percentage 
points, and percentage turnout in election. 

Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

1-2 State identification code: 12 (Indiana) 

3-4 Study code: 31 (County-by-county election returns) 

5-7 County identification number: 001 to 092, numbered alpha
betically 

8-9 Office for which votes are recorded: 01 President 
02 U. S. Congressman 
03 Governor 
04 Secretary of State 
05 

°06 
Prosecuting Attorney 
State Senator 

e 07 State Representative 

10-12 "Legislative district in which the county is located; these 
columns are blank except for office codes "06" and "01" . 

13 "Urban-rural code of the legislative district; these columns 
are blank except for office codes "06" and "01". (See code 
for column 68 in Study 10, Appendix A-3.) 

14-17 "Legislator's identification number assigned to victorious can
didate in the election; these columns are blank except for of
fice codes "06" and "01". 

18-21 The year in which the election was held 

22-29 Total eligible electorate in the county : For 1950 and 1960, 
calculated as the population 21 and over. For the 1920, 1930 , 
and 1940 censuses, calculated as native-born population 21 
and over plus naturalized citizens. Straight-line interpola
tions were made for inter-census years. 
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30-36 Vote cast for Republican candidate 

37-43 Vote cast for Democratic candidate 

44-50 Other vote 

51-55 Republican percentage of total vote cast 

56-60 Democratic percentage of total vote cast 

61-65 Percentage of vote cast for other parties 

66-70 Plurality difference between percentages of 
by the two major parties 

votes captured' 

71-75 Percentage turnout in election: calculated by dividing total 
vote for all parties by the total eligible electorate 

76 Outcome of election: r-Democratic candidate won unopposed 
z-Democratic candidate won a plurality 

of votes 
3-Tie election 
4-Republican candidate won a plurality 

of votes 
5-Republican candidate won unopposed 

Availability of Data: Offices and Election Years 

01 President: available for all Presidential elections from 1924 to 
1960 

02 Congressman: available for all elections from 1924 to 1960 

03 Governor: The Governor of Indiana is elected at Presidential 
elections; availability of data is the same 

04 Secretary of State: Indiana's Secretary of State is elected for 
a two-year term; available for all elections from 1924 to 
1960 

05 Prosecuting Attorney: Prosecuting Attorneys were elected for 
a two-year term until 1954, when their terms were extended 
to four years; data available from 1924 to 1954 and for 1958 

06 State Senators: Approximately half the State Senators are 
elected at each general election for a four-year term; data 
available from 1922 to 1960 

07 State Representatives: elected for a two-year term; data avail
able from 1924 to 1960 



APPENDIX A-2 POLITICAL VARIABLES FOR 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS 

The Dimensionality of Nations Project is designed to study the di
mensions of variations of 82 nations across 236 economic, political, 
social , and cultural characteristics and the standing of each nation on 
each of the resulting dimensions. The principal investigator of the 
DON Project is Professor R. J. Rummel, now at the University of 
Hawaii. The main publication of the project will be Dimensions of 
Nations (forthcoming). The data for all nations and all variables can 
be obtained through the Inter-University Consortium for Political 
Research. Only the codes for the fifteen "political" variables are given 
below. 

Variable Name and 
Number Cod e Information 

FREEDOM OF o Political opposition not permitted; groups 
OPPOSITION, not allowed to organize for political action 

#65 (e.g. , interest groups, political parties) 
1 Restricted political opposition allowed 

(groups free to organize in politics, but 
oppositional role limited and they may not 
campaign for control of government) 

2 Political opposition mostly unrestricted 
(groups can organize for political action 
and may campaign for control of govern
ment) 

Data sources : Statesman's Yearbook , 1955 
and 1956 ; Th e Worldmark Encyclopedia of 
the Nations, 1960; Political Handbook and 
Atlas of th e World, 1955 and 1956. Rating 
of the nations is for 1955. 
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VOTING SYSTEM, 
#66 

POLITICAL 
CENTRALIZATION, 

#67 

o No voting at all
1 Plebescite-type voting only , with single par

ty and no effective primary 
2 Single party with effective primary 
3 Multi -party system with ban on extreme 

parties 
4 Multi-party system without limitation on 

parties 

Data sources: See variable #65. 

The code value consists of the sum of the fol
lowing two ratings, whose wording and cate
gories are formulated in terms of the classifica
tions in the data source given below. 

Centralization in municipalities 
o Council and executive appointed by higher 

units, or council indirectly elected and ex
ecutive appointed from above 

1 Council indirectly elected and executive 
appointed or elected by council, or council 
directly elected but executive appointed 
from above; or council indirectly elected or 
appointed from above while executive is 
popularly elected 

2 Council directly elected and executive elec
ted by councilor people, or appointed by 
council 

Centralization in intermediate governm ental 
structures 
o Council advisory and appointed or elected 

indirectly and executive elected by council 
or appointed from above, or there is no 
council and the executive is appointed 

1 Council advisory and elected and executive 
appointed from above, or executive elected 
by people and council appointed from above 

2 Council directly elected and governing au
thority and executive appointed or elected 
by councilor people 
Data source: Samuel Humes and Eileen M. 
Martin, Structure of Local Governments 
Throughout the World (The Hague: M. 
Nijhoff, 1961). 



FEDERALIST
UNITARY, 

#68 

TAX REVENUE 
FROM INCOME 
AND WEALTH 
DIVIDED BY 

TOTAL REVENUE, 
#69 

CUSTOMS TAX 
REVENUE 

DIVIDED BY 
REVENUE, 

#70 

PRESS 
CENSORSHIP, 

#71 
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o Country has a federal government system 
1 Country has a unitary government system 

Data sources: See variables #65 and #67. 
Federal and unitary governments are dis
tinguished by the existence or nonexistence 
of a constitutional division of powers be
tween central and local governments. 

Actual amounts were entered in the cards. 
Revenue from income and wealth includes 
"mainly general and specific taxes on individual 
and corporate income, excess profits taxes, 
stamp duties on dividends, death and gift 
taxes, etc." (United Nations Statistical Year
book, 1957, p. 517) Total revenue refers to 
the "total receipts" figures in the national ac
count tables. Grants received from foreign gov
ernments, and "proceeds of loans and surpluses 
from previous years" are excluded from this 
total. Domestic currency figures were used in 
calculating the ratio. 

Data source: United Nations Statistical 
Yearbook, 1959, Table 178, pp. 492-539. 

Customs tax refers to the import and export 
duties classified in the receipts section of the 
national account tables in the United Nations 
Statistical Yearbook. See variable #69 for the 
definition of "revenue." Domestic currency fig
ures were used in calculating the ratio. 

Data source: The same as for variable 
#69. 

o Complete or fairly complete censorship of 
news 

1 Some censorship of news 
2 No censorship, other than usual laws about 

libel and the controlling of news of a na
tional security nature. 
Data sources: Ratings are based on a United 
Press survey of censorship conditions 
around the world as of December, 1954, 
published in The New York Times, January 
9, 1955· The Worldmark Encyclopedia of 
the Nations (1960) was also consulted. 
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LEGALITY OF
GOVERNMENT

CHANGE,
#72

LEGITIMACY 
OF PRESENT 

GOVERNMENT, 
#73 

TENURE OF 
LAST TWO 

GOVERNMENTS, 
#74 

o Last and present government came into 
being through non-legal means (e .g., il
legal elections, revolutions), or if there has 
been only one government since independ
ence, present government came into being 
illegally 

1 Last or present government came into be
ing through non-legal means, or if there 
has been only one government since inde
pendence, present government came into 
power legally 

2 Last and present government came into be
ing through legal means 

Data sources: Government refers to the ex
ecutive head of the government; legality 
refers to the constitutional provisions for 
transferring power, or in the absence of a 
constitution, the traditional practice of a 
country (e.g., hereditary transference of 
power). Rating is for 1955. These sources 
were consulted: The Worldmark Encyclo
pedia of Nations (1960); The Statesman's 
Yearbook; Political Handbook and Atlas of 
the World; and Britannica Book of the 
Year. 

o Present government came into being 
through means other than revolution 

1 Present government came into being 
through revolution 

Data sources: See variable #72. The dis
tinction between the variables is that the 
concern here is with only the present gov
ernment and with only revolutionary means 
of power transference. Rating is for 1955. 

Actual number of years entered in the cards. 
Data refer to the average tenure of the last two 
governments. "Government" is defined as the 
executive head. The present government is 
counted only if it has been in office for four 
years or more. 

Data sources: See variable #72. Rating is 
for 1955. 
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DEFENSE 
EXPENDITURES 

DIVIDED BY GNP, 
#75 

AMOUNT OF 
GOVERNMENT 

EXPENDITURES 
DIVIDED BY GNP, 

#76 

Actu al amounts are entered in the cards. "De
fense expenditures" includes total current and 
capital outlays. They are generally budgeted 
figures for fiscal years ending in 1955 and are 
given in domestic currency. GNP (gross na
tional product) is based on the total value of 
goods and services produced in a country in a 
year's time . 

Data sources: The "defense" classification 
in the national account tables in the Unit ed 
Nations Statistical Yearbook, 1959, Table 
178, pp. 492-539. Other sources for defense 
expenditures: Moody's Municipal and Gov
ernme nt Manual; Statesman's Yearbook; 
and the Yale University Data Program. 
GNP figures were acquired from the Inter
national Cooperation Administration as re
ported in a U.S. Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee working paper prepared by the 
Research Center in Economic Development 
and Cultural Change of the University of 
Chicago, Th e Role of Foreign Aid in th e 
Development of Other Countries (Wash
ington: Government Printing Office, 1957); 
and from Norton Ginsburg, Atlas of Eco
nomic Dev elopment (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press , 1961) , p. 16. 

Actual amounts are entered in the cards. Gov
ernment expenditures refer to the budgeted 
current and capital outlays of the national 
government. Redemption of debt is excluded 
as are also certain capital transfers. Grants to 
foreign governments are included. Domestic 
currency figures were used in calculating the 
ratios . 

Data sources: Government expenditure fig
ures were taken from the national accounts 
tables in the United Nations Statistical 
Yearbook , 1959, p. 490. Sources of defense 
expenditures are the same as for variable 
#75. 
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GOVERNMENT 
REVENUE 

DIVIDED BY 
GOVERNMENT 

EXPENDITURES, 
#77 

NUMBER OF 
POLITICAL 

PARTIES, 
#78 

POLITICAL 
DEVELOPMENT, 

#78a 

Actual amounts entered in the cards. See vari
ables #69 and #76 for definitions, year, and 
sources of revenue and expenditure data, re
spectively. Ratio was calculated using domestic 
currency figures. 

Counted as given in the data sources. Parties 
with a membership less than 1% of the popula
tion were not counted. 

Data sources: Statesman's Yearbook, 1956; 
Political Handbook and Atlas of the World, 
1956; and The Worldmark Encyclopedia of 
the Nations (1960). 

A rating given in the source below and based 
on party competitiveness in the legislature and 
executive responsibility within a multi-party 
system for the years 1940-1960. A low rating 
indicates low political development. 

Data source: Phillips Cutright, "National 
Political Development: Measurement and 
Analysis," American Sociological" Review, 
28 (April, 1963), 253-64. The ratings of 
77 countries in this article were used by 
the project through the courtesy of Phillips 
Cutright. 



APPENDIX A-3 BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
ON STATE LEGISLATORS 

The information contained on the cards in these decks (1 for House 
members and 2 for Senate members) refers to personal data about 
individual legislators and designates the specific sessions since 1925 
in which each legislator served. (These codes were constructed sev
eral years ago for "counter-sorter" data processing. Consequently, 
they do not conform to the coding suggestions in Chapter V.) 

Card 
Column 
Number CATALOG OF CONTENTS 

1-2 State identification code: 12 (Indiana) 

3-4 Study code: 10 (Legislative Personnel Study) 

5 Deck number: 1 (House members) 
2 (Senate members) 

6-10 Legislator's identifying number 

11-12 Legislative district the man represented 

13-14 Number of sessions he served in legislature 

15-16 Number of sessions he served in this chamber at any time 

17-18 Number of sessions he served in this chamber beginning with 
192 5 

19-20 His first session in legislature 

21-22 His first session in this chamber 

23-24 His last session in this chamber 

25 1925 session : membership status in terms of legislative service 

26 His status during next session of legislature 

27 1927 session: membership status in terms of legislative service 
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28 His status during next session of legislature 

! 
59 1959 session: membership status in terms of legislative service 

60 Status during next session of legislature 

61 1961 session: membership status in terms of legislative service 

62 Status during next session of legislature 

63 1963 session: membership status in terms of legislative service 

64 Status during next session of legislature 

65 Legislator's experience in other chamber of legislature 

66 His continuity of service in this chamber 

67 Cause of his final retirement from this chamber 

68 Urban-rural category into which his district falls 

69 Number of counties in legislator's district 

70 Number of members elected from that district 

71-72 Year of birth 

73 Age category into which legislator falls at entry into legisla
ture 

74 Age category into which legislator falls at entry into this 
chamber 

75 Age category into which legislator falls at last session in 
chamber 

76 Occupation of legislator 

77 Educational background 

78 Religious affiliation 

79 Party affiliation 

80 Flag column - irregularities in legislative service which re
quire special attention 

Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

6-10 Legislator's identifying number: These numbers, which are 
different for House and Senate members, are used through
out the Studies of the Data Library to identify individuals 
who have served in the Indiana legislature. 
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

11-12 Legislative district the man represented: This is a two digit 
code referring to House and Senate legislative districts. The 
House and Senate district codes are not the same . 

13-14 Number of sessions he served in the legislature: This includes 
the total number of sessions the legislator served in both 
houses, up to and including his last session in this chamber. 
If he served in the other chamber after retiring from this one, 
that post-chamber service is not added to this total. 

15-16 Number of sessions he served in this chamber at any time 

17-18 Number of sessions he seved in this chamber, beginning with 
192 5 

19-20 His first session in the legislature: This column contains the 
last two digits of the year in which he served his first session 
in the legislature, either chamber. Therefore, if he served his 
first session in 1925 - 25 is entered in these columns. 

21-22 His first session in this chamber: (last two digits of year) 

23-24 His last session in this chamber: (last two digits of year) 

!
25 1925 session: membership status in terms of legislative 

service: 
o The man was not a member of this chamber during this 

session. 
1 He was a member and was in his first session of service. 

63 

!
2 He was a member with one previous session of experience,

and that experience may have been in either chamber.
3 He was a member with two previous sessions of experience,

etc. Therefore, this is his 3rd session in the legislature.

!
4 He was a member in his 4th session of the legislature. 
5 He was a member in his 5th session of the legislature. 
6 He was a member in his 6th session of the legislature. 
7 He was a member in his 7th session of the legislature. 
8 He was a member in his 8th session of the legislature. 

!
9 He was a member of this chamber during this session and 

was serving at least his 9th session. He may have had more 
than eight previous sessions of experience. If concerned 
about this possibility, refer to column 80, which contains a 
code designed to flag all such occurrences. 

This code is used in ALL columns catalogued "membership 
status in terms of legislative service"-the odd-numbered ones 
from 25-63. 
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Card
Column
Number

26 

!
64 

!
!
65 

66 

Cont ents of Columns 

His status during the next session of the legislature: 
0 Not applicable; he was not a member of this chamber this 

session 
1 He returned to this chamber to serve in the next session 
2 He served in the other chamber the next session 
3 He was defeated in the primary election for the House 
4 He was defeated in the general election for the House 
5 He was defeated in the primary election for the Senate 
6 He was defeated in the general election for the Senate 
7 He did not return to this chamber, but the reason that he 

did not return is not given here 
8 He died or resigned 
9 He was in the most recent session of this chamber. Statuses 

during the next have not yet been determined 

This code is used in ALL columns catalogued "status during 
the next session of the legislature"-the even-numbered ones 
from 26-64. 

Legislator's experience in the other chamber of the legisla
ture: 
1 All the man's service was in this chamber 
2 He served in the other chamber prior to his first session in 

this one 
3 He served in the other chamber after his first session in this 

one but before his last session in this one 
4 He served in the other chamber after his last session in this 

one 
5 Both 2 and 3 are true 
6 Both 2 and 4 are true 
7 Both 3 and 4 are true 
8 2, 3, and 4 are all true 

His continuity of service in this chamber: 
1 His service in this chamber was continuous; he had no 

layouts 
2 His service in this chamber was interrupted by 1 layout 
3 His service in this chamber was interrupted by 2 layouts 
4 His service in this chamber was interrupted by 3 layouts 
5 His service in this chamber was interrupted by 4 or more 

layouts 
A layout is defined as an absence from the chamber for one 
or more sessions. Only absences occurring since 1925 have 
been counted. 
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Card
Column
Number

67 

68 

Contents of Columns 

Cause of his final retirement from this chamber: 
2 He left to serve in the other chamber the next session 
3 He was defeated in the primary election for the House 
4 He was defeated in the general election for the House 
5 He was defeated in the primary election for the Senate 
6 He was defeated in the general election for the Senate 
7 He did not return to this chamber, but the reason that he 

did not return is not given here 
8 He died or resigned 
9 He was in the most recent session of this chamber. He has 

not retired. 

Urban-rural category of his legislative district: specific to 
Indiana 
1 All districts which contain Indianapolis; always more than 

50% of the population was in Indianapolis. 
2 All districts which contain Fort Wayne; always more than 

50% of the population was in Fort Wayne. 
3 All districts which contain Lake County; always more than 

80% of the population was in the Chicago urbanized area 
and always more than 50% in the 3 cities of Gary, Ham
mond, and East Chicago. 

4 All districts which contain South Bend; always more than 
50% of the population was in South Bend. 

5 All districts which contain Evansville; always more than 
50% of the population was in Evansville. 

Code numbers 6 and 7 are applied to districts which con
tain all cities of the state (other than Fort Wayne, South 
Bend-Mishawaka, Evansville, and the cities in Lake Coun
ty) which were second or third class cities under all three 
censuses from 1930-1950 (i.e., they had 20,000 or more 
population). These cities: 

Anderson Lafayette Muncie 
Elkhart Richmond New Albany 
Kokomo Michigan City Terre Haute 

Marion 

6 Code 6 applies to the districts which have more than 50% 
of their population living in one of these cities. In all dis
tricts except House Dist. 68, more than 50% of the popula
tion was in the city under all three censuses. (House Dist. 
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

68-Tippecanoe-Warren-had 50% of its population in La
fayette for only two census periods.) 

7 Code 7 applies to all remaining districts which contain any 
of the cities in the above list. In all cases for all three cen
suses, less than 50% of the district's population was in the 
city. 

8 Districts having a city that was 10,000 or more at some 
time during the period, but never as big as 20,000; and at 
no time was 50% of the population in cities as big as 5,000. 

9 Districts that at no time had a city as big as 10,000 pop
ulation, and at no time was as much as 50% of the popula
tion in cities as big as 5,000. 

o Districts not falling into any of the above categories. 

69 Number of counties in legislator's district 

70 Number of members elected from that district
lOne member district
2 Two member district
3 Three member district
5 Five member district
9 Eleven member district

71-72 Year of birth : last two digits of the year of birth 

73 Age category into which legislator falls at entry into legisla
ture; use code below 

74 Age category into which legislator falls at entry into this 
chamber: 
o No information
1 21 to 29 years old
2 30 to 34 years old
3 35 to 39 years old
4 40 to 44 years old
5 45 to 49 years old
6 50 to 54 years old
7 55 to 59 years old
8 60 to 69 years old
9 70 years old or more

75 Age category into which legislator falls at last session in this 
chamber: 
o No information
1 21 to 29 years old
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Card 
Column 
Number 

76 

77 

78 

Contents of Columns 

2 30 to 39 years old 
3 40 to 44 years old 
4 45 to 49 years old 
5 50 to 54 years old 
6 55 to 59 years old 
7 60 to 64 years old 
8 65 to 69 years old 
9 70 years old or more 

Occupation of legislator : 
o No information 
1 Attorney 
2 Farmer, livestock owner, bee-keeper, etc. 
3 Insurance and real estate agent 
4 Merchant, contractor, small businessman, advertising man, 

manufacturer, and industrialist 
5 Laborer (includes union officials, machinists, tradesmen, 

etc.) 
6 Salesman, clerk, and white collar worker 
7 Newspaperman, editor, publisher, radio 
8 Professional man other than lawyer and newspaperman: 

includes teachers and educational administrators, doctors, 
veterinarians, engineers, accountants, etc. 

9 Not otherwise classified 

Educational background: 
o No information 
1 He did not attend high school 
2 He attended high school but did not graduate 
3 He graduated from high school but did not go further 
4 He attended college but did not get a four year degree 
5 He received a four year college degree or equivalent 
6 He did not go to college but we do not know where he 

stopped before that 
7 He attended high school and may have graduated 
8 He at least graduated from high school and may have 

gone further 
9 He at least attended college and may have a four year 

degree 

Religious affiliation: 
o No information
1 Catholic: Roman Catholic, etc.
2 Methodist: M.E., Meth., i st Methodist, etc.
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Card 
Column 
Number 

79 

80 

Cont ents of Columns 

3 Christian: Christian Church, Congregational, Disciples of 
Christ, Church of Christ, etc. 

4 Baptist: Primitive Baptist, Missionary Baptist, etc. 
5 Presbyterian 
6 Lutheran: Evangelical Lutheran, German Lutheran, etc. 
7 German Anabaptist: United Brethren, Evangelical United 

Brethren, E.U.B., Church of the Brethren, Dunkers, etc .
8 Episcopalian
9 Not otherwise classified

Party affiliation: 
1 Democrat 
2 Republican 

Flag column-irregularities in legislative service which require 
special attention: 
o No irregularities (all the information about this man can 

be recorded with use of appropriate digits in appropriate 
columns) . 

1 This man's length of service in the legislature exceeded 
nine sessions before he retired from the chamber. Thus, 
his "membership status in terms of legislative service" col
umn (odd-numbered columns from 25 to 63) will repeat 
the digit "9" for those sessions in which he had more than 
9 sessions' experience. 

2 The man held more than nine chairmanships in this cham
ber since 1925 (this code is for use in conjunction with 
another deck of the Legislative Personnel Study). 

3 The man did not always represent the same district in the 
legislature. Thus, the district code given for columns 11-12 

might not be the correct code for a particular session. 
Columns 68-70 may also be affected by this, for they re
flect the characteristics of the district given in columns 11

12. Thus, these columns (68-70) may not apply for the 
particular session when the man represents a district dif
ferent from that which is given in columns 11-12. In gen
eral, the practice used in recording has been to give the 
district in which he last served as his district number in 
columns 11-12. 

4 Both 1 and 2 are true in regard to this man. 
5 This man changed party affiliation; his later party is 

recorded. 



APPENDIX A-4 ROLL CALL VOTING 

These cards contain the voting positions taken by each legislator on 
every "contested" roll call vote which occurred in the chamber of 
service. (A contested roll call vote is defined as any vote on which at 
least 10% of the membership of the chamber is recorded voting "yes" 
and at least 10% is recorded voting "no.") 

Card 
Column 
Number CATALOG OF CONTENTS 

1-2 State Identification Code: 12 (Indiana) 

3-4 Study Code: 11 (Roll Call Votes Recorded for House 
Members) 

12 (Roll Call Votes Recorded for Senate 
Members) 

5-6 Session of Legislature: last two digits of the year of session 

7 Set Identification Number: the particular group of roll call 
votes which have been recorded for the above session 

8-10 Identification of the particular legislator whose voting posi
tions have been recorded on a given card 

11-12 The legislative district the above man represented in legisla
ture 

13 His party affiliation 

14 His occupation 

15 The urban-rural nature of the legislative district that he 
represented 

t 
16 The voting positions assumed by the legislator on every "con

tested" roll call vote which occurred in the chamber of service. 
Each column from #16 to #80 contains the results of his 
vote on a specific roll call vote. The same column is used to 
record the vote of all Senators or Representatives for a par
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80 

Card
Column
Number

7 

8-10 

11-12 

13 

ticular measure voted on in the appropriate chamber. Col
umns 5-6 and column 7 aid in identifying which specific vote 
is recorded in which column. For example, in the 1949 House 
session all the cards of, say, set #1 may contain the vote on 
a highway bill in , say, column #37. Thus, for that particular 
year and set , column # 37 will record the votes of all repre
sentatives with reference to that particular bill . Which spe
cific roll call vote is recorded in which column can only be 
known with reference to a listing of the "contested" votes and 
their card locations. 

Cont ents of Columns 

Set Identification Number: the particular group of roll call 
votes which have been recorded for a legislative session: 
1 The first group of contested roll call votes occurring in a 

given session of the legislature. (As the legislature proceeds 
in its daily activities and as "contested" roll call votes de
velop, these votes are recorded in order of their occurrence 
-beginning with column # 16 on Set # 1. After 65 such 
votes have been recorded in columns #16-80, the end of 
the card is reached and it becomes necessary to begin a 
second set , Set #2, which is then used to record an addi
tional 65 contested roll call votes before another set is 
needed.) 

2 The second group of contested roll call votes . (refer!to the above explanation) 

o The tenth group ... . (a total of 650 roll call votes can be 
recorded for a single session with the use of this code) 

Identification of the particular legislator whose voting posi
tions have been recorded on a given card: This identification 
code is the same as that used in Study 10, Appendix A-3. 
These numbers are different for House and Senate members. 

The legislative district the above man represented in the 
legislature: This is a two digit code referring to House and 
Senate legislative districts. 

His party affiliation:
1 Democrat
2 Republican
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Card
Column
Number

14 

15 

16 

80 

Contents of Columns 

His occupation : 
o No information 
1 Attorney 
2 Farmer, livestock owner, bee-keeper, etc. 
3 Insurance and real estate agent 
4 Merchant, contractor, small businessman, advertising man , 

manufacturer, and industrialist 
5 Laborer (includes union officials , machinists , tr adesmen , 

etc.) 
6 Salesman, clerk, and white collar worker 
7 Newspaperman, editor, publisher, radio 
8 Professional man other than lawyer and newspaperman: 

includes teachers and educational administrators, doctors, 
veterinarians, engineers , accountants , etc. 

9 Not otherwise classified 

The urban-rural nature of the legislative district he repre
sents: (see code for column 68 in Study 10, Appendix A-3) 

The voting positions assumed by the legislator on every "con
tested" roll call vote which occurred in the chamber of 
service: 

1 The legislator voted yes on this roll call vote. 
2 The legislator voted no on this roll call vote. 
3 The legislator was not recorded as voting on this particular 

roll call vote. 
Any number which is not a 1 or a 2 is to be interpreted as 
a 3. It had been tried to record a condition for not voting, 
such as "excused," "present, but not voting," etc., but it 
was learned that the official Indiana Journals were not con
sistent in their reporting of these conditions. Therefore, it 
is safer to disregard these more subtle categories and treat 
all digits which are not a "1" or a "2" as a "3"-indicative 
of a simple "not voting" condition. 





APPENDIX A-5 COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 

These cards contain, along with other relevant information concern
ing legislators, the committee assignments of each member of a given 
legislative session. 

Card 
Column 
Number CATALOG OF CONTENTS 

1-2 State Identification Code: 12 (Indiana)

3-4 Study Code: 13 (Committee Assignments of Legislators)

5-6 Session of Legislature : last two digits of year of session

7 Legislative chamber to which the legislator belongs 

8-10 Identification of the particular legislator whose committee 
assignments have been recorded for this session 

11-12 Legislative district represented by the above man 

13 His party affiliation 

14 His occupation 

15 The urban-rural nature of the legislative district that he 
represented 

16 His education 

17 His length of service in legislature, including this session 

18 His status during next session of legislature 

19 The positions of authority he held in the committee structure 

20 Total number of committees of which he was a member 

21 The committee assignments of the legislator in a legislative 

!
chamber with N committees. (N may range up to 60.) For 
each chamber in each legislative session , a specific column 
has been used to record membership on a given committee. 
Beginning with column 21 , the committees have been as
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signed to the columns in sequential order in accordance with 
their alphabetical listing in the back of the official Journal. 
The numbers of these columns containing the membership of 
a given committee are identical to the code numbers used to 
identify the committees in the Legislative History Study, 
#43-Appendix A-6. Thus, a bill referred to committee #33 
on that Study will have been sent to the committee identified 
by column #33 in this Study. 

Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

7 The legislative chamber to which the legislator belongs: 
1 House 
2 Senate 

8-10 Identification of the particular legislator whose committee 
assignments have been recorded for this session: This iden
tification code is the same as that used in Study 10, Appen
dix A-3. 

11-12 The legislative district the above man represented in the 
legislature: This is a two digit code referring to House and 
Senate legislative districts. 

13 His party affiliation:
1 Democrat
2 Republican

14 His occupation: 
o No information 
1 Attorney 
2 Farmer, livestock owner, bee-keeper, etc. 
3 Insurance and real estate agent 
4 Merchant, contractor, small businessman, advertising, man

ufacturer, and industrialist 
5 Laborer (includes union officials, machinists, tradesmen, 

etc.) 
6 Salesman, clerk, and white collar worker 
7 Newspaperman, editor, publisher, radio 
8 Professional man other than lawyer and newspaperman: 

includes teachers and educational administrators, doctors, 
veterinarians, engineers, accountants, etc. 

9 Not otherwise classified 
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

17 His length of service in the legislature including this session: 
1 This is his first session in the legislature 
2 This is his second session in the legislature 

9 This is at least his 9th session in the legislature; he may 
have served more than 9 sessions. 

18 His status during the next session of the legislature: 
1 He returned to this chamber the next session 
2 He served in the other chamber the next session 
3 He was defeated in the primary election for the House 
4 He was defeated in the general election for the House 
5 He was defeated in the primary election for the Senate 
6 He was defeated in the general election for the Senate 
7 He did not return to the legislature, and the reason that he 

did not return is unknown 
8 He died or resigned 
9 He is serving in a current session and status for the next 

session cannot be determined 

19 The positions of authority he held in the committee structure: 
o The man held no positions of authority on any committees 
1 He had one ranking membership on a committee 
2 He had two ranking memberships 
3 He had one committee chairmanship 
4 He had one committee chairmanship and one ranking 

membership 
5 He had one committee chairmanship and two ranking 

memberships 
6 He had two committee chairmanships 
7 He had two committee chairmanships and one ranking 

membership 
8 He had two committee chairmanships and two ranking 

memberships 
9 Not otherwise classified 
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21 The committee assignments of a legislator in a legislative 
chamber with N committees. The session-by-session listing of 
legislative committees will disclose the column-codes used for 
recording committee membership according to this code: 
o The legislator was not a member of this column's 

N committee 
1 He was a member with no position of authority 
2 He was the ranking member on this column's committee 
3 He was the chairman of this column's committee 



APPENDIX A-6 LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES 
OF BILLS 

These cards contain information pertaining to the legislative history 
of every measure introduced into the legislature during the sessions 
for which data have been recorded. Included in the legislative history 
are codes relating to th e sponsorship of each measure, the committee 
of referral, action taken by that committee, action taken on the floor , 
the fate of the measure in the second chamber, the governor's action, 
etc. (These codes were constructed several years ago for "counter
sorter" data processing . Consequently, they do not conform to the 
coding suggestions in Chapter V.) 

Card 
Column 
Number CATALoe OF CONTENTS 

1-2 State Identification code: 12 (Indiana) 

3-4 Study Code : 43 (Legislative History) 

5-6 Session of legislature: last two digits of year of session 

7 Type of legislation: Housel Senate, Bill or Resolution 

8-10 Identifying number of specific measure 

11 Number of sponsors for measure in originating chamber 

12-14 Identifying number of measure's first-named sponsor in 
originating chamber 

15 His party affiliation 

16 His occupation 

17 Number of sessions of experience he has had in legislature 

18-19 Legislative district the man represented 

20 Urban-rural category into which his district falls 

21-23 Identifying number of measure's second-named sponsor 

24 His party affiliation 
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Card
Column
Number

25 His occupation 

26 Number of sessions of experience he has had in legislature 

27-28 Legislative district the man represented 

29 Urban-rural category into which his district falls 

30-37 Unassigned: contains zeros 

38 Number of committees to which measure was referred in 
originating chamber 

39-40 Identification of final committee to which bill was referred 

41 Chamber action on committee's majority report 

42 Chamber action on committee's minority report 

43 Chamber's efforts to remove bill from committee's 
consideration 

44 Summary of action at committee stage 

45 Action taken on floor at passage stage 

46 Amendments made after being reported out of committee 

47 Floor stage in legislative process at which bill was amended 

48 Result of final vote on passage 

49 Result of preceding vote on passage-if such vote occurred 

50 Result of still earlier vote on passage-if such vote occurred 

51 Summary of action taken on bill by originating chamber 

52 Number of committees to which bill was referred in second 
chamber 

53-54 Identification number of final committee to which bill was 
referred 

55 Chamber action on committee's majority report 

56 Chamber action on committee's minority report 

57 Chamber's efforts to remove bill from committee's consider
ation 

58 Summary of committee action 
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59 Action taken on floor at passage stage 

60 Amendments made after being reported out of committee 

61 Floor stage in legislative process at which bill was amended 

62 Result of final vote on passage 

63 Result of preceding vote on passage-if such vote occurred 

64 Result of still earlier vote on passage-if such vote occurred 

65 Summary of action taken on bill by second chamber 

66 Initiating chamber's reaction to second chamber's amendment 

67 Reference to conference committee and result of its action 

68 Both chambers' reaction to conference committee report 

69 Reference to second conference committee and result of its 
action 

70 Both chambers' reaction to second conference committee 
report 

71 Reference to third conference committee and result of its 
action 

72 Both chambers' reaction to third conference committee report 

73 Amendments made by conference committee and adopted by 
legislature 

74 Governor's action on measure 

75 Appropriate course of action to be followed subsequent to 
governor's veto

76 Initiating chamber's reaction to governor's veto

77 Second chamber's reaction to governor's veto

78-79 Special flag code designed to handle legislative irregularities 

80 Master summary of legislative history 

Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

7 Type of legislation:
1 Senate Bill
2 Senate Joint Resolution
3 Senate Concurrent Resolution
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

4 House Bill
5 House Joint Resolution
6 House Concurrent Resolution

12-14 Identifying number of measure's first-named and second
& named sponsor: These identifying numbers are the same as 

21-23 those used in Study 10, Appendix A-3. 

15 His party affiliation:
& 1 Democrat

24 2 Republican

16 His occupation:
& o No information
25 1 Attorney

2 Farmer, livestock owner, bee-keeper, etc.
3 Insurance and real estate agent
4 Merchant, contractor, small businessman, advertising, man

ufacturer, and industrialist 
5 Laborer (includes union officials, machinists, tradesmen, 

etc.) 
6 Salesman, clerk, and white collar worker 
7 Newspaperman, editor, publisher, radio 
8 Professional man other than lawyer and newspaperman: 

includes teachers and educational administrators, doctors, 
veterinarians, engineers, accountants, etc. 

9 Not otherwise classified 

17 Number of sessions of experience he has had in the legisla
& ture: 

26 1 This was his 1st session in the legislature 
2 This was his 2nd session in the legislature 
3 This was his 3rd session in the legislature 
4 This was his 4th session in the legislature 
5 This was his 5th session in the legislature 
6 This was his 6th session in the legislature 
7 This was his 7th session in the legislature 
8 This was his 8th session in the legislature 
9 This was at least his 9th session in the legislature. Between 

1925 and 1961, a few men served more than 9 sessions. 

18-19 Legislative district the men represented: 
& This is a two digit code referring to House and Senate legis

27-28 lative districts. 
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Card 
Column 
Number Cont ents of Columns 

20 Urban-rural category into which his district falls. (See codes 
& for column 68, Study 10, Appendix A-3.) 
29 

38 Number of committees to which bill was referred: 
& o Not applicable; no committee handled bill 
52 lOne committee handled bill 

2 Although there were intervening committees, the original 
committee finally handled bill 

3 The bill was handled finally by a committee other than 
original committee 

4 No committee involved in handling bill ; it was acted upon 
on the floor of chamber 

5 The bill was assigned to committee, but there was no 
record of a committee report and the chamber handled the 
bill 

6 Special committee handled bill 

39-40 Identification of final committee to which bill was referred: 
& These identification numbers, which differ for each chamber 

53-54 during each session , are the same as those used for the cor
responding session and chamber in the Committee Assign
ment Study. 

41 Chamber action on the committee's majority report: 
& o Not applicable 

55 1 The bill was not reported out (this includes situations in 
which committee requested and was granted more time for 
consideration, although it still did not provide a report on 
the bill) . 

2 The chamber adopted the majority report: that the bill 
pass without amendment 

3 The chamber adopted the majority report: that the bill 
pass after amendment 

4 The chamber adopted the majority report which reported 
the bill without amendment and without recommendation 

5 The chamber adopted the majority report which reported 
the bill with amendment, but without recommendation 

6 The chamber adopted an unfavorable committee report 
(this includes being reported with amendment striking out 
enactment clause, reported for indefinite postponement, or 
reported with a motion to table the bill) 

7 The chamber adopted the majority report: that the bill be 
recommitted to another committee 
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

8 The bill was taken from the committee by action of the 
chamber 

9 The chamber adopted the minority report of the commit
tee. The nature of this report is described in the following 
column: 

42 Chamber action on the committee's minority report:
& 0 Not applicable
56 2 The minority report was that the bill pass without amend

ment 
3 The minority report was that the bill pass after amendment 
4 The minority report proposed to report out the original bill 

without recommendation 
5 The minority report proposed to report out an amended 

bill without recommendation 
6 The minority report proposed an unfavorable report (this 

includes being reported with an amendment to strike out 
the enacting clause or a motion to table the bill) 

7 The minority report was that the bill be indefinitely post
poned 

43 Chamber's efforts to remove bill from committee's consider
& ation: 

57 0 The chamber did not attempt to remove the bill from the 
committee's consideration 

1 A motion to have the bill reported out of committee failed 
and the bill was not reported out. It remained in committee 

2 A motion to have the bill reported out of committee failed , 
but the bill was reported out later 

3 A motion for bill to be reported out passed by the chamber 
4 A motion to have the bill recommitted to a new committee 

failed (i.e., it was withdrawn, defeated, or there was no 
record of action; the bill stayed in this committee) 

5 A motion to have the bill recommitted to a new committee 
failed, but the bill was recommitted to another committee 

6 A motion to have the bill recommitted to a new committee 
was passed 

44 Summary of action at the committee stage: 
& 0 Not applicable; the bill was not referred to committee 

58 1 The bill was not reported out of committee
2 The bill was reported out without amendment
3 The bill was reported out with amendment
4 The bill was withdrawn while still in committee
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

5 The bill was ordered from the committee by the chamber, 
and the bill was handled by the chamber 

6 The bill was reported out for recommitment to another 
committee 

7 The bill was reported out for indefinite postponement, or 
for tabling 

8 Chamber disregarded committee report 

45 Action taken on the floor at the passage stage: 
& o The bill terminated previous to passage stage 
59 1 A vote on passage was taken 

2 The bill did not come to a vote on passage, and it was not 
withdrawn 

3 The bill was withdrawn after being reported out of com
mittee 

46 Amendments made after being reported out of committee: 
& o Not applicable; the bill terminated earlier 
60 1 The bill was not amended 

2 It was amended by its author with chamber vote 
3 It was amended by the chamber acting as a Committee of 

the Whole 
4 It was amended on a motion from the floor by a legislator 

other than its author 
5 It was amended by Committee on Phraseology 
6 It was amended by a committee of one 
7 It was amended by Committee of the Whole and by one 

or more of the other means given above 
8 It was amended by two or more of the above means, not 

including Committee of the Whole 
9 It was amended by a specially-appointed committee of two 

or more 

47 Floor stage in legislative process at which bill was amended: 
& o Not applicable; bill was amended in committee, was term
61 inated earlier, or was not amended 

1 It was amended prior to or at time of second reading 
2 It was amended prior to or at time of third reading 
3 It was amended after third reading, but prior to vote on 

passage 
4 Any combination of the above three 
5 It was amended after third reading and after vote on 

passage 
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Card 
Column 
Number Contents of Columns 

48 Result of final vote on passage: 
& o Not applicable; bill terminated previous to passage stage 
49 1 The bill passed by a constitutional majority although it was 
& contested 

50 2 The bill passed by a constitutional majority and was not 
& contested 

62 3 It was defeated by a constitutional majority but was con
& tested 
63 4 It was defeated by an uncontested constitutional majority 
& 5 It failed enactment for lack of a constitutional majority, 
64 but a majority voted for the bill in a contested vote. (This 

bill may be reconsidered for passage at a later time) 
6 It failed enactment for lack of a constitutional majority, 

although no one voted against the bill. (This bill may be 
reconsidered for passage at a later time) 

7 It failed for lack of a constitutional majority, and a major
ity voted against the bill in a contested vote. (This bill may 
be reconsidered at a later time) 

8 It failed for lack of a constitutional majority, and everyone 
voted against the bill. (This bill may be reconsidered at a 
later time) 

9 The bill was defeated on the floor for a reason not classified 
above. This includes situations of tie votes, and measures 
which did not receive a roll call vote on the third reading 

51 Summary of action taken on the bill by the chamber: 
& o Not applicable; the bill terminated earlier 
65 1 The bill did not survive the vote on its passage 

2 The bill passed this chamber and was sent to the other 
chamber which acted on the bill 

3 The bill was withdrawn while in this chamber 
4 The bill did not arrive at the voting stage and no further 

action was recorded 
5 The bill passed but no further action was recorded 
6 The bill passed the initiating chamber and was sent to the 

other chamber but was then recalled from that chamber; 
no further action was recorded, or the bill was indefinitely 
postponed 

7 The bill was killed by a chamber vote which was taken 
before the passage stage. This includes a vote for indefinite 
postponement, tabling and striking out enactment clause 
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Card
Column
Number

66 

67 
& 
69 
& 

71 

Contents of Columns 

8 The bill originally passed, but it was reconsidered and 
placed back on the third reading where it died-because 
of indefinite postponement or no further action taken 

Initiating chamber's reaction to second chamber's amend
ment: 
o Not applicable; the bill terminated earlier 
1 There was no amendment of bill by second chamber 
2 It was amended by second chamber, and initiating chamber 

accepted the amendment 
3 It was amended by second chamber, and initiating cham

ber voted not to concur in the amendment 
4 It was amended by second chamber, and initiating cham

ber did not act on the amendment 
5 It was amended by second chamber, and initiating cham

ber acted with reference to the amendment, but no vote 
was taken 

Reference to Conference Committee and result of its action: 
o Not applicable; bill terminated earlier or no amendments 

were made by the second chamber 
1 A conference committee was designated by both chambers 

and agreement was reached by that committee 
2 A conference committee was designated by both chambers 

but there was no further entry in the Journal 
3 A conference committee was appointed. However, it re

ported that it reached no agreement, and there was no 
further entry in the Journal 

4 A conference committee was appointed. However, it re
ported that it reached no agreement and the House failed 
to designate members for a subsequent conference com
mittee 

5 A conference committee was appointed. However, it re
ported that it reached no agreement and the Senate failed 
to designate members for a subsequent conference com
mittee 

6 A conference committee was appointed. However, it re
ported that it reached no agreement and both chambers 
failed to designate members for a subsequent conference 
committee 
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Card 
Column 
Number 

68 
& 

70 
& 
72 

73 

Cont ent s of Columns 

7 A conference committee was appointed. However, it re
ported that it reached no agreement and a new conference 
committee was appointed 

8 The bill was withdrawn at this stage 
9 One chamber appointed members to the conference com

mittee, but the other did not; therefore there was no meet
ing and no report 

Both chambers' reaction to conference committee report: 
o Not applicable; the bill terminated earlier or there was no 

conference committee report 
1 Both chambers accepted committee report 
2 Both chambers rejected committee report 
3 Both chambers took no action on conference committee 

report 
4 The initiating chamber accepted the report, but the second 

chamber rejected it 
5 The initiating chamber accepted the report, but the second 

chamber took no action on it 
6 The initiating chamber rejected the report, but the second 

chamber accepted it 
7 The initiating chamber rejected the report, but the second 

chamber took no action on it 
8 The initiating chamber took no action on the report, and 

the second chamber rejected it 
9 The initiating chamber took no action on the report, and 

the second chamber accepted it 

Amendments made by the conference committee and adopted 
by the legislature: 
o Not applicable 
1 The conference committee made amendments although it 

was appointed only to amend the title 
2 The conference committee passed the bill in original form, 

striking out amendments added earlier 
3 The conference committee struck out some of the original 

amendments and made further amendments 
4 The conference committee struck out all of the original 

amendments and made further amendments 
5 The conference committee agreed on all original amend

ments and made further amendments 
6 The conference committee struck out some of the original 

amendments but agreed on the others 
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Card
Column
Number

74 

75 

76 
& 

77 

Content s of Columns 

7 The conference committee accepted the amendments of 
the second chamber 

8 The conference committee completely re-wrote the bill 

Governor's action on the measure: 
o Not applicable; the bill was terminated earlier 
1 The Governor signed the bill during the first 59 days of 

the session 
2 The Governor signed the bill during the last two days of 

the session 
3 The bill became effective without the Governor's signature 
4 The Governor vetoed the bill , and returned it with his 

message of objection 
5 The Governor vetoed the bill , which was presented to him 

during the last two days of the session , by failing to act 
upon it 

6 The Governor refused to receive the bill , which was pre
sented to him during the last two days of the session 

7 The bill was recalled from the governor by the originating 
chamber. No further action was recorded in the Journal 

Appropriate course of action to be followed subsequent to 
the Governor's veto: 
o Not applicable; the bill terminated earlier, or there was 

no veto 
1 Action on overriding the Governor's veto is proper only in 

this session of the legislature 
2 Action on overriding the Governor's veto is proper only in 

the following session of the legislature 

Chamber's reaction to the Governor's veto : 
o Not applicable; the bill terminated earlier, or the Gover

nor did not veto the bill 
1 A motion to override the Governor's veto carried by a 

constitutional majority this session 
2 A motion to override the Governor's veto failed; a major

ity voted against the motion 
3 A motion to override the Governor's veto failed; a major

ity voted for the motion, but it lacked the required con
stitutional majority 

4 It was proper to attempt to override the veto that session , 
but no action was taken 

5 A motion to override the Governor's veto carried by a 
constitutional majority in the subsequent session 
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Card 
Column 
Number 

78-79 

80 

Cont ents of Columns 

6 A motion to override the veto failed in the subsequent 
session: a majority voted against the motion 

7 A motion to override the veto failed in the subsequent 
session: a majority voted for the motion, but it lacked the 
required constitutional majority 

8 It was proper to act in the subsequent session to override 
the veto, but no action was taken in that session 

Special flag codes designed to handle legislative irregular
ities: 
(Codes 20-39 refer to action in initiating chamber) 
20 The rules were suspended in handling the bill on the 

floor 
21 The second chamber amended the bill; the first chamber 

withdrew a motion to concur in the amendment, and 
indefinitely postponed the bill 

22 The bill was referred to a committee, but it advanced to 
the second reading without a committee report or any 
committee action 

23 The bill was not referred to a committee but the chamber 
adopted a motion to supply the committee report 

(Codes 40-59 refer to action in the second chamber) 
40 The rules were suspended in handling the bill on floor 
41 No committee was involved; the bill was handled by 

chamber 
43 No committee was involved, and no action was recorded 

in Journal 
44 The conference committee appointed to work on title 

made amendments on bill 
45 Committee introduced new bill under "amendment" 
(Codes 60-79 refer to action in both chambers) 
60 No committee handled the bill in the first chamber, and 

the rules were suspended in the second 
70 Bill followed a course contrary to legislative procedure 

Master summary of legislative history: 
o The bill terminated without reference to a committee or 

without a formal vote in the initiating chamber. This in
cludes bills which have been withdrawn immediately after 
introduction, those which lack references in the Joumal, 
etc. 

1 The bill terminated at the committee stage of the initiat
ing chamber 
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Card
Column
Number Contents of Columns 

2 The bill died on the floor of the initiating chamber 
3 The bill passed the initiating chamber 
4 The bill died at the committee stage of the second 

chamber 
5 The bill died on the floor of the second chamber 
6 The bill passed the second chamber 
7 The bill died at the conference committee stage 
8 The Governor's veto was effective 
9 The bill became law 





APPENDIX B CODING CONVENTIONS 

A. The basic scheme . (Taken from the Survey Research Center 
Manual for Coders) 

Code Cont ent 

1. "Yes" ("good" or most positive) 

5. "No" ("bad" or least positive) 

7. "Other" (not specified in preceding code categories) The 
respondent mentions an item which, because of its infre
quent occurrence as a response, does not have a particular 
category designated for it . These responses are valid but 
miscellaneous. The "other" category is not low priority and 
should be treated by the coder like any other perfectly 
good code. 

8. "1 don't know " or any similar indication by the respondent 
that, because of ignorance or memory failure, he cannot 
give an opinion or has no attitude toward the subject in 
question. 

9. "Not ascertained" This means that th e coder cannot ascer
tain how to categorize a particular response in terms of 
the code for any of the following four reasons: 
a. The respondent obviously misunderstood the question 

or did not reply in terms of the question. For instance, 
in answer to an absolute question, the respondent 
gives only a comparative answer, with no other indica
tion of his position. (Q . "Are times good or bad now?" 
Response: "Times are better than the y were.") Or the 
reverse situation in which the respondent gives only 
an absolute answer to a question that calls for a com
parative one. (Q. "Are times better or worse than they 
were a year ago?" Response: "Times are good now.") 

b. The coder simply cannot understand what the respon
dent has said; the answer just does not make sense, 
perhaps due to poor or incomplete transcription of the 
verbatim response by the interviewer. 
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c. The question should have been asked but was not, 
and no conclusive inference can be made from other 
responses. 

d. The respondent's answer is so equivocal and broad 
(and less specific than the code categories) that it 
might be seen as fitting several categories equally well. 

O. "Inapplicable" (also "None") 
a. Any response to the question would be impossible 

under the circumstances, and therefore the question 
was deliberately not asked of that respondent. (The 
respondent owns his home; the question on «amount 
of rent paid yearly" would be inapplicable.) . 

b. A sufficient number of columns is available to code 
two or more items in a particular code (reasons, etc.) 
but only one item is coded in the first column. The 
columns for other items are coded "0" when only one 
item is mentioned in the response. 

c. "O~' is also used to categorize "None," indicating the 
absence of the particular item being classified. For 
instance, in a code classifying number of children in 
the respondent's household, "0" would be the symbol 
for "no children." 

In a double column code the last four categories would be 77, 88, 99, 
and 00. 

B. Agreement 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree, but not very strongly 
3. Not sure, it depends 
4. Disagree, but not very strongly 
5. Disagree strongly 

C. State: this code is consistent with Bureau of the Census regional 
definitions, with the exception of Delaware, which the Bureau 
considers a Border State. 

New England (first digit indicates region) 
01. Connecticut 
02. Maine 
03. Massachusetts 
04 . New Hampshire 
05. Rhode Island 
06. Vermont 
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Middle Atlantic 
11. Delaware 
12. New Jersey 
13. New York 
14. Pennsylvania 

East North Central 
21. Illinois 
22. Indiana 
23. Michigan 
24. Ohio 
25. Wisconsin 

West North Central 
31. Iowa 
32. Kansas 
33. Minnesota 
34. Missouri 
35. Nebraska 
36. North Dakota 
37. South Dakota 

Solid South 
41. Alabama 
42. Arkansas 
43. Florida 
44. Georgia 
45. Louisiana 
46. Mississippi 
47. North Carolina 
48. South Carolina 
49. Texas 
40. Virginia 

Border States 
51. Kentucky 
52. Maryland 
53. Oklahoma 
54. Tennessee 
55. Washington, D. C. 
56. West Virginia 

Mountain States 
61. Arizona 
62. Colorado 
63. Idaho 
64. Montana 
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65. Nevada 
66. New Mexico 
67. Utah 
68. Wyoming 

W estern States 
71. California
72". Oregon
73. Wasbington 

D. County. The three digit codes published in the 1952 or 1962 
County and City Data Book, published by the Bureau of the 
Census, are standard. This code basically arranges the counties 
of a state in alphabetical order, and assigns 001 to the first 
county, 002 to the second, etc. There are exceptions, however, 
in that a few units which are not counties are also included. 

E. Congressional District. A two digit field containing the actual 
number of the district is recommended. Thus the first district of 
a state is coded 01. At-large districts are coded according to 
contest, with the first race coded 98, the second 97, the third 96, 
etc. The 99 code is reserved as a missing data category (a re
spondent doesn't know the number of the district in which he 
resides, for example) . 

F. Age. Usual practice is to code present age in a two column field. 
However, an excellent alternative is to preserve the last two 
digits of year of birth in a two column field. 

G. Incom e, net worth, savings, etc. A seven column field will pre
serve detailed information about the few multi-millionaires that 
might appear in a sample. 

H. Number of children, number of adults in household, etc. A field 
wide enough to code highest number in sample should be de
fined. 

I. Sex. 
1. Male 
2. Female 

RaceJ. 
1. White 
2. Negro 
7. Other 



APPENDIX Col PREPARATION OF CONTROL 
CARDS FOR NUCROS 

NUCROS is a general program for preparing multivariate cross
classifications in accordance with instructions provided by the user 
for his data processing problems. In common with virtually all general 
programs, the NUCROS program deck must be followed by a set of 
control cards containing these specific instructions. NUCROS uses the 
information punched into the control cards to determine how to proc
ess the raw data cards that follow immediately afterwards. 

Two control card layout sheets, presented in Figures C-l and C-2 , 
serve as guides for correct preparation of the control cards. The proper 
order of the job stack for execution is as follows : 

1. All necessary identification and system cards peculiar to any 
given computing installation 

2. The NUCROS program and appropriate end-of-file cards 
3. Control Cards #1-#12 
4. Recoding Control Cards (optional) 
5. Variable Identification Cards (optional) 
6. Raw data cards 

If the program is to be run through a second cycle or more , then 
the above must be followed with: 

7. Control Cards #2-# 12 for the second cycle 
8. Recoding Control Cards (optional) 
9. Variable Identification Cards (optional) 

10. Second set of raw data cards (or rewind data tape, see below) 

A number punched into columns 1-2 of control card #1 tells the 
main program how many times it will be executed-how many 
"cycles" are requested. A maximum of 80 variables and 72 tables can 
be processed for each cycle of the program with a maximum of 99 
cycles per run. For normal runs demanding only one cycle of opera
tion, the number 01 should be punched in these columns. 

Columns #2-#73 of the znd and 3rd control cards can be used for 
punching any kind of alphabetical or numerical information (called 
"alphanumeric") that the user would like to have identifying the out
put produced by this execution of the program. The information 
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punched in these cards will simply be printed out on the first page 
of the output. Although these cards may be left blank if desired, they 
must be included in the control card sequence. 

The 4th control card tells the main program the major parameters 
of the data processing problem, and instructs it as to which of several 
options will be called, if any. This information is contained on control 
card # 4 as follows: 

Columns Control Information 

1-4 The number of cases to be processed. If the number of cases 
is unknown, punch any number greater than the maximum 
expected and exercise the EOFOK option (columns 29-30 

of this card). The program will then read data until it reaches 
an "end-of-file" mark, which will initiate execution. 

5-6 The number of variables to be processed 

7-8 The number of tables to be prepared 

9-10 Variable identification option: This feature permits the label
ing of each table automatically with an alphanumeric de
scription of each variable involved in the cross-classification. 
The computer obtains the descriptions from information 
punched into columns 1-72 of the variable identification 
cards, one for each variable, ordered according to the 
sequence of the variables on the raw data cards. If this 
variable identification feature is desired, then one variable 
identification card for each variable to be processed must be 
present to be read in immediately after all the control cards 
and before the data cards. Any number larger than zero 
punched into columns 9-10 will exercise the option. If these 
columns are left blank or are punched 00 this feature will be 
bypassed and no variable identification cards should be in
cluded. 

11-12 Variable recoding option: This feature enables variables to 
be recoded in the machine by addition, subtraction, or di
vision by any number less than 100. It also permits one- to 
five-digit data to be regrouped into intervals of specified 
size. Any number larger than zero punched into columns 11

12 will exercise this option, and. the appropriate number of 
recoding control cards (see below) must follow card # 12. 

If these columns are left blank or are punched 00 this 
feature will be bypassed and no recoding cards should be 
included. 

If the recoding option is exercised, the machine will call 
for at least two more cards to be read immediately after the 
last standard control card #12. The number of additional 
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cards read depends upon the number of variables being 
processed and the type of recoding being done. If no more 
than 40 variables are being processed, the machine will 
expect the first card to be RIa, which can be visualized as 
containing a two-column field for each possible variable, or 
40 fields in all. If more than 40 variables are processed, it 
will expect to read a second card, RIb, which contains two
column fields corresponding to variables #41-80. Thus, the 
first field (columns 1-2) in card RIa would correspond to 
variable # 1 and so on in ascending order to columns 79-80 
for variable #40, and the first field in card RIb (if necessary) 
would correspond to variable #41 and so on to the last field 
and variable #80. By entering the appropriate values in the 
proper fields on card (s) Rfla (and RIb), any or all of the 
variables can be recoded according to these options: 

Code Option 
01 Recode by adding some constant to the value 
02 Recode by subtracting some constant to the value 
03 Recode by dividing some constant to the value 
04 Recode by regrouping the data into specified intervals 
05 Recode by regrouping the data into specified intervals 

and addition 
06 Recode by regrouping the data into specified intervals 

and subtraction 
07 Recode by regrouping the data into specified intervals 

and division 

Fields on these cards that correspond to variables that are not 
to be recoded should be left blank. 

The constants to be used for the addition, subtraction, or 
division recoding operations should be given in the corres
ponding fields of the recoding card (R2a) or cards (R2a and 
R2b) which follow card(s) RIa (and RIb). Again, the num
ber of R2 recoding cards depends upon the number of 
variables processed and should always equal the number of 
Rl recoding cards. The fields on the R2 cards correspond ex
actly to those on the Rr cards. If, for example, it is desired to 
recode variable '#7 by subtracting a value of one from each 
category, the code number 02 should be punched in the 
seventh field of card RIa and the constant 01 in the seventh 
field of card R2a. As many variables as desired can be re
coded at any time, and any variable recoded by subtraction 
will never be assigned a negative value by the machine but 
will be set to zero if the subtraction code exceeds the value 
of the variable for a given case. 
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If coding by regrouping (punch 04) is specified for one 
or more of the variables, then the computer will read one or 
more cards, depending on the number of variables to be 
recoded in this manner. Each card can be imagined as being 
arranged in 16 five-column fields (from columns 1-80) pro
viding a maximum of 16 categories into which each variable 
might be regrouped. Reading from left to right, the first five
column field should contain the upper limit of the first in
terval into which the data are to be regrouped, the second 
five -column field should contain the upper limit of the 
second interval, and so on . Assume, for example, it is desired 
to recode raw age figures from a sample survey into these 
categories: under 21 , 21 to 30 , 31 to 40, 41 to 50, and 51 
to age 100. The first card in the pair of regrouping cards 
should contain the value 00020 in columns 1-5, 00030 in 
columns 6-10 , 00040 in columns 11-15 , 00050 in columns 
16-20 , and 00100 in columns 21-25. The fields on R2 (a or 
b) should be left blank if the recoding is done by regrouping 
without adding, subtracting, or dividing. But the R2 card Is) 
must be present, even if regrouping alone is being done and 
the card is blank. If the other options are requested along 
with regrouping, the regrouping will be done before addition, 
subtraction. or division. 

13-14 Data tap e option: This feature permits the raw data to be 
contained on a separate data tape instead of being read in 
from punchcards after the control cards. It is an especially 
useful feature if the number of cases is large or if many 
executions are requested using the same data (see the fol
lowing option). If used, the separate data tape should be 
hung on tape unit 1. Any number larger than zero in col
umns 13-14 will cause the data to be read in from tape unit 
1. If these columns are left blank or punched 00 the option 
will be bypassed and the data read in from the regular mon
itor tape, where the input data from different jobs in the 
monitor run are usually loaded. 

15-16 Data tape rewind option: This feature can only be used in 
conjunction with the data tape option (columns 13-14). Any 
number larger than zero in columns 15-16 will cause the 
separate data tape on unit 1 to rewind after each execution 
of I the program. This permits the researchers to handle more 
than 80 variables or prepare more than 72 tables for one 
computer run with the same data, if stored on tape. If these 
columns are left blank or punched 00 , the data tape will not 
rewind. 
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17-18 Chi-square option: Any number greater than zero in these 
columns will cause chi-square values and the contingency 
coefficient (C) to be computed for each bivariate distribu
tion in every table. The zero row and zero column frequen
cies are omitted from these calculations. If the zero category 
for any variable is desired in the calculations, the variable 
can be recoded by adding 1 to every category (see instruc
tions regarding the preparation of recoding control cards). 
If these columns are left blank or punched 00 chi-square 
C will not be calculated. 

19-20 Column and row percentages option: Any number greater 
than zero in these columns will cause two additional tables to 
be printed for each contingency table. The first will contain 
the percentages by columns and the second by rows. The zero 
column and zero row frequencies will be eliminated from 
the calculation of percentages. If the zero category for any 
variable is desired in the calculation, the variable can be 
recoded by adding 1 to every category (see instructions re
garding the preparation of recoding control cards). If these 
columns are left blank or punched 00 no percentages will 
be computed. 

21-22 Correlation coefficient option: Any number greater than zero 
in these columns will cause the computation of several cor
relation coefficients: Kendall's tau-b (square tables) and 
tau-c (non-square tables) ; Goodman-Kruskal gamma, its 
standard error, and z-score; Guttman's lambda, lambda-a, 
and lambda-b; and Somers' D y x and DlI:Y' 

The Size of Table column refers to the number of rows 
and columns after subtracting the zero categories, for the 
zero row and zero column frequencies will be excluded from 
the computation of these coefficients. If the zero category for 
any variable is desired in the calculation, the variable can be 
recoded by adding 1 to every category (see instructions re
garding the preparation of recoding control cards). (The sub
routine that computes these coefficients was written by 
Malcolm Spector, while a senior in Political Science at 
Northwestern University.) 

23-24 Option for treating blanks as missing data: Any number 
greater than zero in this field will instruct the program to 
ignore blanks; they will not be included in any counts. If this 
field is punched 00 or left unpunched, the program will treat 
blanks as zero values in counting and processing. 

25-26 Field not used; leave blank 
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27-28 Nax-value option: Any number greater than zero in this 
field permits the user to fix upper limits on the values of 
variables for computation in percentage tables and correla
tion coefficients. This option differs from the maximum value, 
as specified in control card #8 discussed below, in that it 
allows all values to be printed in the frequency distribution 
table . but excludes from percentage and statistical computa
tion those cases above the nax-value. Cases above the maxi
mum value specified in control card #8, on the other hand, 
are excluded both from computation and from the raw fre
quency distribution table, not appearing for examination at 
all. If the nax-value option is called, the computer will read 
the nax-value card(s) after the maximum value cards(s) #8. 

29-30 EOFOK option: Any number greater than zero in this field 
instructs the program to execute upon reaching an end-of-file 
mark. This feature allows the user to process data, usually on 
tape, when he is uncertain about the number of cases. If these 
columns are left blank or punched 00, the program will ter
minate with an error message if it encounters an end-of-file 
mark before reading the number of cases specified in columns 
1-4 of this card. 

Control cards #5, #6, and #7 enable the user of the program to 
tell the computer which variables he wants to be read in for cross
classification purposes and where these are located on his data cards. 
A series of symbols is entered on these cards to state the format of 
the variables. By means of these symbols , the computer can be told, 
for example, to ignore or skip the first 10 columns of a card, pick up 
a variable in column 11, skip the next three columns, pick up two 
variables in columns 15 and 16, skip to the next data card for this 
case , etc. The computer will then regard the very first variable it 
reads as variable # 1, the next one as variable #2, and so on, in con
secutive order, reading the card from left to right. 

The format statement must always begin with the punched-hole 
code for a left parenthesis and end with a right parenthesis (see page 
17). The letter "X" punched in a format statement means that one 
column on the card should be ignored or skipped; "3X" means that 3 
columns should be skipped. In general, "nX" specifies that n columns 
of the data card should be skipped, but "X" may be used alone with
out the number 1 to .skip one column. 

The letter "I" punched into the format statement is used in this 
program to signify that a variable is to be read in from the specified 
card location. Thus, the expression (4X,Il) instructs the machine to 
skip the first four columns on a card and read in a single-column 
variable from column 5. A two-column variable can be read in by 
writing "12," a three-column variable by writing "13," and so on. If 
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seven different one-column variables are to be picked up in columns 
11-17, the expression for the purpose can be written (lOX , 711) , 
where "nIm" tells the computer to read in n variables each of which 
is m columns wide. 

If there is more than one data card per case , a slash "/" instructs 
the computer to go to the next card and begin reading in column # 1. 
Thus the expression (12X ,3I2 /11) will cause the machine to skip the 
first 12 columns of the first card; read in three variables each two 
columns wide from columns 13-14, 15-16, and 17-18; skip to the 
second card for that case; and read in one variable from the first 
column of the card. 

If the entire format statement is too long to be contained on control 
card #5, the symbols must be continued on control card #6. Especial
ly lengthy format statements may need to be continued on card #7. 
Even if the entire format statement can be recorded on card #5, cards 
#6 and #7 must be included, for the computer will always try to 
read three format cards. 

Blank columns may be used in the format statement to clarify the 
printing for humans, but they are ignored by the machine. Commas 
may be used to separate a skip expression from a following instruction 
to pick up a variable, but they need not be included. Thus (12X3I2) 
is a valid expression. Commas are required, however, after an instruc
tion to pick up a variable; the following expression (3I2l2X) would 
not be valid. The correct expression is (3I2,12X). 

As already mentioned, the computer will assign identifying num
bers to the variables according to the order in which they are read. 
The first variable read-regardless of the number of its column loca
tion-will be considered variable # 1 and the next variable picked up 
from the card will be considered variable #2. An understanding of 
this procedure is important, for the user of the program must refer 
to the variables by the same numbers in instructing the machine 
which variables are to be cross-classified in which tables. If the ma
chine, therefore, reads in party identification as the . first variable 
and voting preference as the second variable, the user can construct 
a contingency table from these variables simply by punching 01 and 
02 in the appropriate fields of control cards #9 and #10 (see below 
for more information) . 

The machine must be told the size of the tables it should construct. 
This is done by control card # 8a (and 8b if more than 40 variables 
are being processed), which states the highest value of a variable that 
has not been recoded by regrouping or division. The number of 
categories in the rows or columns of a table using that variable will 
be determined by the value entered in the appropriate field of control 
card #8a, which has 40 two-digit fields corresponding to variables 
#1 to #40; the first field (columns 1-2) represents variable #1, etc. 
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Card #8b, which should be used only when more than 40 variables 
are involved in the cycle , is laid out in a similar fashion : columns 1-2 
represent variable #41 , etc. 

The values entered in these fields need not conform to the actual 
highest value coded for any variable. Assume that religion has been 
coded for the respondents in a survey as follows: 

Code Information % in Sample 
o No response 9 
1 Protestant 50 
2 Catholic 35 
3 Jewish 5 
4 Other 1 

100% 
The researcher may decide to exclude categories "3" and "4" from 
tables involving religion because of the small proportion of cases they 
contain. If this is desired, he could punch 02 in the appropriate field 
of control card # 8 to prevent the cases for categories 3 and 4 from 
appearing in the table. (As mentioned earlier in the discussion of 
control card #4, the zeros in the data would be excluded in calculating 
chi-square, correlation coefficients, and the percentages by rows and 
columns, if these options are requested.) If a variable has been re
coded by regrouping or division, then the resulting number of cate
gories minus one should be entered as the highest "value" for the 
variable on card #8. 

If the nax-value option has been called (columns 27-28 of control 
card #4), the nax-value card (two cards, if more than 40 variables 
are being processed) should follow control card # 8. The values 
punched in the fields on this card, which is laid out in two-column 
fields like card #8, determine the upper limit of the values used in 
computing percentages and correlation coefficients. The user must 
specify a value on these cards for each variable processed, whether or 
not it is a variable whose upper values are being eliminated from com
putation. If three variables are being read, each with an upper value of 
4 , and if it is desired to eliminate from statistical computation value 
4 of variable 2, the nax-value card would be punched 040304, while 
control card #8, which determines the size of the frequency distribu
tion table, would be punched 040404. If control card #8 were also 
punched 040304, essentially the same result would be achieved-Le., 
value 4 of variable 2 would not be included in percentages and cor
relations-but the frequency distribution would not show the existence 
of any cases with a value of 4 on variable 2. The choice of eliminating 
upper values from computation by means of control card #8 or 
through the nax-value option will depend upon the particular problem 
and the preferences of the user. In any event, the nax-value of a vari
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able must be less than or equal to the maximum value specified on 
control card #8. If a nax-value is mistakenly recorded as higher than 
the maximum value for a variable, the program will terminate with an 
error message. 

Cards #9, #10, #11 , and #12 are used to instruct the machine 
which variables to use in constructing each table. The user identifies 
these variables by the order in which they were read by the machine. 
Each two-column field in card #9 names the variable that will appear 
along the columns of a given table, while the corresponding field in 
card # 10 specifies the variable that will appear along the rows of 
every table. The corresponding field in card # 11 specifies any third 
variable to be used in constructing a given table, and the field in 
card # 12 names any fourth variable desired in the table. 

The first field (columns 1-2) for each of these cards corresponds 
to the -first table the computer will construct. If the user wishes to 
cross-tabulate variable #26 by variable # 13 in table # 1, he punches 
26 in columns 1-2 of card #9 and 13 in columns 1-2 of card #10. 
Variable #26 will then appear along the columns of the first contin
gency table, and variable # 13 in the rows. If only a bivariate distribu
tion is desired, the corresponding fields in cards #11 and #12 should 
be left blank. If, however, the user wants to cross-classify the same 
pair of variables while holding a third variable constant, he should 
punch the number of the third variable-whatever it might be-into 
columns 1-2 of card #11. A fourth variable can be introduced in the 
table in the same way with the use of card # 12. 

When a third variable is used in a table, a separate sub-table is 
prepared for each category of the third variable. If a two category 
party affiliation code (Democrat and Republican) is used for the 
third variable, the first two variables would be cross-classified separ
ately for Democrats and then for Republicans. The zero category for 
third variables is not used in preparing sub-tables, but the variable 
can be receded by adding one to each category if a sub-table is de
sired for that category. Understand that one sub-table will be gener
ated for each category of a third variable. It is possible to generate 
up to 99 such sub-tables for each table. 

In the interests of parsimony, the introduction of third variables 
into the analysis should be done with attention to the number of sub
tables to be generated in the process. If consistent with the theoretical 
concerns of the research, try to use as third variables those with few 
categories, using those with more categories as first and second vari
ables. Even more attention should be given to the number of sub
tables to be generated when a fourth variable is introduced, for the 
number of sub-tables to be prepared in this instance will be equal to 
the number of categories for the third variable multiplied by the num
ber of categories for the fourth. 
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It should be pointed out that Figure C-l indicates an "a" and "b" 
card for each of the four table specification cards , #g, #10, #11 , and 
#12. A maximum of 40 tables can be specified and requested with 
the use of the 40 two-column fields of the "a" cards in this group. If 
more than 40 tables are desired, the specifications must be continued 
on the "b" cards , up to a maximum of 72 tables. Important: Although 
the "a" and "b" cards are grouped together on the layout page for ease 
in constructing tables, they must be rearranged in the following fash
ion before being fed into the computer: cards #ga and #gb, #loa and 
#lob, #l1a and #l1b, and #12a and #12b. These cards are 
arranged in the proper order for the computer in Figure C-3, which 
shows a print-out of the actual NUCROS control cards used for proc
essing 338 cases from the sample survey discussed in Chapter VI. 
It would be helpful to match each of these cards with their counter
parts on the control card layout sheets, Figures C-l and C-2, to insure 
that their functions are clearly understood. 

After reading these control cards, the computer reads in the data 
and begins the processing operations. Before printing out the cross
classification tables (as shown in Chapter VI, Figures VI-l and VI-2) , 
the computer will rearrange the information contained on the control 
cards and print a summary of their instructions as displayed in Figures 
C-4 and C-5. 





FIGURE C-2
LAYOUT SHEET FOR NUCROS VARIABLE IDENTIFICATION CARDS
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FIGURE C-3 
TABULATOH PRINTOUT OF NUCROS CONTROL CAlms 
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FIGURE C-4 
COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF NUCROS CONTROL CARDS AFTER PROCESSI NG 

-NUt 1tu S CROSS-CLASSIFICATION PROGRAM. AN ANALYSIS OF SURVEY DATA 
COLLECTtD ON THE ILL. lJTH OISTRICT CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION, 1962 
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FIGURE C-5
COMPUTEH P RI NTOUT OF NUCROS HECODING AN D

VARIABLE IDE NTIFICATION CARDS
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APPENDIX C-2 CDC FORTRAN NUCROS 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The NUCROS program has been put into operation at a number 
of uni versities since the original publication of Data Processing in 
1965. The FORTRAN program below is specifically for use on the 
Control Data Corporation 6400 computer, but the matching control 
cards in Appendix C-l follow virtually the same format as those for 
the original FORTRAN IV program for the IBM 709 . Some program
ming modifications have been made to NUCROS as it has been 
ad apted for computers at other installations, especially those with 
IBM System 360 equipment. Interested users might write Stephen 
Salmore in the Department of Political Science, Douglass College, 
Rutgers Univ ersity, for a NUCROS program that operates on the 
IBM 360 Model 67 ; Selwyn Zerof , Computing Center, University of 
Kentucky, for NUCROS on the IBM 360 Model 50; and William 
Bishop, Department of Political Science, Denison University, Gran
ville, Ohio , for NUCROS on the IBM ' 1130. Jay Goodman, Depart
ment of Government, Wheaton College, Norton, Massachusetts, is 
developing a version of NUCROS to work in a time-sharing system for 
the IBM 360 Model 50 , using a RAX console, and Fred Hartwig, 
Department of Political Science, Union University, Schenectady, New 
York, has adapted NUCROS to a GE 415 . Finally, Herbert Menzel, 
Department of Sociology, New York University, has so extensively 
revised the original NUCROS program that he is preparing a separate 
workbook and manual for his edition, called NUCROS-NYU. 
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PROGRAM NUCROSI INPUT. OUTPUT. TAPE5= INPUT. TAPE6=OUTPUT • TAPE5 1. TAPE5Z1 0127/68 
1 .TAPE11 NUCR 10 

C GENERAL PROGRAM FOR CROSS CLASSIFICATION. OR TWO-WAY FREQUENCY DISTRI8UTIONS 
C REVISED. MARCH 1965••• 3400 FORTRAN NUCR 30 
C REVISED DEC. 1965 FOR BETTER USE OF LAD AND UP TO 80 VARIABLES NUCR 40 
C REVISED DEC. 1965 TO TERMINATE A SET OF DATA IF AN END OF FILE NUCR 60 
C CONVERTED TO 6400 BY BETTY BENSON 
C BLOCKIO FEATURE ADDED AUGUST 1968 
C NUCR4290 

DIMENSION LADI140001 .MAX1801 .KINDI801 .KONSTl801 .LIMI80.Z01 NUCR 80 
DIMENSION NDEEP(721 .NDIMI4.721 .MXTEMPI41 .FMTlZ41 
DIMENSION NTAB 1101.Z1I .NRTOT 11 0 11 .NCLr rzr I NUCR 100 
DIMENSION NAM180.81 .PCENTI21 I ,NAX1801 . TlTLES1161 
DIMENSION KOMBOI731.ITABNOI721 

C NUCR 130 
COMMON LAD NUCR 140 
COMMON IBBI TABI1010211.RTOTl101l.CLTI211 
COMMON ICCI GRTO.NAXB,NAXA 

C 
EQUI VALENCE I NTAB, TAB I NUCR 150 
INTEGER BLANK .BLNKOUT. SCIN.SCOUT. VNAMES.EOFOK.ZET A 
DATA IBLANK=lH ) • INADA=OI NUCR 170 

C NUCR 180 
NUCR 190 

SCIN=51 S SCOUT=52 
CALL BLOCKIOISCINI S CALL BLOCKIOISCOUl) 
NOONE = 0 NUCR 210 
READ 7. NPROB 

C NUCR 230 
C READ AND PRINT TITLES NUCR 240 

500 NOONE = NOONE + 1 NUCR 250 
WRITE 16.8001 NUCR 260 
READI5,10) TITLES 
IF IEOF 15) I 3333,3334 NUCR 290 

3333 STOP 

C 

NUCR 300 
3334 PRINT 5.TlTLES 

C NUCR 320 
C READ CONTROL CARDS 4-8 NUCR 330 

READ 6 ,NOBS.NVAR .NTABLE. VNAMES.NCODE.lT APE .NREW.NCHI ,NPCT .NTAU • 
• BLNKOUT. ZETA.NAXUSE .EOFOK 
IF I ITAPE.EQ.OI NTI=5 
IF I ITAPE.GT .01 NTI=l 
READ 15,101 lFMT IJI ,J= 1.241 
KBATCH IS THE MAXIMUM SIZE A BATCH MAY BE NUCR 390 
KBATCH= 14000/NVAR NUCR 400 
LCHI=O NUCR 410 
IF INCHI .GT. 0 .OR. NTAU .GT. 01 LCHI=2 NUCR 420 
LPCT = MINOINPCT.11 NUCR 430 
WRITE 16.185) NOBS,NDONE.NPROB NUCR 440 
PRINT l10FMT 
KOBS=NOBS NUCR 450 
READ 15 ,71 lMAXIJI.J=loNVARI NUCR 460 
IF INAXUSE.GT .01 GO TO 602

600 DO 601 J=l,NVAR
601 NAXlJI=toIAXIJ)

GO TO 603 
602 READI5.71 INAXIJI.J=l,NVAR) 
603 IPLACE=l NUCR 470 

IFINVAR.LE.401 GO TO 9011 NUCR 480 
PRINT 9.IJ.J=1.40) SPRINT 423.1MAXIJI.J=1,40) 
IF INAXUSE.GT.O) PRINT 426,INAXIJI,J=1.401 
IPLACE=41

9011 PRINT 9.IJ.J=IPLACE.NVAR) PRINT 423. lMAXlJI .J=IPLACE,NVAR)
IF INAXUSE.GT .0) PRINT 426. lNAXlJI .J=IPLACE,NVARI

NUCR 510 
READ AND PRINT CONTROL CDS 9.10,11012... DETERMINE ALL TABLE DEPTHS NUCR 520 

DO 1000 1=1.4 NUCR 530 
1000 READ 15.7) INDIMlloK).K=l.NTABLEI NUCR 540 

C 
C IF STACKING CALLED FOR, SET KOMBO ON, DO NOT STEP TABLE NUM 

KOMBO111=0 S IT ABNOI 11 =1 
DO 9503 K=2.NTABLE 
IF INDIMI4.K).EQ.99) 9502.9501 

9501 KOMBOlK)=O S ITABNOIK)=lTA~NOlK-ll'l GO TO 9503 
9502 KOMBOlK)=l S ITABNOlKI=lTABNOIK-1I NDIMI4.IO =0 
9503 CONTINUE 

KOMBOlNTABLE.l) =0 
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DO 472 K=ltNTABLE NUCR 550 
NDEEP IK) =2 NUCR 560 
DO 472 1=3.4 NUCR 570 
If INDIMII.K) . GT. 0) NDEEPIK)=I NUCR 580 

472 CONTINUE NUCR 590 
w~ITE 16.424) IBLANK.L=1.NTABLE.36) NUCR 600 
L TABLE = MINO lNTABLEt36) NUCR 6 10 
DO 4 L=l.LTABLE NUCR 620 

NUCR 630 
NDEPTH = NDEEPIK) NUCR 640 
PRINT B.!TABNOIK). INDIMII .K) .I=ltNDEPTH) 
If IKOMBOIK) .EO.ll GO TO 9507 
DO 550 I=I.NOEPTH 

K=L 

NUCR 660 

J = NDIM II .K) NUCR 670 
550 MXTEMPIIl = MAXlJ) NUCR 680 

WRITE 16.425) IMXTEMPI Il tl=l .NDEPTH) NUCR 690 
9507 K=L+36 

If IK .GT. NTABLE) GO TO 427 NUCR 710 
NDEPTH = NDEEPIK) NUCR 720 
PR INT 428. IT ABNO IK) • lNDIM I I.K) .I=I.NDEPTH) 
If lKOMBOlK) .EO.ll GO TO 427 
DO 429 l=l .NDEPTH NUCR 740 
J = NDI Mil. K) NUCR 750 

429 MXTEMPII) = MAXlJ) NUCR 760 
w~ITE 16.430) IMXTEMPlIltI=l.NDEPTH) NUCR 770 

427 PRINT 211 
4 CONTINUE NUCR 800 

NUCR 810 
CHECK fOR ILLEGAL 1ST -DIM VARIABLE WITH MAX20 

IERR=O NUCR 830 
DO 301 K=l.NTABLE NUCR 840 
J=NOIM I 1.K) NUCR 850 
If IMAXIJ) . LE . 2 0 ) GO TO 3 01 NUCR 860 
If IJ.EO.O) GO TO 301 
P~INT 302.K .MIlXIJ) IERR=l NUCR 870 

3 01 CONTINUE NUCR 8 8 0 
If IIERR.EO.O) GO TO 303 NUCR 890 
plHNT 304 ,; STOP NUCR 900 

303 CONTINUE NUCR 910 
C CHECK MAX-NAX ORDER 

If INAXUSE.EO.O) GO TO 306 
IERR=O 
DO 305 J=l.NVAR
If INIlXIJ) . L E . MAX I J ) ) GO TO 305
PRINT 307.J ,; IERR=l

305 CONTINUE 
IF lIERR .GT.O) STOP 

306 CONTINUE 
C NUCR 920 
C READ AND PRINT RECODE-CONTROL-CARDS. If RECOOING OPTED NUCR 930 

I F INCODE . EO. 0) GO TO 20 NUCR 940 
W~ITE 16.1B6) NUCR 950 
READ 15.7) IKINDIJ).J=l,NVAR) NUCR 960 
READ (5.7) (KONST lJ) ,J=ltNVAR) NUCR 970 
DO 400 J=l,NVIlR NUCR 980 
NOPER - KINOIJ) NUCR 990 
If lNOPER) 400,400 ,401 NUCR1000 

401 If INOPER-3) 402,402.403 NUCR1010 
402 PRINT 190.J,NOPER.KONSTIJ) NUCR1020 

GO TO 400 NUCR1030 
403 READlS,422) lLIMlJ.Ll,L=ld6) NUCRI040 

DO 213 M=2, 16 NUCR1050 
LIx=LIMIJ.M) NUCR1060 
If ILIX.EO.O .AND . ISIGNI3.LIX).LT.0) GO TO 214 NUCR1070 

213 CONTI NUE NUCR1080 
M='17 NUCR1090 

214 M=M-1 NUCR1100 
If INOPER .EO . 4) WRITE 16 . 18 71 J.NOPER. lLIM IJ.Ll .L=ltM) NUCR1110 
If (NOPER . GT. 4) WRITE 16,188) J.NOPER,KONST lJ), ILIM lJ,Ll ,L=l,M) NUCRl120 

400 CONT INUE NUCR1130 
C NUCRl140 
C READ AND PRINT VAR NAMES If OPTED NUCRl150 

20 If IVNAMES.EO.O) GO TO 480 
WRITE 16.83) NUCR1170 
DO 490 l=l.NVAR NUCRl180 
READ(S,10) (NAMI I ,J) ,J=lt8) 

490 W~ITE(6,S7) I.lNAMlI ,J),J=lt81 
GO TO 481 NUCR121 0 

480 DO 482 l=l.NVAR NUCR1220 
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D04~

482 NAMlltJI = BLANK NUCR1240 
C 
C INITIALIZE fOR fIRST BAlCH 

NUCR1250
NUCR1260

481 NBATCH=MINO INOBS,KBATCHI NUCR1270 
NOBS = NOBS-NBATCH NUCR1280 
IBATCH=1 NUCRl290 
LINE = 60 NUCRl300 

C NUCR1310 
C NUCRl320 
C READ A BATCH Of DATA CARDS••• ISCREEN fOR BLANKS If OPTEDI NUCRl330 

199 CONTINUE NUCRl340 
DO 207 N=I,NBATCH NUCRl350 
JLAST= lNVAR-l I.NBATCH'N NUCRl360 
READ lNTI,fMTI lLADlJI,J=N.JLAST,NBATCHI NUCRl370 

fOLLOW ING STATEMENT CHANGED 3400 TO 6400 6666666666666666666666666666NUCR 1380 
If lEOflNTI112070.207 NUCRl390 

C UNEXPECTED END Of fILE 
C CALCULA TE TOTAL CASES READ NUCR14l0 
2070 KOBS=KOBS-NOBS- lNBATCH-N'l I NUCR1420 

NNO=N-l NUCR1430 
NNl=O NUCR1440 
DO 2073 NN2=1.NVAR NUCR1450 
DO 2073 NN3=l,NNO NUCRl460 
NNl=NNl'l NUCRl470 

2073 LAD INNI I =LAD INN3'INN2-1) ·NBATCHI NUCRl480 
NOBS=O NUCRl490 
NBATCH=N-l NUCRl500 
WRITE16,20711 KOBS NUCRl510 

2071 fORMAT 1.IEND-Of-fILE READ, SAMPLE SIZE REDUCED TO·110 IX,51 I lH-1 I 
If lEOfOK.GT .01 GO TO 202 
PRINT 2074 S STOP 

2074 fORMAT 1I1l0X·lCHECK fORMAT fOR POSSIBLE ERRORSI·I 
207 CONTINUE NUCRl540 

202 If lBLNKOUT .EQ.OI GO TO 215 
DO 115 N=I,NBATCH NUCR1560 
DO 115 J=I,NVAR Nui;lnsio 
LAT=LAD IN' 1..1-1 I ·NBATCHI NUCRl580 
..1..1..1=..1-1 NUCR158S 
If ILAT.EQ.O .AND. ISIGNI3,LATI.LT.OI LADIN. JJJ·NBA TCHI =999999999NUCR 1590 

115 CONTINUE NUCRl600 
215 CALL SPEClLAD,NBATCHI NUCRl610 
C 
C 

c 

RECODE VARI ABLES I r OPTED 
If INCODE .EQ. 0) GO TO 485 
DO 32 ..1= I ,NV AR 
..18=..1-1 
NOPER = KINDIJ) 
If INOPERI 32, 32, 176 

176 GO TO 123,24,25,52!.52.52'22) '~0f.ER

NUCRl620 
NUCRl630 
NUCRl640 
NUCRl650 
NUCR1655 
NUCR1660 
NUCR1670 
NUCRl680 
NUCRH,90

C DO TYPE l,2.0R 3 RECODING 
23 DO 1001 l=l.NBATCH 

1001 LADll.J8 .NBATCHI = LADII'J8 ·NBATCHI • KONSTlJI 
GO TO 32 

24 DO 1003 1=I,NBATCH 
1003 LADll.J8 ·NBATCH) = LADII.J8 ·NBATCH) - KONSTI.JI 

GO TO 32 
25 DO 1002 1=1oNBATCH 

1002 LADII.J8 ·NBATCH) LADII.J8 ·NBATCH) KONST 1..11 
GO TO 32 

C 
C DO TYPE 4 RECODING 

S2 DO 29 1=I.NBATCH 
DO 28 K=1016 
IflLADI I. 1..1-1 )·NBATCHI .LE.LIMI.J,KI I GO TO 27 

28 CONTINUE
LADll'.J8 ·NBAlCHI 20
GO TO 29

27 LADll.J8 ·NBATCH) - K-I 
29 CONTINUE

If lNOPER .LE. 4) GO TO 32
NOPER = NOPER-4
GO TO 176

32 CONTINUE 

48S CONTI NUE 

NUCRl700 
NUCRI710 
NUCR1720 
NUCRl730 
NUCRl740 
NUCRI7S0 
NUCRl760 
NUCRI770 
NUCRl780 
NUCRl790 
NUCRl800 
NUCRl8l0 
NUCR1820 
NUCR1830 
NUCR1840 
NUCRl850 
NUCRl860 
NUCR1870 
NUCRI880 
NUCRl89U 
NUCRl900 
NUCRl910 
NUCRl920 
NUCRI930 
NUCRl940 
~~1950
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C NUCR1960 
C NUCR1970 
C DO ALL TABLES. fOR THIS BATCH Of DATA NUCR1980 
C DEfiNE TABLE DEPTH. MAX.VALUES. VARIABLES TO BE USED. NUMeER Of L1NESNUCR1990 
C REQUIRED fOR EACH TABLE IN TURN NUCR2000 

DO 399 KT=I.NTAIiLE
If (KOMBO(KT) .EQ.I) GO TO 399
KRIS=KT

95 04 If (KOMBOIKRIS.11 .Ea.1) 9505.9506
9505 KRIS=KRIS.I

GO TO 9504
95 06 CONTI NUE

NDEPTH = NDEEP IKT I
Jl=NDIMll.KT) 'MAXA=MAX(JI)'1 NAXA=NAX(J11.1
J2=NDIM 12.KT) ,. MAXB=MAX (J2)'1 NAXB=NAXIJ21·1
MAXC=MAXD= I
LREQ = 10 • MAIl.B • LCHI NUCR2090 
LREQPC = LPCT" IMAXB-1'6) NUCR2100 
GO TO 136.36.33t34ItNDEPTH NUCR2110 

34 J4=NO\MI4.KT) :I> MAXD=MAXIJ4) LREQ=LREO'I 
33 J3=NDIMI3.KT) :I> MAXC=MAXlJ3) LREQ=LREO.I 

NUCR2180 
36 DO 300 L3 = I.MAXC NUCR2190 

DO 300 L4 = ! .MAXD NUCR2200 
If liBATCH .GT. 11 GO TO 42 NUCR2210 

ZERO OUT TABLE AREA If fiRST BATCH NUCR2220 
DO 43 I=1.MAXB NUCR2230 
DO 43 J=I.MAXA NUCR2240 

43 NTAB(ItJ) 0 NUCR2250 
GO TO 44 NUCR2260 

OTHERwISE READ INTO TABLE-AREA STORED-RESULTS fROM PREVIOUS BATCH (ES I NUCR2270 
42 READ(SCIN) (INTAB(ItJI.J=1.MAXA).I=ltMAXB) 

C NUCR2290 
C DO II TABLE. TEST 3RD AND 4TH-DIMENSION VARIABLES fOR APPROP VALUE NUCR2300 
C REfORE COUNTIIIlG THE OBSERVATION (WHERE 3RO OR 4TH DIM IS USEDI NUCR2310 

44 DO 47 N=I.NBATCH 
GO TO (40.40.35.39) .NDEPTH NUCR2330 

39 If (LAD(N.(J4-I)"NBATCH) .NE.L4) GO TO 41 
35 If ILADI N'IJ3-1)*NBATCHI .NE.L31 GO TO 47 
40 DO 46 K=KT.KRIS 

MI=NDIMII.KI S If (M1.EO.OI GO TO 46 
DO 45 KK=KT.KRIS 
M2=NDIMI2.KK) S If (M2.EO.OI GO TO 45 
L1=LAD IN. 1M1-1) "NBA TCH) .1 
L2=LAD (N. (M2-1 ) "NBATCHI • I 
If (L1.LE.O .OR. L2.LE.0) GO TO 45 NUCR2390 
If (Ll.GT .MAXA .OR. L2.GT .MAXBI GO TO 45 NUCR2400 
NTAB(L2.L1) NTAB(L2.L1).1 NUCR2410 

45 CONTINUE NUCR2420 
46 CONTINUE 
41 CONTINUE 

NUCR2430 
If MORE OBSERVATIONS REMAIN. STORE THIS TABLE IRESULTS TO DATEI NUCR2440 

If (NOflSI 15.15.48 NUCR2450 
48 CONTI NUE NUCR2460 

WRITE (SCOUT) liNT AB (I. JI • J=1 .MAXAI • 1= I.MAXB) 
GO TO 300 NUCR2480 

NUCR2490 
If NO MORE OBSERVATIONS. COMPUTE ROW AND COLUMN TOTALS fOR THIS NUCR2500 

TABLE ...BYPASS ALL ZERO TABLE If OPTED NUCR2510 
15 NGRTO =0 NUCR2520 

DO 85 J=1.MAXA NUCR2530 
8 5 NCLT(JI=O NUCR2540 

DO 216 I=I.MAXB NUCR2550 
NRTOT (I) =0 NUCR2560 
DO 90 J=1.MAXA NUCR2570 
NRTOT(Il= NRTOTII) • NTAB(ItJI NUCR2580 

9 0 NCLTIJ) = NCLT(JI • NTABlltJI NUCR2590 
2 16 NGRTO = NGRTO • NRTOT II I NUCR2600 

I. (NGRTO.GT .0) GO TO 433
PRINT 80ItlTABNO(KTI S LINE=LINE'2 GO TO 300

433 CONTINUE 
C NUCR2620 

C NUCR2630 
C PRINT OUT THIS TABLE ... IPRINT HEADING fi RSTI NUCR2640 

LINE = LINE • LREO NUCR26S0 
If (LINE' (2"LHEOPC) .LE. 58) GO TO 431 NUCR2660 
WRITE (6.800) NUCR2610 
LI NE=LREO-I NUCR2680 
no TO 16 NUCR2690 
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4 31 PRINT 203
76 PRINT 501dTABNOlt<T). JltlNAMIJltKltK=I.81

PRINT 502. J2. INAMIJ2.K) .K=I.81
IF INDEPTH.GE.31 PRINT 502. J3.INAMIJ3.K).K=I.81
IF I NDEPTH.EQ.41 PRINT 502. J4.INAMIJ4.KI.K=lt81

PRINT 503.MAXA.MAXB
IF INDEPTH.GE.3) PRINT 504.l3
IF INOEPTH.EQ.4) PRINT 505.l4

NUCR2780 
NUCR2790 
NUCR2800 

PRINT BODY OF TABlEt COMPUTE AND PRINT COLUMN AND ROW TOTALS NUCR2810 
MSUB = MAXA-l NUCR2820 
IoIRITE 16.91) lIH.IH=NADA.MSUB) NUCR2830 
wRITE (6.211 I NUCR284U 
DO 100 I=ltMAXB NUCR2850 
ISUR = 1-1 NUCR2B60 

100 IoIRITE 16ol05) ISUB.NRTOT II It lNTABl ItJI .J=ltMAXAI NUCR2870 
WRITE 16.1061 NGRTO. lNClT IJI .J=I.MAXAI NUCR2880 

C NUCR2890 
NUCR2900 

C DO CHISQUARE ANDIOR PERCENTS ANDIOR KENOAllltS TAU. IF OPTED NUCR2910 
C GET FlOATING-PT EOUIVAlENTS ••• DEDUCT ZERO ROw.COlUMN FROM TOTALS NUCR292 0 

IF INCHI • NPCT • NTAU) 300.300.404 NUCR2930 
4 04 NGRTO=O 

DO 405 J=2.NAXA 
405 NClTlJ)=O

DO 407 I=2.NAXB
NRTOT I I) =0
DO 406 J=2.NAXA
NRTOTlll = NRTOTIiI + NTABlI.JI
NClT IJI = NCLT lJ) • NTABII.J)

4 06 TABlI.J)=NTABII.J)
l\jGRTO=NGRTO • NIHOT I I I

4 07 RTOT I II = NRTOTlI I

C 

CORRECTION JUNE 68 ••••• BB 
IF INGRTO.GT .01 GO TO 398 
PRINT 802 S L1NE=L1NE'2 GO TO 300 

398 GRTO=NGRTO 
DO 432 J=2.NAXA 

432 ClT lJ) =NCLT IJ) 
NUCR3050 

IF INCHI • NTAU) 410.410.205 NUCR3060 
205 WRITE 16.2111 

C 

NUCR3070 
IF INCHI .EO. 0) GO TO 204 NUCR3080 

408 CHISO = 0.0 NUCR3090 
DO 409 I=2.NAXB 
DO 409 J=2. NAXA 
A lCLTIJ)ORTOTIIII I GRTO NUCR3120 
B = ITABlItJI-AI 002 NUCR3130 

PROVISIONS MADE FOR SKIPPING ZERO-DIVIDEC 
APRil 68 ••• BB

IF lA.EO.O.OI GO TO 409
CHISQ = CHISO + B/A

409 CONTINUE 
CRXC = SORT ICHISOI ICHISQ+GRTOI ) NUCR3150 
WRITE 16.209) CHISO.CRXC NUCR3160 

C 

C 

NUCR3170 
C DO All CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS NUCR3180 
C NTAU IS NOT USED BY THE SUBROUTINE BUT MAY 8E USED TO EXERCISE NUCR3190 
C OPTIONS IN ALTERNATE SUBROUTINES NUCR3200 

204 IF lNTAU.GT .0) CAll COEFT INTAUI 
C NUCR3220 

C NUCR3230 
C DO COLUMN PERCENTS NUCR3240 

410 IF INPCTl 300.300.411 NUCR3250 
411 liNE = lINE' lREQPC NUCR3260 

IF ILlNE-581 412.412.413 NUCR3270 
412 PRINT 108 S GO TO 414 
413 PRINT 800 SPRINT 108 PRINT 113. IIH.IH=ltMSUBI PRINT 211 

liNE = lREQPC • 3 NUCR3340 
NUCR3350 

414 DO 416 I=2.NAXB 
ISUB = 1-1 NUCR3370 
TPC = RTOT I 11 I GRTO NUCR3380 
DO 415 J=2.NAXA 

415 PCENTIJI = TABII.J) I CLTIJ) NUCR3400 
416 WRITE16.1101 ISUB.TPC.IPCENTIJI.J=2.NAXAI 

wRITE 16.1111 NGRTO.lNCLTIJI.J=2,NAXA) 
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NUCRJ430 
C DO ROw PERCENTS 
C 

NUCRJ440 
LINE = LINE + LREOPC NUCRJ450 
If ILINE-S8) 417,417,418 NUCRJ460 

417 PRINT 114 s GO TO 419 
4 18 PRINT 800 s PRINT 114 PRINT 113, IIH,IH=IoMSUB) PRINT 211 

LINE - LREOPC +3 NUCR3SJO 
NUCRJS40 

419 DO 421 1=2,NAXB 
I SUB = I-I NUCRJS60 
00 42 0 J=2. NAX A 

420 PCENTIJI = TAB(I,J) I RTOTIIl NUCR3S80 
421 WRI TE (6,109) ISUB,NRTOT I I), IPCENT (J) ,J=2.NAXA) 

DO 212 J=2,NAXA 
212 PCENTIJ) = CLTlJ) I GRTO NUCRJ610 

WRITE 16,112) NGRTO. (PCENT IJ) ,J=2,NAXA) 
NUCRJ6JO 

300 CONTINUE 
399 CONT INUE 

NUCRJ6S0 
C PREPARE PROCESS NEXT BATCH If ANY NUCRJ660 

REwiND SCIN !> REWIND SCOUT 
SCIN=103-SCIN !> SCOUT=103-SCOUT 
If INOBS .rc. 0) GO TO 150 NUCRJ700 
NBATCH=MINO (NOBS, KBATCHI NUCRJ710 
NOBS NOBS - N8A TCH NUCR3720 
IBATCH = IBATCH -I NUCRJ730 
GO TO 199 NUCR3740 

C 

NUCRJ7S0 
C PREPARE PROCESS NE XT PROBLEM IF ANY NUCRJ760 

150 If (NPROS .Ea. NOONE) GO TO 160 NUCRJ770 
If IN REwoITAPE .GT .0) REWIND 1 
GO TO 500 NUCRJ790 

160 wRITE (6.189) NPROB NUCR3800 
STOP NUCRJ810 

NUCRJ820 
NUCRJ830 

5 fORMAT ( X,8AIO ) 
6 f ORMAT (14,151 2) NUCRJ850 
7 fORMAT (4012) NUCRJ860 
8 fORMA T <lH+,9XI6,7X,4141 NUCRJ870 
9 fO RMAT (1/111'1 VARIABLE ,4013) NUCRJ880 

10 fORMAT (8AIO)
11 fORMAT 1/" fORMAT IS °8AIO I <l2X,8AI0))
5 7 fORMAT (IS,2X.8AIO)
I\ J fORMAT (8HIVAR.NO.II) NUCRJ910
YI fORMAT 1//17X03HTOT.JX.21IS) NUCR3920

l OS fORMAT (9X13.1803X,21IS) NUCRJ9JO 
106 FORMAT I 19}\SHTOTAL.1603X,21IS) NUCR3940 
108 FORMAT 1//7X.40HPERCENTS BY COLUMN FROM THE ABOVE MATRIXI ) NUCRJ9S0 
109 FORMAT (9XI3,18.9X,2P20fS.I) NUCR39bO 
110 FORMAT 1112.2PFY.I.8X.20fS.I) NUCRJ970 
III fORMAT I 19}\SHTOTALo16.8X,2015) NUCRJ980 
112 f ORMAT 1/9X,SHTOTAL,16,9X.2P20fS.I) NUCRJ990 
113 fORMAT (17Xo3HTOT.8X.20IS) NUCR4000 
114 fORMAT 1//7X,38Hf'ERCENTS BY ROW fROM THE ABOVE MATRIX I ) NUCR4010 
I ~S fORMAT (10 TOTAL CASES EXPECTED=oI4,7X"PROBLEM NO."13,4H Of 13) 
18 b fORMAT (27HIRECODING OPTION CALLED fOR II 51'1 VAR. I NUCR40JO 

R SOH NO.CODE CONST. RECODED CATEGORIES <UPPER LIMITSI I 1 NUCR4040 
187 fORMAT 113014,SA,2016) NUCR40S0 
18 B f ORMAT 113.14,15,2016) NUCR4060 
1 ~9 fORMAT (11'11013," PROBLEMIS) COMPLETED - THIS JOB DONE") 
19 0 fORMAT (13.14, IS) NUCR4080 
2 0J fORMAT (11'10) NUCR4090 
2 09 fORMAT (IH+.JH)(2=,f8.3,4H C=,f6.J) NUCR4100 
210 f ORMAT (IOAI6) NUCR4110 
211 fORMAT (A ) NUCR4120 
3 02 fORMAT (1IIIO xoTHE 1ST-DIMENSION VARIABLE SELECTED fOR TABLE"IJ. NUCR41JO 

c 

• "HAS MAX-VALUE Of "14.", SEE ABOVE. ") NUCR4140 
3 04 fORMAT IIISA"<lST-DIMENSION VARIABLES MUST NOT HAVE MAX-VALUES OVENUCR41S0 

. R 20.) ") NUCR4160 
3 07 fORMAT I//lOxoNAX GREATER THAN MAX fOR VARIABLE"I") 
422 fO RMAT (1615) NUCR4170 
4 23 fORMAT (111'1 MAX.VALUE ,4013) NUCR4180 
4 24 fORMAT(112(9XAI,9HTABLE NO.,6A9HVARIABLES,7XI4HMAAIMUM VALUESIOX))NUCR4190 
425 fORMAT I1H+,38X,414) NUCR4200 
426 fORMAT 1111'1 NAX.VALUE ,4013) 
428 fORMAT I IH+.74X, 16.7A,414) NUCR4210 
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430 FOIolMAT llH-01UJII.4I41 
SO1 FOIo/MAT 18X9HTABLE NO. 14. 10XIZHVARIABLE NO. I 3.ZX8Al O/IH-. 711.13I1H- I I NUCR4Z30 
SOZ FORMAT IZSX.6HVRS. .13HVARIABLE NO•• IZ.ZX.8AI0 
503 FORMAT I1H-.6A.12HTABLE SIZE =tI4.4H BYtI41 NUCR42S0 
504 FORMAT (lH-.401l.1SH3Io1D DIMENSION =tI41 NUCR4260 
50S FORMAT I1H-.64X.lSH4TH DIMENSION =t14) NUCR4270 
800 FORMAT I1H1I NUCR4280 
8 01 FORMAT I1HO.811"lABLE NO."14." IS ALL ZEROES"I 
802 FORMAT 1/" STATISTICS AND PERCENTAGES FOR ABOVE TABLE ARE OMITTED • 

• AS ALL RESPONSES FALL IN ZERO-ROW AND -COLUMN."I 
F"NI' NUCR4310 

SUBROUTINE SPECILAD.NBATCH) II 
DIMENSION LADINBATCH.80) B 
RETURN 
FNn 

SUBROUTINE COEFT INTAU)
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE KENDALLlIS TAU-C
C 

COMMON /BB/ AI101 .211 .TI I 101ltTJIZl 1
COMMON /CC/ SUM. I MAX, JMAX
DIMENSION CSAT leI)

PSS=PDD=PSD=TPS=TPD=O.
DO 12 I=2,IMAX
DO 12 J=2,JMAX
51 =52=53=54=0.0

IANDl=I-l JAND1=J-l ILES1=I-l s JLES1=J-l 
C SI=SOuTHEAST AREA

IF II.EQ.IMAX .OR. J.EQ.JMAXI GO TO ZOO
DO 1 K=IANDI. IMAX
DO 1 L=JAND1.JMAX
SI=SI • AIK,LI

C S2=NORTHWEST AREA 
ZOO IF (I .EQ.2.0R. J.EQ.2) GO TO 300

DO 2 K=2,ILESI
DO Z L=2.JLI:.Sl

2 S2=SZ - AIK.l)
S3=SOUTHWEST AREA

300 IF II.EQ.IMAX,OR, J,EQ,21 GO TO 400
DO 3 K=IAND1.IMAX
DO 3 L=2.JLESI
S3=S3 - AIK,l)

S4=NORTHEAST AREA
400 IF II.EQ.2.0R. J.EQ.JMAX) GO TO 20

00 4 K=Z.ILESI
00 4 L=JANOl.JMAX

4 54=54 - AIK,L)
20 CONTINUE

PSS=PSS-A I 1.JI" 151-521" 151-521
POO=PDO-A I I .JI" IS3-S4)" IS3-54}
PSO=PSO-A I I .JI" I Sl-S2 I" I S3-S4}
TPS=TPS-A I I ,JI "51
TPD=TPO-A I I .JI "53

12 CONTINUE
C

TN2=SUM"SUM
PS=2."TPS $ PD=2."TPD
PT=TN2-PS-PO
UM= lTN2-PT 1.... 2
PS2=PS"PS 
PD2=PO"PO

C PROVISIONS MADE FOR SKIPPING ZERO-OIVIOE
C APRIL 68 ••• BB

GAMMA =SEG=ZG=O. 0
WHATZS=TPS- TPO

S=TPS-TPO
IF IWHATZS.EQ.O.O) GO TO 500
GAMMA = S/WHATZS

500 SQ = SQRT IIPS2"POO) IZ.""'S"PO"PSO) - IP02"PSS) )
IF ISQ"UM .EQ.O.O) GO TO Sal
SEG = 1. / lUM/14.0"SQ))
ZG = I-GAMMA)/SEG

SO1 CONTINUE 

RMAX=CMAX=O.O XU=YU=O. 0
00 55 J=2. JMAX
IF lTJIJ).GT.CMAX, CMAX=TJIJ)

55 Xu=xu - TJ(J) .... 2
00 56 I=2.IMAX
IF lTIIIl.GT.RMAX) RMAX=TIIII

5 6 Yu=YU- TI I I) 2
XU= .5.. CSUM 2-XUI
YU=. 5" I SUM 2-YU)

PROVISIONS MAOE FOR SKIPPING ZERO-OIVIOE 
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DYll=D...Y=O.O
If I"'U.NE.O.O) DYx =S/"'U
If IYU.NE.O.O) Dx Y=S/YU

C 
C COMPUTE GOODMAN KRUSKEL LAMBDAS 
C 

DO 34 J=2.JMA'" 
34 CSBTIJ)=O.O

ALAN=ALBN=O.O
DO 35 1=2.IMAll
RSBT=O.O
DO 33 J=2. JMA'"
If IAII.J).GT.~5BT) RSBT=AlItJ)
If IAlItJ) .GT.CSBTIJ)) CSBTIJ)=AlItJ)

33 CONTINUE
35 ALAN=ALAN.RSBT

DO 3b J=2. JMA'"
as ALBN=ALBN + CSBT I J)

EOI=SUM-RMA)( 
EOJ=SUM-CMA'" 
EBJ= ISUM-ALAN) 
EB I =SUM-ALBN 

MORE PROVISIONS ETC 
ALMB=BLMB=SYML=O.O 
If IEOI.NE.O.O) BLMB= IEOI-EBI)/EOI 
If IEOJ.NE.O.O) ALMB = IEOJ-EBJ)/EOJ 
If IEOI+EOJ.EO.O.O) GO TO 502 
SYML= (EOI +EOJ-EBI-EBJ) / IEOI +EOJ) 

502 CONTINUE 

TAUB=TAUC=O. o
If IIMAx, NE.JMA...I GO TO 102
T=U=O.O
DO 23 1=2.IMA...
T=T+.5"TI 111"nl 111-1.1
J=I

23 U=U+ .5"TJIJI .. nJIJI-1.1
BI = I SUM" I SUM-I. ) ".5-TI I .5)
BJ= I SUM· I SUM-I. ) -, 5-U I I .5)

MORE PROVISIONS ETC 
If IBI"BJ .EO.O.OI GO TO 505 
TAUB=S/ I B I "BJ) 

505 CONTINUE
LET=4HT-B= TAU=TAUB GO TO 5000

102 AM = MINO (lMA.... JMAx ) -1 
MORE PROVISIONS ETC 

If IAM.LE.1.01 GO TO SOb 
TAUC=S/ I I. 5 ..SUM.... 2.. I AM-1.I/AM I) 

SOb CONTINUE 
LET=4HT -C= S TAU=TAUC 

5000 lIIRHE (b.30 1) LET. TAU.GAMMA. SEG. ZG.ALMB.BLMB.SYML.DllY .DYll 
RETURN 

301 fORMAT IlH+.2311A4.f7.3.4H G=f7.3.7H SE-G=f7.3.6H Z-G=f7.3. 
6H L-A=f7.3.bH L-B=f7.3.4H L=f7.3.6H DllY=f7.3.6H DYll=f7.3) 

END 

SUBROuTINE SPECILAD.NBATCH)
DIMENSION LADINBATCH.801
RETURN
END

B 
B 





INDEX 

The .index to this book was prepared on a CDC 6400 computer 
using the keyword indexing techniques described in Chapter 
VIII , pages 190-202. To use the index, scan the vertical column 
of alphabetized keywords. Page number references are given to 
the right of the keywords. 

To my knowledge, Lester W. Milbrath was the first political 
scientist (and possibly the first author) to use a computer for 
indexing his books. Both The Washington Lobbyists and Political 
Participation (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963 and 1965) were in
dexed in this manner. In both cases , however, the published in
dex was set in type from the computer output and has a "conven
tional" appearance. The index below was reproduced directly 
from the computer output. 

The main advantage of indexing books with a computer is 
efficiency. Working directly from page proofs, Michael R. Leavitt 
and I keypunched 556 lines of text entries (one line per card) in 
less than eight hours. The computer took less than a minute to 
create and alphabetize 1,100 separate keyword index entries. The 
completed index, ready for offset printing, was returned to North
western University Press within a week after the page proofs 
were received. 
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AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW. 121
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AMES. IS8
AMES. 168"1
ANALOG COMPUTER. 91
ANAL YS I S AND ELECTORAL RESEARCH. 176
ANALYSIS OF DATA. 4
ANALYSIS. 121-122
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I'lACKSTROM AND G. HURSH. 130
BAEHNE. 12N
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RAILEY. 124"1
RAlES. J. NAMENWIRTH. D. OGilVIE. 210
BANKS AND R-. 's , TEXTOR . 24-2S 
RANKS AND R. TEX TOR. 43N
BASIC MACHINE LANGL'AGE. 105
BASIC VARIABLES AND BLANK COLUMNS. 149
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BAYH. 146
RCD. 92-93
pEATON . 107
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BENSON, 6
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"lIOMEDICAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS, 118
I3ISCO, 11
RISCO, 13"1
~ISCO, 134-138
RISCO, 137
~ISCO, 189
~ISCO, 210N
~ISHOP, 269
RITS, 98
RIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS, 154
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BLALOCK, 185N 
BLANK COLUMNS. 149
BLANK SPACES AND MISSING DATA. 138
ALOCK CODES. 144
BLOCKING. 100
BLUE BOOK. 89N
RMD, BIOMEDICAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS, 118
BMD02D - CORRELATION PROGRAM. 181
BMD02D COMPUTER OUTPUT -SCATTER DIAGRAM. 184
BMD02S - CROSS-CLASSIFICATION PROGRAM, 159
BMD08D - CROSS-CLASSIFICATION PROGRAM. 159
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BOWLES, XVI
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CARD FORMAT. 130
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CARD. 15
CARDS FOR THE SAME CASE. 147
CARDS. 142
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CARDS. 43N 
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CASE. 147
CDC 6400 CO"lPUTER. 269
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CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT. 160
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• tLECTROMECHANICAL PRINC IPLES. 47
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTROMECHANICAL PRINCIPLES. 47
ELECTRONIC STATISTICAL MACHINE. B4
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